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ENGLISH GRAMMAR IN AMERICAN SCHOOLS

BEFORE 1850.
4

4°"A Istory of English gramniar in the United States would of some
amusement if a rational mind could derive any amusement from perusing a
record of abortive attempts to teach tho correct use of language by every meting/ but actual practice In the art of tweaking' and writing it."WALus (W. B.
-FowLE) (i. )

INTRODUCTION.

PRIMARY PURPOSES OF THE STUDY.

grammar, as a formal subject, distinct from 9thr branches
of instruction in the vernacular, wade but portiaic appearances in the
American schools before 170. After !be Revolution Its rise was
extremely rapid. English grammar pined momentum as thehold of
Latin grammar weqkened, and by the end of the first quarter of the
nineteenth century it became so generally taught that the common
term grammar school, fofmqly applied to the secondary school of
the Latin-grammar type, wilts now by common consent used to desig-
nate an intermediate school with tnglish ,grammar as its central
Autry.. After 1825 the prominence of English graniinar became
gradually nio marlod, until it reached its height about 1850-1875.
Then began a period of decline, conttnuing until.the time of the Com-
mittee of Fifteen, which made its report in 1895.'

The past 25 years have seen a revival of attention to grammar, but
of a very much saner type than before. No other study in the cur-
riculum has had a more spectacular rise and a more dramatic fall.
Moreover, concerning no other study to-day are educators more in
tioubt.2

The first purpose of this study is to trace the course of this rise and
fall, Vvith the changing educational ideals and theories accompanying
it.; to analyke £ho causes of the varied changes of the subject, and to
determine when, where, why, and by, whom the successive modifica-
tions were inauguritted and carried out prior to 1850.

Rept. Com. Fifteen, Jour. Proc., N. E. A., 1895,'p. 232. Fes' recommendations concern-
ing grammar see ,Rcpt. Com. Fifteen, Educational iteriew, IX. 234-41.

*The National COuncil of Teachers of English on Nov. 27,1915, in Chicago, appointed a
committee t6 consider and recommend a suitable treatment inn' the -.schools of formal
grammar.
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The second purpose of this dissertation is to.arrange systematically
these varying methods used. from 1750 to 1850 and to show how dry
are interrelated both with the shifting conceptions of the nature
and purpose of grammar and with the place given the study in the
curriculum.

No effort seems to have been made to develop thse two important
aspects of English grammar with historical accuracy. Itafecd; trea-
tises on the general curriculum, in their infrequenrreferences to this
particular branch of the vernacular,' are tilled' with inaccurate state-
ments of fact- and with misleading generalizations, particularly in
regard-to the early periods.' Only one who has had to deal with such
inaccuracies can realize how diflitult it is to asvertain the truth con-
cerning English grammar. It is therefore with due reservations
that the writer statrs, as his third purpose, an effort to establishwith
concrete data a basis of reliable facts, especialIT in the ,vague period
of English grammar before the American Devolution,

A fourth purpose which this study- has-been compelled to consider
incidentally is to.show how g.ranimar 'was interrelated with declania-
tion, oratory, composition, and literature, as .these five branchvs of
instruction in the mother tongue of a higher order than reading.
writing, and spelling gradually made their way into the program of
American schools.

SOURCES.

This investigation rests primarily upon an intensive examination
of early English grammars, with special attention to those in use
from 1750 to 1850. [The date 1750 has been determined upon as most
suitable to mark the beginnings of instruction in formal English
grammar in America.

The grammars, then, of the eighteenth century, many of which
passed through several editions both in England and America. were

'Three examples of such errors will suffice to Illustrate. Que'writer affirms: " English
Oxammar was there (In Caleb Ilingham'a school, 17901 taught for the first time InBoston." W. 8 Fowls, English Grammar, C. 8..1., XII (1850, 72. Here is an error of
at least 23 years (see Ch. 11, p. 23, which has been widely accepted as stating the truth.
Again. Noah Webster affirmed that " no. English grammar was generally taught in com-
mon schools when I was young." (1770. Am. J. of Ed., X111, 124. Letter to Henry
Barnard, dated' 1840.1 This, coming from the author of at least, the fifth American gram-mar, (see Chap. II) (not the first, as commonly believed), has been largely influential
in misinforming later writers upon the curriculum. Againi so careful a writer as Reeder
asserts, concerning Noah Webster's "Gratnmatical Institutes of the English Language,"
"these books la speller, grammar, and reader, 1783 -17851 were the first works of the kind
published in the United States. They were gradually introduced into most of the schools'of the country." Reeder, .(list. Dev. of Bch. Readers, etc., 30. On the contrary, Wftster's
grammar was not the first American grammar, and it enjoyed neither a long nor an exten-sive use as a textbook. W. D. Fowle, op.' cit.. 74 end 203. Reeder's Ittatement Is accurate
'concerning-the speller and the reader, bat it is quite erroneous concerning Part. 11 ofWebster's series.

'Bee Chap. II, p. 33,
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largely influential in determining school practices of the day. Book 1
learning in the eighteenth century had an even more literal significance !
than it has to-day in many an ill-conducted classroom. "As the text-
book, so the stud " is a comparatively safe assumption.

So,_ too, for primary evidence as to the changes in methods of
instruction. beginning about 1823, the writer has turned to the lead-
ing texts of the various periods. For example, this dis4ertation

methods in -grammar.5 Greene's "Analysis" of 1S-IT.was tl e cubui-
!points out, that 1850 was the central turning point. in the h story of

nation of various influences breaking away from the older concep,-
tions and the forerunner of numerous other textbooks of the iiext .25

result. of seatterpl agita"tion and efforts of the previot :- quarter
years. Likewise -Swinton's Language Lessons, of 1813. ea le as the

century, and in,their wide,adoption Swinton'. Lessons. fastened upon
the schools the new idea of graunnat as incidental to eiereises in
writingland speaking. And, of a more recent ,period, SWates Gram-
mar, with its imitators, has given the still, newer turn oft incidental
st why to-the subject of formal grammar.

In addition to the textbooks thenisdves the educational vritings of
authors contemporary with the various periods have thrit)%yn consid-
erable light, upon various advances made in classroom Methods. ,To
be sure, a commentakw like Comenius, I look. Brinslev. L ke, Frank-
lin, or Mann is usually, in his theory, Shore or less in ad .ance of his
time, aq the reforms he advocates are indicative of m hods which
do not become general for a considerable period after hi advocacy:of
them" ,

'In addition, the writer is indebted to Dr. Marcus W.I,Ternegan, of :

the University of -Chicago-, for generous advice and .sistance, and
especially for permission to use his voluminous dat on private
schools taken from colonial newspapers. This materia has-been of
invaluable aid, )especially in indicating ninny of the pi-ivate schools
of the eighteenth century whose schoolmasters Went pioneers in -
adding English grammar to their curricula.

*See CLap. VT; p. 133.
ti

For example, in. 1780 Benjamin Rush. of Pennayivanin. advocat .concerning the
teaching of English grammar, principles which even in 1920 are re y far ,from being
accomplished.

1.10et- the first eight years of a boy's-time be employed In learning toispeak, spell. read.
and write the English langbage. leor this purpose, let him he commItne] to the care.,of a
master who speaks correctly at an tbneiCand let the hooks he reads be Written In a'simple.'
but correct st.yle...,, During these years let not an English grammar-hyl any means be put
into his bands. *it is to most boys under 1.2 years of age an unintelligIble.book. As well
might we contend that a boy should be taught the names and number of the humors of
the eye or the =oriels of. the tongue, in order to learn to see or tospeak; as be taught the
English language by .means of grammar. Babeho Paws In atteniptlug to learn to read by
chewing the four and twouty letters of the alphabet did not exhibit a greater absurdity,
than a boy of seven or eight years old does in committing grammar rules to memory in
order to understand the English languaie," Wickersham. 81st. of *Ed. in Pa.. 234.,
" Between his fourteenth and 'eighteenth years be should be instructed in grimkar.
oritory,"'etc. Ibid.,.266,

.
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The history of the actual teaching of English gratnnugr is quits
different from a history of the theories of teaching grammar.
Throughout this jtudy the author has endeavored to keeitstrictly to
the former point of viewthat is. to keep a firm hold upon the ,actual
classroom practices of successive periods. Evidence of an extensive
sale of textbooks, for example, is taken as reliable proof as to what
constituted the subject matter of schoolroom activities.

More reliable, however, than textbooks or educational writings for
determining. the exact status of English grommar at any definite
period are statutes. curricula, and school reports. 'Wherever it has
been possible, these sources have been utilized to determine how far
school practiceS in any period conformed to the theories of the best
educational writers and embodied the innovations of the most pro-
gressive textbooks. Incidental to these, information has been derived
from town histories, reports of educational commissions, early jour-
nals .of education, and such other information as may be found in
miscellaneous sources, like newspaper advertisements, reminiscences,
lives-of schoolmasters,- and histories of-individual institutions.

THE BEGINNINGS OF GRAMMAR; NOT OF THE VERNACULAR
INSTRUCTION.

This study.has to deal primarily with English grainmar in Ameri-
can schools. Main interest therefore centers upon the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. Indeed, the year 1750, the date of the first
important vernacular school in America to center its instruction'
.around English grammar. is about 200 years too late at which to
begin the study of the development of this branch of terti4ng. But
the important fact to bear in mind is that this is a study o English
grammar, not of the vernacular. Moreover, it is it study of English
grammar in. America, not in England. Therefore its treatment
plunges in medias res and touches upon the vernacular before the
eighteenth century and upon grammar in England only as demanded
by the course of the subject in America and as directly inherited from
England in fheories, textbooks, and schoolroom practices.

BEARING ON MODERN PROBLEMS.

It has apparently been the fate of new branches in vernacular
instruction, once introduced into American schools, to be carried to
excess. Perhaps this is not_true of reading and writing; but of the
newer branches, spelling, which began correctly as an incidental
study, became a craze in the first quarter of the nineteenth century
and came to occupy-an undue proportion of attention. Elagorate
school instruction was supplethented by 'evening spelling schools and
spelling matches.' Webster's blue-backed speller enjoyed a sale
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unrivaled in our school annals.' Fifty years after the dominance of
spelling English grammar rose to. its height,. occupying, from 1850
to 1875, three to seven years of the secondary sekools and, in addition,
a prominent place in the high schools. After 1875, with the sub-
sidence of grammar to its correct place as an incidental study, com-
position gained in 'strength;and, togetherwith literature carefully
prescribed by college entrance requirements, to-day monopolizes one-
fourth ()Utile high-school curl. ulum, while formal language lessons
predominate in the elementary hool.

The history of spelling a of grammar suggests that 50 years
hence educators will be savin that in the two decades from -1900 to
1920 the school had not yet discovered that language habits are not
Most advantageously 'acquired in formal composition; that literature
is a preSent reality, with living poets and prose writers, rather than a
dusty contribution from masters who lived centuries ago. The his-
torian, of the future may smile at the excess of oral composition when
carried into elaborate State declamatory contests. Indeed, in the light
of the pastone argument for increasing the time given to formal classes
in the. vernacular is at least questionable. If children can not spell,
we are urged, give thew more classes in spelling:if they are gram -
matically inaccurate, give them Mow grammar; if they can not write,
give them more classes in composition; if they can not appreciate the
pale heroes of Ring Srthur's court, give them Milton's minor poems
and Cai.lyle's Essay on Burns. The very questionable logic of this
argument led to excess in the time devoted to spelling and to gram-
mar, and it has been a powerful factor in advancing Lomposition and
literature to their present status.

There can be little doubt that the period 1900 to 1920 is the heyday
of formal composition and.of the classics in the English curriculum,
just as the date 1825 was the heyday of spelling and thirt of 1860 the
heyday of grammar. And still the cry is that English departments
are failures and' their product exceedingly imperfect, and English
texcherg are demanding ever larger appropriations. English is more
fortuhate than its sister studies in being able to have the value of its
product weighed every day in...the practical life of its graduates.
English welcomes criticism of; its deficiency. EngliSh is experi-
menting with conversation lessons, with present-day literature; Eng-
lish is begging Adler departments to cooperate in establishing correct
language habits; English is endeavoring to put oral composition on
a sensible basis. Here and there a daring reformer is advocating less
time for formal classes in English. their place-to be taken by more
general and uniform guidance in language habits. Here and there

" It Is computed that more than 80,000,000 cops of this spelling book were sold before
1880." Evans Am 131bl.. 6, 26:1.
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school officials are even rejecting for other departments teachers whose
English is slovenly, just as they reject candidates whose appearance is
careless and uncleanly.

History in the teaching of the mother tongue is being made to-day.
Therefore tht`) writer feels that any light which ntay -be thrown upon
the history of any re branch of English instruction from its very
beginning in America may assist modern reformeis in securing a
better perspective as they advance to more important innovations.
The heart of the newer movements in the vernacular is well expressed
by Sir Oliver Lodge : " Language shvhld lie learned in a pupil's
stridenot by years of painful application:" This sentiment, more-
over, is the direct opposite of the spirit and aims of instruction in
formal grammar in America up to 185b.



Chapter I.

tAIFILY INSTRUCTION IN THE VERNACULAR PRECEDING
ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

The history of he educational changes by which instruction in the
English vernacular has been grafted upon the classical instruction of
the sixteenth century involves two distinct movements. The first

' occurred after the Reformation ; it was led by Comenitts, Brinsley,
Itoole, and others; it resulted in the addition of reading, writing, and
spelling in the mother tongue to the curriculum of elementary schools
and to the lower classes of grammar schools.' The second movement
may be said to have begun in 1693 with John Locke and his immediate
followers ; it resulted in the addition of Etiglish grammar, composi-
tion, both oral And written, and literature to the curriculum of inter-
mediate schools and colleges.°

While it. i true that these two movements, corresponding roughly
to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, respectively, were closely
-related, they were also quite distinct and_invQlve two different -con-
ceptions of education. The seventeenth-century reform demanded the
vernacular for two reasons:-First, as a necessary preliminary for
boys who were to continue their education in the classics; second, as
suitable instruction for the masses, not destined for higher schools,
but needing to read the Bible in the. vernacular, according_ to the
spirit of the Reformation.

The important consideration is that theseventeenth-century reform
still regarded education in the classics as of highest worth. On the
contrary, the eighteenth-century reform began where the former left
off. It found the elementary branches of the vernacular established
as the preliminaries of classical instruction. John Locke headed the
revolt against the Latin curriculum as the sole content of secondary
education. 'He and his, followers insisted that the mother tongue
itself is better suited than Latin to serve at once as the end and the
vehicle of secondary ethication. They placed English in the cur-
rieulum not as.preliminary to but as a substitute for the Latin tongue."
It was through this eighteenth-century movement that English gram-'

Fit4. Watson. Beginnings of Mod. Subj., 20. for excellent discussion of this earlier
movement.

flee Chap. III. p. 55. " Full discussion In Chap. III, p. 55.

ll
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Mar, composition, and literature entered the curriculum and began
the course which has brought them to the dignified place they occupy
to-day.

It is obvious that a study which seeks to trace the entrance of
English grammar into American pedagogy has to deal primarily
with the eighteenth-century reform.. In other words, the point of
departure in this dissertatimi may be sajd to be 1698, the date of John
Locke's Thoughts on Education. .The first movement for the ver-
nacular, with its causes and results, is postulated as having been com-
pleted, and the later reform of the eighteenth century begun, by that
date.

This thesis shows that English grammar was introduced primarily'
as the core study of a' secondary school curriculuin of the English
rather than of the Latin type; that the traditions of Latin gram-
mar as the heart of grammar- school instruction .pointed at first. pbsi-
tively and directly to English gammar as the core of an English
program of equal rank with the Latin grammar program. In other
words, this dissertation is the story of the process by 'Which the
dreary grind of Latin grammar was supplanted, for the great
majority of American school children, by the almost equally futile
grind of English grammar.

Although we have selected 1693 as the starting point. of our discus-
sion, let us now examine briefly the character of the vernacular
instruction in England and America from 1620 to the end of the
seventeenth century. This is done merely to establish a suitable
background for the entrance of English grammar. It is a glance at
what vernacular instruction was just before grammar appeared in
America.

1. CHARACTER OF VERNACULAR INSTRUCTION IN ENtGLAND,
1596-1622.

In 1596 Edmund Coote published in London his famous vernacular
textbook for " pettie " schools. The title indicates its .nature: " The
English_ School Master, ,Teaching all his Scholars, of what age
soever, the most easy, short, and perfect order of distinct Reading.
and true Writing our English-tongue. 4,*7,11

Brinsley and
Hook. leading school writers of their day-1600-1650both speak of
Coote's School Master, 1596, as a popular text for elementary
schools." Before 1656 the book had passed through 26 editions,
proof enough of its popularity."

An examination of the contents of this text enables one to see early
seventeenth-century vernacular instruction in England. Thirty-two

"Barnard, Am J. of 1.(1., I (MO, 509.
a Mosley, Lucian Literarim, 18. Iloole, N.ew Discovery, 43.
II Watson, Grammar Schools, 177.
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pages are given to instruction in the alphabet and spelling:- about 18
pages to the catechism, prayers, and psalms; five pages to chronology;,
two to writing copies; two to arithmetic; the remainder to lists of
hard words " sensibly explained." The child using this book first-
learned his letters, then short syllables, next longer ones, then reading

))ry the word method, With spelling incidental to both alphabet and
reading. Writing was insignificant.",

Brinsley's course in the " pettie" school consisted of studies in this
order: The alphabet, the A B C (including spelling) Ought by the
nse of Coote's School Master, the primer " twice thro," The Psalms
in Meter, The Testament. and the " Schoole of Vertue," together with
" The Schoole of good niartnee.i.""

A col iplete description of vernacular instruction at the end of the
sixteenth century is given by Charles Hoole. In 1659 Hoole pub-
lished "A New Discover of the Old Art of Teaching School," having
been. written 23 years before." 'Hoole, to be sure, was mainly inter-.
ested in the Latin school, but he also prescribes st " petty schoole " for
children between the ag . of 4 and S. Hoole was a practical school
man, head master of t Rotherdam Grammar 'School in Yorkshire,
and principal of a .pri. to school in London."

Hoole based his disci) qion of methods upon the following arrange,.
ment .

1. Preparatory sons in vocalization before learning the letters:
2. Learning t 1phabet with the hornbook.'
3. Proceeding from syllables of two letter's, various vowels with

each consonant, using dice, pictures. charts. In his primer Hoole
gives a picture. with the letters. " I have .published a New Primar.
In the first leafe whereof I have set Roman Capital's . . . and have
joyned therewith the pictures or images of some things Whose names
begins (Hole's grammar is imperfect) with at letter, by which a
Childs memory may be helped, . . as A for an Ape, B for a
Bear. etc." S

4. Teaching the child to spell distinctly ; pronounce the vowels
alone; teaching the force of the consonants; syllables of one consonant
before a vowel ;.teactijng the diphthongs; then begin spelling of words
(learning six rules of spelling).

" Watson. 177. It is worth noting that English grammar made its way Into Amerlea
chiefly through Dilwdrth's " New Guide to the English Tongue." 1740. which was a reader,
speller\and grammar combined. A composite textbook was popular when books were
scarce. Coote's composite book was an early prototype of such texts, of which. Dllworth
was the most,,widely used in America. (See Ch. II, p. 83.)

"Brinsley. 14-18. The title of this book is "The Schools of Vertue and booke of good
Nourture for chyldren and youth to learns theyr dutie by." by Francis Seager (earliest
edition 1557 ; one as late as 1077). Reprinted, Early English Text Society, The Babees
Book. 332-55.

"Reprinted In Am. J. of Ed., XVII (1884), 105, 225, 293; more recently by C. W.
Bardeen.

"" The Petty Schoole " was printed in Paul's Church Yard in 1859. Bardeen's reprint,
27 (title page).
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him to read any Eng lisl} book perfectly.
--The ordinary way to teach children to read is, after they have got some knowl-

edge of-their letters and a smattering of some syllables and words In the horn-
book, to turn theft) into the A B C or Primar, and therein to make them namethe letters, and spell the words, till by often Use they can pronounce (at least)
the shortest words at first sight.

For these books Hook substitutes the Lord's Prayer, the Creed,
and the Ten Commandments printed in Roman capitals. Ile would
have the child pronounce the words he.can at first sight and " What
he can not, to spell them, and to go them often over, till he can tell
any tittle in them either in or without the book."

Then Hoole adds reading over " Psalms,. Thankesgivings. and
Prayers . . . till- he have them pretty well by heart." Textbooks
are " The Psalter, The Psalms in Meeter, The Schoole of good i»an-
ners, . . . or such like easy books "; then the Bible, beginning with
Genesis. Finally havk him " take liberty to exercise himself in any
English book." When " he can perfectStread in any place of a look
that is offered him . . . I adjudge hi to enter into a Grammar
Schoole, but not before... . . For thus learning to read English per-
fectly I allow two or three years time, so that at seven or eight years
of age a child may begin Latine." 1"

What the curriculum of the average charity school of England was
about 1700 may be seen in an account of the Charity Schools of
Great Britain and Ireland. Orders which were in effect in many
schools were as follows:

Pronunciation:. The Master Shall make it his Chief Business to Instruct theChildren . in the Church Catechism; which he shall first teach them to
pronounce distinctly and plainly.

Spelling: The Master shall tench them the true spelling of Words and Distinc-
tion of Syllables, with the Points and Stops, which is necessary to true and
good Reading.

Reading: As soon as the Boys can Read completely well, the' Master shall
Writing: teach them to Write a fair legible Hand.

There is presented an account of 100 such schools (1710), with
2,480 boys and 1,381 girls, which had been set up during the preceding
14 years. A common stipulation in many, gifts for these. schools runs
" for teaching them to Read, Write, Cast Account, and Work, and
for instructing them to the knowledge of the Christian Religion."19

On the basis of this examination of Coote, Brinsley, and Hoole
are able to seethe nature of vernacular instruction in England in the
better " petty ". schools from. 1569 and continuing until the eighteenth

Is Bardeen, op. cit., 31-53.
. Boole, adds a chapter to his " Petty SAgole " in which he points out how children forwhom- 'Latin is thought unnecessary may be employed after they hive learned English.Ibid., 54.

"An account of .the Charity Schools of Great Britain and Ireland, 9th ed., 1710,3-15.
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century. If Hoo le is correct, "the A. B. C. being now (I may say)
generilly thrown aside, and the ordinary Primar not printed," 20 the
use of these two famous educational instruments was diminishing,
together with the hornbook."

We may sum up the English practice at the time the first American
colonies were established by saying that vernacular instruction con-
sisted of elementary reading, spelling, and writing; that it retained
an intensely religious purpose, involving ability to read the Bible;
that it was regarded as preliminary to the study of Latin. We shall
see that these characteristics were transferred' bodily to the first
elementary schools of America.

2. REASONS FOR EARLY EMPHASIS ON VERNACULAR IN AMERICA.

Two major reasons led the English colonists to stress the mother
tongue in elementary instruction. As is customary, our consideration
begins with the Puritan colony of Massachusetts, the character of the
first-settlers, their purpose_ in coming to America, and their major
interests in the new land. Only eight, years after the settlement of
Massachusetts Bay that Colony established a college in Cambridge.
Harvard was founded in 1636.22 This highly significant act was due
to the fact that a large proportion of the first settlers were thoroughly
acquainted with the higher education and educational institutions of
the mother country." By 1650, within New England, there had set-
tled at least 90 men, ministers, the leaders of Massachusetts Bay, most
of whom were graduates of Oxford and Cambridge. Three-fourths
of these were from Cambridgel the hotbed of revolt against Laud and
established religious authority. They had been students there between
the years 1600 and 1650, contemporaries of Robinson, Cromwell, and
Milton. Of this number were John Cotton, John Ward, John liar -

yard, John Winthrop, Henry Dunster, and many others, not all
clergymen. By 1650 the immigration into New England had reached
20,000 of pure English stock, and it is estimated that there was one
person of higher education for every 40, families. The proportfon
for Massachusetts Bay was even larger than the general average for
New England. This unusually large proportion of educated men
were leaders of groups of immigrants, some of whom had themselves
beet landed proprietors in England and had enjoyed at least an ele-
mentary education in the grammar schools of the mother country."

It was among such a people, whose actions were directed by such
leaders, that an earlymovement for education might be expected.
tie colleges and the granimar schools first established were, of course

4ardeen, op. cit., 150.
"The standard work Is Tuer, History of the !loin Book.

Rec. Co. Mass. Bay, I, 183.
F. B Dexter. Influences of the English Universities in the Development of New

England, Proc. Mass. Hist. floc.,' 1879 -1880, 340 et seq.
2, Bee M. W. Jernegao, The Beginning. of rub. Ed. in N. E., Sea. Rev., XXIII, 320.
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classical. They.were in response to the ideal of the leaders that the
State was responsible for, the education of the most promising youth
in order to perpetuate ah educated leadership. Colleges were to train
leaders, and as the college curriculum was entirely made tip of classi-
cal studies, classical grammar schools were necessary to prepare boys
for college.

Rut the colonists of Massachusetts were actuated by another ideal
which grew out of their intensely religious nature and was the very
heart. of the Protestant movement the world over. This idea, ardent
champions of which were Luther and Erasmus, was that the mass of
the people should be able to go directly to the fountain head of all
religious .authoritythe Bible itself." To this end the Holy Word
was brought- out of the Latin into the vernacular-and- the people
taught to read. Not all the people were to be edUcated in grammar
school and college; that was reserved for the few destined to become--
leaders. But the rank and, file ofthe people themselves must be able
at least to read'the Bible. In Germany, England. and. America this
ideal was the primary moving force which led to the introduction of
universal instruction in the morher-tongue..

We have, then, in the desire for educated leadership and in the
desire for universal acquaintance with the Scriptures two impelling
forces which actuated Puritan- New England in her first educational
endeavors."

Evidence on this-point may-be found- in the first two general laws
concerning education passed by the General Court of Massachusetts
Bay.. The act of 1642 ordered selectmen to take account of children.
" especiallity of their ability to read & undestand the principles of
religion and the capital laves of. the country."2" Even more strongly
suggestive is the language of the law of 1647, which made compulsory
both elementary and secondary education: " It being one chiefe pica
(point) of y` ould deluder, Satan, to keepe men from the knowledge
of r Scriptures, as in form' times, by keeping y" in an unknowns
tongue. 28 This is the expression of the second ideal that the
Scriptures, in the known tongue, are to be accessible to all. " So in
these NW times, by pswading from ye use of tongues, r so at last y

".Lusher translated the Testament In 1522: the entire Bible in 1534. Monroe, Cyc. of
Ed.. 4. 94.

NProbahly none of the other causes designated by Watson for the seventeenth-century
movement for the vernacular In England were operative in America. Watson assigns. first.
the.growth of a national spirit after the Armada second, the fact that England took more
pride in her national independence of thought, and eapeciallyNought to give all people the
ability to read the Scriptures; third, the feeling that, as the French tongue now contained
the subject matter which had formerly been confined to the Latin, English might -also. be
so -ntilisedl fourth. the newly acquired literary possession in Spencer, Shakespeare. and
Milton; and, finally. the increase of textbooks in English. beginning with the Authorized
prints of 1545, until " by the second half of the seventeenth century every, important
department of knowledge' had been expounded in an English textbook." Watson, op. cit..581-5.

solt,ec..Co. Mau. Bay, 11, 9.- is Ibid., 208.
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true sence & meaning of 37* originall might be clouded by false
glosses .of saint seeming deceivers." " Here is the expression of the
ideal for leadership educated in Latin and Greek.. Elementary edu-
cation in the vernacular and secondary and higher education in the
classics were provided for by colony law in Massachusetts Bay in
1647, only 19 years after the original settlement.. As we have seen,
the ideals and motives were primarily religious. 'We are safe in say-
ing not only that the American colonists inherited from England the
grammar School and the college, but that they endeavored to go beyond
the mother country in teaching the vernacular. Vernacular instruct-,
tion is indissolubly associated with the Reformation, out of which
the first New England colonies sprang.

CHARACTER OF VERNACULAR INSTRUCTION IN AMERICA,
1620 -1720.

ColOnial laws of the seventeenth century indicate that vernacular
instruction consisted primarily of reading and secondarily of writing.
In Massachusetts Bay the law of 1642 prescribed " ability to read &
undestand the principles of; religion ;" 3° the law of. 1647 "to write
and read "; 3.1 that of 1683 " to -`W righting schooles . . . in towns of
five hundred families." 32 Reading and writing were similariy the
content of vernacular education in Connecticut," in New Haven," in
New York." in New Hampshire," in Pennsylvania," in Maryland,"
and in South Carolina."

That 'reading and writing were the two branches of the vernacular
at first stressed in colonial schools is further borne out by examining
the practice of various towns. In 1693, Dorchester, Mass., ordered
a sUm to be paid to Thomas Waterhouse, who " is bound to teach to
read it shalbe left. to his liberty in that poynt of teaching to write,
only to doe what he can conveniently therein:" 3° Governor Winthrop,
under date of 1645, writes: " Divers free schools were erected in Rox-
bury . . . and in Boston . . . teach to read and write and cipher. . . .
Other., towns did the, like. "" Moreover, after the general -colony

The early colony law of Connecticut. 1850. also Indicates as a primary pulposs
of eduea, Ion, teaching children to read the Scriptures. Col. Rec. Conn., 1, 555."Ree. Co. Mass. Bay. II, 9.

" Ibid.. 403.
" Ibid., V, 414.
"COr. Rec. Conn., 1, 521.
"New Haven Col. Rec. (16S3), 65, 583.
" Ann. of Albany, IV, 15, 16.
"Houton, Prov. Papers of N. H., III (1692-1722), 718.
"Clews, op. cit., 281 and Pa. Col. Rec., I. 91.
"Steiner, Hist. of Ed. In Maryland, 19; and Clews, op. cit., 416.*Ibid., 457.
"Orcott, Nar Hist. Good Old Dorchestej. 202.
' Winthrop, Hist. of N. E., Savage, II, 264.

00258° 22-2



./ laws of Massachusetts Bay and Connecticut prescribed reading and
writing,in 1647 and 1650, respectively, towns began to comply. For
example; in Watertown, 1650," .,\*orcroffe was Chosen Schoole Master,
for the teaching of Children to Reed to write soe much of Lattin
as . ; allso yt team such as ,desire, to Cast accompt."41 Records
indicate tha_ t. other towns. employed teachers to teach reading and
writing." It appears. therefore, that the English teaching of this
period was exceedingly elementary. Reading was common in all
schools; writing was considered worthy,of more advanced teaching in
some towns. but usually accompitnied reading, taught by the same
master: casting accounts and arithmetic began to appear toWlird the
.end of the cent urylnd were usually classed with the English branches.

In addition to the public schools so far considered, there were inany
private schools, in one order of whichthe dame" schools-4'
primary instruction in the mother tongue was the acknowledged
purpose. For example. in Malden, Mass., Rebecca Parker kept such
a school for several years." Salem voted r) to " Widow Catherine
Dealland." in 1712. for teaching school among then." One other
typical example will suffice. In Hartford. COHIL,
there were in those times iivate schools of a lower grade. At least one such
school was kept in Hartford, that of Widow Betts. "Goody Betts, the School

-Dame," who died in 1647. 11er pupils were young children. whom she. taught the
simple lessons of the hornbook.'

In short, Judd, in his history of Hadley, sums up the general
practice when he satys:

'There were many cheap'private schools . . . in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, kept by "dames" . . . where girls were Instructed, to read and sew,
and in Smite small boys were taught tn.:end . . was as comildered tar
less Important . . . . PrIbably not one woman in a dozen could write her
name'150 years ago."

The instruction in these dame schools, which persisted well down
into the nineteenth century," consisted of the simplest elements of
the vernacular. The textbooks have been described so often that a
mere mention here will suffice. Books chiefly employed were the
A B C,'° the' Ilorn*Book,51 the New England Primer," the Bible,53

Watertown Rec., I, 21.
" Rec. Town of Dedham, III. 213 ; IV, 3 ; RPe Town Plymouth, I. 110i14.. Currier,

Hist. Newbury, .190 (quotes town record, ; Nash. Hist. Sketch Weymouth. 120: Corey. Hist.
Malden, I103 ; Felt. op. cit., 439 : Halley,. llimt. Andover, 519 ; Bicknell, Hist. Barrington, 524.

'4 See discussion in Ppdrgrar. Orig. Mov. Sch. in Mass., 130-49:
° Corey, op. cit., 439. -
a Felt, op. elt., 1, 442 ; see aisO ibid., 445, 9, 50.
" hove, COL Hist. Hartford, 254:
mjudd, Hist. of Iladley. 50.
*They continued in Boston at least until 1819, when free primary schools were Mob-. fished. W. 11. Fowle, Barnard, Ed. hog.. 120.
N Bee Eggleston, Transit, of Civilization, 211.

Tuer, History of Hopp Book.
Ford, The New England Primer,
Pelt, Annals of Salem, 1, 437.
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Catechisms," and the Psalters." We find, then; that before the
appearance of the higher branches of the mother tongue the colonies
had provided instruction generally in reading and writing. At first
there was little spelling as such, what there was being incidental to
reading. Spelling is the logical outcome of the A B C method of
learning to. read, proceeding from the individual letters to syllables
of two letters, then to easy words, abd so forward. Littlefield refers
to spelling books printed by Stephen Day. in Cambridge, Mass., as
early as 1645,56-and asserts that Coote's School Master was extensively
used in New England." Other spellers intervened, but not until 0
and after. when Rilyorth's New Guide to the English Tongue " was
published in IAmdon, imported. and reprinted in America in enor-
mous quantities." could formal exercises in spelling be said to have
become universal.

The first, book printed in America which attained wide popularity
was the New England Primer, which Was' first published in the
decade 1680-1691).5° Ford estimates the total sale of this book at
3.000,000 copies- bet ween 11;90 and 1840. One firm, Franklin Hall,
of Philadelphia. sold 37,000 copies between 1749 and 17(16." But the
wide. sale of the New England Primer did not begin until after 1090;
before that time the colony schools had to depend very largely upon
"books imported from England. Bibles" were the universal reading
books in the early American .schools, convenient textbooks because
they were found in almost ever home, logical textbooks because.
knowledge of religion was legally prescribed. For the very earliest
instruction in the dame .schools. A B C books, hornbooks, and Psalters
preceded the Testament and Bjhle. In short, the .procedure described
by .John Locke " the ordimAry road of the Horn Book, Primer,

" Littlefield, Sch. and Sch. Books. 195.
An excellent description of the Primer. the Horn Rook. and the Psalter as used in the

schools of Salem before 1791 Is found in Felt, op. cll., 1. 4:19-7. !sane Parker, who was one
of Dame Rebecca Porket's pupils in Malden. 1756. said that the only hook he bad was a
Psalter, and that he had only a little reading and spelling. Corey, op. cit., 648.

"Littlefield, op. cit., 118.
" Ibid.. 119.
" See ('hap. iI. p. 34.
"Paul Leicester Ford. the historian of the New England Primer, attributed the first

edition to Benjamin Harris. printer. between. the years 16c7-1(190. the exact date unknown.
Ford, op. cit., 16. WortIlIngton C, Ford has recently found evidence of an earlier New
England Primer printed by John Gain". London. entered in the Stationers Register, under
date Oct, 5. 1683. The Nation. Jan. 11, 1917, 46.

P. 1.. Ford. op. clt., 19.
" The Bible and Psalter and- the New England Primer were the only reading books"

(before 1770). Burton, Hist. of Ed. in N. IL, 1542, 585. The Bible was need for the
senior class, John Thelwell's school. Wilmington. Del.. before 1775. Powell. Hist. of Ed.
in Del.. 42. ." Bible and Catechism for more than n century after settlement of Newbury
were the only reading books used in school."' (1634-1734.) Carrier, Hist. Newbury, 408.
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Psalter, Testament, and Bible " --vas the common practice" in
America, as in England. Many. towns prescribed for their schools
Latin masters and either ushers or English masters, together with
writing masters or'scribes." The town school received pupils after
they had Learned the first elements in dame schools, and, in the
absence of the latter, themselves gave elementary instruction in read-
ing, writing. and casting accounts. Such a school, for example, was
set, up in Hartford. Conn., in 1755. -" This society judge necessary
that. Exclusive of the Grammar School there be . . . two other schools
settmip and supported for an English Education only . . . for Read-
ing. Writing and Arithmetic."'

Naturally we should nst expect to find grammar and composition
\ as distinct -studies in this early -period, when instruction in the ver-

nacular had for its primary purpose p'reparing children- for the
grammar schools and for its secondary purpose teaching them to
read the Scriptures, with ability to write even more suborditiated,
and spelling largely, if not entirely, incidental. How English gram-
mar _was -grafted. upon these more elementary branches is the main
subject of the succeediilg chapter. When the Latin-grammar school
was proved to be iil suited to the majority of pupils and when the
demand increased fora type of secondary education to supplant the
Latin, English grammar came naturally to the fore. Instruction in
vernacular.grainmar could be imparted by exactly-the same methods
used in the teaching of Latin grammar. The passing of Latin gram-
mar is contemporaneous with the rise of vernacular grammar. The
older orderreading, writing, spelling, and Latin grammarnow
became. reading. writing, spelling, English grammar, all in the
mother tongue. Such a procedure would hear out Eggleston's unsup-
ported assertion that " by slow degrees it came to pass that. the Eng-
lish studies at last drove the sacred Latin from the free school founded
at first for it: alone," 66

"'Locke. Thoughts Conc. Education. Quick. 154. Refs excellent account of auch books
used in Connecticut schools. " The early schoolbooks of New England were the same as
those of Old F.ngland. The same books . were used in lindley and other towns. Ruch
books were sold by John Pynchon, of Springfield. from 16116 to 1672 and after, and by
Joseph Howley. of Northampton. to his scholars, except hornbooks. from 1074 to 16010, and
both sold many Catechistns: . . . neither sold spelling books. . . . They were but
little used in the seventeenth century. Samuel Porter, of Hadley, who died in 1722.
sold Primers. Psalters. Testaments. and Bibles ; also Catechisms, Psalm Books, and Spelling
books, chiefly Dilworth's. were not common on the Connecticut River until after 1750."
Judd. op. cit. 61.

In 1505 H. K. Oliver was placed at 5 years of age in the Boston school 2f Mr. Hayslop,
" By him I was taught my ABCDE E, my nh, abs, and my tb, cbs." fat young Oliver
learned elementary reading and spelling in the school of Defile 'Meson. Barnard'i Am. J.
of Ed.. XXVI, 210.

Usher provided for John Qouglas 117101, master of the grammar 'whoa! in Charleston.
to teach reading. writing. and arithmetic. Clews, op. cit. 457.

Thomas Makin ()Waking) appears to have kept a "free school in the town of Phila.
delphla " (1603). Makin was atterwards'the usher or assistant of George Keith. the Orel
tesieherpf the William Penn Charter School. 1687. Wickersham, Hist. of Ed. la Pa., 41-43.

"Col. Love, Col. Rid. Hartford, 1, 151.
Eggleaton, op. W.. '236.



Chapter II.

EARLY APPEARANCES OF ENGLISHRAMMAR IN
AMERICA.

In Chapter I has been discussed the background of vernacular
teaching in the American colonies, to which was added during the
eighteenth century the formal study of English grammar. The pres-
ent chapter will seek to establish the facts that a few schools attempted
English grammar as such before 1750; that between 1750 and 1760,
in the middle colonies at least, considerable headway in the subject
was made in private schools; that -after 1760 private schools of both
the northern and southern colonies fell into line; that by 1775 English
grammar was taught with some frequency in many private schools
-throughout the country.

1. SCHOOLS AND SCHOOLMASTERS TEACHING ENGLISH GRAMMAR
BEFORE 1775.

In this section is gathered from various sources, especially from
newspaper advertisements," evidence of instruction in grammar
before 1775. This chapter demonstrates that Noah 'Webster's often-
quoted affirmation that " English grammar was not generally taught
in common schools " before the Revolution"' has been misinterpreted.
'Webster was right in saying that few common schools gave instruc-
tion in English grammar before 1775, but the inference usually drawn
from his statement that grammar was not taught at all is misleading.
The number of private schools which taught the subject increased
rapidly after 1750. Webster evidently was acquainted with the school
practices of the New England colonies, which are shown in this chap-
ter apparently to /have lagged behind the colonies, and some-
what behind the southern, in bringing to the-fore instruction in all
secondary branches of English, especially grammar.

/.7In the New Jersey series the cited begin with 1741 -a
end with 1779. Not all schools which were giving instruction in gram
mar before the Revolution are here indicated. Colonial newspape

Much of thedata from colonial newspapers on private schools cited in this section was
made available through tbe courtesy. of Prof. Marcum w. Jernegan, of the University of
Chicago. Ms extracts have been supplemented from the aerie, of excerpts from colonist
newspapers relating to New Jersey, as published in the NeieJeraey Archives, and front
sundry other sources, to which reference Is made in the course of the discussion. How-
ever, no pretense is made that all of the data extant In such sources has been used.

"Am. J. of Ed., XXVI, pd.
21
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are preserved in fragmentary form at best,. Moreover, the data relate
almost exclusively to private schools, many of which may not have
advertised; they .offer little or no bearing upon the curriAila of .free
public schools of the eighteenth century: The writer has seep very
little evidence that public schools were offering English grammar
before 1775.68 In all likelihood they were to some extent, but no proof
to that effect has come to the writer's attention. No_English grammar
was offered in the public schools of Boston before 1775.69

In footnotes are presented data from various colonies. Informa-
tion is distributed as follows: Date of the school advertisement, name
of the schoolmaster, extracts (quoted' verbatim from the advertise-
ments) indicating instruction in grammar and, finally, the reference
to the newspaper in which the advertisement was published. It was
c4tomary for a siurgs.sful 'schoolmaster, like Thigh Hughes, 1767,
and Thomv Byerley, contemporary, both of New York, to advertise
in various Myers in succeeding years. With. a few exceptions a
schoolmaster's name appears but once in the lists below. In some
cases, like that of David Dove, the same schoolmaster taught in sev-
eral different schools in successive periods of service.

One caution should be borne in Mind: There is no positive evi-
dence that many,of the schools advertised actually convened. Fre-
quently a schoolmaster," prepares to open a school if given sufficient
encouragement," meaning if he secured enough pupils to make the
project pay. Moreover, it is quite likely that, as with -some schools
to -clay, the prospectus of a curriculum for advertising purposes was
somewhat more pretentious than the actual school practices warranted.

The schools here cited are, with very few- exceptions, located in
-cities of importance, and schoolmasters in smaller places, in planta-
tion schools, and in villages throughout each colony could .not,, or did
not, advertise. Hence, schools of smaller communities may have been
teaching grammar of which there is no record. This may be true,
although a number of the schools cited in the list below were in swan
co. mmunities. Effort here is merely to cite available data -upon which
to base a reasonably sound inference as to when English grammar
made its first appearances. Undoubtedly it was a new subject, pre-
sented in very few textbooks, as no American texts in grammar were
published in the colonies-before Samuel Johnson, of-New York, in
1765," and none of the grammars from England were reprinted in
America until Dilworth's, in 1747. That few English grammars
were imported before 1750 is likewise almost certain.7' Nov the

Except 1n.free sebool in Maryland. Sea Chap. p. 34,
*See discussion of .Toseph Ward's school, Chap. i1, p. :14.
ge See Chap. 11, p.
n See (lisp.. 11, p. 83.
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newness of the subject, the Abject ignorance of the village school-
masters, and the general absence of textbooks" Make it appear likely
that English grammar did not generally make its way into the pub-
lic schools until some time after it was taught in the more prosperous
private schools of the cities. Upon this basis, then, coupled with the
fact that private schools capable of undertaking grammar estab-
lished themselves usually in cities, credence may be placed in the
eonclusirons.reached in the following discussion.

It may be pointed out also that scrupulous care has been taken to
select from the advertisements of more than 500 schools only those
in which it is reasonably certain that a deliberate attempt was made
to " teach the English language grammatcally." A large number of
schools which may have taught grammar were rejected."

Moreover, if the term grammar " appears in the advertisement,
with no certain indication that it signifies English. the assumption.
has been made that it means Latin grammar. When; English
branches are announced as the core of the curriculnm, with no spe-
cific mention of grammar, they have also been rejected.

NEW ENGLAND.

. The writer has seen only six referees to New England schools
which give positive evidence of teaching English before
1775.74 It is surprising to find such meager evidence of instruction

" See Chap. II, p. 33.
" A typical rejected case I± William Chentam's school In Burlington, N. J., where, in

17d::, he taught " Latin. French. English, Writing and Arithmetic." Maryland Gazette,
July 11, 1763. If Cheatnm had meant rending, writing, and spelling In the English part
of his curriculum, he probably would have Fund so. Large numbers of advertisements use
these terms for English branches.

Reliable evidence that the term " English " In some advertlatmenta, at least, included
grammatical treatment is found In the fact that Franklin's Academy. in which it is eer,
Min that - grammatical instruction was given (see Chap. III, p. 44). announces only
" Wherein youth shall be taught the Latin, Greek. English, French, and german
languages." rt. 0., Dec. 11, 1750.

Furthermore, schools and schoolmasters' advertising as " capable of teaching gram-
mar." " giving Instruction in grammar." " giving Instruction in the English fanguage,"
and the like. have been rejected. Md. G., Aug. 20. 1752; ibid., Dee. 13. 1764.

" 1766, John Griffith, Boston. " Continues to teach English Grammar." Boston Gazette,
Sept. 20. also Boston Post Boy, Sept. 22.

1766, Richard Pateshall, Boston; " English with propriety according to the Rules of
Grammar." B. G.. Sept. 15 ; ibid., Sept. 28.

1760. Joseph Ward. Boston, " Vnderstanding the English Grammar." Boston Chronicle,
Apr. 20. "The lust two years of my school life (between 1765 and 1770, nobody taught
linglish grammar (in Boston) but Col. Ward,who wits self- taught, and set up a school in
Boston; our clues studied Lowth in college." Memorandum of an Eminent Clergyman,
C. S. .1. (18501,:311. .

1771-, Theodore Foster, Providence, R, I, "English Grammar by Rule." Providence
Gazette, June 8.

1772, Joseph Ward, BostA, " English Grammar School is now Open." " Those who
Incline to learn the Etiglish Grammnr.". II. G., Oct. 25.

1773, Wm. Payne,. Boston, " English Grammar." Ibid., Nov. 14.
Felt, writing in 1842 of education In Salem, Maas., gives a list' of textbOokS whose "'use

appears to bave, commenced here and In Other towns of Sfassaehusettl . . about the

r
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in grammar in Boston. There may hive been other schools teaching
grammar during this period, but the internal evidence of the state-
ments of Pateshall and Ward leads to the belief that few, if any, were
doing so.

Three successive, advertisements show that Pateshall was trans-
forming his school so as to provide a new curriculum in English. In
1754 he taught " Writing, Arithmetic and the English and Latin
Tongues."." This is a typical private grammar school of the period,
according to the interpretation we have followed, and indicates- that
no grammar was taught. In -1761 Pateshall gives " Public Notice "

.of a school "teaching reading and spelling English with propriety.
and the Rudiments of the Latin Tongue." " This indicates that his
school was turning more extensiVely to English ; " with propriety '? is
it phrase commonly used in association with teaching grammar. And
in.1766 Pateshall's schbol is announced " where he will teach Writing
and Arithmetic, the Latin Tongue, Reading and Spelling English
with Propriety, according to the Rules of Grammar."" Therefore
during the.12 years covered by these advertisements (1754-1766) this
private school was transformed by laying emphasis upon English.
The third advertisement, in .17(16;' clearly- indicates that the school
offered. instruction in grammar.

Ward's announcements throw light on the absence of grammatical
instruction in English. In 1769 he announces an
Tngligh Grammar School . . ..where he teaches Reaaing, Spelling, Writing.

Arithmetic. The English Grammar. . . . Those who go tOtthe Free Schools and
incline to learn the English Grammar he will teach from 11 to 12 o'clock.. . .

The Understanding the English Grammar is so necessary for those who have not
illiberal education. . . . Such a school is said by the Literati .to be very much
wanted in this town."

The foregoing is one of the earliest uses of the name " English
grammar school," and the rest of Ward's statement indicates that the
term is used because of the emphasis on English grammar, the title
being derived in an exactly analogous way to the terna-" Latin gram-
mar school." Here, too, is evidence that the free schools of Boston did
not include English grammar in their curricula and evidence, though
somewhat. less positive, that private schools did not generally teach
the subject. Ward evidently does not think that Richard Pateshall

AIM

particular years which accompany them. The reference of them as to ttme and place is
more vague than desired. But want of data . . . forbid it to be otherwise. Spelling
books, Dilworth's 1750: English grammar, Salmon's. Lily's, 1701. British grammar,
printed in Boston 1784, Lowth's, Ash's. Webster's, 1785." Ann. of Salem, 385-0.

This is the type of reference so vague as to be of no value for our purposes. The writer
has seen no other reference to an English grammar by Salmon. Lily's was not an English
grammar. This and many similar are discarded as worthless.

"Boston News Letter, Dec. 26, 1754.
" Ibid., Mny 14, 1761.
" B. t]... Sept. 15, 1766.
II B. Chron.,, Apr. 20, 1769.
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(1766) was conducting a school of which the " Literati " approved.
Private-school men appear to have often been skeptical of the pre-
tensions of rival schoolmasters.

The announcement of John Griffith, the first evidence available of
the lime when grammar was introduced in Boston, is highly sugges-
tive of the conclusion we must reach. He affirms, in 1766, that he
" continues to teach English Grammar.'.' How long before that date
he had carried out this part of his program islirncertain. HOwever,
from the discussion of successive advertisements of Pateshall and
Ward, considered above, it is concluded that they began their work in
grammar soon after 1766.

The conclusion reached, then, is somewhat qualified. In New
England a few private schools began to emphasize English grammar
in their curricula about the year 1765, one decade before the Revolu-
tion. John Griffith, Richard Pateshall, and Joseph Ward were lead-
ers in this movement among the schoolmen of Boston.

NEW YORK.

_According to the evidence available upon the numerous attempts
to teach declamation, oratory; and grammar, the middle colonies show
a 'much more marked tendency to stress English than .did New
England. New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania seem to hale
heen at least a decade in advance of their sister colonies to the north.
The evidence of schools "teaching English. Grammatically" in these-
three colonies includes 39. In New York at least 12 schools, the first
somewhat doubtful, were teaching grammar before 1775.79

.1751, Garrett Noel, New York, "Rending, writing, arithmetic, grammar." New York
Gazette revived in the Weekly Post Boy, Sept. 2.

1753, John Lewis. New York, "ftenking, reading, spelling and writing English accord-
ing to English Grammar." Ibid., June 4.

1701. Elizabeth NVileoks, New York, " With the Whole English Grammar." New
York Mercury. Aug. 31.

1701, W, Budge. Newtown, " Writing, Arith., Grammar, Bookkeeping." Ibid., June 15.
1703, Wm. Jones, New York, " English Language by Grammatical Rules." Ibid., Apr. 25..
170:1, Sam. Giles, New York, " Desire to Learn the English Grammar and write their

Mother Tongue." V. M. and W. P. B., Apr. 21.
1700, New York, " The EngliFh Grammar Rationally taught." Ibid.. June 5.
1771, Thomas Ulrich, New York, " English Language Grammatically." N. Y. G. and

W. M., law. 31.
1771. Hugh Hughes, New York, " English Language Grammatically." Ibid., Dec. 30.
1773, Thomas Byerley, New York, " Scholars interested in the grammatical institutes."

Ibid.. Aug. 2:1.
1774. John Cobb, New York, " English .Grammar." N. Y. J. or Gen. Ad., June 1.

.1775. John Cobb, Flatboat', " Principles of English Grammar." N. Y. G. and W. M.,
July 4.

Kemp. speaking of English grammar in the charity schools of the' city a New. York,
says: " Mr. Ball added English grammar to the program . . when be succeeded Mr.

. , . it is the only instance of it to be found Rave the special instruction in it
which Forster introduced for a while." Sup. Sch. in Col. N. Y., by S. 1'. G.. 265.
Ilildreth retired in 1777. ibid.. 115. Forster was master In West Chester Parish from
1717 to 1745. Ibid.. 153. It It is true that the latter was giving special instruction in
English grammar before 1745, he deserves to be classed as one of the very earliest la
America.
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Noel's case is cited as doubtful because it does not specifically indi-
cate instruction in grammar. The remainder of his announcement
indicates an elementary program with no. mention of Latin; this
seems to suggest that the " grammar " of his advertisement means
English grammar. The first undoubted case is Lewis's school, opened
in 1753 for " speaking, reading, spelling and writing English accord-
ing to English Grananar.""

NEW JERSEY.

In the New Jersey series betwee.n 1704 and 1750 there appear to be
only six references to schools, all of which are advertisements for
teachers. Three of these indicate that the subject matter the master
is desired to teach is the elementary curriculum of the ordinary town
school, namely, reading, writing, arithmetic, ciphering, spelling, and
good behavior. References to 12 schools teaching grammar appear
after 1850." 4

Two schools; .1751. and 1753, while they do not specify English
grammar, point strongly .in that. directiOn. Bartholernew Rowley, of
Burlington; " Professes to teach the Latin and sEnglish. Grammar." 42
Probably this refers to a Latin gramMar, with liciciaence explained in
English, after the drder of Lily's or Adain's graloar." Neverthe-
less, the very fact. that Latin is so advertised -indicates a tendency
toward the grammar of the, vernacular.

In 1753 a lottery for an " English and Grammar-school " is pro-
moted in Trenton " for raising 225 pieces of eight toward building a
house to accommodate an English and grammar-school and paying amaster."' To be noted here is the slight distinction between an
English curriculum and a grammar curriculum in the same school.

N. Y. G. Rev. In W. P. B., June 4, 1753.
S i 1751. Bartbolemew Rowley, Burlington, '4, Latin and English Grammar." Pa. G..Sept. 19 ; also Sept. 26.
1753, Trenton. " English and Grammar- school." Ibid., Apr. 26.
1762. Cattier Robert. Elizabeth Town. " English Tongue Taught a s s yLanguage." Pa.J., Apr. 1. also N. V. M., Jan. IR,
1783, S. Finley. Princeton, " English Language Grammatically." Ibid., Nov. 10.1764. John Reid, Trenton, " English Grammar, Beading, Grammatically." Pa. (1.,Sept. 13.
1764. Moores Town. " Wanted a schoolmaster to teach the English languagegrammatically." Ibid., Aug. 3.

1764, Joseph Perfam, PrincetOwn. " English Language grammatically." ra. J., May 31.1769, J. WitherspoolL Princeton, " Remarks on the grammar and spelling of the English Tongue." Ibid., Mar. 2.
1769, Trine College, Princeton, " Scholars desiring admission should be weltacquainted th Residing English with propriety. spelling the 'English language, Andwriting It thou( grammatical errors." N. Y. J. and W. M.. May 1.
1771, Grammar School, Queen's College: " Mr. Frederick Frelltighousen . . . teachthe English Language grammatically." N. Y. J. or Gen. Ad., Gct.,24.
1771, James Conn, Elizabeth Town, "Tench English Grammar." N. Y. G. or W. 1'. IL,Oct. 21. ,

1775. Newark Academy, Newark, " English Language." N. Y. G.-and W. M., Mar., 27.
Pa. G., Sept. 19, 1751; N. J. Arc., XIX, 99. .

ties Appendix B.
Pa: G., Apr. 26, 1753; N.J. Arc., XIX, 245.
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The step to an English-grammar school is easy and natural and
throws light upon the shifting of emphasis from the Latin grammar
to English grammar in,the last quarter of the century.

Not. until 1762,. when Robert Cather, of Elizabeth- T8wn, East
New _Jersey, opened a boarding school, do we have an undoubted case
in point. Cather speaks in no doubtful terms:

As also. Boys to be Instructed In the Beauty and 'Propriety of the English
.Tongue, which shall be taught asoi Language rthe best English Authorsshall
be read & explain'd; the Art Rhetoric or Oratory, shall be taught with,Care
and Exactness; Sfleciiiiens of the Boys' Proficiency therein shall be given every
Quarter... . It's hoped4he undertaking will meet with mine encouragement
especially from sta who know the Importance of a Proper English Education."

Significant is the fact. that S. Finley, president. of the college in
Princeton, is second on the list, announcing That in the }:ngilish.school
connected with the 'college "is promsed- to be taught the English
Language grammatically, and that Boys, when found capable, be
exercised in Compositions; As well aQ in pronouncing Orations pub-
lically."" The teacher in this academy was Joseph Periam, a young
graduate of the college:who, at the commencement of 1762, "to relax
the attention of the audience," delivered " an English Oration on
Politeness, -which gave Universal satisfactimi for the justness of the
sentiments, the elegance of the composition, and the propriety with
which it was delivered." 87 a

Here. is an. eighteenth-century college, whose curriculum was very
largely, classical, announcing an English school with English gram-
mar as its central study. The academy is "An Appendage " of New
Jersey. College, according to the announcement. This fact makes it
unlikely that the academy was a private venture. We are led to con

..
elude that the president, for popUlaxity in advertising," stresses Eng-.
lish. The Philadelphia AcademA afterward the University of -Penn
sylvania, a near rival, was doing so very successfully in this decade."

The Moores Town advertisement, in 17C-r, throws..an amusing light
upon the relative place of the vernacular and the classics. The adver-
tisement reads: ".Wanted, a schoolmaster, to teach the English lan-
guage grammatically, write a genteel hand, Arithmetic, and the useful
branches of Mathematics "; then it _adds, " and if he could teach the
Latin, it would 'be more agreeable to some of his Einployedli. . . "

l'n. J.. Apr. 1, 1762: N. J. Arc., XXIt. 21 : also N. Y. M., Jan. ltt, 1782.
This much resembles the -plan of Franklin's English Academy, 1750, and is cited in a

Inter chapter no evidence of the supreme Influence of Franklin's experiment with the
English curriculum. 'See- Ohnp. III, .p. 44.

"ibid., Nov. 10, 176:1, N. J. Arc., XXIV, 208.
"Pa. (1., Oct. 21, 1702. Quoted,'MaeLean; IIIst. of Col. of N. 3., I, 154, .

1102 the groats from the, grammar school connected with the college wore added to
President Finley's salary. This, and the presence of young Perim. may .htive been the
cause of the new emphasis on English. MacLean, op. cit., 11011.

"See Chap. III, p. 48.
"Pa. G., Aug. 2, 1704.
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Evidently a minority of this Moores Town committee still clung to
the Latin, but the majority, making-courteous allusions to their col-
leagues, insist upon the primary importance of the mother tongue,
with English grammar as the basis.

Differences of opinion in regard to the new subject did not trouble
the school committees alone. That the school officers often reflected
the conflicting opinions of school constituents is evidenced by resolu-
tions of the Germantown (Pa.) Union (English) School, March 3,
1764. Dove, formerly of Philadelphia Academy, was master.

Whether the Mode of instruction generally should be taught Grammatically.
attended with lectures. . . . The Board having deliberated . . . Resolved, That
the instructions of the youth in the Languages Grammatically, and with Suitable
lectures at the Same time . . will undoubtedly tend to the most effectual
Advancement of the tinowledge.of the Scholars. . . . But the Board is never-.
theless of the opinion, that every parent and guardian should have in his election
to direct whether his child or ward shall be taught in the above manner, or in
the usual mode taught in common schools. . . Many parents and guardia,,.
may not incline to have their children or wards taught In any other manner
than what has been hitherto practiced In this school. The , . . English Master
. . . shall be obliged himself to hear each scholar three times a week, who is
taught reading, writing and arithmetic, in the said common mode."

The suggestion is that Dove's new " English Language Grammati-
cally " methods were not entirely popular. This resolution is also
indicative of what " the usual mode in the school " was. The school
committee orders that the English master shall " hear" the scholar;
that is, hear him recite the lessons which he has memorized from the
textbook.

In many of these eighteenth-century communities with their highly
emphasized democracy this dual struggle among school patrons may
have taken place. In Moores Town part of the public clung tena-
ciously to the Latin and the old curriculum; in Germantown part of
the schOol patrons fought innovations in methods of teaching. Thus
did " the road their fathers trod " diverge from the path of progress.
Against just such Aditionalism, in practically every colony, did
instruction in the mother tongue have to fight its way.°2

**Travis, Germantown Academy, 24-25.
se An advertisement of an Elizabeth Town school. in 1769, shows that a writing mairet,.

used what is almost the modern method of teaching composition. To he sure, the emphasis
is still on writing and spelling. "However, the original compositions of the upper class
are to be reviewed and'errors pointed out. In many of the advertisements cited in this
thesis some form of composition is added to the teaching of grammar.
,The teacher is the same Joseph I'erinm whom we saw%above. as the first teacher In the

ISOM school of Princeton college. Ile is now resigning to take this school.
"As this gentle.man Is skilled in penmanship, a particular attention will be paid, itdesired by the parents . . .,,,puplis according to their capacities. . . . Some In writing

the usual copies; others in transcribing . . ..from approved authors,, either letters to
acquire :4e for the epistolary style or select pieces to be committed to- memory, whichthey will taught to pronounce with grace and propriety. Those of riper judgments
will LP required to write their own thoughts in the form of letters, descriptions, &c. These
transcripts and letters will be carefully revlewed,and errors pointed out in such a manner
as will be most likely to make them accurate in writing and spelling." N. Y. G. andW. M., July 24, 1769; N. J. Arc., XXVI, 474. It will be noted that Franklin also Waists
upon careful criticism of the pupils by the English master. Bee Chap. III, p. 44.
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PENNSYLVANIA.

Pennsylvania appears to stand ahead of all her sister colonies in
championing thorough instruction in the mother tongue. The reasons
for this, tinder Franklin's leadership, are discussed elsewhere." In
1743, at least 20 years earlier than any record found of English gram-
mar in Massachusetts and- 10 years before any' in New Jersey, one
Charles Fortesque announCed:

To he taught 1t;1; Charles. Fortesque. late Free-School Master of Chester, at
his home. In the alley commonly called Mr. Taylor; the latin Tongue. English
In a grammatical manner, navigation, surveying, mensuration, geography." etc."

This school of Fortesque's, with one other," are the only undoubted
cases the writer has seen of attempts formally to teach English gram-
mar in America before 1750.

Next. on the list, is Franklin's English Academy, Philadelphia." )0'
For reasons elaborated in the succeeding chipter the evidence seems
to show that Franklin's Academy, because of its Prominence, may be .
said to mark the beginning of formal instruction in English grramtnar I
in American schools. Due appreciatiOn of the priority of Waterland
and Fortesque in obscure schools is here. acknowledged.

Of great significance is the fact. that at least eight schools in. Phila-
delphia were teaching, or had been teaching. grammar before 1760;4
and 13 schools before 1766, when we are positive that Griffith and
Pateshall were teaching in Boston. Philadelphia had at least 12

"See Chap. 111, p. 43.
G., Dec. 1, 1743.

.6 William Waterland. Wassamacaw. R. C., 1734, Nee p. 31.
"pa. (1., Dec. 2, 1750. quoted in Montgomery,' Mist. of I'. of P., 139.
"1743, Charles Fortesque, Philadelphia, " English in a Grammatical Manner." Pa. 0.,

Dee. 1.
1750, Franklin Academy. Philadelphia, " English Language." !bid, Dec. 2. ,

1751, Gabriel Nesman, Philadelphia, " English by daily practice, after the choicest and
correct grammars." Ibid., .Tan. 1.

1751, David Dove, Philadelphia, " English Grammar." Ibid., Aug. 29.
1754, John Jones, Philadelphia, " English as a Language." Ibid., Oct. 24.
1755, Robert Cop, Philadelphia, " Teaches reading grammatically." MK. Apr. 24.
1758. Messrs. Dove and Riley. Philadelphia. " English Language, according to the most

exact Rules 9f Grammar." Ibid., Jan. 12.
1759, Dove and Williams, Philadelphia. "Grammatical knowledge of their mother tongue

as it is laid down in Greenwood,. English Grammar," Ibid Aug. 9.
1781, Joseph Garner. Philadelphia, " English Grammatically, according to the most

modern and familiar Method:" Ibid., July 3.
1764, Subscriber, Philadelphia, " the Reading, Speaking, etc., will he taught gram-

matically." Ibid., Rept. 1.
1761, David Dove, Germantown, " English as a Language." Ibid., Nov. 19.
1765, Alexander Power, Philadelphia, " English' Grammatically." Ibid., June 13.
1766, John Downey, Philadelphia, " English Tongue'grammatically." Ibid., .Tune 5.
1767, Mary, M'Alliater, Philadelphia, "English Language with proper Accent and

Emptasii." Ibid., June 4.
1767,. Mr. Dove, Philadelphia, " Own Language according to the exact Rules of gram-

mar." Ibid.. Oct. 29.
1769, Henry Moore, Potts Town. " English Language grammatically." Ibid.. Eli;pt. 28.
1767. Lazarus Pine, Philadelphia, " English Language Grammatically." Ibid., Jan. 29.
1772, John IletTerman, Philadelphia, " Grammatical English." Ibid. Sept. 14.
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schools teaching grammar before the first authentic case we have seen
in Massachusetts and 11 before the first case found in New Jersey. In
comparison with the South we shall see that Pennsylvania schools,
with two exceptions, appear to antedate them in adding grammar.
These exceptions are William Water land's school in Wassamacaw,
S. C., and the doubtful instance of William Gough's plantation school
in the same colony. These exceptions indicate that there were in the
southern colonies, and probably in all, schools teaching grammar
which are not here recorded. rs

MARYLAND.
4

In Maryland the first record we have seenthe announcement. of
William Clajon 90 -has considerable interest. Clajon was a French-
man 'who had'immigrated in 1754 and under the patronage of a
prominent- clergyman in Annapolis began teaching French. Latin,
and English in that year." He paid little attention to English gram-
Mar. At least he did not at first advertise it. But three years later,
when he may be supposed to have become fairly well established in his
profession, he announces:

The subscriber having by great application acquired a reasonable knowledge
of the English Grammar. he proposes to teach the same at the 01'44. School of
Annapolis. Thor oe Parents, who can not afford their children spending 'several
years in the Learning of Greek and Latin. may. by this proposal, procure to
them the only berrefit.commonly expected from these languages, THE LEARN-
ING OF THEIR OWN. Resides their daughters can as easily enjoy the same
advantage.'"

Can it be that Clajon had read the signs of the times as pointing to
an English education and had during his three years' residence in
America prepared himself to taaeh the English grammar? At any
rate he voices the argument which, after Franklin's proposals for an
English school,, seems to have seized firm hold upon an increasing pro-

' portion of the constitnerrcy of the schools Latin of no practical
benefit ; English a suitable substitute.'

s 1757, William lnjon. Annapolis, " Knowledge of English Granithar. . . . The Learn-
ing of their On." Md. G.. Apr. '25.

1764, Jacob Giles, Mount Pleasant, "The English Language Grammatically." Ibid.,
July 19.

1765, Joseph CoMion. ('cell County Free School, " English by Good Methods and Gram-
matically." Pa. '0., Mar. 14.

1769, Somerset Academy, Somerset County, "Rudiments of Engllab Grammar." Va. G..
Feb. 23. .

1772, Daniel Melville, Annapolis, "Teacher of a Practical English Grammar." Md. G.,
Dec. 17.

*Md. G., Nov. 4, 1754.
161Md. 43., Apr. 28, 1757.
1Col. Joseph Ward, one of the first to teach grammar and geography in Boston, w s

"self-taught." Memorandum of an eminent clergyman, Am. J. of Ed., 13, 740.
'See Chap. III, p.
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VIRGINIA.

To Virginia credit must he given for the first textbook in English
grammar written by an American. Hugh Jones, professof of mathe,
matic in William and.Mary College, 'Wrote "A Short English Gram-
mar." published in England in 1724.3 It seems reasontrble,to believe

'that while Jones was teaching in William and Mary some attention
to the subjeck,may have been paid, though direct evidence is lacking.
But this book was published, so far as we have been able to discover,
10 years before any record of a school or schoolmaster outlining a
program -which included grammar. Simple justice therefore awards
Jones. of Virginia,..the place of honor in point of time.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

To South Carolina belongs the diVinction of having the first school
of,which we have seen any record as teaching English grammatically.'
In 1734

Willinm Waterland of Wassamacaw School . . . gives notice that any Gen-
tleman Planter or (0111-Ts, who want to send their. Children to School. may be
provided with good convenlency for. hoarding.. . Writing and ArIthmetick in
till its most useful Parts, and the Rudiments of Grammar are taught, but more
particularly English, of which great care is taken, and by such methods as few
Masters care to take the Trouble of, being taught Grammatically.'

Waterland's school antedates Franklin's in Philadelphia by 1(1-years.
Another school, in 1742that of William Gough- -ought to be classed
as doubtful.

He is now settled entirely at the Plantation of Mr. James Taylor. and con-
tinues to teach the several and most useful Branches of Learning (in the Eng-
lish Tongue) according to the London Method, whereby youth may be qualified
for Business by Land or Sea.'

A full description in Meriwether. Colonial Curriculum. 151-3.
1734 William Waterland, Wassamacaw, " English being taught grammatically." South

Carolina Gazette. Nov. 16.
1742, William Gough, Plantation School. " Most tieful branches of the Mother Tongue."

Ibid.. Feb. 13.
1755. lieresford County,,," Wanted, a Master to teach the English Language." Ibid..

'Nov. 6.
1766, John Emmet. Charlestown, " With the English Grammar, to explain, parse, and

sketch the English Tongue" Ibid Sept. 2$.
1766. Andrew D'Ellicent, Charlestown. " English Language Grammatically." Ibid..

May 21$.
1767. William Johnsonrharleatown, " Principles of English Grammar." Ibid.. June 15,.
1769, Alexander Alexander, Charlestown, "Together with the leading English Gram-

mar.'" Ibid., Sept. 7.
®1 769, William Watson, Charlestown, "Taught to write grammatically." 'Ibid., June 29.

1770, James Oliver, Charlestown, " English Grammar." ibid., Oct. 30.
1770, Elizabeth Duneau, Charlestown, " Grammatically the English Language." Ibid.,

May 17. .

1771, William Walton, Charlestown, " English Language grammatically." Ibid., Oct. 20.
1772, James Thompson, Charlestown, "Also grammatical use of their own." Ibid..

Dee: 10.
"S. C. G., Nov. 16, 1734.
ibid., Feb. 18, 1742.
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One especially clear-cut statementthat of William Johnson,
Charlestown, 1767announces:

As soon as they begin to read and write, he proposes to initiate them Into the
principles of English Grammar, in a manner much more easy than that which
is generally practiced, and without much Interfering with the work of the
school.'

The obvious interpretation is that grammar is frequently tioight in
a diffictilt manner, which interferes with the work of the school. But
the fit'st part of Johnson's statement is evidently not intended to con-
vey that impression. He prefaces it with these remarks:

It is a common, but too well grounded a complaint that a grammatical study -
of our own language seldom makes any part of the ordinary method of instruct-
ing youth in our school.'

Johnson's first statement, as interpreted in the foregoing, would 'he
grossly inconsistent with the plain assertion of his prefatory remarks.
In short, Johnson's testimony bears out the conclusion reached in this
section, that grammatical instruction in English before 1750 was
taught only in an occasional school.

GEORGIA.

We ha e seen recorded two schools in Georgia as teaching grammar
before 1775.

CONCLUSIONS.
1

i A number of private schools gave instruclion in English grammar
before the Revolution. The three-score schools which we have named
include not more than one-tenth 'of the advertisements of schools
available forexamination; about one private school in 10 for the
entire 50 years (1725-1775) seems to have been turning in the direc-
tion of grammar. However, the showing for the subject is better than
at first appears, for the advertisements cover many schools which
would not have been found teaching grammar even a half century
later, when English grammar had come into its own in the curriculum.
Only an occasional private school of .the secondary grade taught Eng-
lish grammar in the American colonies between 1750 and 1775.

There is evidence of only two schoolsWaterland's in South Caro-
lina in 1784 and Fortesque's in Philadelphia in 1743which were
without question teaching the subject before 1750. No further infor-
mation is available concerning the masters of these schools. This
excludes the possibility that, under the influence sof Hugh 'Tories,

Ibid., June 15, 1767.
Ibid.

91763, John Portrees, Savannah, " Writing and English Grammar." Ga. G., June 30.
1774, Stephen Iliddurph. Savannah, "-Latin, English, French, and Celtic Languagesgrammatically." Ibid., Mar. 2.
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who wrote a grammarin 1724, after he had severed his relations with
William and Mary, some attention may hive been paid to grammatical
instruction in Virginia.

The decade 1750-1760 in the middle colonies marks for America
the-serious beginnings of instruction in English grammar. The north-
ern and southern colonies seem to have commenced one to two decades
later. After 1750 the middle colonies, under the leadership of Ben-
jamin- Fr 4itclitt in Pennsylvania. began to emphasize the English
curriculum, with grammar as the basic study. It received steadily
increasing attention from persons starting private schools. There -
fore the year 1750 is. taken as the Most fitting date to mark the begin-
ning of formal English-grammar teaching in America, especially as'
it coincides exactly with the establishment of Franklin's English
School, itself the progenitor of a long line of schools of the middle
colonies which based vernacular instruction upon English grammar.

ENGLISH GRAMMARS IN AMERICA BEFORE 1784."

Tlie first English grammar by an American of which the writer
has learned was written in 174 by Hugh Jones, professor of maths-
'antics in William and Mary College." This book was published in
London. So far as is known only one copy is extant, that in the
British Museum. No indication concerning its use has come to light.

The earliest instruction in English grammar in the .colonies was
conducted either without, textbooks or with looks imported from
England. Wickersham, speaking for Pennsylvania, represents a con-
dition which was prevalent in regard to the importations of granunarS:

Whether any more than a few straggling copies of the old English munition;
. . ever found their way from England to Pennsylvania is unknown; several

of them. however. were reprinted in Philadelplila . . . and.may have been used
to some extent. but the first works generally taught in the schools were the
Philadelphia editions of Webster. Harrison. Murray, and Comly, mainly the last
two.

Evidence is a1ailable that at least 12 grammatical texts of England
were imported or reprinted in America before 1781." Of these,
Thomas Dilworth's "A New Guide to the English Tongue." London,
1740, appears to have been the most widely used. ,Dilworth's book
was primarily a speller, and probably introduced as such: but it con-.
tained also a " Brief but Comprehensive English' Grammar" and a

. "1784 is the date of Noah Webster's Grammar, Part II of his Grammatical Institutes of
the English I.nnguages, usually considered the first grammar by air American author.

Full description In Merhvether. Colonial Curriculum, 1511-3.
" Wickersham, flint. of Ed. In Pa., 202.
Is Appendix A', p. 1N5.

60258*-22-----3
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reader. Its popularity was widespread." Another book, published
first in England three dtcades earlier. than I)ilworth's, was also
imported to a limited extent. This was James Greenwood's "An Essay
Towards a Practical English Grammar," London, 1711., Barnard
gives the date of the edition probably best known in the
colonies as 17:41' The book of James Harris" Hermes, or a
PhilOsophical Inquiry Concerning GraMMar," London, 1751. which
Wickersham says was reprinted in Philadelphia '" and reached its
seventh edition in 0+25 "was influential in shaping graMmars used
in America. A. Fisher's " Practical New Grammar," London, 1763,
reached its twenty-eighth edition in America by 1795." Goold Brown
used a " New Edition. Enlarged, Improved, and Corrected." IMO.").

One of the most popular grammars imported and printed here was
"The. British Grammar," anonymous, London, 1760. An early stu-
dent of the history of grammar in America asserts that it was prob-
ably the first English r reprinted on thiS side of the Atlantie.".
This is an error. Lowth was reprinted in 1775:2' the first reprint 'of
Dilworth's was 17,17," while " The British Gramnipr " Was tint
reprinted in Boston. 1781."

It Dilworth's " New was the most extensively used, it was
because the book was primarily a speller. grammar. and reader com-
bined. The text, considered strictly as a grammar, ofonost extensive
use and influence in the colonies was Lowth's Introduction
to English Grammar," London, 1758. Harvard used Lowth as early
as 1774 24 and as late as 18-11." Meanwhile other colleges introduced
it into their curricula." Wells says that Lowth was " first published
anonymously . . . soon came into general notice. and has probably
exerted more influence than any other treatise in forming the char-

aeter of the numerous grammars that have since been used as school
books, in Great nritain anti the United States." Lowth's greatest

"The first American reprint seems to have been the edition of Pranklin. In Philadelphia.
1747.. Evans. Am. 111111.. 3, 7a. Evans omitted the 1747 edition from his seennd volume.
tie Hate i different American editions between 1747 and 1792. Ten- thousand copies
printed In one edition seema to have been n popular number. Ibid., 4. 314 and 7, 111.

The Lancaster, Pa., edition of 177a omitted the grammar until (as the publication said)
"pence and commerce shall again smile on us. and when in spite of Britain and a certain
one named Beelzebub. we shall have paper and books of every kind in abundance." Wick
ershaM. op. cit., 195.

"Anr:..11 of Ed., XIII, 1139.
"WIckeraham..oP. cit., 202.
"C. B. J.. 3. 209.
"Barnard, op cit.. 13, 1133.
"Brown. Gram. of Gram., XV.
"Waffle 1W'. B. Fowles, C. H. J.. 12, 20.
a Evans. op. cit., 5, 150. .

ibid., 3. 70 footnote.
"Ibid., 6. 274.

." C. H. J.. 11 (1 R491 257.
a Ibid., 3 (15411, 230.

Discussion, In the following. section.
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significance is that most of his rules have been copied verbatim 'by
Lindley Murray and again from him "by many compilers of lesser
note." Webster says that " Wallis and Lowth are the two ablest
writers on English Grammar.'" Lowth enjoyed numerous American
reprints."

One other important book was Ash's " Grammatical Institutes,"--
first published in London, 1763, and enjoying four other editions there
before 1795." Its subtitle WitS "An Easy Introduction to Dr.
Lowth's English Grammar," and was based on Lowth's seventh Lon-
don edition." Ash was reprinted and sold in New York in 1774 by -

High Gain."
In adolition to the hooks named, there were numerous other English

publications which contained grammars, not strictly textbooks, cir-
culating in America before 17R4. In this list are Maurner's " Spell-
ing Book and English Grammar," Fenning's Dictionary. Buchanan's
Dictionary, Johmson's Dictionary, all of which contained brief gran-
mars.. In the advertisements of colonial booksellers we see indications
that other grammars. of which we have found no definite trace made
their way from England. Numerous advertisements announce

Spelling Books by the dozen," " English. Grammars," etc," This
is indicative of the conclusion that must be reached : Before gram-
mars were widely printed in America the circulation of popular books
imported was quite common. Reprints began to appear frequently
after 1747.

Finally, more interesting, if not. so significant. is the fact that
several other Americans besides Hugh Jones antedated Noah Webster
in publishing English grammars.. In 1765 Samuel Johnson, the first
president of King's College, published in New York " The First Easy
Rudiments of Grammar, applied tO the English Tongue. By one
iho is extremely desirous to promote good literature in America, and
especially a right English education. For the use of Sehools.""
This volume of 36 Pages appears to have been the first grammar pre-
pared by an American and published .in America. It. was printed by

Wells, C. R. J.. 3, 230. Mid.
s First reprint. 1775. Philadelphia, Evans, op. cit., 5, 150.
"Drown, Grata of Grarr , XII.
1, Evans, op. cit., 5, 5.

Ibid.
as Pa. C., .lnn. 6, 1742; S. C. G., Oct. 3, 1745 ; B. N. L.. Sept. 5. 1750. etc.
" Evans, op. cit., 4, 18.
Johnson wrote his English grammar for use in the preliminary education of his two

grandsons. lie prepared also a Hebrew grammar to go side by aide with his English
grammar, the strUcture of the two languages beariug in his view a close resemblance. lie
said : "I am still pursuing the same &sty( promoting the study of the Hebrew Rctip-
tures . . . and I think of no better project han to get the grammar of It studied with a
grammar of our own excellent language as the best introduction to what is called a liberal
education. . . . Beardsley, Life and Correspondence of Samuel Johnson, 300-7,

Beardsley affirms that Johnson's book was printed by R. Paden, London, In 1767, and
four years afterwards a second edition was published by the sante-printer. )bid., 307.
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J..Holt, near Exchange, in Broad Street, New York.". Johnson was
followed, in 1773, by Thomas Byerley, also a schoolmaster of New
York, who published "A Plain and Easy Introduction to English
Grammar." 88 Byerley has an elaborate description of. the methods
used inhis school, a discision of which appears in a later chapter."

In 1779 Abel Curtis, of Dartmouth College, published "A Compend
of English Grammar: Being an Attempt to point out the Funda-
Mental Principles of the English Language." 38

We have, then, the undoubted cases of Jones, 1724; Johnson, .1765 :
Byerley, 1773 ; and Curtis, 1779. to cite as American. writers publishing
graMmars before Noah Webster in 1784. We conclude that Hugh
Jones was the first American author to write a textbook in English
grammar; that Samuel Johnson was the first to write a graminar
published in America that the books of these two men, together with
those of Byerley and Curtis, precede Webster's book in point, of time.
The latter was, then, the author of at least the fifth, not the first, Eng-
lish grammar by an American. To be sure, the writer has seen no evi-
dence that any.of the earlier bOoks were widely used in the schools or
were influential in directing the new tendency in America to stress
grammatical instruction. In. one sense Webster retains the place
Usually assigned him as the first American grammarian. He yields to
the others only in the matter of chronological priority.

3. EARLY INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH GRAMMAR IN AMERICAN
COLLEGES.

When King's College was founded, President Samuel Johnson, a
Yale graduate, made this significant announcement: "It is the fur-
ther. Design of this, college, to instruct and perfect. the Youth in the
Learned Languages, and in the arts of reasoning exactly, of 'writing
.correctly, and speaking eloquently." 39 This was stated in the first
public prospectus of the college work.° To Johnson " has been
assigned the honor of being the first American author of a textbook in
English grammar published on this side of the Atlantic. His book
was entitled "An English Grammar. The First Easy Rudiments. of
Grammar applied to the English Tongue. -By one who is extremely
desirous to promote good literature in America, and especially a Right
Englistritclucation. For the use of Schools." 42 'This book, was pub-
lished in 1765, more than a decade after he beoame president of King's

" Ibid.
N Evans. op. cit., 4, 353.
r Sec Chap. V, p. 129.
11 Pr I te d by Spooner, Dresden (Dartmouth College), Evans, 0, 10.
* Pine, ColuMbla Col. Charterk and Acts, 70.
*N. G. or W. P. B., July 3, 1754.
41 See Chap. fl, p. 35.
-4! Evans, Am. Blbl., 4, 1111,,
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College. Obviously the book was not of college grade. His early
authorship is cited here to indicate the genesis of the c2olumbia plan
of education promulgated by his son, William Samuel Johnson,
president of Columbia in 1785.

In thiS plan emphasis was laid upon English that was quite in
keeping.,with the ideal set forth at the founding by the father and
with the earlier interests of the son: The plan has several features
which, taken all in all, make it an innovation in college curricula. We
concern ourselves here only with the striking emphasis on instruction '

in the vernacular.'
A few years later, 1792, a pamphlet "Present State of Learning in

Columbia 'College'' Aows that the English part of the 1785 program
was thoroughly carried out." In fine, the King's College and
Columbia curricula show a steady growth'in popularity of instruction
in the mother tongue. This is in startling contrast to the "-starving,"
as Franklin called it, of. English in the academy in which the
versity of Pennsylvania had its beginnings."

The experience, of both Pennsylvania and Harvard shows that, as
in. the case of Columbia, the first impetus in colleges toward instruc-
tion in the mother tongue came through the desire for better elocution;
and oratory. In Harvard; disputations, heretofore carried on in
Latin, after the middle of the eighteenth century came td be given
in the vernacular.. President Quincy, after saying that for nearly a

"The Plan of Education, 1785:
Preshisan Class. English Grammar, together with the art of reading and speaking Eng-

lish with propriety end elegance! Once a week . . . translation out of Latin into English;
. . . this to be considered as English rather thnn a Latin exercise.

Sophomore Class Once a week deliver to the President an English composition upon a
subject to be assigned.

Junior ('lass. Once a week, to the.President, an English or Latin composition, upon a.
subject to be assigned, which compositions are expected to be longer and more correct as
the students advance.

Heater Class. To deliver once a week, an English or LitikComposition to the President
upon a subject of their own choosing.'

The written exercises pf each class are to be subscribed with the author's name, and
after having undergone the President's criticism are to be filed and produced at the
monthly visitations for the inspection of the Regents and Professors. So many of each
of the three senior classes as will bring it to each student's turn In a month are once a
week to repeat inthe Elall . . . some proper piece of English or Latin, which the President
is to direct, and which. at the monthly visitation, may be such of their weekly exercises as
the President may think have most merit.

Plan cited in full., Snow, Col. Cur. in U. S., 93-6.
"" The President, William Samuel Johnson, LLD., is Lecturing in Rhetoric and Belles

Lettres, std instructs the students in the Grammar and proper pronunjiatien of the Eng-
lish Language, on the plan of Webster's and Lowth's Grammars, and Sheridan'ulthetoricil
Grammar. In Rhetoric, on the plan of Holme'e and Stirling's . Rhetoric . . a complete
course of Instruction In r . . the English Language in particular ; in the art of writing and
speaking It with propriety, Vegance'and force."

" Each student is obliged, every Saturday, to deliver him (President Johnson) a corn!
position, In which he lorrects the errors either .in orthography, grammar, style or senti,
ment, and makes the necessary observations on them when he returns the copposition
the 'writers." 98-102.

" Branb, We And Writings, B. Franklin, X, 10. Ike Chap. p.
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century (1650-1750) the Harvard curriculum had resisted innova-
tions, points out that in 1754 the overseers raised a committee " to
project some new method to promote oratory." The result was a sys-
tem of disputations in English, apparently a radical innovation.".
But it was not until 1766 that a. committee of the board proposes there
should be a " distinct Tutor in elocution, composition in English.
Rhetoric, and other parts of Belles Lettres." "

About the time that this new turn toward vernacular instruction
was coming-in Harvard (175-1=1766) ite University of Pennsylvania
was being started in the Academy and Charity tichool of Philadelphia
(1750-1756). Chapter III of this study is devotell to an examination
of the character of this school and its influence in spreading vernacular
educatiOn iii secondary schools.' The point to he anticipated here froth
that discussion is that good speaking and good wti7ting in English
were the primary motives lying back of the English program, with
grammar as the central study."

That Princeton was the first college to require grammar as an
entrance requirement, in 1819, is the statement of Broome." Murray.

a study of the first-mentioned texts in the College of New Jersey
(Princeton), based upon catalogues of the institution. finds Lowth's
Grammar first* in 1793, and adds that not until 1840 does grammar
appear in the catalogues as an admission requirement." The state-
ments of Broome and do not tally the difference
entirely consistent with the extreme difficulty of assigning definite
dates for the first appearance of any -subject. It is not at all certain
that statutory provisions indicate the earliest date. As a matter of
fact, both Broome and Murray are incorrect in assigning to Princeton
the first admission requirements in grammar."

If it were true that Princeton was the first, that fact would be con-
sistent with others Which can be positively stated. That the year
assigned for grammar should he so late is, however, a matter of some
wonder. From the year 1763 forward the College of New Jersey was
intimately associated with a preparatory school called by President.
Finley " an Appendage "of the college. Announcementof the acad-
emy appeared in 1763." In 1764 the school was opened.

*Quincy, Hist, Hat Univ., 1S140. II, 124-5.
a Ibid., 405, Resolutions in full.

See Chap. 114 p. 48.
4Broome gives the dates at which various new subjects at the beginning of the nine-

teenth century were definitely placed In the college entrance requirements as follows : tip
to 1800 the requirements weep Latin, Greek, and arithmetic. Geography was added in
1807; English grammar, 1819; algebra, 1820; geometry 1844; ancient history, 1847.
Broome affirms that all of these were first required by Haivard, except English grammar.
In which. Princeton took the lead,' and adds that the ambiguous term " grammar " appears
in the Williams College catalogue for 1798. A Met, and CM. discussion of Col. itdm.
net, Columbia Univ. Cont., XI, 80-82.

Murray, Hist. of Ed. In N. J., 57, Murray's statement Is " South English Grammar."
See discussion (p. 40) of the requirements of the University of North C11,0111144
Ps, J., Nov, 10, use; N. 3. Ase., EXIT,

I
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The Public* is hereby notified, that as soon as a competent Number of
Scholars, offer themselves, an English School will be opened, under the Inspec-
tion of the President of the New-Jersey College, as an Appendage to the same:
in which is proposed to be taught the English Language grammatically, and.
that the Boys, when found capable, be exercised in Compoaitiona, as well as in
pronouncing Orationspublickly.°

In 1769 another extremely suggestive advertisement of Princeton
appears. President Witherspoon not only advertises that the college
course gives " Remarks in the Grammar and spelling of the English
Tongue" " but he also adds, speaking of candidates for adMission,
" Scholars should also be well acquainted with . . spelling in Eng-
lish Language and writing it without grammatical errors." " What*
of course, this is not a definite entrance requirement, with examinal
tion,-it is an indication that the president of Princeton as early as 1769
was pointing the way to such a requirement. Parenthetically it may.
be remarked that Witherspoon states almost exactly the proper test
of grammatical accuracy, the test to which colleges,. did not officially
arrive until one hundred years later, when, in 1873, Harvard's new
admission requirements were formulated. For all the intervening
time the entrance test consisted of examinations in formal English
grammar, which, for a large part of that century, meant the slavish
repetition of pages and pages of rules." The point of present inter-
est. however, is that in this statement of President Witherspoon, in
1769, we see in embryo. at least, the college-entrance requirement of
1819; indeed, that of the present-day requirements. Princeton, like'
Columbia and Pennsylvania, had been in touch' with English as a
language study for nearly 25 years before the Revolution.

The diary of Solomon Droune, of the, class"of 1773 in Rhode Island-
College (Brown), testifies that he began the study of English gram-
mar in 1771: " Commenced Hammond's Algebra and British Gram-
mar in December." 1" his sophomore year. The inference is strong
that his class was studying "The British Grammar." but, unfor-
tunately, we have discovered no corroborating testimony. The college
laws of 1783 show that in the sophomore year were studied Lowth's
Vernacular Grammar, Rhetoric, Ward's Oratory. and Sheridan's Lee;
tures on Elocution," and an extract from a letter of the president the
follOWing year advises a Mr. Wood, if he desires to enter the sopho:
more class," to study with great attention Lowth's English Grammar,

Is Ibid.. May 81, 1764 ; N. J. Arc., XXIV..870.
A grammar school " as a nursery for the college " had been Woodshed under Presi-

dent Burr, but not until 1784 was " It judged proper that an English school should be also
established for the sole intention of teaching young lads to write well, to cipher, and to
pronounce and read the English tongue with accuracy and precision." Order of trustees,
quoted, McLean, op. cit., 529.

"Pa. J., Mar. 2, 1709.
N. Y. J. or W. M., May 1, 1789.

" Me Chap. V.
I/ Quoted hy Bronson. Mist. Brown Univ., 101.
* Laws in full, ibid.. 5011-18.
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& Sterling's, or Turner'S Rhetoric as preparatory to Ward's Oratory
& accustom himself to compose in English." 59

In the charter of Queen's College (which became Rutgers in 1823),
first drafted by' Dutch Reformed ministers in 170; and finally granted
in 1770, we find positive indications of the trend of the time toward
granfthatical instruction in English. It is especially significant as
coming from a body of men who might have been supposed to favor
a language other than English. The charter provides-

There shall always be. residing at or near the college, at least one professor.
or teacher well versed in the English language. elected . . ,front time to time.
and at all times hereafter gr mmatically t» instrutrt the students of the said
college in the knowledge of the tglish language: . . . provided an:o that all
records shall be in the English langut d no other:" ,

The graminar school of Queen's, in the first announcement in 1771,
advertised that " Mr. Frederick Freringhou-en . . teaches the Eng:-
lish Language grammatically."'

In all the preceding disctissiOn there is one State which has not
been mentioned-L--North :Carolina. In 1794 the University of North
Carolina was Okned with a progrm of English studiesm..es very far in
.advance of any college in the country before 1800." In 1791 the
charges for tuition were as follows":

For Reading. Writing. Arithmetic, tto.k-peeping. $S.00 per annum. For Latin.
Greek. French, English Grammar, Geography. 111,:tory and Belles I.ettres. $12.50
per annum. . . .

Here is an institution starting up in a sparely settled and largely
unlettered frontier district. As the historian says, half of those ,who
presented themselves were unprepared for college classes." There-
fore after the first year the institution was divided into the prepara-
tory school and the university proper.

In 1795, according to the statutes, the course of study in. the pr6ara-
tory.school was as follows:

(a) The English Language, to be taught grammatleally on the basis of
Webster's and South's Grammar." I bl Writing In as neat and correct Manner.
(c) Arithnietre, with the four first rules,: with the Rule of Three. (d I Reading
and.Prononneing select passages from the Purest English authors. (e) Copying
In a fair and correct manner select pages front the purest English authors. (ft
The English Language shall be regularly continued. It 'being considered the
primary object. and the other languages but auxiliaries. Any language except
English may be omitted. at the request of the Parents.

Under the professorships in the university. English was continued.
. Rhetoric on the' plan of Sheridan, . . . The English Language,
Extracts in Prose and Vertie. Scott's Collections." .

20 MK. 103.
"Clews, op. cit., 343.
an N: Y. J. or G. A., Oct. 24, 1771.

Battle. History of the Univ. of N. C., Vol. I, 50 et spry.
Ibid., 65, . 4*Means Lowtb's Grammar.
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Here 'is a college which in 1795 dares to proclaim that English is
" the-primary object," thlil" other languages are auxiliaries," and that
" any langnge, except English. may be omitted." The college did
pot grant-the A. B. degree. however, except. for Latin and Greek. and
the historian tells us that afterwards the university " degenerated into
the purely classical type." But the important point is yet to be noted:
In 1795, when the English program fov. the academy was inaugurated,
a statute of admission to the college seemed to prescribe English; it is\
thus cited by Battle:.

The Students who passed aiproved examinations 'on the studies of the pre-
paratory school were admitted upon the gem:1al establishment of tae. university.
There was also an entrance examination in Latin, but the candidates were not
required to translate English into Latin.

.

English grammar. on the basis of Lowth and Webster, was tie fist,
study of the preparatory school. A university statute prescribing
entrance examinations in the preparatory subjects was passed in 1795.
This appeaN to be.a clear case of an entrance examination in English
grammar 24 years before 1819, the date which Broome. assigns to
Princeton. An error of a quarter of a century shows how dangerouS
it is to generalize on data derived only from a few well-known
institutions.

One further point as to the relations of colleges to English gram-
mar needs is noted. We have seen that Hugh Jones, professor of
mathematics in. William and Mary, published the first gramMar on
record, written in America but printed in London in 170. That
book was called "A Short English (irammar, An Ace' ce to the
English Tongue." The th of the contents of the book 88
seems to indicate that it was deficient in. syntax and was devoted
largely to preparation ftw oral work. This, too. "wonld certainly be
in keeping with the eart) date at which it was published. The entire
discussion of this chapter and of the following chapter'indicates that
grammar. as well ass written composition and literature, grew up with
itthpossibly out of declamation, oratory, disputations., and the ari-
ous branches of oral composition. Hugh Jones's ." English Gram-
mar" is in strict accord with this hypothesis.

Students of the history of education know that the colleges of
America have usually been compelled to emphasize curricula of a more
elementary grade in their early years. It was not true of Harvard,
perhaps, because the founders of Harvard were the men who dictated
the laws of 1642 and.1647 requiring a fitting school in every -town of
100 families. Moreover, these schools existed before. the law of 1647.
We have just seen Princeton under, the necessity of establishing. a

Battle, 111000 of the Univ. of N. C., Vol. 14,96.
Maio:ether, Col. Cur., 1151-*.
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school of lower grade than the college itself and that the new Uni-
versity of North Carolina felt compelled to do so. In the following
chapter we shall see the University of Pennsylvania grow from an
academy and maintain that academy as a fitting school until well
into the nineteenth century. Western colleges growing up amid fron-
tier conditions in the past 75 years also labored under this necessity.

The fact that between 1775 and 1825 the older colleges of the East
felt called upon to give instruction in the freshman or sophomore
years in English grammar °T carries with it several inferences: First.
that ti re was a growing interest in the mother tongue; which com-
pelled colleges established under the exclusive classical rtIgime to
enlarg their curricula, and, further, induced colleges founded in the
last quarter of the eighteenth century to incorporate English as a
language from the very beginning: second, dial. as college students
were entering without the ability to speak and write grammatical
English, that subject was not adequatt;ly taught in the lower schools.
In short, the attitude of colleges- toward grammar before ISOO shows
that there was need for the new subject ; that the call for it Was posi-

t five; that this must have been in order that the subject might be
introduced into the older institutions; and that the lower schools were
not meeting the 'Teed.

Princeton used Lowth in 1793. know. op. cit., 109. Vale used Lowth, 1774-1754,
Webater, 1792. and Murray In succession before 1500. MK. 79, 91. 12S. The College of
Rhode Island used the *acne texts in the same order. Ibid., 109,111, 113.



Chapter III.

INFLUENCES'ADDING GRAMMAR TO THE CURRICULUM.

So ( istomary is it to look to Massachusetts, and New Engand gen-
erally, for pioneer movements in American colonial education that it
is refreshing to find other colonies taking lead in giving to the ver-
nacular a prominent place in the curriculum. We have seen that the
first Attiericall writer.of a textbook in grammar was the Virginian,
Hugh Jedes, who published his book in London in 1724; that Noah
Webster was also antedated by Johnsen, 1765, and by Byer ley, 1773,
both of New York, and by Curtis, 1778, of New Hampshire. The first
school of authentic record we have found teaching the mother tongue
" grammatically " was in Wassamacaw, S. C., taught by William
Waterland. Moreover, the middle colonies, headed by Pennsylvania,
were apparently two decades in advance of New England in having a
respectable number of private schools placing. grammar on a' sec-

; ondary-school footing. To New York (King's College and Colum-
bia) belongs credit for the first thorough devotion to the .mother
tongue before 1800, and to' North Carolina for the first entrance
examination in the subject.

New England, finally, can not claim the first secondary school using
English curricula to exert the widest influence in advancing vernacu-
lar 'instruction throughout the colonies. To Pennsylvania, to the
Philadelphia Acadeniy, and to Benjamin Franklin, belong this honor,
the greatest of all. The present chapter.gives an account of this insti-
tution, with spectal reference to what it taught, the influence it
exerted, and the motives which prompted it.

1. FRANKLIN'S ENGLISH SCHOOL, 1750.,

The story of this institution begins with the year 1739. The evan-
gelist, George Whitefield, preached in Philadelphia to enormous
crowds but was excluded from most of the churches of the city.
Opposition of religious sects met 'hint on every side. The hostility
naturally drew to his support inhabitants who were free from nar-
rower religious prejudice, among them Benjamin Franklin. White-
field's avowed missiobthe founding of 'an orphanagetinctured his

He did preach In Christ Church. but Was opposed by other churches. Wood, Hist, of
II. of P. (1884). in Maze. gist. So. of Pa.,III, 1711. 4
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fervid discussions and turned the attention of his listeners to the unsat-
isfactory status of education for the unfortunates of the city." In
1743, amid the fervor of -Whitefield's agitation, Franklin drew up
" scheme for a new school in Philadelphia." The scheme was not
ftirther promulgated for six years, danger of war with France ,and
Spain and other troubles having intervened." But in 1749 Franklin's
scheme became the " Proposals Relating to the Education of Youth in
Philadelphia." 'Interest here centers in the English curriculum pro-
posed by Ole author and inaugurated by the trustees. Extracts from
the proposals, together with the constitutions and the program of the
English school, furnish evidence as to what really was the curricAnni
which dared to lift fa head among the Lat in-grammar schools of Cie
period.

PROPOSALS."

The proposals state that the rector should he
n man of good Understanding. good Morals. diligent and pat lent. lenrn'd in the
Languages and Sciences, and a correct pure Speaker and Writer Of the English "
Tongue. . . .

All should be taught to write a fair nand, and swift, as that Is, useful to
All. .

The English Language might be taught by Criminal*: In which some of our
best y'raters, as Tit/of...ton. .4 dilixtm, Pope, .4 Igrrown Shiners, Cato's Letters, etc.
snould he fin wicks: the Stiles pyinciptilly to he eultivated. being- tht. clear and
concise. Reading-shouldAso be taught. and pronouncing. properly. distinetly,
emphatically: not with an even Tone, which under-does, nor a theatrical, which
over-does Nature."

To form their Stile they should he put to writing Letters to each other, making
Abstracts of what they read : or writing the same Things in their own .Wort,ks:
telling or writing Stories lately read, In their own Expressions. All to be revised
and corrected by the Tutor, who should give his Itt...asons. and explain the Force
and Import of Words, 81.e.

In AprII, 1740. Franklin attended a meeting in which Whitelield preached of the
orphanage he Intended to found. Franklin advised the founding of the Institution In Phila-
delphia. urging that materials and workmen would be lacking in the wilds. of Georgia.
This was the orcaslon on which, Franklin tells us, after taking out various smaller gulps;
" I finally etapty'd my pocket wholly into the collector's bowl, gold and all." (Althildog-raphy, Griffin ed., 17:1.)

To the preaching of Whitefleld may he ascribed part of the e'mp'hasis in earlier Penn-
sylvania legislation upon charity schools. This, together with the wide divergence of
religious beliefs, enticed Pennsylvania to be one of the last States to establish a free system
of schools, In 15:13.

** 1743 was the year that Charles FoaTesque advertised his private school in Philadelphia,
teaching " English in a grammatical manner.- . Pa. G.,, Dee. 1, 1743.

n Autobiography, op. sit , 178-89..
Propotils given in Smyth, Life and Writ. of Benjamin Franklin; H, 856 et seq.

Is All' ords italicized are so written In the proposals as printed in Sthyth.
uThis.Savoris so 'strongly of Hamlet's speech to the players that we are surprised not to

and Shapespeare in the list of " Classicks."
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To form their Pronunciation, they may be put on Declamations, repeating
Speeches, delivering Orations &c.: the Tutor assisting at the Rehearsals, teach-
ing, advising, correcting their Accent. &c."

THE CONSTITUTIONS.

These were dra *n up by a committee of two, consisting of Tench
Francis, attorney general, and Franklin. The constitutions stipulate,
for instruction " in the dead and living Languages, particularly'
.their Mother Tongue, and all useful Branches of liberal. Arts and'
Science "" and provide:

An ACADEMY for teaching the Latin and Greek Languages, the English
Tongue grammatically. and as a 'Language, the most useful living foreign bunt
guages, French, German and Spanish: As matters of Erudition naturally flowing
from the Languages . . . (The subjects named In the Proposals.)

The English Master shall be obliged, without the Assistance. of any Tutor, to
teach Forty Scholars the English Tongue grammatically. and as a Language."

Concerning this plan, remarkable for its emphasis upon the nig-
lish, Franklin states that his desires" went no further than to procure
a good English education." " But his friends insisted von a classi-
cal school. In both the documents just cited the sections dealing with
the classics are distinqly subordinated and have the appearance of an
afterthought. inserted after the original draft to appease Franklin's
coworkers. For himself, the founder was resolved "to nourish the
'English school by every means in my power." 79

PROGRAM OF THE ENGLISIVSCHOOL.

The Academy and. Charity School, with Franklin as the first presi-
dent of the trustees, was established in 1750," with the following
vernacular program in the English school:
First Class:

English Grammar, rules.
Orthography.
Short Pieces, such as Crazall's Fables.

"To this vernacular instruction are added geography, chronology, ancient customs,
morality, history, natural history, history of commerce, mathematics. Also, "All intended
for Divinity should he taught the Latin and Greek: for Physick, the Latins? Greek, and
Freneh; for Law, the Latin and French; Merchants. the French, German and figanish; and
tholigh all sbotild not be compell'd to leari Latin, Greek or the modern foreign Languages;
yet none that have an ardent Desire to learn them should be refused ; their English,
Arlthmetick. and other studies absolutely necessary being at the same time net neglected."
Smyth, op. cit.,-394.

is Montgomery, Hist. of U. of P.. 48,
re Ibid., 47, 48.
',Sparks. Works of Benjamin Franklin, 11, 133.

"Franklin, writing from memory. in 1789, gives the date as 1749, but the date of con-
veyance of " The New Building" was Feb. 1, 1750. AdTertIsement of the Academy in Pa.
O., Dec. 11, 1750.
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Second Class:
Expressive Reading.
Grammar, parts of speech and sentence structure.
The Spectator.

Third Class:
Speaking.
Elements of Rhetoric, Grammatical errors corrected.

Fourth Class:
Composition, Lettet writing, little stories, accounts of reading.
Letters, Temple and Pope.

; Speaking and Oral Reading.
/fifth Class:

Composition. Essays in Prose and Verse.
Grit Reading and Speaking.

. Sixth Class:
English Authors. TillOtson, Itttn, Locke. 1(ddlson. Pope. Swift, Spectator

and Gunrdinn.
Solute classes always to he with the writing master and With the Arithme-

tick master, while the rest re in the English school,'

THE CAREER OF, THE ENGLISH PROGRAM.

Study of the proposals, the constitutions, and the program indicates
secondary school, with the vernacular as its central study, us preten-

-lions as any of the Latin schools of the period."' .The phrases " Eng-
lish Tongue grammatically " and " as a Language." many times
repeated,.are eloquent with that purpose. Franklin was no advocate
of the classics as the backbone of public-instruction. He affirmed " the
still prevailing custom of . . . teaching the Latin and Greek lan-
guages . . . I consider . . in no otheright than as the ('hl, /?eats bras
of modern literature."' Indeed, the English program contains
almost every element of the best modern secondary-school practice in
the vernacular: Grammar; composition, both oral and written; decla-
mation ; and literature. in the form of the classics of the mother tongue.
Other studies are grouped around the English. It seems safe to
believe that never before in America, and not for quite half a cm-

, tury later, was any such complete English program projected.- It was
almost 100 years in adiance of its time. Like the leaders of most.,,

reforms, Franklin as champion of the mother tongue in ,econdary
education seems to stand alone. The institution he founded was soli-

' tiry. He was as distinctly a-pioneer in education as he was in science.
At-first the English school prospered. In the opening yetis the

English and the Latin schools together numbered more than 100
a The English program Is compiled from Franklin's Woeks, Sparks, op. 125-32.a It may be safer to say that the English school was intended to be on au Nina' footingwith the Latin. In reality, It'never wae. In the very beginning the Latin master receiveda salary of 1200, the English master £100. The former had more assistance than the latter.The time of the English master was often employed in the Latin school. Smyth, op. cit.,X, 12.
N Smyth, op. cit., II, 159.
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pupils."_ In 1752 there were above 90 scholars in the English school
alone, according to a minute of the. trustees." The fitst English
master was David James Dove, who had taught. grammar in Chi-
chester, England, for 16 years and who was in Franklin's estimation;
- a clean, pure Speaker.and Writer of English. "" Commenting on
the early success of the English program,' Franklin says:

Ile (Mr. Dove) had a good Voice. read perfectly well, with proper Accent and
just'. Pronunciation, and his Method of communicating Habits of the mine kind
to his Pupils was this. When he gave a Lesson to one of them, he always first
read it to him aloud..with nil the different Modulations of the Voice that the Sub-
jeet and the Sense required. 'These the Seholnrs, in studying and repenting the
Lesson. naturally endeavour'd to Imitate;" and it was really surprising to see
how soon they caught his Manner. . . . In a few Weeks, aftei opening his
School, the Trustees were invited to hear the Scholars read and recite. . . . The
Performances were surprIzingly good . . . and the English School thereby
acquired such Reputation, that the Number of Mr. Dove's pupils soon mounted
to upward's of Ninety, which Number did not diminish ns long as he continued
Master, viz., upwards of two years."

Unfortunately the high-water mark of the English school's pros-
perity was reached only two years after its founding. In 1753 Ebe-
nezer Kinnersley was elected successor to Dove, who devoted himself
to a private school in Philadelphia which he had b gun while still
active in the Academy." Kinnersley, who had collaborated with
Vianklin in experimenting with electricity," was evidently more pro-
ficient. in science than in teaching English, for under him the English
school began it rapid decline. In the words of Franklin," the Trustees
provided another Master . . . not possessing the Talents of an Eng-
lish School Master in the same Perfection with Mr. Dove," whereupon

the school diminished daily and _soon was found to have about forty
scholars left." The Performances . . . in Rending and Speaking

"Quoted from sermon on education by Rev. Richard Peters. 1750. preached at the open-
ing of -Abe Academy, Montgomery, op. cit.. 141.

"" There being shove ninety Scholars .in' the English School. and Mr. Dove having
declared he found It Impossible duly to instruct no great a number without another assist.
ant." . . Quoted from the minutes, Dec. 10. 1751, 144.

11 Letter to Samuel Johnson, Dec. 4, 1751. Ibid., 513.
It Is significant that Franklin, endeavored by every means In his power to secure Samuel

Johnson to become the English master. Ibid., 50R.
"This Is tcyday considered extremely bad practice in teaching oral English. "'Imitate

me." " this Is the way to speak the passage:" Is indeed the quickest way to secure results
and doubtless en 'bled Dove to give public exhibitions within a few weeks after beginning
his work. But direct imitation is bad pedagogy.

" Smyth, op. cit., X, 14, 15,
"Pa. G., Aug. 29, 1751.
"Klnaersley is said by Provost Smith to have been " the chief inventor .4 the electrical

apparaths, as well as the author of a considerable part of those discoverleg in electricity
publikhed by Mr,Franklin, to whom he communicated them." Amer. Mag., Oct.. 1758;
cited, Wood, Mem. Hist. Soc. Pa.. III, 191. Kinnersley published " Experiments in Elec-
tricity," 1784, in Philadelphia. Cat, of Public. Prior to 1775, In Trans. of Am. Antiq.
Soc., II, 570. Evans, op. cit., 3, 390.

"The trustees' minutes, Mar. 5, 1757, give the number Of students: Philosophy school,,
12; Latin, 80; Mathematical, 22; knead), 31. Montgomery, op. cit., 282-4,
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. discontinued and the English School has never since, recovered
its original Reputation."

The retrogression of the English school and the prosperity of the
Latin school receives Franklin's bitter condemnation. He himself
was absent from Philadelphia much of the time for nearly 30 years.
and, as he says," in the course of 14 years several of the original Trus-
tees, who had been disposed to favour the English Sch(iol, deceased;
and others not so fuvorable were chosen to supply their places.""
The whole story of the process by which. to-use his words, English
" was starved out of the Scheme of Education is set foath by him in
" Observations Relative to the Intentions of 1.11e Original-Founders of -.the Aeademy in Philadelphia," published near the end of his life, in
the year 1789." -

Almost pathetically he bemoans the failure of the English. school;.
I am the only one of the original Trustees now living, and I am just stepping

into the grave myself. . . . I .seem here to be surrounded i.)y the Ghosts of mydear depart4.41 Friem:s. beckoning and urging me to use the only Tongue nowleft us. in demanding That Justice to our Grandchildren that our Children has
[Franklin's defective graMmarl been denied."

He cites numerous. instances of prejudice on the part of the " Latin-
ists " to kill the English curricultnivronning it down until in 1763
" Mr. KinEersley'S time was entirely taken up in teaching little boys,
the elements'of the English Langdage is. it was dwindled into
a School similar to those kept by. old Women, who teach Children
ratters). "" In another connection Frttnklin asserts:

The Latitilsta were eomhin'd tri deny the English School as useless. It was
without Example, they said, as indeed they still say 117891. that a School for
teaching the Vulgar Tongu4, and the Sciences in that Tongue. was ever formed
with a College, and. that the Latin Musters were fully competent to teach
English.° . . Thus by our injudiciously starving the English Part out of our
Scheme of-Education, we only saved f50 a year. . . . We lost Fifty Scholark
which would have been f200 a year, and defeated. besides, one great End of the
Institution."

In spite of " Neglect, Slights, Discouragements, and Injustice"
(Franklin's words)" the English program never entirely died. On
July 23, 1769, a resolution passed the board that. " after the 17th of

t),

gmyth,, op. cit.. X, 15.
"ibid., 16.
" Ibid., 9-31.
"Smyth, op. cit., X. 29.
"" The State of the English School was taken into, consideration and It was ob et-4dthat Mr. RInneraley's Time was entirely taken up with Teaching little Boys the Ele eats

of tbe English Language." MM. trustees, Feb. 3, 1763. Montgomery. op. cit., 247."Smyth. op cit.. N. 16. 19.
" Franklin appears to overstate the opposition. About the only part of the En lishprogram actually stare out was the public exhibitions, of which Mr. Dove had me' sopopular a showing. It I nteresting to note that the branch which hung on most tenacio slywas English grammar.
" Smyth, op. cit., Xt.



October 'next, Mr. Kinnersley's present Salary do cease; and that from
that time the said School.. . . shall be on the following Footing, viz

." (the feeS of the pupils to go directly to the _English master, wbo
is guaranteed no sahlry.' But on August 1, 170, this action was
reeon.idered, and on 'July '21.1771." the PrOVOSt was desired to adver-
tise for a Master able to teach- English Grammatically. which seems

as.er was now require(' to teach, the otherwas all' the English M
Branches originally firoisvil- beblg dropt entirely." " So the hard
struggle for English went :n. Franklin's protest of 17S9 did very
little good. am) in_ 510 Dr. John Andrews. provost of, the University
of Pennsylvania. affirmed .tat the" 1)rinc11'al mastcr of English was
not caned professor. but ta-ter: that this Work was considered below
college grade and subordinate to it. The provost. thought. that on the
death of the then ; at the -head of the English school it
would be abolished altogether.'

14 the Igeeeding chapter has been described the course of the .Eng-
lish program in King*,s CollOge and .Colobia. under the leadership
of Samuel Johnson and of William Samuel Johnson. In strange con-
trast to the " star\ ing" process which well-nigh Icillecl English
instruction in the College and Academy of Philadelphia we find the
admirable courses offered in lifkiby the president of the New. York
institution. Tlie writer feels that the main cause of this startling
contrast was due to the influence of Provost Smith, a Latinist, in
Pennsylvania. a, cunt rastvd with the influence of the Johnsons, mod-
erns, in King's College. But an even more important cause may have
bten the differenie in the internal organization of the two institutions.
In Columbia the college curriculum was organized by departments
on an equal footing. In Pennsylvania there was a philosophical,
an English classical. and a mathematical school, each with. its alMost
distinct program attempting-to grow up side by side. The Colum-
bia organization seems to give each department, a better oppor-
tunity to deinonstrate its worth, being essentially a college, rather than
a university, organization. Obviously, English had a better chance to
raise itself to independent dignity in Columbia. It would be interest-
ing to speculate asto the course in the vernacular in Pennsylvania had
Franklin. been able to continue his personal supervision.

2. THE INFLUENCE OF THE PHILADELPHIA ENGLISH SCHOOL.

Such, then, was the precarious and inglorious career of English in
Franklin's school, a career which belied the purpose of the founder and
was entirely in onsistent with the success of the first few years. To

Ibid., 23. Ibid., 27.

00258°-22-4
'Battle, Hist. Univ. N. Cir., I, 60.



Affirm that this institution, preMaturely attempting to raise vernacu-
lar instruction to the dignity of the Latin,was an influential leader of
that movement may seem foolhardy.

At the outset we face the fact that the Philadelphia Academy
, stands, in point of time, at the head of a list of private schools which,

betIveen 1750 and 1765 in Pennsylvanifi and adjoining colonies, pro-
posed to teach the English language. This fact, taken alone, may
have been merely a coincidence. Indeed, from the viewpoint of
chronological' priority, Fortesque's- school in Philadelphia (1743)
itself precedes Franklin's. Only in connection with facts cited below
is the Philadelphia Academy to be accorded the position of leadership.

Next may be cited, the striking fact that the distinctive phrases
describing the central purilose of the new venture" English Tongue
grammatically " and " English as a language."many times repeated
in the published announcements and documents of the Franklin
school, were used verbatim, or nearly so,. by many schools immediately
succeeding it in the colonies. This also, considered alone, may not be
significant ,of leadership. It Nay be said with justice that in 1743

.Fortesque, in Benjamin Franklin's own paper, used the equivalent
phrase" English in a grammatical manner " 4iind that Water-
land in South Carolina, in 1734, us.ed almost the equiNialent. phrase
" English: being taught grammatically." 5 There tiojio attempt to
ascribe to Franklin the authorship of these phrases or of the ideas
back of them; ° but both schools were obscure and private ventures,
without the direct advocacy of a, powe ill publication like Frank-
lin's Philadelphia Gazette. lloreover, tl auspices of the Franklin
school, warmly supported as it was by suc men as Attorney lieneral
Francis and various colony officials, with a board of 24 trustees of
leading men of the city, were likely to secure all publicity possible in
1750-1760.

The place to look first for the academy's direct influence on other
schools is in Philadelphia, its immediate environs, and in towns of
close proximity. Within 10, years seve.al other schools in Phila-
kdelphia were teaching. English grammatically,7 Three of these were

Pa. G., Dr. 1, 1743.
Charles Boole, 1600, may have been the inventor of the -phrase. Ile says: " lie that

would be further instructed how by !filching English more Grammatically, to prepare his
Scholars for Latine, let him consult Mr. Poole's English Accidents, and Mr. Wharton's
English Grammar ; as the'best books that I know at present." Bardeen's reprint, RO.*S. Car. G.. Nov. 10, 1734.

The comment might also be made that,the phrases cited are the natural expressions of
any schoolman desiring to emphasize English grammar In his curriculum. This comment
has a certain vaildityl...inft " English tongue grammatically " and "English as a. language "are truly distinctive phrases. The New 'England schooltanstera employed much more
prolate expressions, such as " aceordink to the Rules of Gramnrir," " understanding the
English Grammar, " learn the English Gram r," and the like. 'Bee Chap. II.

*In 1759 tbe number of dwelling hou lasielphia was 4.474. indicating poplin.'Lion of between 20,000 and 30,000. R. .1'°:1. t. Pa, in N. A., 1770, 270;
t;
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established by David James Dove, the first English master of the
academy. The first was a girl's school, in 1751, in which English
grammar was taught. For devotion to this school and neglect of his
duties in the academy Dove was dismissed in 1753.° The second was
in 1758, when Dove and Riley professed to teach " English Language,

.

according to the most exact rules of grammar:" The third may have
been a continuation of the second, when in 1759 Dove and Williams
announced "Grammatical Knowledge of their (the pupils') mother
tongue, as is laid down in Greenwood's Grammar." ** Two years
liter Dove became master in Germantown Academy, where he taught

English as a Language. "" Dove had taught English grammar 16
years in England; it might therefore be fairer to attribute the credit
for the teaching of English to direct influence from the mother
country. There can be little doubt that. Dove in these schools was
endeavoring to .make capital of the popularity he had enjoyed at the
academy.

In 1754 another!Thiladelphia school was projected by one John
Jones, " late, assistant to Mr,Dove iu the Acaiemy."

mei has opened his new School-House where . . . the English Tongue will be
taught . . . to those, whose Parents request it, as a Language, and delivery in
the method pursued by thnt worthy Professor, Mr. Dove when In the Academy,
by which his Scholars made such a wonderful Proficiency, and he gained so
great a favor deservedly.'

Referring to schools like Jones's and Dove's, we have also Franklin's
own testimony that the very failure of his plans in the academy
spread the instruction of English as a language. He says:

Parents, indeed. despairlhg of any reformation, withdrew their children, and
placed them in privatosehools, of which several now appeared in the city, era-
tesking to tench what t ad been promised to he taught in the Academy; and th0
halve since flourished and increased by the scholars the Academy'inight have
had, if it turd performed.its.engagements.0

Evidence is not lacking that, the neighboring colonies welt aware
of the success of Franklin's school. For example, in 1754, while the
English school was still flourishing, an interesting communication

_appeared in the Maryland Gazette, written by one who signed himself
" Philo Merilandicus," to this effect: ""On inquiry it has been found
that there are (at least) 100 Marylanders in the acadeiny in Phila-
delphia. . . ." 14 The,writer laments the loss to Maryland of £5,000
sterling a year. He says also: " Vast sums are every year transmitted
to France, etc., for the Education of Young Gentlemen. . . ." He

Pa. 0., Aug, 29, 1751.
Ibid., Jan. 12, 1758.
Ibid., Aug. 9, 1759.

h Ibid., Nov. 19. 1761.
r.

" Pa. G., Oct. 24, 1754.
'I Sparks, Franklin's Works, IT, 149?
$ in 1755 the acsdesny had 300 students. Wickersham, Rtst. of Ed. In Pa., 62.
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expresses a wish to.establish a college on the East Shore, and conceives
ways and means for keeping within Maryland the money advanced as
aforesaid for the use of Pennsylvania." Here is positive evidence that
the academy in Philadelphia, which had the distinction of an English
program, was attracting atTntion.

Suggestion to the'same ofrect is found in the will of one James Van
Horn, of Dover, East New Jersey, in 1761. He gives all his estate to
his sons John. and James, "James to be given the best education the
Province of Pennsylvatita affords, either at the Academy, or Mr.
Dove's English School.' "

If the Philadelphia College and Academy was attracting numerous
students from other colonies," there may be found in 'this fact a
motive for. the action taken in 1763 by the College of New .Jersey, a
near rival. Preident S. Finley in that year .annotnit-ed the opening
of an English school as an appendage, of the college, with an English
*program almost identical with the academy's."

The College of New Jersey, which thus seems to have followed the
lead of the Philadelphia Academy in establishing an English school.
was itself influential in spreading grammatical instruction in the
mother tong0. It, too, was a cosmopolitan institution, drawing stu-
dents from the South, from Maryland and Virginia especially.

The influence ofkinceton men who became teachers may be illus-
trated by the experience of Philip Fithian (Princeton. 1770-1772),
who became tutor in the family (plantation school) of the famous
Col. Carter, of Westmoreland County, Va. In his Journal find Let-
ters we find four entries relating to instruction in grammar. "The
Second Son is reading English Grammar: 's" Mr. Carter put into my
bands forthe use 'of the School The British Grammar." 1° Fithian
evidently felt the need of renewing this subject, for we find this
entry a few days later in his journal: " I read Pictete, The Spectator,
Lambert, History of England, English. Grammar, Arithmetic and
Magazines by turns." 20 The final entry perhaps indicates why
Fithian was so industrious in teaching Carter's children grammar:
"-Mr. Carter is a remarkable man in English Grammar." 21

"Letter to Jonas Greene, Md. G., Mar. 21. 1754. Reprinted, Steiner, Hist. of Ed. in
Md.. 29.

0N. Y. M., Mar. 9, 1781 ; N. J. Arc., XX, 541.
"George H. Wood, writing in 1834, attests to the celebrity of the academy. " From this

period, 1757, the institution rose rapidly in importance. The extent and liberality of its
plan, conjoined with the excellence of its management, secured It the patronage of the
neighboring population ; and it soon acquired a celebrity which attracted numerous stu-
dents' from distant colonies. From Maryland, Virginia, and the Carolinai It received much
support . . . many planters preferred it, for the education of their children, to the schools
of England." Wood, Hist. of .17niv. of Pa., Pa. Hist. Soc., 185.

311 Pa. -J., Nov. 10, 1788 ; N. J. Arc., XXIV, 288. See Chap. II, p. 27.
*Fithian, Jour. and Let. 55, 56.
" Ibid., 84.
s Ibid., 91.
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Robert Cather's School of Elizabeth Town, East New Jersey, in
1762, was modeled on exactly the same English plan as the Phila-
delphia Academy. IIe opened a boarding school with 'a varied
curriculum:
as also, Boys to be instructed in the Beauty and Propriety of the English Tongue.
-which shall be taught as a Language; the best English Atithors shall be read
and explained; the Art of Rhetoric, or Oratory, shall be taught with Care and
Exactness, Specimens of the Boys' Proficiency therein shall be gien every
Qua rter."

This is the exact Philadelphia scheme.
In 1767 a school called the Somerset Academy was founded in

Somerset County, Md., whose curriculum also. bears a striking resem-
lance to the Franklin institution. The following reference is found
in a letter written by a " Gentleman oft-his Travels " (Wm:-Rind),
who had visited the Philadelphia Academy in 1769:

Erected about two yeprS ago; . . . in the comity of Somerset, Maryland, . . a
house slaty -two feet in length and twenty foot in breadth; . . . employs two
Masters of Liberal Education I who teach] . the. rudiments of English
I:ratumar. . . . ... I.:2tin and Greek, . . . and various
branches of the .Nrts and Scienres. . . Great pains are taken to cultiVate the

'Art. of Speakimr, which is necessary in order .to shine in the Senate, at the bar,
and in the pulpit."

The last sentence of the foregoing quotation, .ith its stress upon
speaking, is highly suggescive of the Franklin curriculum. That
scents to have been the most popular part of Dove's work, Fyanklin
especially commending the excellence of -the public programs given
by Dove's pupils.

Similar stress is placed upon speaking in several notices. of schools
included in this section. It may not he'out of place to note again that
the original " schetne " was drawn up in Philadelphia in 1743,.while
the city was Still under the spell of Whitefield's eloquence. Franklin,
himself a modest speaker, may have had in mind the power of White-
field when he prescribed in WS first paragraph that the rector of his
school must be a "correct pure Speaker and Writer of the English
Tongue," and directed- " making Declamaticins, repeating Speeches
and delivering Orations.". Indeed, in regard to granimar, his scheme
says merely: "The English Language might he taught by Grath-
mar." Perhaps at that time he was not convinced that English could
be taught" as a language "; he certainly was so convinced before the
propoSalS and the constitutions appeared in 1749.

The direct influence of the academy spread. to a marked degree
through the efforts of students who became teachers in other colonie&
This is indicated by the evidence, of Philo Merilandicus cited above.

. .

ta Pa. J., Apr. 1, 1742 J. Arc., XXIV. 21..
"Vs. G., Feb. 23,' 1709
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Influence spread in this way certainly in the.case of Andrew D'Elli-
cent and Alexander Alexander, who in 1766 announced a school in
Charleston, S. C., as follows:

Andrew D'Ellicent and Alexander Alexander, late from the College of Phila-delphia, beg leave to inform the Publick that they inlend to open's School . . .where will be taught the English, French, Latin and Greek Languages grain-=Wally, likewise writing, etc. . . . Young ladles may be instructed in theEnglish. Grammar as to be enabled to speak and write their native tongue .with . . . Propriety. Boys who have a taste and talents for Oratory may betaught rhetoric, and to pronounce Orations with due-action aria diction." ..
In 1757 a list of all the pupils enrolled in the Philadelphia Acad-

emy. the preceding year includes the name of one Lindley Murray in
the English school.25 Wood, a University of Pennsylvania professor,
in his history of that institution, Writteelin 1834. asserts that he has
no doubt that this is the Murray who wrote the famous Murray gram-
mars.r Murray, who wrote in England, we know to have been anAmerican. If Wood is correct and Lindley Murray did actually
receive his first instruction in grammar at. the academy, this in itself

'would-be a strong argument for the direct influence of the institution
on later schools and school practices.

There. is no intention of. exaggerating the influence of Franklin's
academy. Probably the schools and schoolmasters did not. deliber-
ately follow the academy as a model. It is much more likely that

were. influenced .by the numerous educational writers
whose works-were widely circulated in America. the very men who
moved Franklin to his innovation. Responsive also, as was Franklin,
to the growing feeling of rest lessness under the Latin curriculum asunsuited t.o the intensely practiCal life of the Nation, many of the
-schoolmen turned instinctively to the mother tongue. A discussion
of these broader agencies, which spread the vernacular instruction far
more powerfully than did the example of Franklin or of any institu-
tion, oalOtotes the following section.

The istory of educational 'reforms shows that observation and
imitation of actual school practices, even more than the study of
eduCational theorieS, is. the unrivaled moving force. To Melanch-
thOn's school, to St. Paul's, to Yverdun, to the Boston Latin, to
Rugby, to Gary, schoohnen make pilgrimages, either literal or figura-
tive; .then they go home to inaugurate t1u innovations for them-
selves. There is reason to suppose that this. was a common procedure
in 1750 to 1775; 27 and the one schooli above all othe which in loft-

"S. C. G., May 20, '1766. I! List printed ht Montgomery. flat. of of P., 284." Wood,'" Ilfst. of U.- P.. 186,
"An Interesting example of this, of the date we are now considering, and establishingfurther.the inflVence of the Philadelphia institution' Is the following: Rev. James Madisonwas graduated from William and Mary In 1771, and trine years later became President ofthat college.. He Is sald'to have Introduced into William and Mary the curriculum of thePhiladelphia College and Academy. In 17R5 he receive(' the degree of doctor of divinityfrom the .Unlveraltrof Pennsylvania. Montgomery, op. cit., 263.
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tion, in point of time, in publicity, in prestige of foundation, was
most suited for such leadership was Franklin's English school of
1750. We believe that Robert Proud, in his History ofTennsylvania
in North America, written ,between 1770 and 1780, was right in at
least one respect when he said: " The College and Academy of Phila-
delphia . is likely . . . to become the most considerable of its
kind, perhaps in British America." 2a

3. EDUCATIONAL THEORIES SUPPORTING GRAMMAR IN AMERICA ,

UP TO 1775.

Preceding sections presented schools and colleges teaching English
grammatically and the Franklin academy as having the right to be
considered the first leading secondary school with the English pro-
gram. Consideration now turns to an analysis of the educational
ideas which induced American schools to enlarge upon-the few scat-
tered beginnings of grammar in the eighteenth century and to adopt,
very widely at its close an English program with grammar as its
central study.

EDUCATIONAL TREATISES IN THE COLONIES.
1

educational widely known in England made their k
way into the American colonies before 1775. Prominent among the.
were " erne Thoughts concerning Education," 1639, by John
Locke; " British Education," by Thomas: Sheridan, 1756: 30 "'Obser-
vations for Liberal Education."- London, 1742, by George Turnbull : Si
" Dialogues Concerning Education," published anonymously. 1745,
by James Fordyce; " and " Essays on Education, by Milton, LoCke,
and the Authors of the Spectator," London, 1761 edition, by R.
Wynne.33

In 1747 Franklin advertised the works of Locke, Turnbull, and"
Fordyce, and showing that he was himself interested in hese'booke

" Proud. op. cit., n, 251.
"Advertised, Pa. G., Dee. 8, 1747, by B. Franklin ; B. N. L. Sept. 4. 1750 : N. Y. M,,

Sept. 24, 1752 ; Conn. (1., Apr. 12. 1755 ; Ga. 0., Apr. 14. 1763'; B. ('h., May 1765. etc.
" Advertised, S. C. O. and C. .T., Mar. 1. 1763 ; N. Y. M.. Nov. 7, 1763 ; B. ('b., May 2,

176R; Va. G., June .10. 1773, etc.
The full title of Sheridan', book Is " British Education : or, the Source of the Disorders

of Great Britain. being an Essay towards proving, that the Immorality, Ignorance, and
false Taste, which so generally prevail are the natural and, necessary Consequences of the
present defective System of "Education, with An Attempt to show that a Revival of the
Art of Speaking:and the Study of our own Language, might contribute, In a great Measure
to the Cure of those Evils." By Thomas Sheridan, A. M.,. London, 1756 edition.

" Advertised, Pa. (1., Dec., 8, 1747, by B. Franklin ; N. 7. G., Dec. 11, 1753; N. Y.. U.,
June, 1.775, etc.

Advertised, Pa. G.. Sept. 22, 1747, by B. Franklin N. Y. (i., Nov. 13,,1753, etc.
"Advertised. N. Y. IL. Sept. 30, 1765; N. Y...9. or W. I'. B., Oct. 11), 1761 ; ibid., Feb. 11,

1771; ibid., Sept. 10, 1769, etc.
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he quotes Locke extensively." What is more significant he drew up
his plan of English education in exceedingly close conformity to one
striking passage in Turnbull. No attempt is made to use the " deadly
parallel "; 3' but the conclusion is inevitable that Franklin was-thor-
oughly familiar with Turnbull. At any rate, every. one of the main
parts of the academy's English program is advocated in the same
order as in Turnbull's discussion. Both writers believe that gram-
mar, composition, deattnation. oratory, and the study of 'English
classics are primarily for the cultivation of "stile," and to cap it all
the.principal motive of each rpgard for the. various professions in
which the mother tongue is to he used.

THE BURDEN OF LEARNING LATIN.

Four tilore contentions are discernible in the educational treatises
which cameloAmerica in the eighteenth century."'' rhe first of these
is the burden of learning Latin. The revolt against the extreme hold
of Latin is a.very old one, having as its earliest conspicuous chants
pions Comenius,.fuleaster. and Milton. An idea of the unspeakable
grind transferred from John Sftrin's Gyninasinni to the sixteenth-
century hrantntar ,,,h91:4 of England may be seen by a glance at
Sturm's curriculum. Ile required ,even years to he spent on the
acquirement of a " pure Latio style," two to be give' to "elegance."
and five eolleg,iate years to passed in leanimr the art of Latin
speech, 14- years. with the ultimate goal of proficiency in writing and
speaking the Latin tongue."

Comenins. the I3ohemian educatioeal reformer. 1592 -1671, voiced
one of the earliest protests against Latin inA ruction like that of
Sturm. Comenius, to he sure, retained Latin as the most. valuable
study, but he would-first. have the Awn:trill:Jr taught, then a neighbor-
ing modern tongue, then Latin. Greek, etc. Ile advocated as well
objective study of the natural world.'s

Mulcaster, 1552, also. raised his .protest: " Ts it. not, a marvelous
bondage to become servants to one tongue, for learning's sake, the
most part of our time . . whereas we may have the very same
treasure in our own tongue, with the gain of most time. . I love
Rome, but London better; I favor Italy. but. England more; . . . I
honor the Latin; but I worship the English. ""

Milton, in 1650, urges: " We do amiss to .send seven or eight years
merely in scraping together as much miserable Latin and Greek as

H Franklin Illustrated his " proposals" by extracts from Milton, Locke, Sheridan,Walker, Rollin, Ttirfibull, " with some others." In Smyth, Life and Writings of B. Frank-lin, II, 387, Franklin's quotations are given.
See Appendix B.- The writer has seen no,othir suggestion that Franklin- followedTurnbull closely.

*Nearly all the other writers cited follow Locke very closely.
w Summary of Sturm'. curriculum. Monroe, Hist, of Ed., 391..
$6eomenliis, Greet Didactic, Laurie., 115.

..""Elementarle, pt. .1 ; Quick, Ed.'Bef.. 30D-2.
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might he learned otherwise easily and delightfully in one year. . . .

These are not matters to be wrung from poor striplings like blood
out of the nose or the plucking of untimely fruit." Tie refers to the
prevalent instruction as" those grammatical flats and shallows, where
they stuck unreasonably to learn a few words with lamentable con-
struction " and as " that assinine feast of sow-thistles and brambles,
which is commonly set before them as all the food and entertainment
of their tenderest and most docible age."'0

The goals to-which these early' reformers strove were., first, knowl-
edge to be written in the vernacular; second, instruction in reading
and writing for the masses, in order that this secular knowledge, like
religious knowledge in the Bible, might be made accessible to all.

Before the eighteenth:century agitators began work English was
established in its elementary branches in the schools and books in
English teaching were widely printed; that. is, the two, goals of
Onnenins, Mufeaster, and Milton were attaimtd. Now began the work
of a second group of educational reformers, headed by the greatest
master of them all. John Locke. They 61 the attack upon the second-
ine trenches of Latin and est ald ished the principle that for the masses

a vernacular edilca.t Um of a 50(.01ulary grade is equivalent to at Latin
education of the same grant.' for a,pivileged few. To-day's fight is
for the third-lino trench anal over the question, shall the classics
IT 11 an important part of- the curriculum eeause of the few
pri,vileged to attain the highest culture!

The newer leaders, headed by l4wke. sound the same note, lament.-
ing the heavy burden of the Latin-granar program. Locke, in
163, say,:

When I consider what ado Is tniele about 1o:tuing a little Latin and Greek, how
lily years are sp-nt in it, I can hardly forhear thinking that the parents of
children still live it, fear of the shimlinnster's rod. . Ilow else Is it possible
that :1 child can hr chained to the oar seven, eight, or ten of the hest years of
his life. to get a language or two?"

The Tatter of 1710 urges that masters should teach pupils to use
English instead of perplexing them with LOin epistles, themes, and
verses
For enn anything be wore absurd than our way of proceeding; . to put
tender Wits Into the intricate aze of G1%111)111111'. and a Latin 1:rational! . . . to
learn. an unknown art by an unknown tongue; to eatry them a dark roura=
about way to'Tet them in at the laid; door'!"
Di. Johnson, Franklin's friehd, in the preface of his dictionary, said:
"A whole life can not be spent upon syntax and, etymology, and even
a whole lifetime would not be sufficient," 43

" Wynn.', op. elt., 5
4. Wynne, op. cit., 29 ; Lock.', Thoughts Com...ming 1:ducation.

Totter, IV., No. 234.
"Johnson, Diet. of Eng. Language, I, preface, 13.
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\ It may be worth while to dwell upon the influence of the Spectator.-
i and Tat ler," because Addison and Steele speak out boldly for English'grammar.

Addison and Steele enjoyed popularity on both sides of the Atlantic.
Says Steele:

I found . . . the princlpdi defect of our English discipline to lie in the !ulna-story part, which, although it needs the greatest care and skill, is usually left tothe conduct of those blind guides, Chance and Igaoranee. . . . I could furnishyou with a catalogue of English hooks . . . wherein .you could not find ten linestogether of "common Grammar,' which is a necessary consequence of our mis-management in that province. . . . The libetal Arts and Science are all beauti-ful as the Graces; nor has Grammar, the severe mother of all, NO. frightful R ..face of her own ; it is the wizard put' upon it. that scares children. She ts madeto speak hard words that, to them, sound like conjuring. Let her talk, Intel,ligibly and they will listen to her.
In this. I think . . . we show ourselves true Britons, always overlooking ournatural advantages. It has been the practice of the wisest nations to learntheir own language by stated rules to avoid the confusion that. would ((Mowfrom leaving It to vulgar use. Our English Tongue . . . Is the most determine()in its construction. and reilueilde to the fewest rules.

i To speak and write without absurdity the hinguage of olle'S country is eons -!mendable in persons In all stations. and to'sottie indispensably necessary. TOthis purpose. I would recommend al'o'e all things the having a Cr:Hilmar or ourmother tongue first taught in our shools. . ... Where is such grammar to hehad? . . . It is our good fortune to have such a Granunar with notes now inthe press, to be published next Term.
,In a footnote Wynne adds : " This. 4 suppose, was the Engli:-.11-Grammar published by John iiright land," with the approbation ofIsaac Bicherstaff, the edition Of which was published" in 17.2-.".This reference to the lirightland grammar leads t,o the supposition

that1$teele was the author.

ENGLISH THE LANGUAGE OF DAILY USE.

The second note, frequently found in the treatises on education ofthe eighteenth century, is that English .is the language of daily use.This was. the burden of the Tatler just cited. Locke also would have
grammar !tamed by those whose main business is with the tongue orpen, but
it must be the grammar of his own tongue; of the language he uses; . . . it willbe a matter of wonder, why young gentlemen are forced to learn the grammar offoreign and dead languages, and are never once told of the grammar of theirown tongue. . Nor is their own language ever proposed to them as worthytheir care and cultivating; though they have daily use of it. 'and are not

"Franklin undotibtedly drew his first Interest In the teaching of English from his closestudy and Imitation of these, as narrated in his autobiography.
0Tatler, IV, No. 234.

Wynne, opt cit., 177 -9.
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seldom . Judged of by their handsome or awkward way of expressing them-
selves in IL" . . And Since 'tis English that an Englishman will have constant
use of, that is the language he should chiefly cultivate; . . to mind what Eng-
lish his pupil speaks or writes is below the dignity of one bred up among Greek
and Latin. tho' he have but little of them himself. These are the leatned lan-
guages, fit only for learned men to meddle with and teach; English Is the
language of the illiterate vulgar."

A student " ought to study grammes', among the other helps of
speaking well; but it must be the graAtmar of his own tongue . . .

that he may understand his own country speech nicely and speak it
properly ; and to this purpose grammar is necessary but it is the gram-
mar only of their awn proper tongues." 40

111'1769r; ltd the Boston Chronicle,Joseph Ward strikes the note of
English as of daily value to the masses as follows:

The subscriber has opened an English Grammar School in King Street. ...
.

The understanding the English Grammar is so necessary for those who have not
a Liberal EducatiOn, and as it will greatly facilitate the learning any other
Language. wail a school is said by the Literati-to be very much wanted in this
town. . . ."

In 1769 iellard Carew asserts:.
Whatsoever grace any other language earrieth in verse or firow. In tropes or

metaphors, in eciuies or agonondant ions. they may all be lively and exactly
represented in- oars. will you have .Plato's verse? Read Sir Thomas Smith;
The ionic! Sir Thomas Mote; Ciero's? Ascii:int; Varro? 'haucer; Demos_,
thews? Sir .11dut Cheke . . . Will you read Virgil? Take the Earl of
Surrey; Cattail's? Shakespeare :IM Marlowe's fragment: Ovid? Daniei;
Lucian? Sncitcer; Martial? Sir John -Davies and others. \WM you have
all in all for prose and verse? Take the miracle of our age, Sir Philip Sidney."

We have seen above that Franklin in his " proposals" stressed the
idea of" Regard being had for the several Professions for which they
(the stinknts) are intended." English is the instrument of trade, of
law,- .pulpit, and Senate Chamber. Locke pointed out that a matilB
often judged by his skillful or awkward use of his native language.
Wynne's books spread the teaching of Locke; Milton, and Steele in
AmeriCa, and Turnbull follows Milton and Locke with almost the
identical argument.

Milton said:
The a linguist should pride himself to have all the tongues Babel cleft the

world into: yet if he had not studied the solid things in theta as well as words
and lexicons, he were nothing so much to he estimated a learned man. as any
yeoman or tradesman competently wise in his own dialect. only.,

"Wynne, op. et., 80-2.
Sparks, op cit., II, 137-135. Cited by Franklin in his " proposals."

*Footnote In Franklin's " Observations," Sparks, op. cit.; also Wynne, 252.
" B. G., Apr. 20, 1761t
"Quoted, Watson, Begtnninp, 11, from "'Elizabethan Critical Essays," Gregory Smith,

2, 293.
Wynne, op. cit., 4, 5.
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Locke expressed the obverse idea that " nothing can be more ridicu-
lous than that a father should waste his own. money and his son's
time in setting him to learn the Roman language, when at .the same
time he designs him for a trade." " Turnbull follows in the same
vein: "Yew think their children qualified for a trade till they have
been whipped at a Latin School for five or Six years to learn a little of
that which they are obliged to forget." "

The demand for practical instruction is most vigorously demanded
by. Turnbull as follows:

Can any one hesitate to choose whether. that his HMI should early he acquainted
'with men. manners, and' things; or that he should early he a profound linguist.

. What man of sense . .. would not rather have his son at fourteen tlerbly skilled in geography and history, acquainted with the true tnetho of/travelling nature, . 311141 able to express truths of these classes with pro-
riety and taste, in his own language . . . though he know little Latin?"
Sheridan, in a reductio ad absurdum upon the utility of classical

earning, tells of the " ingenious and learned translator of Milton's
aradise Lost . . . now starving on a poor curary in a remote part
f the country. And shall many fathers expect that: their sons will he
ble.to outdo him in learning, or have nobler opport unit ies of display-
ng it? " 5°
Thomas isyerley, author of the .second grammar published in
merica, 1779,. in the same year set up a grammar school in New
ork. In his elaborate advertisements, after setting forth the neces-

ity of-giving up the study of Latin for the purpose of learning Eng-
ish grammar, he quotes Locke in the passage just. cited. above on .the
utility of making a boy learn theRoman language when he is at the
me time designed for a trade."
Even more vigorously (loes William Watson speak of his school in
harleston, S. C., 1769, " for the Instruction of Youth in the Eng-
sh Language . . . grammatically. . The utility of such an
ndertaking is too obvious to need" any. Recommendation." He goeS
n td say that Latin and Greek are of " little consequence to those who

nd their days in rural, mercantile, or mechanical Employments."
e dwelg on the inutility of spending "six or seven years in the
udy of dead languages. . . . If knowledge can he obtained . .
ithout the dry and tedious process. . . it may not be a useless
tempt. . SucIkan attempt as this the subscriber humbly pre:-
ttnes to make." "
One of the earliest notices of an English school is William Gough's,
plarftatien school near Charleston, in 1742.. " William Gough

IP I bld , 48.
*Turnbull, op. cit., 4.
*Turnbull, op. cit., 200.

14 Sheridan, op. eft., 222-3.
P N. Y. G. and W. M.. Aug. 23, 1773.
888. C. G., June 24, 1709.
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gives notice that he is now settled entirely at the Plantation of Mr.
James Taylor, and continues to teach the several most useful branches
of learning (in the English Tongue) according to the London Method,
whereby Youth may be qualified for Business by land or Sea." "

THE IMPORTANCE OP STANDARDIZING AND PRESERVING THE ENGLISH TONGUE.

We have pointed out that the plans for Franklin's academy matured
while Philadelphia, and. indeed, the colonies at large, were under the
influence of Whitefild's oratory. The emphasis of the Philadelphia
program upon oral English may have received its immediate inspira-
tion from that source. But there was a far-reaching appeal for pub-
lic speaking of greater significance than the-inspiration of any one
man. This larger app.:al runs through the educational treatises which
both in Englainl and in Anyrica leI the eighteenth-century move-
ment for the vernacular. Indeed. the discussion whiehollows shows
that the movement to place vernaettlar, on a par with Latin found its
early strength in two correlated arguments: First, that the cultiva-
tionof a style for pune speech would a.ssist in formulating, standard-
izing. and preserving the English tongue; second, that in the new
world, with its conglomeration of tongues. the schools must make an
effort to keep the vernacular free from the influence of other Ian-
gungvs and to establish English as the standard language of the new
land.

A pretentious elaboration of the first of these arguments is the
treatise of Thomas Sheridan. His large volume of 53I pages, dedi-
cated to the Earl of Chesterfield, prime minister and famous orator,
develops the thesis that a " Revival of the Art of Speaking, and the
study of Our own Language, might contribute to the Cure, of that . . .
Ignorance and False Taste, which so generally prevail.""

In his address to Lord Chesterfield, Sheridan says: " The scheme
is: A design to revive the long-lost art of oratory and to correct, ascer-
tain, and fix the English Language."' In almost every chapter
Sheridan acknowledges his indebtedness to Miltan, Swift, Locke, and
AddisOn. Out. of the writings of these men Sheridan has judiciously
extracted those passages which chaMpion the vernacular, especially
oral instruction in it.

Two postulates underlie Sheridan's. argument: First, the causes
which stressed Latin and Greek dedicated.so vast a portion of time to

S. C, G., Feb. 13, 1742.
Gough does not advertise grammar. IReading. Writiag, and Arithmetic In all Its

Branches " are his principal subjects. Before 1750, and, locked in all the advertisements
up to 1775. arithmetic in all Its branches, as an intensively practical subject, appears
almost invariably. The appeal of, immediate practicality, found effective in alrithmelin,
gradually creeps Into the announcements of English speaking and grammar.

Sheridan, op. cit., title page.
Ibid., preface, VI,
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the acquisition of skill in those languages and at the same time the
Pupil's own was totally neglected and no longer of any force

The learned languages are no longer the Sole repositories of knoWledge;
. . ;the English is become an universal magaxine . . all wisdom. . . Add
to this, that we have many excellent writers of our own. besides, the language
Wolf has been so much enlarged tend- unproved.. . . To state the account in
short between our forefathers anti us. they sheaved great wisdom and good sense
In making the learned langUages the chief studs. in their 'Wyk ,(dine of Refor-
tuation ) because, however round Moon the way. knowledge was then to he
acquired In none other; and because our own. then poor and uncultivated, could
be In no other WHY enriched or refinqd. . . ."

English is the language most universally rend by Englishmeti."

The second. postulate is that as yet, gay in 1750. English had no
fixed standard. Sheridan complains of keneral " bad taste which is
allowed to prevail," both in Writing and speaking, on the part of pub..
lie men, of " the- amazing number of wretched pamphlets," and of
" that% heaps of trash, which are Constantly exposed to sale in the
windows of booksellers, like unripe fruit, greedily devoured by green-
sickness apetitos, and which fill the mind with crudities." Quoting
Steele, Sheridan says: " I would engage to furnish yOu:-with a cata-
logue of English books . . . within seven years past . . . wherein
you could not find ten lines together of common grammar or of
common sense."_"

Upon these two postulates -Sheridan constructs his plea that ora-
tory fixed the standards of the ancient languages and perpetuated,
them; that the other nationwof Europe

the French. Italians. Spaniards. etc.. . . after having enriched and illustrated
their several languages by the aids and lights borrowed front the Greek and
komati. entployed the utmost industry. to refine, correct. and ascertain (mike
certain) them by fixed and stated rules.. . The English alone left theirs to the
power of chance or caprice; insomuch that it is within a few months that even
a dictionary has been produced here." Whilfit in all the others many excellent
grammars and dictionaries have long since been published."

Both the ancients and all moderns but the English studied their
own languages with respect to what-is pure and correct in style and in
pronunciation.

What shall We say to our practice so contrary to that of polished nations . . .
(we) who take great pains In studying all languages but our own? Who are
very nice and curious in our choice of preceptors for the ancient anh modern
tongues; yet suffer our children to be vitiated in the very first principlesof their
own. Is it because that the knowledge of our langUage is so easily acquired.
that it can scarce be missed? This surely can not be said when it 15 Universally

"BIM.. 217-9.
4 Ibid., 228.
44 Ibid., 227, Tatter IV, No. 230.

.

'Inds refers to Tobnaon's Dictionary and Ores the date for Sheridan's first edition.*Ibid.. 212-3. .
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allowed that there are hardly any who speak fir write it correctly. Is It because'
we have lean use forit than for any other?."

When we consider that after Greek and lbuan languagks were brought to a
standard of perfection. when their youth bad the advantage of estabitsbed
invariable rules upon which to found their knowledge: of able preceptors to
lastruct and guide then; of the noblest examples and most perfect patterns
for their instruction; . . _Alan we-who have nine of their advantages, without
any pains or application expect to have a competent knowledge of one, which

.

in hi+ present state-is far more difficult to be leitrued than theirs? This mils; --
ion in Our education . . . is

i.11(1 the supru&ne means of establishing this uniformity of fiNing
and ascertaining the tongue is. according to Sheridan. the fostering
of the " ancient art of oratory "; by this uwans " our Shakespeare and
our Milton " will not be suffered " to become two or three centuries.
hence what Chaucer is at present, the study of only a ccw poring
antequarians, and in an age or two more victims of ookworms."
Sheridan completes his arguMent with the curious Willey that the
orators of a nation are its sound pliilosophen:: that they perpetuate a
language; that upon them and their art depends the safety of their
nat

It is highly significant that Sherithin dedicated his work to Ches-
tertiebl, an eloquent orator of his day. Moreover. Chesterfield had
made if public proposal to the provost and fellows of the University
of Dublin, while he was viceroy of Ireland, " for the endoWment of
proper lectures and exercises in the Art of Reading and Speaking:" T

The project ,failed. In his preface Sheridan comments upon an
innovation recently made in Eaton by Barnard and at Rugby by
Markham, by which. " amongst many other good customs . . Pro-.
nuneiat ion and the all of speaking are now nmde effectual points."'"
This appears to indicate that the English schools were not many.years
in advance of the American.

Only one of Sheridan's arguments is likely to'have had a strong
appeal in America. Americans had no literature of their own; they
were not primarily interested in the establishment of a standard
style of literatu're; the appeal for the preServation of the language
of Shakespeare and Milton Was remote from the interests of the new
land. The main interest of Americans woad lie in the substance of
Sheridan's appeal, not. in the reasons for it: He wished to teach ora-
tory; Ile eulogized public speech ; he lauded correct. pronunciation and
.fluent oral address. This would appeal especially to Americans, with
their democratic town meetings, their traditions of pulpit leadership,
and their necessity of .oral communication in general.- Moreover,

"Sheridan. op. cit., 195-196. "Ibid.. preface;" XVII.
Ibid., 196-7. "Ibid., XIV.

XXIX.
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. statesmanship in the 'local governments and provincial councils was
the goal of parents for their children. The profession of the law was
increasing in popularity, and in any and all lines of activity effective
speech Was looked upon as a prime requisite.

Private schoolmasters were not slow to realize the popularity of
this appeal. Advertisements of the day are replete with it.. For
example, " Time boys learning oratory

. make orations every fort-
night ";72 " I iittend teaching the English language with proper
accent. and emphasis "; 73 " parents . . . may depend on having their

`children . diligently instructed in grammatical English, with .due
attention to emphasis, pause. cadence, and puerile declamation "; "
",weekly exercise of reading the English authors with propriety and
grace."; 76 " the Boys, as soon as they are _capable to be exercised in
pronouncing Orations ":; " " nor will the true pronounciation. the
proper stops, emphasis; accent and quantity be neglected "; 77 "Pains
will be taken to form them early. for Public `peaking'': 78 "Great
pains are taken to cultivate the Art of Public Speaking, which is
necessary in order to shine in the, Senate, at the bar, or in the pill-
pit "; 79 boys who have " a taste and talents for Oratory may he taught
rhetoric and 4.0 .pronounce with (Inc action and diction." " The firs,.
advertisement of King's College ,,(Columbia). 1754, added to the
learned languages " reasoning, .writing, and spy:11611g eloquently." 57

An exaet expression.of this idea., that neglect of vernacular gram-
mar caused incorrect speech, which had been taken verbatim from
Sheridan or paraphrased.from,him, is found in the -announcement of
William Johnson, Who set up an English grammar school on union
Street, Charleston,. S. C., in 1767. He says:

It is a common, but too well-grounded complaint that n grammatical study of
our own language seldom makes any NW of the ordinary method .9f instructing
youth..; . . To this neglect may JusIly'iie attributed the great incorrectness of
speech. iohservo hie amongst almos4t all ranks of people . . . to remedy which
. . . is the point. the proposer has In view"

Thert3 was a growing realization that the Nation ought 4o have one
common language; that the best national life could not obtain if ,Eng-
lisp, German, French, hutch, Scandinavian languagesnot to men-,

tion othersshould each remain the speech of a portion of the people.
Moreover, the mingling of so many tongues must. certainly result in

"Joseph Garner, Pa. G., Jul3 3, 1765.
"Mary McAllister, Pa,- G-, dune 4, 1767.
"John Ilefferntn..Pa. G., Sept. 14, 1774.
" Witherspoon. Princeton, N. J., Pa J., Mar. 2. 1769.
"Jacob Giles, Mount Pleasant.Nd., Md. G., July 19, 1765.
"Grammaticaster, Pa. G.. ,Oct. 29, 1767.
"James YhompsOn, Charleston. S. C., S. C. G.. Dec. 10, 1772.
" Somerset Academy, Maryland, Va G., Feb. 23, 1769.
0, Andre* D'Ellicent, Charlestown, S. C., B. C. G., May 20,. 1706.
"N. Y. G. and W. P. 11.. May 31, 1754.

8. C. G., Jane' 5, 1767.
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the corruption of 111,111 all, and especially of the dominant one. the
English. It is certain that this feeling was present in the minds of
tlw authorities in the College and' Academy of Philadelphia, inas--
muell as Pennsylvania had an exceedingly composite population. In
1758 Provost Smith, the chief Latinist against whom Franklin
inveighs, Wrote an article, which appeared in the American Magazine
in 'October of that year, entitled "Account of the College and lead-
enly of Philadelphia." He says:

Oratory, career Speaking"and riiing the Mother nmosic is a branch of eda-
.etion too much neglected in allour Eiqiish Seminaries. as is often visible in
the public perforinance of wine' of °Ur -most learned 11C11. lint in the circum-
stances of this province, such a neglect would have been still more inextisable
than in any other part of the liritish 110111initins. For we are so great a mixture
oP 1.c .Pie. from almost.all corners of the world. necessarily seakingo variety of
languages and dialects, that true pronunciation and writing of our own language
might Soon be lost among us without such a previous care to preserve in the
rising generations."

A schoolmaster of New York, advertising an English gramthar
school in the consistory 'room of the French church, says: " The Eng-
lish Grammar, . . . the learning.of it being indispensably necessary,
in an English count ry, J intend to teach to all my scholars." 84

Benjamin Franklin himself voices this appeal:
,Why spud(' you . . leave it ( ..14neriett to be taken by foreigners. of all

antins and innom ges, who hy their 1111111111.1'S near drown and slide the English
moot oi !remise Ould 1,roktidy in thP course of two centuries the most
pxtensi ye language in the world. . . ."

It appears that we have now reached the beam of the primary cause
which forwarded the ;.(inly of English grammar. A movement, in
the Vocals of Sheridan cited above," to retitle, correct. and ascertain
(make certain-) the English lanintage hy fixed and slated rules is
essentially ,g/hithatical. Sarnia.] Joltw-ott's dictionary, and others,
standardized I.:nglish diction. Sheridan -spoke the truth when he
said that the English needed " the advantage of established and
invariable rules" upon whiCh to establish an, perpetuate the
language.

The very, 1)1.es-11111me of. illiteracy in the public and private speech
of the eighteenth cent ury demanded the .st tidy of granular:. Granted
that the mother tongue was more useful and leSs laborious than Lath);
granted that it was 'desirable to speak and write well, granted that
Dilworth, Greenwood,llowth,. and the BritiSh Granunar had reduced
English, to ". established and invariable rules," it spelt's to have fol-
lowed with irresistible logic that the schools must teach English

gi Montgomery, cit., 529 9.
" N. Y. 0. And . P. B., .looe 5, 1766.
M Letter to Wm, Strahnn, Pa' Ay, Aug. 19, 1785. Sparks, op. cit., 11,181.
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grammar,. Hence we find that every one of the schoolmasters cited
in a previous Paragraph as teaching oratory also taught, grammar.
Are we not safe, then, in saving that English grammar. came into
the curriculum primarily as a result. of the popularity of the teaching
of public speaking and secondarily as the result of a desire to make
rising generations familiar.with " fixed and stated rules "I

a corollary, the study of English as a language came as an anti-
dote for the variety of languages spoken by early -settlers, especially
in the middle colonies. it is perhaps more accurate to say that it was
an attempt to keep. English the- dciminant lariguage of the new
continent.

RIGRER EDUCATION FOR THE MASSES IN 1460 AND IN 1750.

Massachusetts and her sister colonies inherited the idea of educa-
tion for leadership. The grammar schools of England, prototypes of
the higher schools set up in-New England by the laws of 1647.and
1650, were planned distinctly for an intellectual, educational, and
political aristocracy. The society from which the first settlers came
was distinctly a class society. lany of the Pilgrim Fathers and their
immediate successors from England came from the smaller landed
gentry in the mother country. Moreover, the first settlers, although
apparently possessing ,a democratic form of government, character-
ized in local affairs by the town meeting, were in reality controlled by
a relatively sinall group of leaders. These men, as we have seen, were
clergymen, but their authority and influence extended over almost
every aspect of life. To perpetuate this leadership Ilarvard College
was founded only eight years after the settling of Massachusetts Bay.
To the college, with its inherited curriculum of the classics, must be
sent. the more promising,' youth, prepared either under the private
tutorship of some clergyman or in a suitable school. -This is the origin
of the grammar school in America.

Given a grammar school. ionie means muse be provided for the
preliminary education considered necessary for entrance. This was
Provided either' by (lame schools or by the reading schools or by gram-
Mar schools. Along with this idea of higher education for leadership
there existed a second idea. This was that all citizens must be taught
to read the Scriptures and to understand the capital laws of the
country. The idea of universal education grew out of a combination
of these two ptirpose,s. Briefly, universal education. in. 1650 meant
universal ability to read; possibly to write and cipher; and widespread-
opportunity to train leaders:

By the middle.of the next eenturr a somewhat different idea of
_universal education was dawning. Various causes had reduced the
importanCesof -religious leaders. The roigh life of the new continent
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had brought out native qualities of leadership, undeveloped by educa-

tion. The ancient classics did not hew the forests, blaze pathways
into the wilderness, nor fight back Indians. A Benjamin Franklin,
forced at 13 to 'forego the higher schools of Boston, by sheer native
merit had made himself an influential man. Many lesser Frank lins
had raised themselves in various settlements. Just as on the Ameri-
can frontiers of the early nineteenth century a vigorous and robust
democracy seemed to produce and develop Jacksons and Line° lns, so
100 years earlier kindred causes were at Work in New York, Penn-.
sylviinia, Maryland, and the rest. No longer did it count primarily
what a man knew. What he could do was far more important. In
short, after 1650. 100 years of frontier life had demonstrated that.
suitable leaders were forthcoming in all aspects of life, except possibly
the ministry, irrespective of a classical education.

If this be true, when the frontiersmen of the eighteenth century
found themselves victors in the. first severe struggle with privations
and established in somewhat settled communities, they began again.
to think of education." Their uncouth manners and dress were like
their intellectual life and their speechstrong, !nit coarse. A desire
for refinement grew apace, if not for themselves, at least for their
children. In a(ldition. new -professions and occupations came into
prominence as tin' communities became more stable. All these newer
professions were time outgrowth of the new country itself, and, like
the needs which called them forth, they were practical, everyday
man- to-man occupations. Still further, as always in a new land,
statesmanship offered an attractive field.

All of these causet; had grown omit of the soil. 17,1,41100M men

controlled public opinion. This type of society, living intensely in
the present, both ignorant and scornful of the past, craved an educa-
tion that would furnish direct help in everyday life. A vernacular
education of a higher order than reading and writing, including the
" practical branches of mathematics," the modern languages, history,
geography, and, above all, a masterylof the English- tongue,.was the
outcome. In short, the ideal of universal edncation retained in 1750
its central idea of 1650equal opportunity for all ;1)0 there had come
in a noteworthy enlargement. of it. In 1750 no American was pre-
destined for a high rank in life.; out of the masses themselves Were

to come the leaders; a practical education for all was to open the way.
On the crest. of this wave the mother tongue was Carried' to the fOre-

Most place in American education.

Y Franklin, Autobiography, 177.

4 Y ,
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION.

41111Several lines of investigation have been .advanced to enable tis.to
answer the quest ions : When, where, why, and by whom English gram-
mar made its first appearance in the curricula of American schools.
Coirchisions reached are as follows:

1. Textbooks in English grammar do not seem to have been
imorted until about 1750. Dilworth's was published in England in
1740 and had its first American reprint in 1747.87

Dilworth's was introduced primarily as a speller. After 1750 there
is considerable evidence that (;reenwood's and several other British

grammars made their way into the colonies.
2. There were at least two grammars written and published in

America before. the RevolutionJohnson's and Byerley's.. Consid-
ering the rush of American texts in grammar after 1784." this early
scarcity .is strong negative evidence to the effect that. attention to
grammar was relatively insignificant before the appearance of Web-
ster's first. hook in 1784. In addition, seven grammars by English
authors were reprinted in America before 1781. Our est intate places
the number of texts befoe Webster's, both native and imported, at 10.
Of these Dilworth's wa's the only one available for the school; in
large numbers. DihvortlA "New Ctuide." although primarily a
speller, deserves the name of the firs't American textbook in English
grammar.

3. A respectable nitml)er of private schools. of which we have Men-
tioned GO, some' of them,called English grammarschools. were offer-
ing courses in " Eniflish.11!-: a language by 1775. The-e schools began
to appear before I 7:10 : they Were hoist IIIIIiierolis. in the middle rolvnips
in the regions neighboring to Philadelphia Academy. where Frank-

, Iin's program of the vernacular struck a plane never reached before.
The New England colonies. with the classics more firmly iitrenched.
resisted the..innovation for two decades after the miditlo colonies had
adopted it.

.

4. A carefulconsiderat ion of Franklin's plan leads to the coneln-
Sion that this English school.. preceding any general importation Or
publication in America of textbooks in grammar. deserves the honor
of setting a positive ex'amitle of .a full vernacular program ofsecon-
dary grade and of being imitated by masters tired of the old type of
schools. Therefore the year 1750 is selected as the date when the
higher branches of the vernacular, including grammar, entered *seri-
ously into American education. To Benjamin Franklin, in this, as in
Many other respects, America owes a debt of gratitude: 'As his ex peri.-
menta in science antedated by decades gederal school instruction in--

"Wickersham, In Pennsylvania, la in error In assigning this date as'1757. iViekermilam,Hirt. orEd. In Pa., 197.
"See Chap..IV. p. 80.
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them, so his experiment in vernaeular education was more serviceable
as an example and a model than as an actual accOmpli-hment.

5. Representative curricula of colleges and secondary schools show.
i ng the earliest a ppearatn.es of grammar are in accord with the infer-
cncv, reached above. Before 17.-in curricula do not show grammar.
'After 1750 to 1790 first, private schools; second, colleges.; third, pub -
lie schools. ::Pent to have followed Franklin's lead. Iii fact. the col -
()flies effected the itithentlence of their schools and colleges frmn the
exclusive halal of the cla-.;sics contemporanoa-ly with thpir political
independence.'" yhe latter separation was itself not a sharp breaking
(df; similarly the struggle for the supremacy of tin, vernacular as the
sitpreme study in tlw schools was long prof racted. e The t uadit ions of
Latinized instritction,whiHi almost routed Franklin** English pro-
!tram. although they could no longer keep the vernacular in the bai-k-
grund thnulg,hout I be Nation at large, now did.the next best 'thing /
they Latinized the meth( o s of teaching English grannar. To ati;
di;,,,ens..ion of thistatinizing proce,s in methods we now turn. If the!
entrance of grammar was an inrduous struggle. its emancipation from,
Latin metbthis was little short of it titanic one.

6. In answer. then, to the question, 1Vhen ? the answer is IT.' O, with
due reservation for a few obscure earlier efforts. Where? In the
middle colonies. headed by Pennsylvania. Why? As the cure study
of an English program to supplant the classical program for students
fitting for }tract lea' life. By: whom ? By Ilugh Jones, the first
American grammarian: Watedand, who 1104 taught grammar in
an American school by Franklin.. who projected the model English
program; by William ,Samuel 'Johnson, first president of Columbia,
the first Anwriean to write a .grammar published in Ann.rica and the
first college official to put English a par with the classics in a
college curriculum_

This is a far cry, from the credit which has hitherto Iliren awarded
to Noah Wybster and New England.

*Brown In hit; "Making of Our Middle Schools '' states that the growth of nationalism
and national literature had little effect on jim schools: that "it took the Romantic Move-

. meat and the American and French Revolutions to give the mother tongue an assured
position In the program of instruction." Mid. Sch.. ISS.- To the present writer this
appears to he only a part of the truth: It Is possibly a poet hoe ergo propter hoc. It
seems more accuratr to any that In America all revolutions. political, educational, and
portaibly religious, were largely due to the stone fundamental causes.. In each there Is
revolt against outside authority, revolt against established traditions,- HA141 a determina-
tion' that the Individual and the nation have a right, to live, not in the peaubut tu the
future, a vital, active, aggressive life.



Chapter IV.
THE RAPID RISE OF GRAMMAR AFTER 1775.

The period immediately after the Revolution, marks the well-nigh
Universal adoption of English into the curricula of American schools.
Earlier sections have indicated that the time was ripe. Many success-
ful experiments had been made in private schools; _the Latin cur-
riculum, with its apparent unfitness for the intensely practical life ofthe new continent, was becoming more and more unpopular; for a
considerable number of years colleges had been teaching grammar.
composition, and oratory. In fine; irrespective of the Revolution, thetune had arrived when a rapid spread of the subject was to be
expected. And just as the new national life of England in the
teenth century, with the accompanying pride in its self-sufliciency,
brought forth a vigorous demand for the vernacular, so the tuitional
independence of America cooperated powerfully with other causes in
transferring generally to the public schools the higher branches of
the vernacular. The fact is that increased attention to the English
language is the most significant change that occurred in the curricula
of the schools after-the States began to recover from ilia turn and
disruption of Nyar._

1. THE LEGISLATIVE RECOGNITION OF GRAMMAR.

The entire history of education in New .England up to the end of
the eighteenth century seems to have been preparing the way for the
laws which, shortly after the Revolution, placed English 'in the cur-
riculum and almost; if not quite, on at Par with Latin. The Latin
curriculum especially was increasingly unpopular.. Massachusetts,
Connecticut, and New Hampshire each passed a series of laws with
increasing fines for failure to keep open the prescribed schools,"
eating a failure of school spirit in New England." This was referred

. .wIn 1647 11itssaehtisetts levied a tine of (pee. Co. Mass. Ray, 11, 203); In 1071 thefine was Increased to £10 (ibid.. IV, second vol., 4561: In I643-towns of 200 families werefined £20 (Ibid.. V, 41.4) ; in 1602 the,.(ine for failure to keep an elementary school wasincreased to £10, but the penalty for. a grammar school was not altered (Acts and Rey.Pro. Mass. Hay, 1, 631; in 1701 the fine was'imposed on towns proportionallylor the timethey were delinquent (Ibid.. 470) ; and In 171$ the fine was increased to £20 for towns of150 families, t4.0 for towns of 200 families add £50 for towns of 250 fainWes (ibid.. 11,100).
he series of increalling fines in Connecticut begins in L650 (Rec. Col. (onn., 1, 521)And continues in 1077 (Ibid., 11. 307-8), in 1674 111)1(1., iii, fit, and 1700 (ibid., 1V, 331).
For New Hampshire see Laws of New Hampshire, t'rov. Period, 1, 501, 337, 358.el Martin; );vole en of Mass. Sch. kys., as.
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to 5n thee, election sermon of 1762 by Rev. Thomas Shephard, in which
he laments especially the decay of the Latin schools preparatory for
Harvard." While it is true that somd of these laws fined towns for'
failing to support English. schools,' the main inference is that the
Latin school, set up under tile early laws by a university generation,
were too advanced for primitive communities successfully to maintain
in operation. .

This being the case, many towns found that the best way to com-
ply with the requirements for both Latin and elementary schools was
to combine Them that is, to prOvide a'schoolmaster qualified to give
instruction in both the classics and the elementary branches of the
vernacular. Records of so-called 'grammar schools in many towns
indicate that this combination was effected. For example, Salem in
1677 t` agreed With Mr. Eppes to teach all such scholars . . . in y
English, Latin and Greek Tongue": 93 Nearly 100 years laterin
1752. the same town found it, necessary to vote that each of the boys
" who go to the grammar school must Study Latin as well as read and
write anti cypher..." In 1691 Cambridge voted to engage a school-
niaster " to teach both fatten and english and to write and sipher.- Sts
and in 1679 Watertown agreed with Richard \orcros to teach for
three months only " lattin schollurs and writturs . . and the other
8 munths . . . both lattin and inglish scholium" " Other- towns
showing the combination of Latin and English schools were Dedham,
1667:9' Plymouth, 1725'; ". and Braintree, 1690, which provided-

"Felt, Ann. of Salem, .433.
"Relation between the Lnlin and the, English program is intt restingly shown in the

history of the schools of Salem. In 1667 records of the, town show one school for both
branches (Felt, op. cit., 4341 ; in 1713 there were separate schools called the English and
the Latin (schools 4421; in 174:1 Vie town voted to combine the two under master
and an usher Mold.. 4471; this net wasfresoked throe years later. 1746 In 1752
the town was compelled to Justify the existene. of a Latin grammar school by a special
act requiring that every boy, a pupil there, nr.st study Latin as well as rending, writing,
and arithmetic (ibid., 44Ss. In 1796, as n natural consequence of the nnoopularity of
Latin manifested In the preceding order, for the first time the records show the English
master made a peer of the Latin master both in title and salary. The town Voted that
each English master have a salary of £1:IO and "find 4nk " and that the Latin master
have £1::0 4:',6. In 1.11 notice Is published ehat writing, arithmetle. English
grammar, composition, and geography are to be taught, In the grammar school besides
Latin and Greek in other words, the Latinginnunar school Is now made
over into an English school, with Go. classics secondary. It Is curious to find oat in
Salem Enp1.01,1 grammar was not addtin'd' to tin' curricula of the English schools. although,
as we bats! seen; it Was 8111111q1 to the grammar school in its01. In ISIG this provision.
Was made also for the English schools to (supply "a gratrilifittical acquainance with Ihetr.
native tongue" (iW.. 464), and finally. In IS27,,the Latin and the Englrah high schools
of the town appear to in' on a par (ibid., 4741.. This !struggle of. the two programs In
Salem is auggeative of whit. may have taken place In many othet towns in tbs. course of
150 years.

" Ibid., 448.
"Rec. Town Cambridge. 10n0-1703, II, 290.
"Watertown Rec.. I, 137.
"Ree.-Town Dedham, 1659-73. 133. ..

"Reg. Town Plymouth, II, 232.
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" Master to be agreed with as Will be willing. to Teach english as well
RS Latten, and also to Teach w righting and Cyphering.- "9

Both the legislative effitrts to compel towns to main ain' Latin
Sell(911, and the (4011 s Ofs (OW I1S Ve: .tliess the vernacular
rather than the Latin imlIcatt, a leaning 1(mard I he slat,.

.o.ng the 1:ev;tion.in the decades immedi 1 f o11 w do
an equal legal standing with the lassics. These laws May be Said to
fructify. the tendencies of the previous 10 years. The makers If the
Massachusetts law of 1759 and corresponding laws Of other States;
which will be 61(41, alize. I 11131 11 re'new'al of edlle:11101:11 euthnsia,nt
must center around the 'I'm Iona! tongue, Rlotinent -testimony to the
fact that the study of English "as a language' had ad% aneed very
rapidly since its first feeble beginnings.

In 1789 Massachusetts-required that " every town . . . containing
two hundred families . . . shall be provided with a grammar schtol-'
master . . . well instructed in the Latin. Creek and English 1.311-
gllageS." 'Phis school was to be kept for 1.± moHlis. Every town of
10 families was to keep a similar school six months; every town of
100 families, an English school for Ii months.; every town of 0
families, an English ;4601 IV six months; that is, " every town . .
containing fifty families . . shall be provided with a schoolmaster

. to teach Aildren to read anti Write and to instruct them in the
English language, as well as in arithmetic, orthography. and decent
behavior.'" Moreover, the statute allows selectmen to maintain
mixed schools if they prefer. This, for example. is what Braintree
diet. in 1790.2

Martin points out that by this act 120 towns out of 270 in Massa-
chusetts were relieved of the neeessity-of keeping a Latin scoof.3 In
1825 Massachn,ea's relit'ved idl towns of less than 5,000 inhabitants of
the Latin school.' In short, between 17S9jand 182 compulsory La t i n -
grammar education may be said to have passed; English schools, with
the English curriculum, including English grammar, had been
substituted.

Boston, pursuant to the Jaw'of 1789, completely reorganized her
schools. A manuscript copy of "The System of Public Educatiom."
bearing the signature of John Scollay, chairman of -the board of
selectmen,. under (late December 1, 1789, was in the possession of
Jenks when he wrote his " Sketch of the Boston Latin School." This
manuscript indicates how prominent it place was assigned to the vari-
ous branches of the vernacular inthe Boston sehoolS". The centei of
the system was a' classical grammar school, for entrance to which two

*Braintree Town Rec., 1640-1693, 598.
Peret. Laws of Com. Mass., 1799, II, 39.

'Braintree Town Rec., 1640-1793. 59b.
*Martin, Ev. of Mass. &b. 85.
'Laws of Com. of Mass., X, 558.
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prerequisites are indicated. The boy must have reached the age of 10
years and inust have lwen " previously Ivell instructed in English
Gramar." In addition. there were three writing schools and three
reading schools. in which children of both sexes were to he taught to

spell, accent. and read both prose and poetry, and also he instructed
ill English ramar and Coniposition." In the reading schools
textbooks include the Ilo ly palsies WebSter's Spelling Book, The
Young Ladies Accidence (('ale!! Bingham's elementally grammar),
and Wi.lister's American Selecthons. It is also ordered that " the
upper Class in the fier.ding Schools he instructed in Epistolary
Writing' and other Composition." 3

It is not ItiSVrted here that the Massachusetts law of 17s9 made
English grammar compulsory.' but that this law, as those of several
other States, W:1- enacted in response to a dellllnd for increased at ten..
(ion to vernacular instruction. In 11assachusetts English grammar
was spvcilitql in the law of

The Vermont laws,of 1797 and 1 10. while they do not .mention
grammar, do nevertheless stress the vernacular." Virginia in 1796
enacted a similar statute," and Delaware, in 1796. defines a "good

Education." prescribing " the English language. arithmetie,
and other such branches of knowledge as are most useful and neces-
sary in comidel ing a good English education." " The regents of the
rniversit of the State of New York. in 1793. ilia report to the legis-
lature say:. "We can not help suggesting . . . the numerous advan-
tages that would accrue . . from the institution of schools . -. . for
reading their !Wive tongue w ill propriety . . . writing . . . arith-
metic. . . ." The ultimate effect of these laws was. of course, to stress
gm:11,1113r together with the other " senior branches 712 of English.
However, the effect of the 11111vcrSal turning to the vernacular, as it
111re particularly upon grammar. inn e seen 1)etter in certain State
laws contemporary with the Massahusetts law which specifically:
mention the. Subject. *

The first State legislation to speak definitely of grammar appears
to have been the New York law t.d.1797. which provided "for main-
taining one or more free schools in the city of New York, in which
Scholars shall be instructed in the English Language, or be taught
.reading, writing, the English grammar, arithmetic, mathematics, and

1.1-nks. Cat. and Ills. Sketch Boston Latin School, 286; original document printed
In full.

'Corey makes this mistake. Hist. Maiden.. MI
Rev. Stat. Mass., chap. 28, sec. 1.

'Laws State Vt.. Wright, 1508. 1, 181 : Ibid., Fay Davidson and Burt, 1817, Ill. 236.
*Stat. at Large of Va., Shepard, 11435. III, 5.
10 Laws State Delaware. S. and J. Adams,. 1797, II. 125.

Mist. and Sta. Rec. of the rniv. of N. Y.. Rough, MI.
"This suggestive phrase is used in the charter for Potosi Academy, Mo., 1817. Laws

Dlet...,Loulslana, etc., 1804-1824, Lush & Son, 1, 519.
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such other branches as are most useful and necessary to complete a
good English education." "

By 1827 the legislature, acting on repeated. recommendations of the
regents, was ready to pass the law making a'eademieS training schools
for teachers. The law of that year includes this declaration:../

yo student shall be 11(4.111(41 to have muscled the higher branches of an EnglishEducation unless he shall have advanced beyond such Knowledge of commonvulgar and decimal arithmetic, and such proficiency in English grammar rillgeography as are usually obtained in common schools."

The first State-wide act definitely. prescribing grammar 'seems to
have been the 1798 law of Connecticut:

Enacted. That any School Society shall have liberty . . . to institute a Schoolof higher order . . . to perfect the Youth . . . in Heading and Tem:instill). to
instruct them in the Itudimentk of English Grammar, in Composition, in Arith-metic and Geography, or. on particular desire, in the 'Latin and Greek Lan-
guages, also in the first rfnciples'of Ecligion and Morality, and in general toform them for usefulness and imigliness in the varbius relations of social life."
, It is signi.ficiint to note lhere, that Noah Webster's grammars were
being published in Ilart ford between 1781 and 1790. The State law
of 1790'" had retained the compulsory grammar schools in county
towns; but the law of 1798 abolished this obligation and gave any

.school society the right to substitute, on a vote of two-thirds of the
inhabitants, English s.chools of a " higher order." Noteworthy, too,
is the suggestive phrase at the end of the law of 1798" in general to
form them (the pupils) for usefulness and happiness in the various
relations of social life." All these considerations indicate that in the
lawmakers' minds must have been a ccinviction that the traditional
curriculum must. go, that schools of higher order must be retained, but
that in the nature of English schools granintar and composition were
the vernacular branches of the " senior '' order, and, finally, that use-
fulnem and happiness in everyday life for all and not for a few
highly educated individuals was the supreme purpose of the new
English education.- Brown veryfittingly characterizes this revolution
in the curriculum at the end of the century as coming in response " to
the chaotic desire to study the vernacular" and prefaces that expres-
sive characterization by affirming that " in the study of English gram-
mar a, means was found for giving vent " to this desire."_ . .

The legislation of New 'Hampshire is especially enlightening con-
1 cerning the, status of grammar. The first educational law after the
Revolution, repealing all previous acts, 'provided. funds, in 1789,
which-L. ..

. "Laws State N. Y., 1797. to lam). inclusive, IV, 42-4..
utaws State N. Y., Croswell, 1827, 237.
'is Acts and Laws t'onn., Iltulpon and Goodwin, 1706, 1802 edition, 483.s Ibid., 373. . I
"Brown, Mat of Mid. Sch., 234;
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shall be applied for the Role purpose of keeping an English Grammar School
. . for teaching reading, writing and arithmetie, except in shire and half shire,

towns, in which the school by them kept shall be a Grammar School for the
purpose of teaching-the Latin and Givek."

This statute uses the term English grammar school. meaning merely
an English secondary school, no a school based on English grammar.
But it implied an effort to raise the English school to a higher dignity
titan before, placing it in title at least on the same footing with the
Latin-grammar school. Obviously the real difficulty here is that the
lower branches of the vernacular do not possess the substance to
present the same drill in an English-grammar school as in a Latin.
In order to make the curriculum somewhat analogous and to justify
the claim of equal dignity,. the higher branches of- the'vernacular
grammar and coin position would 1)e the next logical advance for the
English-grammar schools.

This step was taken by New Hampshire several years later, in the
law of 1808. ordering an extension of the curriculum of the English
school, and, what is even more significant. dropping the provision for
Latin schools in shire and half shire towns" for the sole purpose of
leeeping an English sChool . . . for teaching the various sounds and
powers of the letters of the English Language, reading. writing,
Eng+ish Grammar, arithmetic, geography, and such other branches
of education as it. may be necessary to vach in an English School, ""
To be noted here is the fact, that most of the English grammars of
th'e day, of which-1)y 1ROS there were at least 49 2" published or used
in America. had orthography as their first section, usually defined as
" the various sounds and powers of the letters." Thie phrase in the
law, then, with the term English grammar, is certain proof of the
legal- sanction of this branch in a secondary school which was clearly
intended to supplant the Latin school.

The law of ISO goes still further. It provides that " rio person is
qualified to teach unless he or she procure a certificate from some able
and reputable English Grammar school-fiiaster,",' For 'Schoolmis-
tresses it is demandeq that. " the literary qualifications of schoolmis-
tresses be required to extend no further than that they are able to
teach, the various sounds and powers of the letters in the English
Language, reading, writing and English Grammar."." It. is clearly
shown by the specifications concerning schoolmistresses that English
grammar was prescribed far elementary schools. Ultimately gram-
mar was placed in schools in almost all parts of the country which
wore neither elementary nor secondary, but distinguished by the nam

Is Laws State. of N. 11., Meicher, 1792, 276.
"Laws State of N. H., Norris, 1515, 305.
141, list of grammars was compiled but has been omitted -in this publication.

ibid., 868.
8 Ibid., 369.
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" grammar school." 23 -.ks indicated above. it is quite often impossible
to determine idledier it legal enadlnellt -follows Or precedes the gen-
eral adoption of at subject into the curriculum. However, the general
absence-of textbooks before 1790'1 makes it appear that the public
schools at, lea,i could not have attempted grammar very generally

'1,before that date. 'But the private schools, as we have seen, were tut.n-
Mg more and more to the English curriculum, following; the tendency
seen in its beginnings between 1750 and 1775. Not infrequently dur-
ing the two decades before 1s00 references are made in various
emies " Professors of English." 2'

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RISE OF THE ENGLISH SC11001.8.
In the laws a two 'centuries there is discernible a marked tendency

toward the gradual elimination of a classical education. -Geography
and history, with the feeble beginning., of science, were receiving a
little attention; but around the English branches, especially grammarand oral composition in the form of jwatory, the new ctimeithim wasin formation. With the a.ssing of Latin. seeming to many unrelated
to " usefulness and happiness in the various relations of st wild life,
there was left, little language study suitable for any but till' ino,t ele-
mentary instruction. In the Latin school the backbone of the course

1. It does not appear that ninny States specifleally mention the Incorporation ofgrom-mar Isy Stale law In their curricula. The Louisiana law of pincedjd the primaryschools of New Orleans "n professor" to teach " the elements of the English and Crews!'grammar." New Digest Sint. Laws of Louisiana, Bullard Curry, 1612, I. 371. In1834 Maine followedthe usoal practice of the day by providing that " no person shall issemployed an n gehoolrunsier , unless well qualified fb Instruct youth In readingand writing the English Language grammatically." Rev. Stat. State of Ate., Smith &MI, 169. The law makes the tame requirement for schoolnilsifi.sses."Chap. IV, p. 17.
"A case in point is the Delaware Academy of Wilmington, primarily a classical school.which as early an 17S6 had a " Professor of English." An extract from the curriculumShown " English, Lowth's Granimae,.Itlair's Leettir., in Rhetoric." anti even " the higherEnglish classics frequently empleyed In ex, reises and compositions." References like thisto English classics before 1500 are extremely rare. Powell, nisi. of Ed. in Itrl., 45.The grammar school of Brown Inlversity, In 17S0. ndrivised "Greek, Latin and Eng-lish' Languages taught grammatically." Tolman. Mat. of Ed. In R. I., 35.Apparently the hest way to Interpret an expression like this is to believe that gram-matical instruction in the English language stands in exactly the saint. relation as gram-matical instruction in the classical languages.
The Trenton, N. ei., grammar school, in 1789, gave a certificate under the seal of thecorporation " to such scholars as Anil have studied the English language grammatically."In 1702 the price of tuition was put at $3 a quarter " for the English School and. EnglishGrammar." and in 1517 the, trustees recommended the use of " Lindley Murray's SystemOf teaching the English Language." Murray. Mat. of Ed. in N..1., 1'20.
A suggestive item indicating the way in which grammar spread is found In the story ofJohn Howland, father of the movement for public schOols in Rhode !stand. Appointed bythe city of Providence to draw up rules for the first schools established under the newlaw, 1789, he went to Boston and there procured a copy of the rules establishing thenew school system of 1780 'and secured' also a list of the textbooks used under thatact. Howland says: " Up to this time I bad .never seen grammar . . . but observingThe Young Ladies Accidence (Caleb gingham's eleinentary grammar, itosion. 1785) wasused in the Boston schools. I seat to the principal bookseller in that town, and procuredone hundred copies for ours. The introduction of Grammar was quite an advaice In thesystem of education as it was not taught nt all except In the better class of private-11ChOois." Powell, Hist. of Pub. Bch. Sys. In R. I., 17.
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had been grammar:11w terns grammar, -the methods of teaching gram.
mar. were ingrained. Latin grammar had stood for the next btep
above reading and writing. the vernacular. When, therefore, the
advocates Of a practical English training. found F.tiglish grammar in
DilWrth and other texts. what was more natural 111311 that they
-hould seize upon it as a suitable sub-t note for the next step above
reading and %vriting :mil spelling! they found reduced to the
same aceiilenee as Latin: English rules were to be learned as the
Latin: textbooks infiirmed them on title pages that grammar %%as the
art of speakingand writing the English language correctly, and this
was their laudable desire for their children: here is a suitable setting
in the vernaeular program for' grammar as the basic sttul. This
.convict ion made its way into legal sanction for English and English
grammar in t he last decade xtf the eighteenth cent ury.

77

2. THE FLOOD OF TEXTBOOKS AFTER 1784.

,,-

In the precoling chapter the tinniler of textbookz,available for
instruction in grammar before17S I wa,,, !Mown to have been very
itligniticatil. NV id, the exception of I)ilwort It's, primarily a speller,
certainly no single lo,idi was available in a large number of copies.
Therefrire walling '',,.11101.e effective in est Alisliiin, the rapidly rising
oluilarity of the new sidsject after tho 1:evollit Um, than the Hood of

g IMIMI:II 1c31 tt \I Ilhflis Whit'll log:111 to poor froto the .1inerican press.
Eye, l,f,,r, the .7(tatt, laws at the (.11,1 (f tin, ("in, ,,veti t he way .

i

for a higher order ht. instruction in English these. textbooks in gram-
mar 1111;11) to :illioeill'. It IS Ig11111, a nt t hat ill IiS3 Noah Webster. the
dean of .1ilierica1'1 lox; boo]; ' riic.,,, 1111(.1{01 in Hart foril, Conti_ a
I lultIrical schttol Jot. the e \pt.c-- tirime a teaching tire KIIdish
language. it \ :ii- here that lie kid the 1.0111d:16 for his tir-t grain-
ni:tr. 1'31.1 II tfr The Graraimatical In,titlite of the English Lait.;:-.
gunge.' Iit I Ilart ford al-il was frattbd. in 17. the first Slate-wide
act secifically tnentionipg. inSt Filet ion in - the' rtidinients of English
Granitintr... 1-t. is significant that this was the exact wording Of the
subtitle of \Veld-tel.'s second grammar. ublishcil. in 1 790. - The Little
lteader's:A.sisi ant. 1Zildinients of English (;rantiar. Being an intro-

!

duction to the /Second Part of The (;ranimat lea! Institute." 'Illis. too,
was .publilie0 in I last ford." Of course, there is no: certainty of
causal relatit 'n between 11'elister's instruction and his books, and the
Connecticut itw of 1798.

However t tat may be. Webster's ,` Plain and Comprehensive.Gram-
mar," of 178, was the first :1,thefican textbook on the subject to attain

Evans, op.
4it.. it, inn.

**Love, Col. lst. Hartford, 270.
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wide circulation. Before 1792 it had passed through at. least 10 edi-
tions.2" By 1807" this book, together with his three other treatises
on grammar, although by far less popular than his " Grammatical
Institute," enjoyed a wide circulation before Murray appeared in 1795.
Webster's success appears to have attracted other American writers
into the field at once, since at least 17 ;other works on granunar
;appeared before 1795.0

Eleven of these 17 textbooks were unsuccessful, apparently none of
them enjoying more than two or three editions, including Kenrick's,
1784; Mennye's, 1785; Anonymous, 1789 (3d ed.); Ussher's, 1790;
Hutchins's, 1791; Humphries's, 1792; Tichnor's, 1792; Miller's, 1795;
Carroll's, 1795; and I)earborn's, 1795: Of the 17, two were Webster's
:books mentioned above" The Rudiments," 1790, and " The Young
Gentleman and Ladies Accidence." 1792. Harrison's, 1787, was an
English text reprinted in Philadelphia and in its ninth American
edition before 1812; Ussher's, 1790, was also an .American edition of
a London book of 1787 32 and had its third American edition. in
Exeter, N. H., in 180V3,

, Of the 17 books antedating Murray's (between 1718l and 1795) there
remand two which attained relatively wide use in American 'schools
before Murray's grammars appeared. Of these, the less important
was Caleb Alexander's'"A Grammatical System Of the English Lan-
guage," Boston, 1792. It passed through at least 10 editions before
1814.24.

Bingham's little elementary book of 45 pages appeared in Boston
in 1785 acrd in a very few years leaped into populai.ity in that city
and elsewhere. It was printed in at least 20 editions before 1815; 35
100,000 copies were sold.

" WelmAr says: " I published n grammar on the model of LowIll'q this workpassed through ninny editions before Murrav:'s hopk appeared. . . I determined to sup-press my grammar . . . n new work appeared In 1807." Webster's lOctionacy. IS2R,preface. 3. Of this book Evans lists 10 editions before 1792. the, fire In 1784 Evans. 6.8371, the last In 1792 Ohld., 8, 382). The number of editions was large. The writer, forexample, Is using the sixth Connecticut edition, 1890. and the book was published by firms
in both Boston and Philudelplila, 1790 and 1787, reripectively. Evans, R, 104, and ibid.,7, 183. In both places there were several editions before 1800." b ti.r'R second grammar, " The Rudiments," 1790,* passed through six editions inthe first two years,- In Hartford, Albany, Boston. and Northampton. Evanti,'"op. CIL 8,105; 8, 233. Ills third book appeared In 1792, published anonymously under the title" The-Young Gentleman and Ladles Accidence, a Comprehentlous Grammar of the,English
Tongue." In Boston.. The 1807 ,teXt was "A yhliosoRkleal and Practical Grammar." Illslast grammatical treatise appeared as late as the yen" 1831, "An Improved (Miramar of
the English Tongue," Barnard, Am. J. of Ed., XV, 569.

"flee Appendix A.
" Mt, op. cit.. 7, 121.
I' MM., 98.
"Am, Jour. Ed. Xv, 565.
".Ibid., f2tr:Rons, op. . .
" Ibid.; 218.. 'The' writer uses the nineteenth etiliktn,Sleston, 1818 ; the pame.blarthaStebbins appears op the flyleaf..

.
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.Bitigham, a graduate of Dartmontlf, 1782. had opened a private
school for girls in Boston in 17s44 and had there begun what has been
called the first pretentious effort to teach English lirammar in that

This statement ignores tlw earlier efforts to teach grammar,
some of which, as we saw above, antedated 1775. eitheT through ignor-
ance of their existence or beeause they were insignificant as compared
with Bingham's. At. any rate, " The Young Ladies Accidence " was
the result of Binghani's work in this school. It. is interesting, to
remember that Noah Webster published iinonyinonsly in Boston. in
1790, an elementary book of approximately the same size as Icing
ham's under the name " The Young Gentleman and Ladies Acci-
dence." Bingham. in 1789. accepted a position in the reorganization of
the 110,ton schools," and his grammar was adopted by vote of the
hoard as the official text in the writing schools."

Of Webster and Bingham, William B. Fowle. editor of the Com-
mon School Journal, says:

No livo men ever exerelsedlmore influence over the schools of this country.
. . Webster's 'Grammar was but little used compared with rtingham's;but his
spilling bOoli was far more extensively used. . . . The two authors divided Ow
field between them."

Neglecting now the reproduction of grammars which we have
mentioned as preceding 1784, we find ,17 entirely new books.in the
field appearing,in America before Murray's was introduced. Of these
17 certainly no fewer than.410 editions had liven piddished within the
decade before 1795. We may conclude, first, that the inipending flood
of grammars had begun to appear; and, second. that Brown is in
error in maintaining that "Lindley :Murray's Grammar. published
in 1795, ga ie. the first definite direction to this department of study." 40

But the grammars of Wel Islet., Bingham. and ,the.rest were insig-
nificant in their influence Compared with the.unexamPled popularity"
of Lindley Murray'g, beginning shortly after 1795. This is OM Lind-
ley liniray whom We saw as a boy enrolled in the Engtis'll school of
the Acielemy and Clitit.ity School of Philadelphia in 175-1.41
both sides of the Atlantic this 1111111's prodinkions were rcpriiited liter-
ally hundreds of times and were copied and abri,dged at Nast a sore
of tinieS by other authors. His most famcins text Was " English Gram-
mar; Adapted to the Different Classes of Learn&s." York. England,
1795." Ile also prepared an "Abridgiment. cif Englisb Grammar,"

aM Wm. 11. Fowie, Ilnroard'a Am. Teachers and Ed., 70.
11114., 57. e

0 Jenks, op. eft., ,228.
0C...8..1., 1850, 'U.
0 Mown, op. eft., 214.
4161(4 Chap. 111, p. 54.

Barnard, op, cit.. Xir,'275..
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1797; "An English Grammar, in.Two Volumes," 1814, 2(1 edition; and
"-English Percises,7 published first before 1802."

An 1812 edition of the first book asserts that 35,000 copies of his
lltrger book and 50,(XX) of his "Abridgement" were being -sold
annually in America. In 11 years the " English Grammar" passed
through 21 editions in England and twice that number' in America,
while the "Abridgement " had had 20. editions in England and 30 in

"America. Murnly's." English Exercises " were published frevently,
and his burger grammar had its fifth edition in New York in 1823:"
The hufger hooks were adopted by many. of the colleges in both
countries:. is asserted that his grammatical texts totaled over 120
editions (4,10,000 copies each on the average ; ,that more than 1,000,000
copies of his books were sold in America before 1850.45-

But Murray's- influence can not be estitinutettl by his own b(ioks
alone.. At learnt 12 men prepared and published editions or abridg-
ments of his various works. Amng them may be mentioned Bullard:

.1797, tenth edition;bhy 1817: Flint, 1807, sixth edition, by 1826; Lyon,
1811, fourteenth edition, by:1821; Pond, 1829.,, eighth edit ion, by 1836;
Alger, 1824, fourth edition. by 1846; Fisk, 1821, third edition, by 1824.
In this list are included :awl Russell, 1819; Boot h. 1819; Cboper, 1828;
Putnam, 1825; Miller. -1823 : Blair, 1831; Bacon, 1818 and ('heesin
1821, third edition." III other words, a very conservative estimate -oft
the total. number of Murray's grammars, including his own andhis
followers' befOre 1850, iS.'200 editions, total ing.. het Nveeti .1,500,000 and
2,000,000 copies.

.

.Some idea. of the rapid rise of grammar after 1781 may.be gained
..by examining the distribution of the 301 -grammars written by A uteri-
calls:and plinted in America before 18:7,0.47 Distributed by decades
they are: 171101770, 1: 1771-1780, 5 ; 17814790. 9 ; 179 I -1S00. 1 R ;

It 1811- 18.20, -11; 1'821-1830, 81: 1S31-140, ; 1811-
18:;0, 60.: total, 301.'

It is to be remembered that each unit in the foregoing represents a
new author or an entirely new book by .an. earlier. .autlair. As in the
case of the ,V gramiars, we have seen the very large, number of
editions 'issilFtlt In..other words. during* he decade 182.1A830, in
addition to the 84 new boAS, many of which ere printea.several
tiMes, there were also. published at the same time a very large number
of editionS of books whose first editions hapreceded 1821.
-' The Above indicates that the desidtory and scattered beginnings of

English'grtimitiarbefOit 1775 sowed Clue, seed 3Yhich. a.ftet the Revo.,
Ibid., 775.

6, ibid., 775.'
*Meld Brown. Am. Ann. of Ed. and In 1832, 584,
*Barnard, op. cit., 775-0.

ai
"This Catalogue IN omitted from Ma volume ; Appendix A hail Hat of grammars to 1802.
do Includes English books reprinted In America up to MO,
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lotion, began. very rapidly to ripen into a harvest. The number of
new textbooks alone for the entire period averaged more than four a
year, and in the decade between 1821 and 1830 more than seven a year.

Only a rough estimate of the total number of editions can be made;
many of the textbooks reached large circulation. Among the more
popular may be miintioned Comfy's, 1804, which readied its fifteenth
edition .ill.1838 :4" ( ;reenleaf's " Grammar Simplified," 1819, its twen-
tieth edition in 1837; Samuel Kirkham's "An. English Gra m Mar. in
ramiliar Lectures." 1823.-its thirty-sixth edition in 1834. its fifty-
tird edition in 1841: "' Parker's " Progressive Exercises.".1823,,pri-
marily a composition book, attained its forty-fifth edition in 1.13.
Whim's " Practical Lessons in English firammar,- 1814, reached its
thirteenth edit ion by 18.11 ;. William Hi Wells's " School Grammar "
was in its twentieth edition in 18:1; and in five years Peter Bullion's
"Analytical and Practicitl Grammar," of 1849, attained its thirty-fifth
edit ion.

A modest estimate, then. of the total number of editions attained
.by the leading grammarians, including Murray and his followers, is
100. ( )1 hers were frequently reprinted : for example, Alexander's, 10;
Jandon's, 18: Brown's. 10: Thin's:7, etc. Even estimating that many
hail only one edition, the total number of American editions of gram-
inn rs la. fore .15.-10 was in the neighborhood of 1,000."

. Still more difficult is it test rotate t he number of copies turned out in
these 1,000 ed11.11)lis. The number of volumes printed in a few editions
is known. As early as 1772 atnl 1787 editions of 10.000 copies of Dill

--Arrtrth's " New Guide" were issued. 'this is hardly a fair criterion,
however. because Dilworth's 41(10(1(41 three textbooks in oile and was
without serious competitors. In 1700 the firm of Franklin & Hall
w'as preparing an edition of Dilworth's consisting of 2.000 coies.52

One of the most used early texts was Bingliam's " Young'
Accidence." Of this the 1792 edition included 4.000 copies:" It has
been asserted that this book passed through 20 editions of 5,000 copies
on the average. aggregating 100,000 copies. before1820.54 Kirkham
affirmed, in 1837, that his hook was selling at the rate of (10,000 a
year." In 1829, after being only six years off the press, Kirltham's
book Was selling at the rate of 20,000a year."

'The evidence ng,to the nutither 'of editions is taken.from Barnard's list of American
textbooks In Am. .1 of Ed.. XIII, XIV, XV,

"Barnard refers to a one hundred and tenth editing.' Op. cit.. XIV, 730; also Ooold
Drown; Gram: of Gram., 2g. .

.1 The ;wool' count of known editions of books mentioned In the..entalogue previously
referred to Is 001. The eVIdonee is acknowledged to be very incomplete. Bee Barnarcre
lbok. Am.. 4. of Ed., X111.-X1V, XV. \i

"Evans, pp eft,. 52; 114, and 7. III,
." Evan,. op. oft.. R. 251.
Ntimall. Early N: E. sch,., 107; also Barna* Op. cit.. XIV, 212.

Oct.,Enlek44bocker Ming., t 1831. Brown, op. elt., 28.

ao258*-7-22-0
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If we may assume that 5,000 copies is a fair average for each edi-
tion, then *proximately 5,000,000 copies of grammatical textbooks
were pri9ted in America 1.) h50. In other words, two edit-ions for'
every large city were issued by that date.

3. THE EXTENT OF INSTRUCTION IN GRAMMAR IN REPRESENTA-
TIVE STATES, 1800-1850.

NEW YORK.

English grammar was a part of the curriculum of the avadeinies
chartered by the regents of the University of New York 'fromITS-I.
the year of its beginning. Itegeiits' vport's for the years 18(11 to 1807,
based on data olwained front the individual retu,rts Made by the
academies, show that during these years English grammar was taught
on a par' with Latin grammar."

.

Each rear special mention is made of English grar imar. together
with other branches usually considered parts of the English Curricu-
Intn,'as distinpmtished from the Latin. Indeed, they are mentioned in
a larger munber ot academies than is the curriculmn of the dead
languages. 8

The ac:idetnies have more significance than appears at liNt thonght.
After 18.21 the aca(hunies of New York were regarded as a source of
supply of teachers for the common schools oft lit. State. In .that year
tin'. regents said: " It is to these seminaries that we must/lok for a
supply 'of teachers for the common scools."' In 18.27 and saicceed_
ing years recoimendations to this (Oct were repeated to the legisla-.
tue by the regents, with pleas for increased appropriations. 1831
the legislature passed the desired tow." In consequence the regents
declared that no person should be admitited to the teachers' depart-
ment until he. had passed such an vxamjnation as to-entitle him to be

a The following table is taken from Hough's Hist. and Static. /Sec , Vniv. of New York, 1754- 1.%1121.
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consideretra scholar in the higher branches of English eitlucation, the
first specified subject of which: is the English language." By 1837,
8T4 peresoWi were enrolled in these teachers' departments." After 1838
the total enrollment in fhe academies increased at the,rate of nearly

,I:000 students a year. reaching the number of 20.9'0 i11 1852.
.!onsideration of the textbooks used by the academieS between 1832
, ,anti. soows..that the Murray grammars gradually disappeared."

Kirkham's'book does not reaclt its height until 1-10: then it begins to
1disappe*A. while Brown's gradually inerea4s in populauity- and the '
new books of Weld. Wells. and Greene come 'to the fore: Greenleaf's .

has meant idle stink into insignificance:L. Million's books. were `The
Principles of English Grammar." Albany. 1834, vi-Not reached its
fotrteenth edition in 1 years: - Practical 1.4e.otis in English Gra,
mot. and COmposition.'Vew York. 1S-11. thirty-third edition in seven
years.: two minor %vorks and. finally. -Analytical am I Practical Eng-
dish Grammar," Nev York. 18-19, which attained itst'llirty-fifth edi-
tion in six years."' Wells's Clark's Weld's. and fireene's books
lielong to a eNti. generation of textbooks. .Thesit we shall see in a later.'
clatpWr Oririnating an- entirely new oneopt ion of the nature aavi-.
functions of grammar and ti m014041591 teachiv

"' 11441 , 549.
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.now to the common Schnols of New York. as ditinguished
from the academies, «e findthat the reign of the Murray 'hooks
reached Its height about t833.46

The Second hook, reaching its height of popularity by 1S39. is
I Kirkham's." English Grammar by Familiar Lectures," I s.2:). of which

Barnard lists editions uri to the forty-ninth,-all published in New
York before Then foltows Goold Brown's " The Institutes of
Eng' lish Graninutr."New York, 1823. The fourth :tii1Tor is Roswell
Smith. whose two works. were Intellectual and Practical Grammar
on the-Inductive Provitlence, IS 9, and." English Grammar
on the Pr4luCtive System." Boston. 1s31. Next conies 3 erentiali
Greenleaf-v.-whose ",(irammar Simplitie." New York. 1s29, reached
its twentieth edition in 1851."

Detailed discussion of the significance of the domination of the
Murriv hooks. apparently reaching their height in New York about
.143, and of the almost meteoric rise of Kirkham contemp4raneous
with the passing. of Mnrra'y.Illis reserved for another chapter " on
methods of teaching. Of interest here is the c9mparison of the
amount of grammar being Iai ght during this period. County offi-
cers almost without exception report that four subjects are taught in
an towns-- reading, -pelting, arithmetic. and granntiar.. The table
on page s.) shows the hreemost widely usediextbpoks in the comities
of New York of the-e three subjcl. .to grammar:"

In each subject there seems to-he one IH;ok which goes far toward
monopflizin,, the field: h grammar, honors for the period are fairly
well distributed between two. and the two together have It distinct

Textbookm in grant War.-Yeir Vni'k Public SchrmlN. 1820;-18.19--Nu m bet' of.lown$
.

U,041g ranous

{Compiled from Animal Rept. Supt Common SItlq.. ` ~l' Is30-440.1

-

3419

33
14

434
349
:Ma

11/42o.

472'
24

3

76
20
4

5414
473
417

11/431. I1/4t, 11.33.

;

1

459
179 '.
-- 1S

7 '

93 '

1
13

5413 '

445
414

11/413..

..,

373
311
21
20
GI

5
.0

515
505 .

332.

I-35

296
371

31
31
46
5
5

41411

359
205

.

.

s
. fGrammars".

Murray 4
Kirkham.
Ilrown . ,

Smith
Greenleaf
Murray Int rc.1
Murry.' Sequel .

Other books: .

-Iinirlish Reader
1)ati011's Arithmetic.

-Webster's Speller.

*Barnard. op: Mt..
*Mkt, XIII, 6:1,

; ,

.

7.83

11/43.7. i1/414

2411" 209
3.S2 427
43 411

. ea 102
23 24

3
19 4 .

431
437

. 227

1439 .

177
464

'41

,
S
414
453
470

4fA
72

SS
17 ;

547C

4412

1111

1.7 .!

'

96 i
12 ,

1

1

543 1
472
433 '.

. . . .._

..

'" limos VI. p. 134,
*Tvtbooka Used In New York, Ilf427-41I. Summary from Reports of Supt. c9ip..kleb..

it. Y., reprinted A. J. of Ed. and Ins., 1832, 878.
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advantage over DabolI's Arithmetic. By 1839 Kirkham alone sur-
passed ail other textbooks except IV ,ster's Speller, which for some
reason show's all tinusuil-advance tlt 't ve tr.

ooki Towns I Towns TovmS
(1`,27 (141.). (1101).

English Render
1>isboV: A rillimet le
Murray's Crallinctr
Webstei'; Speller
Testament .1
Woodbridge', t ;eography

431
t19
i,9
it ra

ItA
I to '

Willer,: t;engniph 117 1
Mqrse's Geogriph y 1, m i

'Adams's A rit htnet ic 91 ,
Pike', A Tit Iwo is! 1.
Cobb's ( ;7t;Or aptly 59
i;reetilettf*, iiramtnar 3.-)

ilitory of the Itiite1 States I 6 I

472
..4:"1771

547
469
466
4410

216 200
30 412
120 121
11, 72
96 12
61 46

209 240
70 /A
23 I 52

Tyler's 11i4ory.
)

;

4 1) a
Cillburn'ssA rithitfrt IP /

!
It i 26

Kffklimo's (amorma.
!

2$ 72
:

...1n itka of the proportion of pupils studying. grammar_may be
obtained- from. facts a few years-bit:.e. , In 181. mit ot 173.3S.1 pupils,
reported from 43 counties; 2S.119 were studying English grammar."
in is lc,. of 7.76 pupils in winter..R.hools. 51,-181 were reported as
studying ,g,1111111111tr. and of 211.7-17 in summer schools 3'2.29 were
st tidying .the stiject.72. In 1817, of -17.8!13 pupils ill summer sessions
39.846 %%ere si mlying grattnnar.73 In rind numhers. between 15 and
2iii)er .cent of the total number of pupils were studying.f.r.rammar.iii.
the common scluas of New York as the middle of the cento...

r approa

MASSACHUSETTS.

Thy It-,arliusetts law hf 1s6. anien1le0 iiiIS34 and IR39. required
" in every town cotainitig fifty. fa) lulls'-' J exten(Ietl ill IS39to ' every

'tolto in. this. commonwealt le' ' . . (tilt' .relitIol for tlw instruction
of chiltlren .in fithography. realli11g. %vriting. English grammar,.
;4474r:hy, arithmetic. and g(a'al helnivi4.**. I lutace Nlatin, secretary..
of the hoard of 1.4111(811(10. in 1S 3t; interPrelel.1 this law to prescribe
what he calls "mit-111,1111n literary Inalifications of teachers"; that is,. they ` must be .competetil to teach the varioas subjects ilaitied,"

Ioreover. the law of Is3 required the school committee of every
town to submit amitial school, returns ctintaining replies to 11 definite

.

Mid ig43, 7.
ibid.. 1847, .18.

rs Md.; 1548. 81.
',Adis and Resofves, Blanc: 1839. 22, P
is Maas. fich.; itevt., 1838;
Mann' is very careful to.euipbasise the, point that It is strictly lawful for districtal to

employ teathers .more hIgitir qualified, " who Are able to troth that required bratiebo1
better, because .they are masters of higher onesWho. for instance . . . can teach English
grammIK better, because littalUar, from the study of other languages, with the princtple0
of universal grammar."
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inquiries. of which the seventh Was, " What are theBooks in general
use, sOerrying Spelling Books, A rithmetics. (lrammars, Geographies,
Reading and other Books? "" This provision was in force until1841."

Pursuant. then, to this series of acts the first four annual reports of
Mann, 1637 to,lsiO, inclusive. chntain these.data,'as reported by the
separate town school c()Ioloittees.

Concerning the status of granlInar in Mss acllusett between 1837
and 1841, several conclusions may be 'reached. The law requiring
grammar was obeyed in letter at, least. Only four towns did notreport the subject in their curricula; in addition, only six towns failed
to make any report. imii4 all the.towns reported at least one text-
book in grammar. Rosw1:11 Smith's " Induct ive and " Progressive."
grammars.were by far the most popular, with gradually increasing
numbers; Inrray's followed in decreasing popularity, In Worces:.

:ter County, Pond's Murray monopolized the field, showing the Com-
paratively local 'modality of the Worcester.author. Of the 35 towns
reporting Pond's as in use in 1537. 23 N% ere in Worcester County and8 in the neighl9rinir county of Franklin. .Abut fth of the
towns reported more than two grammars; some towns Pittsfield, for
examplereprted as'many as five textbooks in use.'9'

The larger towns only. like Bost(Iti " and 1)orchester, used separate,. 4
"Laws Com.. Mass.. XI Ii, . ^ Acts nod Resolves, Mass.. 154 1, 345.

"Totror nu wino En 'Ili grammar in if ormarhusutIA.
feuropiled fr S.1,..11to.tr!,,,i,1:.41,:''t, 1,11, 11,41.i

Year 1;1; I 153: I 11/4,39 1,49

Number of towns. .,.
295 221 . 307

mith's
Murray's...!
Put ilain 's Al, !
Pond's
Greenleaf's. ..,
Brown's , ,
Frost's
1.11gers011's
Kirkham's*
Parker'S
WoOster's
Scattering

S \
2.: ---7215 2'21 237.. ... ._ .. . : . 104 . Isi 1 51

...... _if
19 1, 17 15r Si 33 3ti 36 4119 17 is 9... 11 12 11 13
11 13 12 121 10 11 . 9
7 7 7 413 17 25 20
1 1 2 3. i 10 12 .15 14

Ti Concerning the gr.at variety of textbooks In all subjects. Mann reported that in 1537there were In use In Massachusetts 110 'different readers and spellerse 24 grammars, ;;;!,arlthmetics, 20 geographies, 11 hooks of diction, 3 chemistries, 5 geometries, 2 compositlimm.A. A. of It: and 1., VII, 101.
n In 1

,
.41 the Boston school' system embraced 1 Latin grammar school, I English'high schoo , 13 grammar and writing sChools, and 95 primary schools, Bost. Sch. Rept.,1841, 3. RegulatiOns preseribed for the grammar schools (four-year course.), In Class III.Murisy's " English Grammar,- abridged by Alger, or'Parkee'and*Foes " Progressive*Eserdies " : Clasi II, the Same. continued and Foot's " Exercises in. Parsing ":. Class I, thesame contained, together with composition and declamation. Ibid., 10. For-adiniss1onto the English high school an examination In grammar was necessary: for the first yearof high school a review. of grammatical texts of the lower schools was prescribed, while.)1" the several classes shallim Instructed In, gratomar.". Ibid., 241

. . ..0.
.
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textbooks in parsing and composition. Mann says that only two
schools had separate.instruct ion in composition. Nevertheless. we see

*that increasing use of Parker's " Propeyessive Exercises Composi-.
tion indtated that the latter subject was encroaching upon the field
of formal grammar."

The overwhelming preponderance of 'Smith's books. ont31 six years
ott the pre ss. dented a rapid departure from the 'Murray tope. To

sure. Pond's. Pin a nd. .11ge's were nothinglmt nvOifiations
of Murray's: hilt even adding the towns using the three 17) till' towns
lisi7ng Murra' a total's of 1.19 town.: in is still far short of the
popularity of Smith's "l'roductive 1.l'- sour.", ( hit. of 29S..towns
reporting. .20s used smith', many of them in ow grades imaw-
diatelV above thila.iinary. usually called graininar grades. Private

and :1(1110111es also used it. . .

This %vats the perioil of the extreme popularity of Kirkham's book
In Nett' York. hut natmrall we do not find ihe grammars of Sew
York ve_r_.LAviely aLtopt hy the scho,41, Nrassaehusetts.

'H i. rye, ,r4k of l s lo show a remarkable increase of schools breaking
way -frwo Mlirray type of-instruction." Only towns, as coin-

pared '. ith 101 m I':);: still kt the Iiiay, while the Putnam and
Pond merely held their own. Very many towns. which in 1S37 had
yeportvd. the of both Smith's and Muray's. in 1s10 reported the
fornier a lone. 8.

While on (1w vluole the law requiring' the teaching of grammar was
generally obeyed. there is frequent testitmmy that it was st tidied with
reluctance and even open oppfIsition. For exami de. the Provineetown
committee N11;0441 : " ,ints been attended to very indiffei-
emtly.. in our town schools. for all past -dime. There are but fewj, it at ;di, and fr' iucleecl Nvho ha VP 1,id, much
proficiency in it.- 44 In the same year tilt Westport school. officials
It!,,e1141:

.s tlre are 50n14' S(.11(1/114 In whIil grnwilr.h:)R tWht . . . and
thene are few or WPM' WIII W iSh to PnrSin.. it . . for t ritSMIS the COM.
ttittee has been urged to groat certificates to teachers deficient in gritintimr.4,

VERMONT.

Vermont and New liamp,,hire present. much the same relative
emphasis on grammar between 1840 and 1850. Especially frequent is
the-cmnplaint against the multiplicity of texthookS. The State super-
intendent of Vermont reports, in 1848, that several c&iventions of

Maim op. eft.
" See Chip. IV, p. 86.

Ibld.

'14 Mass. Eck Set., ISA 271.
Ibld:, 253. °
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county superintendents had recommended uniform textbooks. Thegrammar chosen was William English, grammar wa,
included.according to the state official." among the %Nita) branches." "
Superintendents of various connties report " grannna N inmost schols.'' " while the State superintendent thinks tint theacquaint a nee with grammar at.,paired. is ". very slight." " Teachersare very poorly prepared.- "

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

In his section on schoolbooks the school superintendent of New
0Hampshire, in P446. makes a typical comment : -

In the days of Pike's ArIthtuclie., and Murray's. t; rational*. and .N%'ebster'sSpelling Book. there was no trouble In sehthisina hooks: there %cert. mine toetion RV from, Our dldiculty 'consists eutials In determining which is 11(.4 anions:so many that are good."

One elnintr official strike even a new note When he reetIllImend:
that " a portion of the t line now devoted i,1i grammar and arithmeticought to iv spent in the proper study of mankind.7'

OHIO.

Only an occasional reference concerning grammar finds place ilithe records of the State Superintendent of Ohio during this earlyperiod. In P.438 one county official reported: " Walling.. writing.
'arithmetic. geography. and grammar are taught in Most sc0115.- "'.Clerks of the county examitiersc(implain of the altimst utter incom-
petency of teachers, one saying' that' of 1:6 examined :3 %very verypoorly qualified and but understood "either Wholl' or in partgeography, English grammar, and history. The county was coin -,/jelled to accept then'. else_tztlny schools %vould have been left ,without.teachers." 9

TP11 years later. (1S-1(+ -47) the statu.s of grammar had improved
eonsideFahly Report's of the State superintendent indicatethat the subject was now regitrded as an essentialpart of the .common-
schoollirogram. In.the words of the State Teachers' Associati(in of

Rept: Supt. Cam. .Sch., Vt., 1548, 21.
tulip.. 24.

two,
ar 1W...17.

-,w1b111.:.47:

"Rept.' Supt. Com. Sch. N. Ii.. 1546 -7, 18.
PrIbtd., 1845, Appetllt, \XXIX.

Sept. of Supt. Com. Sch.. 18:49;
53.

A
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1S.17, " a subontial 'English 'education wigll to be given everi,,
zen of the state."' In the " union slmols,''' Ohio's term for C0111-
!non schook divided into 111111111ry, secondary, and senior or grammar-
schl le pa rt men t

ila.ningh (-itirs of instruction In all the common English branches k pursued,
and tu this Is when practicable. a high school, in which the higher
tai; liI1 brandies. iffittninatins, anal the languages are taught."

-Ashtabula County reported that timith'sGrannnar was used in 99
schools, Kirkham's in 49. Brown'S in 25. in 11, Bullion's in 13."
'File following tabular statement from the. same county gives indica-
! inn asilie number of pupils studying the subject as-compared with
the oilier English ilranches:

Ruinineriichoua, 1817.

Anti,

-Number I verse.
atten.
awea.

Number
,

spelling.

Number
in arith-
metic.

Number
In gram-

mar.

Number Number
1 in treat- i In et**.

raptly. position.
a

3,3.91 3712N 131: I 2,.49 /473 163

WINTER St'101.S.

f Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.
4,113 I 19 I 33 I .. 19 *zi 111t .

ibid., 34.

SV11Pra County abio furnishes data o4 this point. The number of
pitpils studyingspe4inf..., was 3.100: arithmetic, 3.40: grammar, 420;
gef 'gra pity. 500."9

Neveriltides. cnliailti was frequently made that teachers were
incompetent to tea01 the subject.' Licking County so reports. In
Fairfield Comity, 4 110 licensed all ,were found competent to teach
reading. writing. and arithmetic. only 64 were proficient in grammar,
6.2 in geography, and 10 in algehra.Z In Knox County somewhat more
than per cent of,:the teachers were competent in gramnnmar,3 and
some districts refuselid to allow grammar and geography to be taught,.
t he examiner stiia.iin " If geography and. .grammar were added as
legal qualifications Of teachers, they would be rewired to understand.
them." Ashtabula (',aunty reported fully all the examinations given
:pup.iI4 in the v-arious classes. Eighteen minutes were allowed candi-
dates to answer the'following examination in grammar: 4

* Rept. of Rec. of fitfte, Cow. kb., 184$. 52. Ibid.. 42.
*Ibid.. 56. 'S IM.. 40.
of 32. , 'Ibid., 41,

47.: 20.

. ,
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It Is the mind that lives.
1. How many capital letters should be used in writing the above sentence?2. Is the sentence simple or compound?
3. Ilow much may ht, regarded as a simple sentenee?

.:In this sentence what are the principal parts?
5. Ilya is government in grammar?

. 6. What is meant by ease?
7. What is Weil !it by the conjugation of s verb?
8. GIe the principal parts of the verb "to go,"
Tlies' questions were given to 455 children of average age of 15:42 per cent of the answers were correct. The highest average was 72per cent for Morgan Township.' The saw attittide, toward the cur-

. riculum was found in the state reports of Ohio in the decade 1s17-
1857 as in the preceding 10 years; the skeferences, however, are scatter -ing and unsatisfactory. .Nevertheless, the fact that we invariably find
gnuuiiiar named whene;ler a complete curriculum Is meni ioned itidi-cates that the subject was fully established. In Ashtabula Comity. in
1850. the distribution of pupils by studies was: Orthography, 2.174;reading. 6,005: mental, arithmetic, 1,6R4; written arithmetic', 2:211:geography. 1.218; English gramniar, 934 ; coposit ion, 759.6 (With.-

, ton County reported 2 pupils in spellinff. 181 in arithmetic. lsoin granimar, 13 in geometry.? Holmes, Meig's, l'isele, Rockland.and Scioto Counties reported grammar taught in all the districts,"
.while.Pike County af4rmed
-the provision of the law.retjuirtng teachers to tabbrstand Geography a Eng-lish Grannuar should by no means he repealed. It is Postai timt It is.eomnyteuehemare as defective In Arithmetic as in Grammar; . . . t majority. yea,four-fifths of the applicants, are unqualified to tench on ng more than thefirst principles,"

NORTH CARO .

. The private schools- of North Carolina generally included-English.grammar In their curricula after 1800.") Five schools before 1800report grammar. (irove. Academy, the earliest, in 1787 repOrted
" twenty-five students under a master who teaches only the Latin andEnglish. grammar." " The trusteelof New .Bern Academy report theexamination of pupils in the EnOish language in 1791 ;'" likewise.

Mid.. 21., .7

Ann. Rept.'13eC. State, Coin. Sch., 1851, 55.Ibld., 03.
*Ibid., 79, 96, 104, 107. 112.

1b1d., 103.
IData In this secflon are Compiled fulfil North Carolina Schools and Academies, 1790 --1840. Documentary History; by Charles L. Coon./"Scion top. clt., 78). Mei Care's DIzon Lettsfs, 3i, 38:.0 Ibid.,. 50. Ns* Sera Gas., 4s,a. 1, MS.
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.

Fayetteville A ttcadelny annonee. s that pupils,exeel in English gram--
mar in 1800.1 in 1794 Wayne Acadt'iny began with emphasis in -
English, and a few years later the " fifth class. . . were examined in
English Grammar from the verb ' to hare' to syniax"; the Sixth
class" as far as tlie substantive "; the sevepth " as far as the article; "
and the,'ighth class " to the verb ' to be.' '' " .. _ .,

The decade between 1801-1810 shows 18 s(.110015 specifically muningn
grammar. The folliming aht typical statements: WadesborougiV
Academy. 44 no,1, Grammar, Geography. t wove Dollars!, is
caswell Academy employd an instructor" to teach the English Lan-.
gunge gnumnatically." " The IT lir (1 i I 5'; I 0'; I..a...ax .".ass.ca. . c.L.o..wilS opened
in IS07 " where he (the principal) taught the Latin & English

1 1. . . . . .'. . ."" The. ,ncreediug de(inde shows 9.5 academies and
:hools definitely meat inning the subject. In the Salisbury Academy

Miss Elizalwth T. llarris Was examined "on the -*hole of English
Granimar, pa(rsing, correcting' false SynraX, ruleS of punctuation, per-
sprcuity, etc. , . . iod she exhibited seVeral :specimens of (7.1ompwl-. ..

(ton. "' " In 1.,11-.Tiihn.11aasam cane' to Raleigh "as a traveling teacher
of Engli+-t;ratninar.- Ills announcement begins:. " The Aciluisition
of y,14isli 'Grammar lienaereil pleasing, expeditious and pC1111/1-

,,..1.11iht." " The decade of IS:11 -1830 shows 39 definite announCements
- of grammar: that of 1-831 -.- 18 10 shows 31 schools *hie I give the Ob.:

(
c)

ject a prominent place.. neEdvard Fowlkes, in 1S. 1. announced of
a Celitkill SCI101: " It is an institution in which the English Grammar

iis taught upon a completely new and sueeessd:-plan in seven weeks,
at seven dollars per scholar. " '0 . .

In all, '.1-18 schools. of about 300 private institutions of which
'CoOti has repriuted documents, were definitely teaching English_. . ... . . ..... ... . . .

11)1(1., 00. italeiril Atm_ 19, 1s111),

" 034.t Raleigh hog.. bet. 9, 1818. The textitOoks :mentioned in these records
are NI tirrey's Cremator end Murray's Exerciss.. Among the -books tilivertl.ed in North,

Lewitt's. Aker's. ilarrhum's " Exercises hi Rat English," Murray's " Exercises," Mur%
Carolina during the period before 1819 appear els Ashe's, Dilwortint. Prism ley's;

ray's " introdttetion," fisher's. Ibid., 7119, 73, 74, 73..77, .80, 80. After 1810 there appear
In 1411110a .Alexander's, Correistaiht "" Exercises In Had English:" G Areenleaf's, lnitersol

itotirdman's. I bid.,.789, WI. In 0438 Turner. and ilughes, of Raleigh.
' advertised "'.041 iimilifit-Practical Productive Grazimiar, 700 Murray's

well bound In !rattier thin offered at a reduced. kiyce," Ibid.. 79R, Ralei /liar.
12. 1838,

intbool officials were eager ..to secure good. Englieb. leachers.. Such advertisements
appeared In the Raleigh, Register between 1800-1810; also qualified "to teach English
°rammer." lbid., 800. From s11-1820 .there are. cited seven. similar, .adgertleements. .

Thirty of the 40 advertisements and tinnounconients cited between 1821 and 1840 cone**
teachers for English. schools. Ibid., 813-020. .

u ibid., 2.: Raleigh Reg,. May 0, 10:1.
Ibid., 10. Raleigh Reg.. Wt. 9,' 1803.

s! Ibid., 1.75. .31n. 12, 1807..
U lbld., western Carolinian, Dec. 19, 182Q.. .

01b1d... 0121. --Itatelith. Reg., Aug. 27, 1819..
Ibid.,. 558 ; The Star, June 80, 1881.
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grammar before 1840. No direct evicknce appears"with respect toinstruction in English grammar in .the 172 other schools, and we cannot thetefore assert ,Positively that instruction iii this branch wasgiven in any one of them. Yet it. seems likely tha$, some of theeschools-gave such instruciion, becouseiKny of them do not aimounce.their curly. icula; and almost without e.xception those schools whichdo include grammar in the documents studiell. However*, among theschools not listed very many announued " the414Inglish School," thebranches usually taught in English Schools," " the lower and higherbrindes of English," " ail branches of English," " the ordinal's,branches of English,". or used similLtrphrases. We may , conclude thatthe private schools of North Carolina were N.ery generally layingstr6ss upon grammar before 1840.

4. THE STATUS OF GRAMMAR, 1850 TO 1870.

In spite of the faci that an enormous number of grammars weresold every year In the middle of the nineteenth century, they wereused mostly in the intermediate and high schools of 11w lflrger and 'more prosperous towps, and at best only in a perfunctory way in theschools of smaller communities.

PENNSYLVANIA. .

A body of data concerning the status of the common sQhools of Penn-sylvania seems to bear out this conclusion for *hat State. In 181the legislature passed a law requiring instruction 'in grammar 21 811(1obliged each county superintendent to submit An annual report to thesuperintendent of common schools.22 In the following year Al) but itfew counties complied.
Examination of these reports shows that there is almost universalevidence of scarcit3eof good teachers.; that many who applied to takethe examinations were rejected; that many times teachers who weredeficient in grammar and geography had"to be accepted. Out of 0counties 28 county superintendents.comnient on the dittichlty;of seciirink competent teachers of any subjects, 39 upon the incompetency ofteachers applying for examination in grammar. For example, inBucks County 270 teachers were examined; eertificates-w d,ere granteto 20 wlio were deficient in English grammar on their promise "thatthey would make themselves acquainted with this subject during theyear." In Bradford Couhty " out of 500 teachers examined ..:f 4 .

li;shall be the duty of each county superintendetii to see that inevery. district there.shall be taught orthography, reading, writing, English grammar, geogrlphy, and arab-:inetio. .1." TAWS Com. Pa., 1854, 625...
.

*Pa. Comp. fleb, Rept, 1854, 25.
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one- fourth fell below the standard required by Center
County, was compelled to issue many certificatesfrom which English
geammar and geography were stricken out." .Especially suggestive
is the statement from Clearfield County:.

. I limit many who can go through the -gramMar iptd repeat every rule and
conjugate every verb correctly Ad can not analyze and parse the most simple
sentence." A -

.

The foregoing, are fairly typical replies.
The superintendent of Adams County found that general opposi-

tion to the new school law lay in the-requirement ibat English gram-,
mar and geography' should be taught. Ile affirmed that " none of the
parents wish their children to study English .Grannuar and Geog-
raphy." "T Ile allayed the opposition by explaining that the law
required grammar in. every county but not in every school. This is
typiCal of many references to hostility toward the subject.; very few
counties, report favorable instruction in the tibject, and that in the
academies and larger schools. All these facts lead to the inference
that English grammar as such had little place in the large majority
of the common schools of Pennsylvania. To be sure, the law was new.
Tho. relative emphasis upon grammar and other higher branches in
New. York at this indicates the effects'of .25 years of legal
requirement of the branchei in the latter State as compared with the
absence of such requirement in Pennsylvania. In the latter the report
of Indiana Cotinty .states what seems to have been near the general
truth:

v
A rough knowledge of spelling. rending. writing. and ciphering ifudeemed all

sufficient. whilst a knowledge of grammar, geography. etc.. is most heartily
rJpudiated."

In short, the Pennsylvania reports show that the . hools were by
no means fitted to !the good instruction in .grammar. Thirty-nine

.counties report grossly inadequate instruction; 29 say they have to
acceptwhoever applies; 20 complain of hopeless variety of textbooks
and incompetent grading; 18 speak of decided. opposition to gram-
mar; 14 say that.local inspeetors, being.unpaidl are unsatisfactory,; 11,
mention wretched buildings; only 3 reports are really Commenda-
tory, although many are optimistic concerning the ultimate effect of
State-aid, certification of teachers, and other new features of the law.

Ibid., 19.
25 Ibid., 38.
"Ibid., 47.
" Ibid.. 4

Ibid., '15. Tito superintendent of Bucks County, in one school.' saw it classes 'Tette 10
the following order : One scholar in Swain's Reader; 12 In Frost's History: 1' in Enter-
son's First Class Reader; 1 In Comley's Reader; 1 in Emerson's Third Class Reader; 2
in Emerson's Rhetorical Reader; 1 In Comley's Spelling Book; g In The Printer; 2 In The
A B C's, The some program was repeated in the afternoon. Ibid., 28.
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NEW JERSEY.

ing the decade -1850 to 1860 may be seen by an examination of thereports of the State board of education for three representativeyears-1850, 1854, and 1860. The total number of references in thesereports concerning the curriculum include statements from 12 of the21 counties and frrom 19 IiitTerent townships which specifically men-tion grammar. in 1850 Bergen County reports " grammar, history,arithmetic taught orally to young pupils" in Hackensack Town-,Ship; 29 of 154 boys and 152 girls in NorthaMpton Township, Burling -ton. County, 66 were studying grammar," and of 150 pupils, 50 werestudying grammar in Southampton Township.3' The superintendentof Hunterdon County reports that a few pupilS only study grammar.32An interesting sidelight., indicating that in certain quarters the sub-ject was regarded as the capstone of the common-school curriculum, is.found in the follOwIng statement of the superintendent of Wood-'bridge Township, Middlesex County: " There are taught all the sub-jects usually taught in the schools, from the alphabet to English.'grammar."3 Of reports from 175 townships. in 1851..only five citedabove speak of-grammar. however, the subject is mentioned -by everyofficer who mentions the eurricnhon at all.
The following table giving the di4ribution of pupils by subjectsin seven districts of Wall Township. Monmouth County, is enlighten-ing as showing the relatively small number of pupils studying gram-'mar, which, as we have seen, was regarded as one of the higherbranches in the common schools.

District.

Total.
4/ 5 6

Number of pupils
40 81 J '50 61 68 I 40 92 432Average attendance 20 42 30 36 40 25 I 42 235

Alphabet
1 9' 4 6 5 1 5 31

Spelling 27 70 25 30 601 25 1 37 274
Reading 25 55 J 20 30 60 20 1 32 237
Writing.

12 30 10 40 20 i 25 153
Arithmetic.

12 12 1 14 15 30j 15' 15 113
Beyond division

10 4 j 6 10 20 7 6 03GeoffraPITS 4 3 ! 4 8 . 1 4 6 35
Grammar

2 4 2 r, 2 . 3 21
Defining words

7 7:Philosophy
1

In 1860, 205 townships in 21 counties show meager evidence as togrammar being a part of the currcultun, only eight townships refer-ring definitely to it. Roswell Sdlith's grammars predominate, andthere is constant indication that the subject is taught as a higher
"Refit. State Supt., 1851, 82,

Ibid., 41.
Ibid., 45.

ibid.. 63.
a Ibid.. /45.

84 Ibid., 1854, 127.
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branch, only very few pupils pursuing it. The conclusion which must,
be reached is that grammar was but indifferently taught in New Jer-
sey, only in the better common schools, with less than one-tenth of the
pupils studying it. This is entirely consistent with the status of the
subject in Pennsylvania during the same period.

NEW YORK.
/

The showing of NeW 'fork for the decade in question is: more favor-
able. The State was .evidently far in advance of *Pennsylvania and
New Jersey:35

In comparing with the adjoining Staten it needs to be remembered
that the academies of New York are higher .schools than the common
schools considered in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Data concern-
ing the status of grammar in the common schools. of New York are
not available after 1839; but even as early as 1826-1839 the showing
for grammar in common, sekools in"'Netv York far surpasses that of
the two other Sttites mimed even for 20.years later."

Regents' reports of New York. covering the -condition of grammar
for the period, 1805 to 1874, in the acadonies, show the complete
passing of the grammars of the old guard (with the exception of
Goold Brown's, Murray's, Kirkham's, Smith's, and Webster's). The
newer grammars of the middle of the century have taken their place,
as will be seen from lhe following. table : 87

1885 1866 1867 18,68 1869 I 1870 1871 I s72 1873

Brown 72 66 75 61 62 58 S2 54 51
Smith
Bullion

3
24

e 3
20

1
30 30 i 35 , 30, 35 35

Clark 55 56 58 53 34 36 34' 34
Weld 17 13 14 10 10 , 6 7 6 5
Greene 13 9 7 13 12 1 12 17 21 25
Quackenhos
Kerl

25
13

25 29 17
26 30 28 ;

20
32

17
34

16
31

11
so

Swinton 5 12
Scotwring 4 4. 3 ; 4 6 7

45 The following table continues the table on page
Incluslye.

S3 through the years 1850 to 1856,

Year
Academies
Number

reporting
of studi+nts

1851
168

19,532

1852
170

20,920

18531 1854
169 173"

22,670 22, 778,

1855
165

18,051

1858
178

20,860

Grammars:

'Clark.

'

.,

.

.

.

.

.

2
17
66
21
60

7
15
8

21
7

16 .

1
9

63
22
55
,
5

13.
10
19

4

11

.

1
a

77
18
52

1
6

14
9

19
3

10

0
3

75
18
53

5
7

10
12
21

4

.17

1
2

75
13
54

1
a
5

1l,
18

v 2 -

, 15

1
0

80
21
54

4
6

15
14

7

12

Murray
Kirkham
Brown
Smith
Bullion
Webster
Spencer
Wellsi:

Weld
Greene

Scattering

Compiled from Regent's Reports, 1852-1857, istelusive. The 1865 figures represent two-thirds of the year.
" See p. 84. a' Reg. Rep., 1878, 439.
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The new 'grammars of Quackenbos and Kerl have attained promi-nence, and Swinton's "Language Lessons," of 1873, which was to,revolutionize the teaching of the subject, is seen just entering theacademies. The fact is significant that the total number of grammars .reported is considerably diminished, even though the number ofacademies is increased. This means that the place of the subject inthe curriculum has become more stable. ,

Smile light can be thrown on the status of gran-near, in the acad-emies during-thii period by reports of regents' examinatiOns. the..percentage of those passing in grammar is noticeably lowc:r than inarithmetic, geography, and spelling, the three other subjects used.'"

OHIO.

In Ohio, 1832, the 26 townships of Licking Comity Ought Englishgrammar.39 That, the instructitm was largely perfunctory in some ofthe rural counties, at least, is evidenced by the superintendent of Pikev

County, who reported :

That our children should learn to read. and write, and occasionally. in largetowns and cities. to the highly favoured. may be addcd. by way of luxury. alittle sprinkling of Geography and Grammar. answers almost universal east,,m.4^
That this,man somewhat underestimated the universal custom is'shown by the report of the State commissioner 'for the year 1856.

summarizing the number of pupils instructed in the various branches.The total number of " unmarried " children of school age (5 to 21). inthe State was 799,666; of these, 561,315 were enrolled in the schools;the average attendance was 322,6-13.4' The distribution of these bysubjects is as follows: 42

18.41. 1857.Penmanship. 049, 002 271.140Mental arithmetic
82.6x10 112. 744Written arithmetic

166.665 2187 90Geography
90. 784 108. 270English grammar.
63.414 75.33Composition
15. 201* 21.916History

5. 824 6. 759Al bra
.5. 790 7.614

Pererntage.of students passing in grammar in New York academics, ISM to 1870.

1866 1867.
1

1868 1

I

1869 1870 1

.
1871

.

1872

Number eiamlned
Number passed.
Par cent. passed.

, I 12,939
5, 306

4.1

12, 266
5,354

. & 65

., 11 , 780 I

4,861 l
30.97.

11,322
3251
211. 71

12,286
3,276
26.66

13,0&*1
4,16,1
31.85

15, 442
6,118
39.61

. Ann. Rept. Regt. Unlv N. Y., 89, 472.
Rept. Sec. State, Com. Sch., 1852, 40. " Rept. of Sch. Comm., 1857, 80.°Ibid., 51, °Ibid., 89.
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16.5.
Rhetoric 404
Latin. . 675
G reek.
German
French 1S(
Zoology. 67

97

1857.
929

1. 319
159

1. 320
250
688

This tape. indicatin4 that approximately one-fifth of the pupils
were studying grammar* seems to warrant the assertion that the sub-
ject was almost universal, including quite as large a percentage of
pupils its in New York and Massachusetts. This conclusion .must be
qualified by two facts: First. undeveloped counties, like Pike 43 and
(i<allia," report that. with very foNI.exceptions, reading. writing, and
arithmetic are all the pupils Kre expected to acquire ":.second, there
is frequent complaint that teachers are incompetent, especially in/
grammar and geography. In.1858 the State commissioner said: "As
the chief of all causes of ploy schools, poor teachers stands out. That
one-half, or one-tenth. (sio), even of -the thousands of teachers in
Ohio are in all respects what their profeion demands no one can
justly' claim." "

Thestatus Of English branches in academies of Ohio in this decade
(1850-18(10) may be seen in the repats of typical academies Made to
St ate 'officials :44,

Ancient Modjrn I }Ugier
Academy.

a
English

. gulagni;s.. gauges. !branches..

SenecaCinty
'Western ite:erve
Pomeroy -
iallipoli,
Kingsville

.,
...

...

2(1

75
22
12
65

A j

20
37

150
190

27
40

142

NEW HAMPSHIRE

The status of granumtr in New Hainpshire sehools'in 1850-1852 is
indicated by the report of the county oirrunissioner of Rockingham
County for the year 1851. The commissioner had been conducting
campaign against the multiplicity of s'hoolhooks and. had succeeded
in inducing his various town committees to recommend uniform
'books fOr the use of all the schools in their, towns. Ile records, town
-by town, the gramMars represented. Thirty towns report. Of these,

do not mention books recommended ; only -1 other does not
mention a grammar. the remaining, preference is
shown: in 14 for W. -H.. Wells's Grammar in 7 towns for Roswell.

"Ibid., 1852; 49.
"11)1(1., 1858.
" Ibid., 1858, 61.
"Itept. State Com. Ed., 188, 168, 07, 66, 61, 50.

60258°-22-----7
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Smith's Productive Lessons," and in 6 towns for Weld's "New
Grammar." As second choice (used in a few schools): 3 towns
reported "(Veils's, 4 Weld .9and 6 Smith's.' The total number of
towns in Rockingham County, in 18524 was 37, with 45t schools in
operation.4 Scattered references in reports from commissioners of
other counties inilicate" that Rockingham is typical. In Carroll
County the commissioner especially examined grammar Classes." InCheshire County Institute a teacher of grammar was provided." Sul-
livan' Co,unty named a number of towns. in which " grammar was
better, taught than it was last. year." "" In Grafton County the com-
missioner eniphasized the "elements of grammar.- 51 In Coos County
children,of 1:2 were passing good examitiat ions in grammar.52

The report of the State commissioner of the following year (1852)
indicates that the county-conissioners, meeting at the capital, recom-
mended a mAform system of textbooks, among them H. N. Weld's
New Grammar, and Dyer .11. Sanborn's Gimn:tr." Several county
commissioners endeavored to have_ grammar " taught understand-
ingly,"" and occasionally there crept in a vigorous advocacy of com-
position as supplementary to gramar." Cheshire County reported
a large variety of grammars."

MICHIGAN.

In 1S57 time superintendent of instruction of Michigan asked the
- officers cif 411 the union schools 57 to furnish hipi information upon 1'3.points, one of which was the course of study pursued in the school.

Replies from a number of schools, although very incomplete, enable
i'mus to determine the 'status of grammar, in the curriculum. The no at

grading appears to 'be reported in Dowagiac union school, di. )(led\ into primary-, grammar (or intermediate), and high school depart-
.1 ments. Rudimems of grammar were begun in the grammar school

(the fifth year of the pupil's scho9,1 life). together with composition
',and declamation. The, high-school department, beginning in the
seventh year of school life, included grammar, composition, analysis
of EngliSh sentence, declamation, and elocution." The equivalent
course is reported in Grand Rapids, Jonesville. and Ontonagon."
Ypsilanti. in the grammar department,. used Clark's Primary Gram-
mar, with declamations and compositions weekly; in the academic

". Rept. Comm. Selo. N. II., 1052, 61-7. U Ibtd,. 133.
410p. eft.. 1853. 64. 14 Ibid., 1053, 20.4
4111h1d 101i2, 82. 14 Ibid., 04. --'

TWA., 103. in Mid:. 06-7.
i0 Ibid.. 110. 11, Ibid.. 118.

. u Ibid.. 121.
A term embrneIng nil the public schools In the various communities."Mich. $ch. Repts., 1857, 457.

-4!
`-

Lbid., 905, 7, 77.
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department. Clark's Grammar. English analysis, original and selected
declamtitions, and compositions weekly." . Coldwater reported the
same eurriciilmn with different textbooks."' Ann Arbor High School
showed EngliSh grammar in its first year."2 while Adrian High School
required an entrance examination in grammar. analysis, and simple
rules for composition."'

Neither the academies nor the common schools so far considered are
in themselves sufficient to determine the status_ of instruction in gram-
mar. We have seen that the common schools give but very limited
and indifferent instruction in the subject and.. that the Vow York
academies. looked upon as fitting schools for teachers. had special
interest in granimiq. There is available in convenient form informa-
tion from the printed 4110°1 'regulations as to the status of the ;ith-
ject. obtaining in a considerable number of cities of representative
distribution throughout the Union. The regulations of New York
City; Springfield. Mass.; New Haven, New Bedford. Boston; Chi-
cago. St. Louis: Lonisville, Philadelphia, and Cincinnati are studied
particularly."

99

LARGER CITIES.

In the primary .school (common, elemeptary, or district school in
some cities), with from four to seven grades, the formal study of
grammar was not 'begun. There is exce9tion in the case of_ New
Haven; where grammar is prescribed for the sixthand seventh grades
of the common school. However, this city scans to have lied no inter-.
mediate or grammar school. By 1866 Chicago had also adopted the
twofold divisionelementary and, high schoolsand grammar
appears in the eighth, ninth, and tenth grades. The latter city
announces/ however, that " grammar shall be taught practically in
all the grades in connection with composition." In the regulations

'of all the other cities noted a similar provision is made, either specifi-
cally or by implication. Eastern cities seem to lay great stress on oral- -
grammar NTork in all grades except the 'first two. NewYork and Cin.
cinnat.i have unique courses in " punctuation," running through all
the primary grades. Cincinnati, insisting upon " practiCal ",gram-.
mar for the first- five grades, atds "and pupils in grade A (sixth)

Ibid., 476. " Ibid., 440.
u Ibid., 449. "a Ibid., 434.

Data In Bernard's Amer .1. of Ed., ine. 469-818.
In the Cincinnati schools, 1860. pupils were distributed in the, various branches of Eng-

lish as follows: High schoolsEnglish grammar, 174, rhetoric, 294, reading, 364, compo-
sition, 363. declamation, 190; Intermediate schoolsreading and orthography, 1,179.
English grammar, 1,174, penmanship, 1,179, compositidn, 941, elocution, 204 ; in the die.
trict schoolsalphabet, 4,632. English grammar, 421, composition, 463, elocution, .264:
Common Sch. CIncin., 31st Ann. Rept., 9. The principal of the Woodward' High School
reported that " grammar is bow well taught in the intermediate schoul.i." Ibid., 51. The
following year showed a total of 2,652 ,pupils In grammar, 3,616 in compOsItiOn, 954 in
elocution. 883 in rhetoric out of a total of 22,749 .children enrolled. Ibid., 1881, 9.
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shall be familiar:with their textbook (in grammar) as far as mode."
With this exception the fact seems to be that no formal grammar was
taught *the first five years of school life, that-it Was rarely taught in
the sixth year, and not often in the seventh. Provision for incidental
instruction during these years is universil. .
, In the intermediate 'grades, usually called grammar grades, the
subject reigned supreme. New York, after her six years in punctua-

, tion, apparently gave two years-of:relief, for formal grammar study
does not appear until the third year elf the granimar school. Not till
the fifth year of the intermediate schools did textbook work in gram-
-mar begin, but it had been taught orally for the two years preceding.
In the fifth year." English grammar commenced, with the use of text-
.books, to include the analysis: parsing, and construction of simple
sentences, and with such definitions only es pertain to the parts of
speech." This type of teaching was continued for the two following
years. ,.-

. .

To summarize, New Yorlebegan form;11 grammar in the ninth year
of school,)Few Haven in the Reventh,Cincinnati in the sixth, Spring-
Add in the seventh. New Bedford in the eiglikh. Boston in the eighth,
Chicago in the eighth, St. Louis in the sixth. Louisville in the eighth;

..Philadelphia in the eighth. The average for these representative
cities Av. as about the eighth grade.

As to the length of time given the ;tudy below the high school, New
York assigned five years (two orally) ; New/Haven, three years: New

Bedford, two years; Cincinnati,.three years; Springfield, three years;
Boston, three yearS; 65 Chicago, three years; St. Louis, two years;
Louisville, three years: -Philadelph* five years. The average time
given, apparently, was three years. This does not consider informal

Boston shows the normal arrangement of three schools, as follows:
Primary school. Six grades. No traces of formal grammar, but oral instruction in allgrades. Grammar toridental.
Grammar schools. Four grades. Grammar in the last three grades. class No. 3 usingKerns " Elementary English Grammar," class No. 2 using Kees " Elementary" or !Cerra

"Comprehensive English Grammar," class No.1, grammar. The last two classes havecomposition and, in the boys' school, declamation.
Girls' high school. Three grades. Entrance examination lu grammar. Lowest classgrammar reviewed, analysis of Anguage and structure of sentences, composition.
English high schOol. Three grades. Entrance examination in grammar.
" The several classes shall also have exercises in English composition and declamation.

The instructors shall pay particular attention t' the penmanship of the pupils and give-
constantly such attention to spelling, reading, and English grammar as they may deem
necessary . to make the pupils familiar with these fundamental branches of a good
education. ".

The regulations of the English high schools for 1820, date of founding, required gram-mar in the lowest class, with composition, criticism, and declamation In all the classes.
By 1836 grammar al a formal study -bad been dropped; for the tire class, however, were
prescribed " reviews of the preparatory studies in the textbooks authorized to be used in
the grammar and writing schools," and the provision was 'that "the several divisions shall
also receive Instruction in spelling, reading, writing, English grammar, declamation cam-" posiltion, and the French language."' In the successive regulations of 1520, 1836. and
1862 we see the process of forcing formal *rammer into the lower school and retaidlog
Incidental study of it in the high school, with entrance examination required. ,
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study of grammar or collateral study in connection with composition
either before or after the formal study. Philadelphia was the only
city on the list requiring textbook study for fire years.

The position of grammar in the high schools was as follows: In
sonic cities an entranee examinatidn or certificate of proficiency from
the grammar school was required. as in-NT- York and Boston in some
cities review courses were prescribed in the first year of the high
school, as in Louisville, Philadelphia, and others:.in still other cities.
grammar was designated as an incidental study in the high school in
all three grades of the .Boston high school and. in the last three grades
MNew Ilaven."

Further light upon the status of grammar in the high-sehoolcu
rieulmn of Isn7 is found in a study made from the official regulati s
of 29 cities published in 1870. 'The original study. includes all he
subjects mentioned in the statutes as being taught in the high. school.
The following. table "7 indicates only the subjects pertaining to the
vernacular:

Cities.
English

Selling Reading 1 s% no-
. nyins. 'ore.

I

Baltimore ..

thIston \ . ,- s.
Cambrid e . ,, t.
l'hieago .
Cincitimti
Cleveland 9. ,:,-,
Dubuque .
Fond do Lac (\Nis /.
Hart fon]
rndiattapolis.
Lewiston (Me.)
Louisville
Madison (Wis.). , S. .. -,

Manchester S. x
New York .
New Haven
Newark .
Niles (M telt. ) ..,.

Philadelphia >.
Portland (Me.) x x
Providence >, i

Rochester
Sandusky
San Francisco
Springfield x

. St. Louis
Terre Haute X
Troy

1
X x

Worcester x
i

i X
1

X

x

X II

..

X
X

' X

X

X

X
X

x

tram.
Mar.

Spelling and English synonyms appean in the statutes of 5-cities,
reading in 12, declamation in 17, English literature in '21, cpmposi,
tion gramunr in 3, and rhetoric in 27. However, the data are

"In et. Louis grammar was begun as a textbook study In the sixth grade of the district
school; the first quarter to page 27; second. 46; third. 58; akirth, 75 ; continued In Nev.
enth grade. drat quprter to page 100; second, 122; third. 164-fourth. review. The subject
was then dropped until the first year of the high. school, In the first year of whichEnglish
parsing and analysis are prescribed. .

In Louisville nortmmar was shown In' the four years of the primary department ;
the intermediate departuseut there was oral instruction based on the readers, in which the

.
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ambiguous, because a number of the cities are listed in the above table
as giving grammar )Chose educational statutes, printed in the same
volume, do not roil/ire it. Among them are Boston. Chicago, and Cin-
cinnati, which. according to the statutes, had grammar in the high.
school only aS an incidental study; yet these cities are listed in 'the
table as teaching grammar in the high school. This' fact indicates the
only inference that can safely be drawn front the table. namely, that
23 of the 9 cities prescribe grammar in some, form. either (1) as a
regular subject, supplementilig a two or three year course in the inter-
mediate schools. as in New Haven, or () as a review course, lasting
one or two terms. as-in %ew 1 ork. or (3) a:, incidental or supplemen-
tary work in connection with composition or rhetoric, as in Boston.
Chicago. and Cincinnati.

pupils "rewat orally and In writing. in (hell own lam:nage, the substance of each les-
pon ''; in the grammar department of three years" they shall he taught all the lessons.
10 Iluter's Large Grammar to syntax:. They shalt also he taught to panic words In
Pimple senteOes not found In the grammar." This Is for the first year. In the second

the same , to....prosoily; to (vino:ire adkctikes and adverbs:to decline nouns and
pronouns and to conjugate verbs, in writing. They shall ate° he taught to parse nil the
parsing exefelseo in soldjessons and to parse words In sentines emit found In the gram
mar." For the third year Hulloes grammar was prescribed coMplele. The girls' high
school had English grammar and composition throughout the first year. The bor.' high
Octopi seems to have had no grammar. .

PhiladelPhla had no grammar in 11:e four year of the primary or five years of the
secondary departments, 113 the grammarselood departmit of fire years the Instruction
was the most elabortste Itie writer has found. in the first and second years Ilares." Intro-
duction" or Parker's tIrrough the nine parts of speech, including the simple rules of
syntax; in the year Ilall's or Pat Iter'a Introdoctory work completed. ant construction
of simple sentenees within the same limits; In the fourth year Hail's or -Parker's Ehglish
Grammar commenced and continued to the rules of syntax; parsing and construction of
sentences and correction of false syntax; in the fifth year Hall's or Parker's completed
add reviewed. Directions for teacher' are: The disputed points or matters far above
the pupils* capacity should never. he dwelt upon. The teacher's object most he rather to
Impart such a knowledge of the construction of the language as will enable the pupil a
spea,k and write with a reasouable degree of comclness."

..ra Am. 1. of Ed., ;KO, 613.



Chapter V.

TRADITIONAL METHODS OF TEACHING LATIN GRAMMAR
TRANSFERRED TO ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS.

From The very begin ling it seenis that English gra lunar was
intended to perform for the mother tongue the .:ame flow iiins Latin
grammar performed for that language. The aim o grammar
schoolsto make finished writers and speakers of Latin was paral-
lelesl by the aim of English schools. in America, patterned after
Franklin's Academyto make -finished writers and sptlaicers of the
vernacular. In each the gnuumatical study of the langtnqieS was fun-
damental. As the requirements of practical life in America
to demand less Latin and more English, mill as the EtiA ish schools
more and more took on the dignity formerly held by the 141 in schools,
English grammar advanced correspondingly to a more prominent
place in the curriculum. This identity of function is powerfully
supported by the striking similarity in content and in methods of ,
study as expounded by textbook makers.

The present and the succeeding chapter tracetbechanges in meth-
ods of teaching which have marked the successive. staee. of English
grammar in American schools between 170 and 1650.' Roughly,
this aspect. of the study pay be outlined in two grand di isions,- each
consisting of three sub(' visions of approxiniately 25 yea,

I. Grammar as an art.
(a) Latin period, 1750 to 178;1..
(b) Rote period. 1784 to 1823.
(e) Parsing period, 1828 to 1847.

H. Grammar as a science.
(a) Analysis. period. 1848 to 1873.
(0 Rhetorical period, 1873 to 1891.
(c) Incidental study period, 1891to 1920. .

The two main divisions are based upon the fundamentid conception
of grammar held by the leading grammarians." About 1850"the idea

*A later study will carry the Investigation down. to 1920,/ The term " leading grammarians Is perhaps misleading. The connotation Intendell
Is to designate authors leading In influence upon school practices. In this sense Murray
is the leading grammarian In this country up to 1850. The dare of IIIR textbook (17951

not selected as a dividing point In the outline, because the date of Webster's Grimmer
103
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that grammar is an art was Changed to the idea that grammar is a
science. To the 'lions subdivisions names have been giken on the
basis of the one method predominating during the period involved.
The chronological limits of the periods have been marked by the
date of an innovating teXtbook of widespread influence or by some
other important or culminating event explaine in the course of the
discussion.

The year 1848 does not mark a sharp breaking. away from the
conception.of grammar u' an art, for progress in methdds of teach-
ing Calk not be marked by exact dates. Long before any impbrtant
change becomes prevalent in all or in almost all schools, far-seeing
teachers are discarding the old and experimenting with the new.
For instance, before 1848 some grammarians had substituted the sen-
tence for the word as the unit of instruction; long after 18E8 many
textbook makeis clung tenaciously to the word as the unit of study.
Grammarians earlier than Greene (1848) had made their point of
departure the analysis of sentences; but Greene seems to have come at
the opportune moment, when schoolmen were aroused, when disgust
with old methods had reached a crisis. His book became exceedingly
popular; he had many followers. The'date of his grammar marks the
chief turning'point in our discusSion of methods. In a similar way
the significance of the major event which marks each step in the out-
line will-be considered in detail through 1850. -The point to be borne
in'.mind is that great changes in methods are not instantaneously
inaugurated; they are matters of slow and painful growth.

One further word of explanation. The names giveNQ the six
periods are titles of predominating methods. A possible criticism
of this nomenclature is that parsing, for example, is as old as gram-
mar itself and will continue in some form as long as grammar is
studied. Granted that this is true. The evidence presented for the
years 1823-1848 seems to indicate that amid the passing of the old
and the coming in of the new methods parsing was the method par
excellence. The same comment is ,pertinent to all the other periods
except the first. The confusing element he is that Latinized meth-
ods exerted a strong influence in a great majority of schools through
the entire nineteenth century and are with us to-day, though happily
in diminishing emphais. Noah 'Webster -was right when he said
that it requires theclub of Hercules wielded by the arm of a giant to
destroy the hydra of educational prejudice.

(1784) more cloitely approximates the close, of the Revolution. Moreover, in influence upon
the schools Webster and Murray were very similar. Regarded In another senile, Murray
was far from a leading grammarian, for he was a confeaged compiler. frankly indebted toLowth, Priestley, and the British grammar. lie was a follower. not n lender. In constructive
grammatical scholarship, being in this regard below Noah Webster: Throughout this
chapter grammatical thinkers hare our attention only in so far as it can be shswn that
they exerted a direct influence upon the school practices of their day.
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-The methods of the early Latinists 71 seem to have cast their baneful
influence over the entire four centuries durin,Nvhich the vernacular
has been building for itself a suitable gramtnatical study. At any
rate, the Latin and the Rote periods are really one anti the same. The
writer has no particular pride in maintaihing strict chronological
balance in his outline, except 't le he thinks it helpful to divide the
period mo to 1823 into two pa s. The other five periods are useful
limitations both as to time am title. The.following study of the
interrelations of these period. may throw some light upon what hits
been heretofore a confused and confusing field.

1. GRAMMAR AS AN ART.

>An examination of a. series. of definitions of grammar. taken from
influential textbooks 72 indicates that grammar was considered an art
in the texts Which determined the earliest instruction in America.

Ben Johnson : Grammar is the art of true and well-speaking a language; the
writing of it is an accident."

Lily : Grammatica est recte scribendi. atque loquendi a4."
Whart(m: Grammar is the Art of Wriling. and StAiking. well."
Brightlad : .

Grammar 'do's. all the Art and Knowledge teach,
According to the rte of every Speech.
How our Thoughts most justly may express
In 'Words, together join'd, in Sentences!'

Greenwood : Grammar lathe Art of Speaking rightly. I have left out the Art
of Writing, because that is tin Accident of Speech, and none but the essential or
chief Things ought to be put into a definition."

Dilworth; Grammar is the Science of Letters, or the Art of Writing and
Speaking properly and syntactically.'" No

Fisher: Grananar is the Art of expressing the Relation of Thingit in Con-
struction. with:dile Accent in Speaking. and Orthography in Writing, according
to the Custom, of those 'whose Language we leads."

British : Grammar is the Art of Expressing the Relations of Words in Con-
struction, with due Quantity in Speaking and' Orthography in Writing.**

Lowth: Grammar is the Art of rightly. expressing our Thoughts by ,Words."
Priestley: The grammat, of any ttrue is n collection of observations on the

structure of it, and a system of rules for the proper use of it."

" Latinists" is the term repeatedly used by Franklin.
"An attempt is made here to select for comparison hooks which immediately preceded

the beginnings of grammatical Instruction In America:. First. books 'upon which English
grammar was founded; second, books which, printed in England In' the eighteenth cen-
tury, were imported or reprinted. in America Mid used as textbooks; and, third, books
written by American authors which were' most' influential before 1825. The.text selected.
and. the editions used are named in the bibliography.

Lily, op. cit., 1. Id Dilworth, op. cit., 85,
johnson, op, cit., 3. "Fisher, op. cit., 1.

" Wharton, op. cit., 1. British, op. cit., 1.

le Ilrightland; op. cit., 1. "" Lowth, Op." cit., 1.
" Greenwood, op. cit., 41$. "-Priestly, op. cit., 1.
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Alexander: Grammar teaches the Art of expicssing and communicating our
thoughts with verbal propiety!!

Murray.: English (grammar is the art of speaking and writing the Englishlanguage witlr propriety,"
Webster : (lramma r Is the art of eonntunticoting thoughts by words withpropriety and dispatch.'
Brown : English tlraillinar is the art of speaking and writink the English Lan-guage correctly."

Brightland -uses the definition "Art and Kno4ledge, according to
the Use of every Seech,-how we our Thomgctstexpress in Sentences ";
that .is, the ideaknowledge of tlie ,use of' language in sentences
seents.to be prominent. But our feelinp. that the author of Bright-
land's textbook may have had an inkling in1704;..of the modern con-
ception of grammar as a science isoinickly dispelled. We find him
explaining in -a footnote: " The modern as well as the old gram-
marians have given us various DelinitionS of this useful Art." 87
Greenwood, who is a close follower of Jonon, in his edit ion of 1711,
calls writing an accident ; but in his third. edit ion (17-17)- he changes
his definition to " English Granunar is the art of speaking and writ-
ing the: English languttpr with propriety." This definition Murray'
Copies exactly 4.

.Dilworth uses the word "science," but lie speaks of the science of
letters, Which he considers the art of spRaking old writing properly.
Priestley certainly states the modern conception in his definition, but
his appitrant insight is misleading, for, in spite of certain innovations
in metKod to be considered later, he treats grann»ar as an art. The
true nature of grammar had apparently not even remotely suggested
itself to Webster when in 1784 lie wrote his first grammar. At that
time his definition is: "Grammar is the Art of communicating
thOught." By 1790 the light seems to have dimly dawned upon him,
for in the preface to his " Rudiments of Grammar " he affirms:.
" Rules are drawn from the most general and approved practice, and
serve to teach young students how far their own practice in speaking

,agrees with the general practice." " In .a later grammar (1831)- he
goes still further. His definition'now. is "A system of general prin-
ciples, derived front the national distinction of words, deduced from
the customary forms of speech in the nation using that language." "
Here, certainly, Webster has gone far toward the modern conception
that grammar conies after a language has been in use; that it is a
stdtethent of prineipleti!OtAisageali found in the-spoken and written
communication of the most expert. The principles of this science are
to be found by minute analysis of.wholes into parts, with 'consequeni

N Alexandet, op. ell, 3. "Brown, op. cit., ifi.
." Murray, 'op: ell.' 7. . "Itrightintid. op, cit., '1. footnote."Webster, op. cit., 6. " Webster, Rudiments, 2.. ..

O .Webster, An. Improved Gram, of the Eng. Tongue, 3.
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generalizations to establish general principles. But:Webster at,first
apparently had only a mere glimmer of the truth. He treated gram-,
guar aS, an art. of building up wholes from smaller parts.

Finally, Goohl Brown, whom we shall see even as late as 1851 the
lax prominent fighter of the old guard, still champion"ed the concep-
tion of grammar as an art when nearly everyone else had abandoned
it. He said 18.23: " Grammar is the art of speaking and writing
the language rrectly." This was the common conception held by
grammarim s to the middle of the nineteenth century.

The force wh .11 fastened this conception so "firmly is undoubtedly
the force of trdition. Even the word grammar is from the Greek
gramma, a letter. These characters are _the elements of 'written lan-
guage, as articulate sounds are the elements of spoken language.
Hence, from the very derivation of the word. one seems bound to
start with the simplest elements and build up the more complex forms.
The natural and easy' way to learn bad always seemed to be to pro
coed from the element to the complex structure. Letters, syllables,
words, sentencesthis makes a seemingly more logical sequence than
the reverse. process. The child says " water " if he is thirsty. To-day
it is recognized that he means ji sentence" I want water." Conse-
quently the process of learning in both reeding and writing (composi-
tion) to-day proc- eeds from the whole to the part. But to attain this
new conception has .been .a matter of slow and painful-growth. In it
we have come to realize that grammar, the science of sentences, is a
matter of late study, if, indeed, it need 'ever be taught. to Children
trained by imitation to speak and write accurately. Z._

The truth is that the term grammarthe art of lettersis a mis-
nomer, considering our modern .conception of the subject. However,.
our intent here is merely to state the apparent cause of the earlier
misconception.

2. METHODS USED IN STUDYING LILY, AND LATIN GRAMMAR IN
GENERAL, SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.

We shall now consider how the methods of study pursued in Latin
grammars 'were carried over into the study of English. In "The
Epistle to the Reader," in all editions of Lily, we find specific recom-
mendations as to classroom procedure.

First, Colet urges that progress be very slow " also that there be.
liberal oral rehearsing of all parts until they be perfectly masters
mechanically." Perfect. " without book " is an expression one meets

16" The first and chlofest point is, that the diligent master make not the schollar baste
too much." Lily, Epistle. 2.

"Make him to rehearse so, that until he bath perfectly that, whiCh is behinde,. be
gutter him not to go forwarde; . . the best and chiefest point . . . is, that the scholia"
have in minde so perfectly that, that be bath learned. and understood it so. that' not only
It be not a stoppe for him, but also a light and helpe unto.the residue that followetb."
Ibid.
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again and again in pedagogical discussions. of the time." This was
to be accomplished by nunteronsrentittons, frequent rehearSals, and
periodical examinations by the teacher."

1 In this laborious fashion the pupil is to make himself master of
1 every declension of nouns and conjugation of .vers. Ile is to be able

\to decline and conjugate forward and haaward." :14ntil this is done-
the pupils are not allowed to go forward.. .

From this mastery of paradigms the pupil is to pass to an equally
difficult study of the " concordes." These are to be learned with
" plaine arid sundrie examples, and continuall rehearsall of things
learned, and especially the daily declining of the verb, and turning it
into all fashions." 95 School In aSt PIN a re advised that subsequent les-
sons will be easy if " the foregroundsbe well and thoroughly beaten
in."" .Probably no pun waS intended, but the phrase perhaps gave
church authority for a common method of persuading reluctant pupils
to.their tasks.

After these studies of the. concords the pupil is to " learn some petty
book containing . . . good. plain lesson's of honesty and godliness." 97

-Then is to follow the translation of English sentences from the book
into Latin anti the learning of the rules of Syntax which govern the
construction. The Latin sentences are to be repeated in the words of
the book." This sets another premium upon slavish memorizing. In
all this the pupil is never to be. idle, but " alwaies occupied in a con-
tinual rehearsing, and looking back again to those things they had
learned."" Constant reviewing is the unbroken .order of the day.
Every process isbased upOn knowledge of the rules.'"-

Is" Thal they have daily some special! exercise of the memory. by repenting immewhat
without books; as a part in their rules the fours first dales of the weeks . . . nil the Nies
of the weeks on the Saturday." 11rInsley,.Ludus 1.1ternris. 51.

In Fast Retford the first part of the morning In the lirst four 'hip, of 'the school week
was devoted to saying over " one of the Fight )'arts of Speech like as the matnner and
fashion of all-grammar Schools, and upon Friday Sum es tul, with his compounds, us
shall seem to the School-master convenient. "., Carlisle, op. cit., Ii. P42. Statutes, 1552.

"This is All that I have used : To let them reads. It (The Accedence) over every one by
himselfe by lessons. . . . Thus 1 make them rends over their accidence . .before they

. do get It without looks. Secondly, for getting It without hooks, 1 cause them . . . to say
it au oft as they can.' Brinsley, op. cit., 53.

1,4" Wherein it is .profitable, not only that he can orderly decline his noune, and his
verbs, but everyway, forward, backward, by eases, by persons : that neither case of noune.-
nor person of verbs can be required, that bee cannot without stoppe or ettudle tell. And
unto this time I count not the schollar perfect nor readie to go any further.. . ."'
op, cit., 3.

N Ibid.
Ibid., 3,,

r Ibid., 4.
" Therefore (from the hook) take some little sentence, as It lieth, and learns to make.

the same out of English into Littine, not seeing the book.., or construing It there upon
which sentence well made, and as nigh as may be with the wordes of the books."

Lily, op. cit., 8. .

"ibid., 4. . . .

" If the maister give him an English books and cause him ordinarily to turns It every
day some part into Latino. This exercise cannot be done without his rules." Ibid., 4.
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The final step is teaching pupils to speak Latin. This is to 1*
accoMplished.by drill until "-a man is clean past the use of this gram
war booke," until he is as" readie as his booke." Then he is perfected /

in the tongue handsomely."'
In order to determine more 'certainly what the classroom practices.

of the early _Latin study were, we may supplement the. summ`ary of
suggestions of Colet,- in Lily, with the advice of the schoolmaster,
Brinsley. Ills book was written in 1612. when Lily was most popular
in the grammar schools. It may be taken as reliable evidence of the
practice of his day, perhaps in the most advanced practice. In " The
Grammar School " Brinslev devotes a chapter to the topic " How to
make children perfect in the Accidence." The following chapters dis-
cuss the other parts of instruction in Latin.' Brinsley's exposition
appears to be entirely consistent with Coleys, given above. He has his
pupils (1) read over their .lessons many times; (2) learn every
with title," without booke ": (3) recite, one by one (4) get accidence
without' book ; (.') reps t the beginnings of rules in a connected title,
" without booke " (he insists that the principal duty is to get rules
without hook) (6) A. through weekly repetitions to prevent forget-
ting; (7) learn very lit le at a time (the pupil is to be letter-perfect in
each part before procee( and (8) answer questions in the book.

He has the ma er (1) explain difficult parts, construe and show
meanings; (2 ).. t the question-and-answer method; (3) constantly
call for examples of rules.the exampleS given in the book; (4) hear
parts, making the pupil repeat his rule; (5) spends month in making
the accidence. perfect ; (6) give continual practice in parsing: (7)
keep the rules in mind (by making scholars learn perfectly, constant
repetition, continual care for parts, repeating often the sunithes of
rule , applying examples) ; (8) endeavOr to make the grammar a die-
tionary.in their minds: (9) apply a prescribed formula for constru-
ing (construe the vocative first, the principal verb next, then the
adverb, then the case which the verb governs, ante, last, the substantive
and adjective) ; (10) hear them parse every word as they construe,
accompanying the parsing with rule and example:. (11) fall* : by
theme writing and verse making: and (12) give constant' practice in
the upper forms in speaking Latin:2

interestirig pedagogical doctrine, certainly sound. appears paradoxically in the
midst of this insistence upon minute mastery of details. It is a caution against mere rote
memorising, "This when he can perfectly doe, and hath learned every point, not by rote
hest by reason, and is cunninger In the understanding of the thing. than In rehearsing of
tbe words . . ." Lily, op. cit., 3. Thns as early an 1541. at least, was uttered a protest
against what was to be for nearly three centuries the curse of all graminic teaching is
the mother tongue.

Brinsley, op. cit., 53-145. ,
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In this list the- endeavor has been to select 20 of the leading prin-
ciples of instinction advocated by Phi loponus, the. character in Brins-
ley's dial;gue, who represents the better type of teaching.' In some
Cases the- suggestions Imve been 'taken from the mouth. of Spondeus,
the representative in the dialogue of the poorer teachers of his day.

To the testimony of Co let and Brills ley may be added the practices
of RogerAschain in teaching Latin grammar. as set forth in The
SchoolmaSter;" 1563.

(A) Preparatory: Learn perfectly the eight, parts of speech and
the joining together of substantives with adjectives, verbs with nouns,
relatives with antecedents.

(B) Double translation: 1. The master is to construe the model
book for the .child that he may understand.

2. Then the pupil is to parse'and construe, as the Master has clone
for him, often enough fiw the.pnpil to understand.

3. The lesson is to be translated into tiaglish in a pacer book.
4. After an hour he is to translate hikanglish hack into the tAtin

in another paper book.
5. The master is to examine these translations and lead the pupil

until .he is able " to fetch out of his grammar every Rule for every
example: so as the grammar book be ever in the scholar's hands, and
also used of him as a Dictionary for every preset Use."

"6, The master is to compare The pupil's Latin with the original in
the mod book..

"With this way of good Understanding tile matter, plain ccinstru-
ing. diligent parsing. cheerful admonishing, and heedful amending
of Faults: never leaving behind just praise for well doing: I would
have the Scholar brought up."

(C) Analysis: 1. Give him longer lessons to translate. " Begin
to teach him. both in Nouns and Verhs, what is Proprittm,and what is
Translabum (figurative), what Synonym. what Diversion, which be
Contrarla. and .which be most notable Phrases, in all his Lecture
-(reading):"

2. Let him write four of these forenamed six diligently marked
out.of every lesson in a third paper book.'

(D) Reading: 1. " I would have him read now, a good deal at
every Lecture, some book of Cicero, Caesar, etc."

2. " He shall now use daily Translation, but only construe again
and parsc. . . . 'Yet let him not omit in these 'Books his former.
Exercise, in.mtistering diligently and writing orderly."

An admirable statement of the methods used in the grammar schools In ISIS appears
In Carlisle, " F:bdowed Grammar fichool,'! 1815,528-30. It begins: "When the Pupil has

- committed to memory, The Accidence, Proprla qua.6 maribils, etc. : . ." The account
tallies in' very many details with the methods hild dow, by 0)1(1 and BrInaley, and Indi-
cate. that Latin Instruction had remained in scope and method relatively stable for three
intmlred years.

*Anemia, The Schoolmaster, *Mayor.
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3. The master 'is to translate some easy Latin into good English;

the pupil to translate it into Latin again.
4. The master is to compare the pupil's work with the original.
(E) Third kind- of translation: 1. The 'master is to write some

letter in English, as if from the boy's father. or copy some fable.
2. The pupil is to translate it into Latin.5

3. LATIN. METHODS .CARRIED DIRECTLY TO ENGLISH GRAMMAR,.
MEMORIZATION.

"The hook itself Will make anyone a grammarian." Thus spoke
Goold Brown in his granunar of- IS.23." iTis statement fittingly char-
teri Zes the attitude of teachers and writers 7 throughout the entire
coarse of English .grammar down fro 1823. and, unfortunately, the
same attitude has not entirely disappeared to -day. We have just seen

summary of methods used in teaching Latin grammar. We now
,turn to the task of showing that they were carried over directly into
English in the spirit voiced by Gould Brown as late as 183.

MASTERING PARTS IN ORDER.

This principle is worthy of mention first because it underlies almost
all of The methods to be considered later. We have seen that Colet, in
his " Epistle," asserts that " the first and cliiefest point is, that the

,diligent. Maister make not the scholar haste-too much " and that be
make him get " perfectly that which is behind before " he suffer
him to go forwards." Minsky supports this plan. The children
are first to get their letters. then to spell. then to 'join syllables
together, then to go thnHigh the A B C's and primer, etc.9 To be sure,

'Ibid., 02.
e Brown. op. cit., preface. VII.
T The efforts of the past rottury break away from the Latin methods are reserved for

the following chapter. In the preceding section were shown various supplementary
devices, parallel reading. dictation. copy hooks, writing exercises, oral work, dating 64
to. Brinslby, Ascham, iloole, and eidet. In both the Latin instruction and the. first
vernacular instruction these devices were strictly subordinated to the great triumvirate of
methods -- memorization, parsing. and false syntax. They remained strictly subordinate
and incidental until about IS50. But iittrini . the century preceding I'M the use of

. " petty hooks" gradually" evolved into the study of English literature: dictation, the use
of .copy'books. antis-riling exercises by a similar process of evolution became composition
as we now know it, and the simple oral exercises of the earlier day became oral compost.
Bon of the present. The practice of orations and disputations in Latin. common la both
grammar'schoOls and colleges before English entered the curriculum, was very influential
in bringing these exercises into English schools.

The..proeess of evolution was but partially completed by IMO, because literature, com-
position. and oral work were sill subordinate to grammar. Beginning about 1R x0 evolu-
tioq has made these branches of the vernacular more'robust. The belt .school practice of
to-dhy makes graMmatical study 'strictly subordinate to them. The point is that' since

this complete reversal between grammar, on the one hand, and vernacular branches,
on the other. has taken place.

This statement, anticipating discussion not covered by this thesis, has been made here
in order to place the extremely Latinized methods of the Latin and rote periods in sharp
contrast with the best methods, of to-day.

014ly, op.' cit, 2.
Brinsley,. on. cit.. 15 et 8441.
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he is in .this instance speaking of learning to rend; but it makes-the
inference all the more inevitable. In all' studies the method was
from the part to the whole, each part to be mastered mrfectly in
Order. The pupil reads over and over the small part of the text
assigned. forward and backward, until mechanically perfect'

In the beginning of the eighteenth century Bright hind and Green-
wood (170t; and 1114) urge for English grammar exactly the same
procedure." The former describes his method. "We. begin with
what is first to be learnt, that what follows Inky be understood; and
proceed thus step by step, till we *come to the last and most difficult,
and which depends on all that goes before it." 12

Greenwood also indicates themastery of part by part :
And every Hotly must readily grant that the Way to etude to a true and clear

Knowledge of any Art. is to 'explain Things unknown. by Things- that are
Inown."

In the middle of the century. also, the author of the British. Gram-
mar explains the steps of a recipt ion :

SI,P11 every word of the lesson. IT sSnahles: gkve the signification of eneh
word: state the part of spn ech. with reasons, etc." After the Scholars know
their Letters gn.und them well in their Monosyllables with the soft and hard
Sounds of C and G. This they will soon Iearn from Word of *Month. by frequent
Repetition. .11

Sewell, toward the end of the century, assigns " small portions to
be got by heart," '" and Brown, 1823, still continues the practice. ".In
etymology and syntax, he should be alternately exercised in learning
small portiOns of his book and then applying them' in parsing, tilt the
whole is rendered familiar." IT

The evidence thus presented is in strict. accord with the textbook
matter of all grammars. So long as orthography, etymology, syntax,
and prosody were considered the four divisions of grammar, so long
as it was thought of as an art, a whole to be built up " mosaic-like out
of paradigms and syntax roles " " so.long as schoolmasters in gen-
eral remained woefully ignorant and were competent:only " to hear"
recitations, verbatim, about matters they little understood," just so
long this procedure, tedious and slow, from part to part, was fastened

le Ibid.. 19.
"This Is In exact accord with the educational theory of Herbert : "In the case of all

essential elementary informetionknowledge of grammar, arithmetic, and geometryIt
will be found expedient to begin with the simplest elements long before any practical
application Is made.' 'Herbert. Outlines. )29

1111rIghtlend, preface, 7th page (pages unnurhbered In text).
"Greenwood. preface, 2.
"British, preface, XIV.
"Fisher, preface. IX.

Sewell, preface, VI.
0 Brown, preface, VI.
"W. D. -Widgery, quote& by Watson. Gram. Sch., 255.
*see Resolutions of Germantown School Committee, Chap. II. P. 28.
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upon the schools. The evidence prZsented shows little or no progress
-from Lily (1510) to Brown .(1823).

MEMORIZING RULES. I

Of coarse. this fundamental principle--mastering each part in-
orderCould give but ones neaning for the term mastering; it' was
slaVish memorizing. nothing more nor less.

Co let and Brinsley.insist that rules are tobe learned and repeatedly
rehearsed until pupils can " say them Without book." This, sitys-
BrinSley. is one of the chief points aimed at.

To teach scholars to say without book all the usual necessary rules; to
construe the Grammar rules; to give the meaning, use, and order of the rules;
to :thew the examples, and to apply them; which tieing well performed, will
Make all other learning easie and pleasant."

lie insists that the master is .to have some exercise of the memory
daily?' and that
in hearing parts. aske them first the chicle question-or questions of each rule in
order ;!then make them every time say his rule or rules. and.ln all rules of con-
struction, to answere you In )vliat ;words the force of theeexamle lyeth, both
governour and governed."

Moreover, both Philoponus and Spoudeus agree that this perfect
memorizing is the principal method of procedure. Spondeus:." Oh,
but this is a matter. that is most accounted of with us; to have them
very ;perfect in saying all their Grammar without ..bootie, even every

Philoponus:-" To this I answere you: that this indeede is
one principal, thing." 23 This is to be accomplished as follows.
..tipoudens: " I have onely used to cause my Schaers to learne it gwith-
ont booke, and a little to construe it . . . by oft 'saying Parts." 24

Greenwoo(l, thOugh advanced somewhat. indicates also the memo-
rizing method. Ile has a device which avoids the necessity of learning
every word of the text. Passages most necessary to be learned at.the
first going over are marked by an asterisk or star " By what is
to be learned, and what passed by, the discretion of the teacher wig
bet ter determine." 25 . ,

That the year 1750 had shown little progress is indicated by Dil-
wortb, who, speaking of learning to spell, holds Against spelling by
ear.: " There can be no true Method of Spelling without Rule." 22
The 1British Grammar advises that " it will redound to a Scholar's
Advitinage to begin the Repetition of the Grammar as soon as he can
read' it.'' 27 LoWth, too, .agrees as to -learning grammar.

0113tinsley. op. cit., 74. "Ibid., TO.
*3 Ibid., 51. **Greenwood, preface, 5.
"Ibid., 69. " Dilworth. preface, VIII.
u Ibid., 85. " British, preface, III.

4.
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The'prhicipal design of a Grammar of any Language Is to teach us to exptess
ourselves with. propriet y in thatLanguage. The plain way of doing this Is to
lay down rules, and to Illustrate them by extonitles."

And Brown, in 1s23, .again shows the'close adherence to the method
of centuries 'before:

The only- successful metIssi of teaching grammar is. to en ins' the principal
(1011116.ms and rules to Is. eoliunItted thoroughly, to dientory, that they may ever
afterwards be readily ap lied."

In 17I -Buchanan, in his Regular English Syntax, says:
Let them tarsi SW* I his efereise some good English classlel off by giving

t he rules of spelling; next the variolls signilications of the word; let them give
account of the parts of speech one by one, applying the rule of syntax.i.

votionientattor On tioe methods of studying grt111111111r in 1810 thns
describes a schoolrtlotn.vetw:.

We teams! the Ors( six thous t Young ',miles' A(4+11411.1 which contained the
names of the ten !' sorts of words" and recited them at least 20 tholes to our
nelithbors; hut. when culled to the master's desk to ree3te them; our minds

nle a 'wilts., blank. We stood mute and trembling . and were con-
. denoted to stand on a lox' with our face to the wall. till we could recite the

lesson. (f coorse. we hated English grammar froo that day forward."

The famous .1sa Rand comments on methods of his boyhood about
1790:

In the period of my boyhood we had strange notions of the science of gram-
nmr, We did loot dream of anything practical or applleable to the languge we
were using.every:thly till We had " bevn through " the grammar several times
and parsed several months. Why? Because wo were presented at once with a
complete set of definitions and rules which might perplex a Murray or Webster
wit bout any development. sof principles. any Illustrations we could utulerstand.
any application of the words to objects whichthey represent. We supposed
that the &gnats of our "gram books " were tin' inventions of learned men.
curious contrivances to carry the words of to sentence .through a certalh opera-
thin which We called parsing, rather for the gratification of curiosity than for
any raetical benefit. The rule in granimar would parse- the wont. . . . as the
rule in arithmetic would "ilo the sum " and "give the answer." And with-such
exploits we were satisfied. Great was our admiration for the inventive power

. of thmo. great :Men, Who had been the lights of the grammatleal

Also .one more witness as to the practice of memory Work, irfter the
Lancastrian system was in vogue:

14 those days.we stddh;t1 grammar by committing a portion of a small book
(Accidene) to Memory and-reciting it to the teacher. If he was engaged, the
lesson wait re'c'ited to One of the'bighest class. . The rule was tat the whole
book should be reet.ted literally. three- times, before the pupils were allowed to

word of it in parsing-sentences; and ns no explanation was -erey made of

so Lawn, prelim.,
Brown. VI.

los Quoted in Ed. !tor.. XII, 491.
11' C. 8. J. (Itt50t. 74.

tke Am. Atm. of Ed. sad las. (1833), 162.
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any principle the pupil was OR well qualified as the teacher to hear the words
repeated!'

William Ward, a schoolmaster of 30 years' standing. author of "A
Practical Grammar," give' a minute description of the method used
in his school about 17g0, the riublic grammar school at Beverley, in
the county of York, England:

Our Wny of using the Rook is this: if a Child has not learned any Thing or
the !Alin Dec lenslims and Conjugati ons. we make him/get the English Forms
by heart if otherwise. we make him the English Forms several times over,
till he remembers Willi in a good measure: then we 111.41 r him read the Descrip-
tions of the several parts of stmvelt: and after he has 110110 So, and has some
notion of the Meaning of each. we'oblige .him for some weeks to read three or
four Sentences twice or thrive a Day. in.un easy English Rook. and to tell the
Part 'of Speech to which each word belongs. When the Child is pretty ready
at distinguishing the Parts of Speech. we -make hlin get by heart the Rules of
Clineord in Verse. and teach him how to apply them, by resolving the Sentences
in Saute English Rook. When this is done, we make him write out .sevtaral of
the other rules. anti get them by heart-awl shew him how to apply them like-
wise, by .parsing.. or resolving what he; reads by these Rules. And thug by
Degrees. children become Masters of all the material Parts of the .Book without
much I illiculty."

The educat lona] literature of America concerning this period (1750-
18.23). is filled with evidence that memorizing methods predominated,
practice. Wickersham (litotes a master of 1730 who said : " I find no
way that goes beyond that of repeating, both in spelling, reading,
writing. and cyphering..." A school boy of 1765 records that " at
six . . . I learned the English grammar in Dilworth by- heart. "'' In
1780 PrinCipnl Pearson, of Phillips Andover, testifies. that "a class
of thirty repeats a page and a hitlf of Latin GramMar; them follows
the Accidence Tribe, who repeat two, threes- four, five, and tell pages
each.- 37 Princeton college youth of 1799 wrote his brother." com-
mitted to memory verbatim 50 pages of English Grammar." 38. Before
the Revolution what little grammar was taught in Boston was con-
fined almost entirely. to committing and 'reciting rules."

W. B. Fowle.% prominent schoolman of Boston, says of the si'hools
of 1795: " Pupils at our school were required to learn- Bingham's
Young Ladies' Accidence by heart three times. . . . We were two or
three years in grammar. "'" Murray, .author of the grammar most
widely used, announced that in later editions he had been careful to
rephrase his definitions smoothly, that they might be memorized. and

Y C. IL J. (1850). 337.
"Ward. English Grammar, preface, X.
sa Wickersham. op. cit., 214.
"C. 8. J. (1S50). 3.
" Quoted, Brown. Mid. &b.. 262.

Correspondence quoted in full.. Snow, Col. Cur., 116.
Herman Humphrey,..1my J. of Ed., XIII, 127.

*C. 8. J. (1850). G.
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retained more easily." The minutes of the trustees of Oyster Bay
Academy. New York, prescribe-the memorizing method as follows:
"(1) The Monitor, to he read daily as the last les.son; () Webster's
Granulise, to be read or repeated from memory; (3) The Testament
or Bible, to be read . . 42

The evidenee seems to indicate that the slavish memorization of
rules. centuries ohl in schtiolroom practice, had made but little prog-
ress from the time of Lily to Goohl Brown. It was carried with all its
terrors directly into the study of English grammar."

DEVICES TO AID IN MEMORIZING.

As complete memorizlt ion was the order of the day it is not surpris-
ing to find teachers endeavoring to find derives to aid the pupils in
this arduous task. So far we have found records of five distinct
devices tending to.accomplish this purpose.

The first is constant repetition. Colet insists on tinily defining
rules;" Brinsley strongly itige s repetitions." Tesehers of the eight-
eenth century continued the practice of Strengthening memory by
constant. repetition. The British Grammar urges masters to Wye
their pupils repeat the' entire graniniar in portions once a month."
and Sewell, especially requires of his pupils frequent repetitions of
paradigms."-

The second device is rhyming. We have already referred to Brills-
. ley's plan of having pupils read the rules. in. meter. Rules of polite-

ness in verse were old in Latin and were-common in English; for
*Murray. 12."

ritrpatelek. FA, Views and Inf. of ft. Clinton. 22.
*An inlet tine proof of to,morixation is found in the copy of Alger's Murray, nisei by

the writer, the sterotyped edition 'of 15274. The hook belonged to one Crrorge A. Severing;
his signature is tinted Roxbury. Itemotber, 1525. Evidently his teacher 11101 not been malls.
fled with Murray's definition of grammar And had dictated the following substitute:
"Grammar teshes the arrangement of words according to the idiom or dialect of aoy
particular people, and that excelleney of pronitnciation which ennities us to speak and
write a language agreeable to reason and correct usages." This is an unusually gnfid
definition for IA5 aid. indicates that this teacher was moving toward the modern concep-
Hort of the science. But young Severing has written this definition out in 'full four limes
on the fly leaves and the blank pages at the end of the hook, evidently making sure that
he Is lettrr perfect.

Samuel G. (;oodrich, telling of bis boyhood school days 'in Ridgefield, Conn.. shout 1755,
says : "The grammar was a e!,ver book. . . . Neither Master 8tebbina'nor his scholars
ever fathomed its depths They floundered about_tn it, as if in a quagmire. anti after
some time came out of It pretty nearly as they went in, though perhaps a little obruaticated
by the dim and dusty atmosphere-of those labyrinths."4 Am. J. of Ed., XIII. 150.,

*Lily, . prhtace, 8.
48 No evening is to he passed without some little exercise against the morning."

Rrinsiey, op. cit., let "To imprint it by repetition the next morning, together with their
evening exercises." Ibid., 152. A fuller explanation is given by firinsley of insuring epee
in remembering rules: Make the scholars learn .them perfectly; give frequent repetition:

continual care for parts; examine them daily; when parsing, turn every hard rule
to use in higher, forms give repetition less often. Ibid., R5. Brinsley also mentions two
anbdevicen. lie would have the pupils mark their books, copying from the teacher's book,
to assist memory (Ibid., 141) and would have .them " rend the rules over In a kind of
Singing voice after. the manner of running of the verse." Ibid., 73.

°British. preface, III. *Satre% preface.' VIII.
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example. in " The -Schoole of \retitle," 4$ Brinsley, speaking of verse,
says: "To remit+ them over in a kinde of singing voice after the run7:
ning of the verse. . . ."49 Only two of the grammars here inten-
sively studied adopt the method- of rhyMing for rulesBrightland's
and Ward's. The former asserts that he has put all, the Rules
into as smooth and sonorous Pere as the .Nanire of the Subject
Wou'd hear . . to give them the greater. Light.-- He adds an ex-
planation in prose following the Jesuit lvartis-in his Latin grant
mar "'which is used in all the Schools of Europe, except England."
Brightland maintains that " verse is more easily learnt: that libitum
kelp, one end recalling the other." These lessen the burden to Mem-
ory.m' In Ward's Grammar rules are put in verses that rhyme, with
repetition in prose of what each rule contains. Tor the 35 rules of
syntax Ward has 170 vexes.

The third device to assist memory is the use of examples. Brinsley
goes so far as to insist that in recitations the example is to t)e given

with " his" rule." Ile further makes them give examples:
.teals uipiea to rules: learn every rule perfectly as thei_so forward; reed
theta over their rule leisurely al ml distinctly ;- construe the rules and apply
examples for them; leara.all the rules until the can " bente it out of
hill1Sei re."
This is a common-practice in all the more elaborate grammars. Lowth
especially makes point of illustrative examples aeeompAnying each

rule."
The fourth device wasseleetiOn of parts. The first textbook maker

who desired. to relieve 111111-'411'y Y proper selection Of parts to be

memorized was Greenwood. In his grammar he distinguished the
more important parts by printing them in larger type. Fisher did
not desire his pupils to be troubled with !wiling the exceptions to
rides." Herein we find further evidence that it had been the prac-
tice to require the learning by heart ofrides, examples, and exceptions.
Murray uses the same device as Greenwood, commenting on the value

of Selections as follows:
The wore ituriOrtapt rules, definitions. and obseqatins, :end which are there.

fore the most proper to be committed to niemoryrot printed in larger type;
whilst rules and remarks that are of less Importance. that, extend or diversify
the general Idea, or that serve as explanations.ana,. are contained In the sine
totter." - .

\ The fifth device is very old, namely, the question and an tver.
lift says that he has small volumes on cookery and gardening of the
Middle Ages which are thrown into the interlocutory. form, the most
apt to impress names on the minds. of the pupils." He also gives

"Eggleston, op. cit.. 214. 41 Lowth. preface, X.
Beasley. op. 'Ott. 73. *4 Fisher. preface,. X.
Brightlask prefitep.. VI. sg Murray. prefsace, 1.

" BrIsider.op.. cit., 82, ."8 HAMM Bed. Books and Bch. Masters. 28.

VAC /0.4,
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series of rules and exercises in the form of question and answer in a
textbook of 1509.57 Brinsley advocates this method, but hks Philopo-
nus complain. concerping books of this characterthat lig has been
compelledto leave off entirely ; that none are suitable; therefore he

'd has made one for himself. " having all the Questions and Answers
arising most directly out of the words of the Rules." 511

Of the 12 grammars here studied five retain the question-and-
answer methodGreenwood's, Dilworth's, Fisher's, the British, and
Priestley's. About the end of the eighteenth century the device seems
to have gone largely out of vogue. Piiestley says: I have retained
the method of question and answer . . . because I am still persuadedit i91th the most convenient for the master and the most intelligible
to Air scholar." 59 Irwever,. the question-and-answer method never
had wide vile in American grammatical textbooks; none of the
important grammars which followed Murray seems to have used it.
None of the Murray texts, nor Bin hum's, nor Brown's, make use (If
it. About the only signs of advance made by American grammarians
before 1800 are, first, the discarding of the question and answer, and,
second, the simplification of the elaborate texts into the form of
Bin ham's Young Ladies' Accidence, Alexander's Grammar, and
Webster's. Rudiments.

SIMPLIFYING TERMS.

Quite in line with the devices enumerated above is the contention,
constantly repeated by the various text-writers, that they are simpli-
fying terms for the ease of the pupils. Brightland and his follower,
Fisher, have, indeed, some right to make this contention. They dis-
carded the four Latin main divisionsorthogiaphy, etymology, syn-
tax,' and prosodyand substituted letters, words, and sentences
instead. Moreover, they call nouns, names; pronouns, .pronmes;
adjectives, qualities.; verbs, actions. They attempt to give definitions
and explanations simply. Brightland waxes quite indignant. He
claims " glorious improvements," complains against Greenwood and
others for not, following him in his previous edition." " Little Prog-
ress they made in a Discovery that had so fairly been laid before them
by Dr. Wallis ana Ourselves: For Custom has so strong a Force on
the Mind, that it passes with the bulk of Mankind for Reason and
Sacred Truth." 6' Murray insists that he phrases his rules exactly
and comprehensively ; also that they may readily be committed to
memory and easily retainede62 For this purpose he has selected terms

st Ibid., 90.
Brinsley, op. cit., 87.

N Priestley, preface, VI.0 Brightland's first edition was 1700, Greenwood's 1711.
Brightlind, Preface, 1.
Murray, preface, 4.

I
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that are "smooth and voluble; has proportioned- the iiiembers of one
sentence to another; has avoided protracted periods atid given
harmony' to the expression of the whole." 63

Priestley's argmpnt for sitiiplicity is convincing:
,;

I have also been so far from departing from. the simplicity of the plan of that
short grammar ( his first edition) that I have made it in sonic respeets, still
more simple kand I think, on that account, more suitable to .the genius of the
114nglish language. I own I am surprised to see so much of tile distribution. and
technical terms of the Latin graminar. retained In the grammar of our tongue;
where they are exceedingly at kward. and absolutely superfluous; .being such
as could not possibly have entered into the head Of any man, who had not been
previously acquainted with Latin. Indeed this absurdity has, in Stniitt measure,
One out of fashion with us; but still so lunch of it is retained, in all* the
grammars 1 have seen, as greatly injures the unifortiiity of the whole; and the
very saine reason that has iiuluced several grammarians to go so far as they
have done, should have induced them to have gone fatilubr. A little reflection
may, I think: suffice to convinee.any person, that we have no more business with
a future tense in our language..than we have for the whole system of Latin
moods and tensest becanse we have no modification of our verbs to .correspond
to it ; and4if we had never heard of a future tense in some other language, we
should no more hive given a particular name to the combination of the verb
with the. auxiliary shall or will. than to those that are made with tilt' auxiliaries
do. have, can, must. or any other.

It seems wrong to confoundl the account it inflections either with the grain.
matical uses of the combinations of words. of the order in uttch they are
placed, or of the words which expriass relations and which me equivalent to
inflections In other languages. I can not help flattering myself that future
grammarians will owe me some obligations for introdneing this uniform
simplicity, so W('11 Knittql to the genius of our languages. into the English
grammar.

Priestly bases his revolt against the Latin grammar upon another
argument, which was decidedly.new in his day; contending, that the
" only just standard of any language " is the cnstom and modes of
speaking it. He revolts against leaning too much on analogies in
language.- He says:

el

I think it is evident that 01 other grammarians have leaned too mileh to the
analogies of that language (Latin) eontrary to our moles of speaking. . . . It
must be allowed that the custom of. speaking is the original and only, just stand-
ard of any language. We see. In ail grammars. that this is sufficient to estab-
lish it rule. even contrary to the,strongest a analogies of the lnguage with itself.
Must not custom, thereforef he allowed to have some weight in ,fayor of those

forms of speech to.which our best writers and speakers seeni evidently prone?"

EXAMPLE AND ILLUSTRATION.

One final method! frequently urged 'by good teachers, was the
setting of a good example and the careful explanation by the teacher
of doubtful points. Colet urges that masters must set a pod

Mit
Priestley, preface, VI IIX.
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example." Brinsley has the master read. and explain difficult parts
of the lesson: " hasit he pupils read parts after the master has read; 'IT
shows how the lecture method arose k' lack of books: " and has them

, parse in imitation of the master." Greenwood gives as the reason
why youth have found grammar " irksome,. obscure. Rua ditticuit.
" partly through the Want of having every 'Flung explained and-
cleared up to their Understamling as they go along." " The author of
the British Granuna explains what was doubtless-the practice of the
better masters admit 17:i0; he .imlicates a distinct advance in method.
In this (respect the author is shown as an innovator.
The Method I take, and I fluid it so fat: effectual to the End proposed.' is, having
got what I judged to be the best !look of Letter. I make several young Gentle-
en stand up and .read a Letter gracefully: after which

if road It to them
myself. making 4 1144.1'W:1 /11:1 '11n 04' Sentiment and the Styleand asking their
Opinions with Respect to bot."

This admirable practice was found only in the better schoolrooms.
We shall see the movement for " oral .explanation " as a part of the
educational ravival led by Horace Mann."

4. PARSING.

We come now to the other two of the great triumvirate of tnethOds
carNed over from the Latin to the English gramniarparsing and
false syntax. Brinkley coniplains that " there is so much time spent
in examining everything " (parsing) : nevertheless. he insistk that his
pupils parse as they construe..
Ask the child what word he must begin to parse t Princlisti toed ." . . . 'In the
several forms and Authors to construe truly, and in propriety (rf words and
sense, to 14/11144' of themselves and to give a right reason of every word why it
MUM, b e so. and not otherwise. . . . Parse over every word: teach what part
of speech, how to decline it. give a true reason for evert word, why it mustbe se

Brinsley's elaborate method of procedure is as follows: The scholar
is to read the sentence before he construes: mark all the points
(punctuation) in it; mark words beginning with great letters; under-
stand the matter; mark the vocative case: seek out the principal verb;
give every clause his right verb; supply wanting words; give every
word his " propersignification "; join the substantive and adjective;
mark if the sentence have an interrogation point."

el Lily. op. cit., 2. to Greenwood. preface. II.
" Br' n to ley. op, cit.. 74. 11 British. prefnee..

Ibid.. 911. " See Chap. VI, p. 146.
58. taftrinsley, op. cit.. 127.

Ibid., 41. 1 Ibid.; 125.
ye Ibid., 95. This Is a careful examination of the nature of thesentence which does notcome Into the practice of American schools Until well clown into the nineteenth century.

Green's Analysis of 1848 did much to tbrow the emphasis preylously given to dryformalism In grammar to the analysis of sentences. See ChM/ VII.
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An example of " praxis" or " grammatical resolution," the system
of torture called parsing, which lasted well toward the end of the
nineteenth century, may be taken from Lindley Murray's books:

The sentence:
And he camp into all the country about Jordan preaching the baptism of

repentance for the remission of sins. The Resolution : a Conjunction
Copulative: 1w. a Pronoun, third Persian Masculine th.nder, Nomina-
tive Case, standing for John : come. as : Into, a Pi.eposition: all, an
Adjective: the Country. a Substantive:- about. a Preposition; Jordan, a Proper
Name; preaching. the l'resent Particlide of the verb .1ctive to tire:tell joined
like an adjective to the Pronoun he: the baptism. a Substantive in the Objective
Case followthg the Active verb Preaching, and governed by it. Ott."

It requires but it glance at the contents of the grammars which
began instruction of the subject iri America to see how this formalism
of parsing reigned -supreme. The British Grammar believes in Pars-
ing every word : 77 Murray advertises a new system of parsing."
(loold Brown was perhaps the most ardent champion of parsing in
America. He explains the philosophy of the exercise in this:

isrneither w.m..11y extemporaneous. nor wholly by rote; it has more dignity
than a school boy's conversations and-More ease than at formal recitation. The
exercise in parsing commences immediately after the first lesson of etym4logy,
and is carried on progressively until it embraces all the doctrines that are
applicable to it. . . . It requires just enough of thought to keep the mind
attentive to what Ow lips are uttering: while It advances by such easy gradua
lions and constant 'repetitions as to leave the pupil utterly without excuae. if he
does not know what to say."

Brown further insists that in the entire range of school exercises;
while there is none of greater importance than parsing. yet, perhaps,
there is none which is, in general, mote defectively conducted.
Brown's grammars are the culmination of the series of parsing gram
mars; in the last chapter we have seen them ill use. quite extensively
in the academies of New York as late as 1870.8° Brown champions
parsing on oneground which has an efitirely modern ring. Ite wishes
to have the chtld given something to do as well as something to learn."

Elaborate formulas of procedure reduce all to a systeM, so that by
rote correcting and parSing the whole process may 4w made easy.
This makes the exercise free from all embarrassment, which is con-
ducive to prOficiency in language. Saysthis maker of parsing:

The pupil Who can not perform these exercises both accurately and fluently
. . . has nnright to expect from anybody a patient hearing. A slow and falter-
ing reheartial . . is as foreign from parsing or correcting as it is from eregance
of diction. Divideand,conquer is the rule here, as in many cases. Begin with
what is simple; practiee it until it becomes familiar and then proCeed. No
child ever learned to speak by any other process. Hard -things become.easy by
use, and skill hr gained little by little."

',Murray, 47.
"British, preface, it.

Murray, preface, 8.
*limy/a, preface, VI.

N See chap, IV.
si Brown. preface, V. . .

as Drown,: Gram of Gram., preface, V.
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This in a nutshell is the.philosophy of grammar from Lily down to
almost 1900. Grammar is the art of speaking and writing the English
language; the child learns to speak by getting first the elements. A.
constant. process of dividing wholes into parts. even to the letters as a
starting point, is the natural and logical method for teachers who will
start their pupils rightly. As written and spoken language is accom-
plished by the-putting together of parts, so the taking* of them apart
is the initial step of the learning process. Parsing. and-
involve this extremely analytical philosophy, Therefore they are
the best methods of learning. Moreover, parsing is looked upon as a

critical exercise In the alterative as well as of evidence ,if -previous study. . . .

It is an exercise" for all the powers. of the mind. except the, inventive faulty.
Perception, Judgment. reasoning. Inetny. mettaat are imiiseosale.
Nothing is to he guesssed at, or devised. or uttered at random."

Here we have the second step* in the logical process of the parsing
enthusiasts. The first' rests on the natural analytieal. process as the
basis of learning the parts of complicated wholes. The second is the
logical result of the old faculty psychology. The power;; of the mind:
in order to be trained in the extremest sense of formal discipline. are
exercised by the analytical procedure of tearing wholes into parts.
This'applies to all of the powers of the mind except invention, which
is supposed to be it constructive, not an analytical, process. The
reduction of parsing'to strict models makes certain the elimination of
invention on the part of the pupil.- There is little doubt that the
statement of Goohl Brown, cited above, is the essence of the peda-
gogical thinking which regarded grammar xis`` tlw disciplinary study
par excellence." It is a result in large part Of the reign of faculty
psychology and formal discipline.

5. FALSE SYNTAX.

The practices of the Latiii and the rote periods added another bane
to schoolboy life, namely, the correction of false syntax. This
appears to have been generally introduced about the middle of the
eighteenth century, the first to use it being Fisher and the author of
the British Grammar. These writers are followed by all the others
in our serie , each seeming to be more convinced of the pedagogical
value of t e exercise than any of his predecesSors. The author of the
British rammar asserts that his book is "differently planned,""
beeduse it offers" promiscuous exercises in false syntax, both in verse
and in prose 85 He also urges the master to deceive his pupils. by
reading wrongly." Fisher also urges the master to " read falsely, "'*

s Ibid.
British, preface, I.

albld., III.,

.1, Ibid.. XV.
lishar, preface, XII.
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to keep the pupils alert, and defends himself for putting his exercises
in. false syntax in a separate part of his book instead of scattering .

them " promiscuously " throughout the text."

Lowth believes in teacking " what is right. by showing what is
wrong." He thinks there is no English grammar, which sufficiently.
performs this duty, though 'it May prove " the more useful and effec-
tual method of instruction." " Two examples of Lowth's false syntax
fol low.:

itule : The. article. a. 41in only he joined to Substantives, in the Singular
number. A good character should nOt lw rested in as an cud. but employed as a .

means of doing still farther good. I Atterbury's Sermons.) Ought it not be a
wean?, 1 have read an author of this taste. that compares ir rag teal coin to a
tattered colours. t Adipson on Medals.) "

The foregoing amusing example of extreme emphasis put upon. a
perfectly trivial pointis especially ludicrous", becauseLowth is wrong.
Roth the sentences from Atterbury and Addison are correct ; in the
first, means is a singidar noun; in the second " coloum," meaning flag,
is also singular.

The other example has to do with choose, chose, chosen :
Thus having chosed each ()tiler. . . Clarendon. )list., Vol. Ill. p. 797. 8vo.)

Improperly.n

Louth complains that in 200 Years 'English had made " no advances
in grammatical accuracy." lie quotes Swift " On.the imperfect State
of our Language "that. " in many eases it offended against every
part of GramMar." Ile, asserts that his tiny " Grammar is very
much neglected." and fills the bottom of nearly every page with foot-
notes of what he terms proof " Unit our best authors have committed
gross mistakes for want of due knowledge of English (grammar."
Lowth assures us that these examples " are such as occurred in read-

. Mg, without any very curious or methodical examination." It is a
curious speculation, then, as to why Lowth advocates so vigorously
the teaching." of what is right by showing what is wrong." It may
be that he was eager to make use of the copious notes which he had
doubtless been accujnnlating in years of reading." lie is impartial in.
his selection. of false grammar. Riling Hobbs, the Bible, the Liturgy,
Pope, Shakespeare. PriOr, Hooker, Dryden, and Addison.93'

N Ibid., X.
Lowth, preface, X.

" LoWth, op. clt.. 19.
" Ibid.
" Ibid., preface, IX.
N" You was . . . Is en enormous Solecism land yet authors of the front rank have

inadvertently fallen into it. ' Knowing that you was my old master's friend.' Addison,
Spectator, No. 517. ' Would to God you iias within her reach.' 'Lord Bolingbroke to
Swift, letter ,413, etc." In there footnotes Lowth'e practice ie somewhat of a deviation
fro* correcting false syntax. Op. tit.,
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Priestley approves of Lowth's methods, as follows:
An appendix would have been made of examples of bad Engifsh; for they are

really useful; but they make so uncouth an aprabarance In print. And it can
be no manner of trouble to any teacher to stipply the worst of them by a false
reading of a good author, and requiting. his pupils to point out, and rectify his
mistakes, . . I, think there will be an advantage in my having collectwl
examples from mialertt writings. rather than those from Swift. Addison. and
others, who wrote about half a century ago. In what Is called the classical
period of our tongue. By this means we see what is theeal character and turn
of the language at present and by comparing it with the writings of ',mewling
authors, we may better perceive which_ way It is tending, and what extreme we
should most carefully guard against!'

William Ward also commends Lowth's method:
Very lately we have been favored with- one 4 grammar) by the learned Dr.

Mirth. . . This Piece is excellent on account of his notes. in which are shown.
the grammatle inaccuracies that have escaped the pelts of iiur most distinguished

Writers. This way of distinction, by showint. what is wrong in English In order
to teach US to avoid it, is necessary. because the pupils will themselves offend
against everyrule: there will be plenty of opportunity to show thent7 what Is

. Wrong."

Again, we have the testimony of that high priest of .parsing and
false syntax, Goold 'Brown : " Scarcely less useful . . . is the prac-
bee of correcting false syntax orally, by regular and logical form of
argument." 97 Murray also believes in the practice. as will he seen
from the following quotation:

yrom the sentiment generally admitted. that a proper selection of .faulty
composition is more instructive to the young grammarian. than any rules or
exammeN of iroriety that can be given. the compiler has la'en induced to pay
particular attentiOn to this part of the subject ; and though the instances of
false gtlananar, under the rules of Syntax are numerous, It is hoped they will
-not he found too many, whorl their variety and usefulness are considered!'

The above examples are to be corrected orally.
Fisher thinks that he is the first to introduee.English exercises in

false syntax. He saysIthat the practice was considered expedient in
Latin and mentions two Latin texts of his day which have the device.
He says: ".I-never observed this method recommended or prescribed
by others." °9 It will -be remembered that Fisher antedate's Lowtilm*
the British Grammar, and Priestley. The British Grammar improves
on Fisher, the author of that book thinks, by scattering false. syntax

:throughout the text and putting the errors iNitalics, not "to distract
tillearner too much." -1

6.- SUBORDINATE METHODS.

The an be no. doubt that the grammars which determined the
...earliest in ructionin the subject in America put a preMitim upon the

Priestley, preface, XXII. " Murray, preface 3.
II Ibid.,. XI. : Ward, op. cis., preface. IX.
w Brown. preface, 4. . . Fisher. preface, XXI. ' pritiab, preface, . IV.
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three, major methods of teaching we have just beet considering, viz:
Memorization of rules, parsing, and correcting false syntax. All
three, except possibly the last, are direct inheritances from the class-
roos of Latin grammar. and if we can believe Fisher, as cited above,
the latter was inherited also. We have now to consider certain minor
methods. It must he borne- in mind that grammar included in 1800
far more than it does to-day,. It was instruction in the use of the
mother tougt, embracing many of the purposes served to-day by
composition, rhetoric, writing, reading, euphonies, declamation, and
the rest.

There is constant evidence as to the use of these additional fune-
t ions of grammatical instruct ion. We may cite, for example, ethphasis
upon the parallel study of reading from authors in the mother tongue.
This -was-to be the means of beeoming familiar. with good writers for
the sake of observing good grammatical construction, as well as of
getting lessons in morality, honesty, .and goodness. Many of the
gramniars have apPendices with fables. prayers, catechisms, and the
like, which were prescribed as a regular part of the study called.gram-
mar. It is by no means imPrAable that in these parallel readings
we have the origin Of selax)1 practices which have to-day .eVehtuated
in the study of the English classics. Franklin, however, seems to
have had .in-mind a larger purpose in his proposals, approaching. in
1750 somewhat nearer our modern conception:- that is, the English
classics for their content as well as for literary excellence.2...

Colet recommends the use of " prettie bookes" with " lessons of
godlinesse and honestie." In the edition of .1.27 he-enjoins teachers.
to "-he to them your own selves also speaking with them the Pure
Latin very present, and leave the rules." 3

Dilworth feels that this _reading will help.make palatable what he
calls " the pills of memorization.''' The author of the British Gram-
mar gives his pupils a taste of the poets: 5 Fisher has the master or
one of the scholars read to pupils from the best authors.° Ward uses
the Spectator as a suitable classic and selects from easy books
" examples for -reliving," while Priestley collects examples from

See Chnp. 111. p. 44.
I" For rending of good honks. diligent information of taught masters, studious advert-

ance,td taking- heed at learners. IworIng eloquent men speak, and finally busy imitation
with-tongue and pen. more nvoileth shortly to get the true eloquent speech, than all the
traditions, rules and precepts of masters." Lily, op. eit.,.3.

4"As Practice, In all Arts and Sciences, is the great Medium of Instruction between-
Master and Scholar, I would ,advise nil Teachers, when they mut their Learners relish the
Rules of this. Part (grammar, to enjoin them at the same- time, to rend the beat English.'
Authors, as the Spectator, Tatter. Guardian, etc. . . and banish from their .eyes such...
Grubstreet Papers, Idle Pamphlets, lewd Plays, filthy Songs, and unseemly Jests which
. . . debauch the Principles." Dilworth, preface,

British, preface. XXII.
Fisher, preface, X.

'Ward, preface, X.
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the best authors and indicates that he, too, believes in the device.'
Later authors seem largely to have given up recommending the prac-
tiee. perhaps because formal grammar is to an extent becoming more
confined in its scope.

FMir other methods, or classroom devices, appear quite frequently:
Emulation. preferments, copying. and dictation.

Brinsley is the champion of the first of the'se. lie desires all to
have their adversaries and to he so Matched vd placed that all may
" he done by sirift.-" Sewell has his pupils certify inacvuraeies in
each other'S-eXhiressions. constantly coryect lin?: each other.'" Brown
passes the errors of one pupil on to the next." Here we Seen] to find
indication of the practice " going to the head of the line," so often
described by our fathers. Fisher was an especially ardent advocate
of emulation."

Similar in ptirpose, i f not quite ident lea! in practice. is the elaborate
system of preferments described by Brinsley.' This has continued in
all teaching up to the present day. Brinsley describes his plans for
encouragement in this wise : Promotions .to higher classes: giving

.higher places to those who do better: conmending everything well
done; giving rewards to victors in disputation and applause to the
victors: and comparing exercises in writing ooks.!3 Copying might
have been listed as a device for aiding memory. Ifowever; it seems
to have been considered a means of sli111111.0111g interest. a sad com-
mentary indeed .uir the dry-as-dus processes which it could be
thought to relieve. Typical advice is found in Fisher," in*Bilworth."
and in the British Grammar," urging insisters to have pupils copy
exercises in both prOse and verse for their " evening copy."

Dictation is closely akin to cQpying and is hen more frequent in
the recommendations of -the grammarians. Brinsley strongly reeom-

Priestley. preface'. XXIII.
Brinsley, op. cit.. 50,

"Sewell. preface, VII, VIII
When ti boy notes on impropriety in hit' schoolmate's Expression. he writes down the

Expression Just ns It was uttered then he adduces the Rub. of Crammar front Wrich the
Expression deviates, and underneath he inserts the Expression corrected. For this Faint,
he receives n Clap of Applause and takes his Place Superior to the Boy whose Expression
he corrected."

The teacher should " direfully superintend . . rehearsals: give the word to the next,
when any one errs. andorder the exercise in such a manner that either his own voice,or
the example of the hest scholars. may gradually correct the Iii 'habits of the awkward. till
all 11.arn to recite with clearness, understanding well what they say, and make It
Intelligible to others."

n"After they are masters of letters, syllables, and wordahey will be able to remember
Rules. . . . .After rending they are to learn the stops and marks. . . .. Employ time in.
writing Words down, whilst the Master, or one of the Seholftek. Tends a Paragraph from
the Spectator . and let all that are appointCd to write, copy from his. Reading, then
to create an Emulation, compare the i'leces and place the Scholars according to the Defect
of their Perfofmances." Preface, IX X.

Drinsley, op. sit., 2/40 et seq.
Fisher. preface, X,
nmporth;preface, IX.
Brittob, preface. IV..
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mended the praCtice." Fisher also 18 would have- pupils keep alpha-
betical lists in pocket books,ihe use of which he constantly urges. The
British Grammar is likewise in favor of the device.'° Sewell has
pupils take dictation on their slates and. then thneacher corrects it."
Dilworth also recommends the exercise.21;

There renfkins to be noted the use of copy books, writing exercises,
and oral work. ,Brinsley reef munends " note books of daily use with
inke," and requires each pupil to pfssess." a little paper booke to
note all, new and hard words in." 2' Fisher gives extended directions
for the use of copy books.23

The British Grammar. elaborating the discussion of dictation, gives
it the natcre of a writing exercise. -When a master dictates he maii
Mix the rules, making the exercise' *s promiscuous as he chooses. Let .

a tyro" first copy the several kxercises. and then write them a second
time from Dictation." then correct it and copy it again. The author
advances this as a rea,on for making his book so short. Ile also com--
mends the writing of an anonymous letter wit the purpose that
" One Exercise should be daily to Write -a Page o English. and after
that to. examine every word by the Grammar Rules: and in every Sen-
tence they have composed. to. oblige them to give an Account of the
English Syntax.and Construction." 24

Sewell require,: pupils to write on their slates. and has in the appen,.
dix a chaffer fotl.practice in letter writing." Ward has the study of
grammar accompanied by the composition of short letters." Brown
gives four chapters of exercises adapted to the four parts of the sub-
ject. which are to he written out by the learner. "The greatest
peculiarity of the method is that it requires the pupil to speak or
write a great deal. and the teacher very little." 27
--Fisher's book and the British Grammar are particularly emphatic

in recommending oral work, the form& making pupils pronounce

II Minsky, op, cit.. 4' and 124. -
II Philter. preface, VI.
1111ritish. preface, XIII..
21' Sewell. preface. Vii.
st Dilworth. preface. Vi.

Brinsley, op. cit.. 4t1 and 124.
IS" Let the Master write down nil their 'Ink-spelt words right In their Writing-Rooks,

to he got by Heart before they leave them and withal, make each Scholar write his own'
Into an Alphabetical Pocket-honk kept for that Purpose." Ile also recommends that the
monster write misspelled words Into the pulpits' writing honks. Perhaps we have to these .

hooks the germ of composition work which first came about,1750. Fisher. preface. R1.
"British, IV, VI, MX
19" Now and then as a Oeneral.Exeicise. 11 make my pupils wrfte down on their Platt*

a Select sentence, tut I dietate to them': each one keeps his Performance close to himself.
On ExaminatiOn those whose Performances appear correct. are ranked in a Ruperlor.,
Place, and- to prove that they have written correctly, by Dint of judgment, and not at:
the ',Meet of Chance. I-make them rectify thg Error of Inferior Boys, by quoting the
Rule of Grammar, from which each Etiror is a Deviation." Sewell, preface; VIIs The
appendix for letter writing is on page 1G3 of Sewell's Grammar.

as Ward, preface, X. :.

"Brown,: preface, VI.,
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ovally in prosody:2' the hitter requiring them to'speak every clay their
unwritten thoughts."

7. METHODS USED BY HUGHES AND BYERLEY.

So far the endeavor has been to show how the methods of teachings
grammar in the Latin and rote periods were, with lint slight varia-.
tion, the methods used in instruction in Latin grammar. This chap-
ter may. fittingly close with a description of methods used in two
prominent English grammar schools in New York in 1709 and 1773.
respectively. Fortunately, Hugh Hughes anti Thomas Ilyerley have.
left careful explanation of their methods. The description of these
masters is also strong evidence that English grammar was coming to
occupy in n few A meriean schools a position very closely resembling
that held by Latin grammar in classical sehnols. indeed, that- identical
methods. were employed in the teaching of both.

HUGHES.

In 1771 .Hughes modified his program, at least he so claims, to lay.
greater 'stress upon English. His advertisement of that year reads:
" Orthoepy, or .111st Pronunciation, which the. Pupil is taught, not
by Precept alone: but by Oceular Example . . . with proper Stops,
Emphasis. Cadence. Quantity. and a Delivery. varied and governed
hy.sense." 32

-4A

In 1771 Hughes-had changed his program into that of a thorough
going English grammar school. On December 30 lie announces:
" The Subscriber proposes, if eneouraged, to teach the English Lan-
guage Grammatically." It is to be noted here that the method pro-
posed is probably unfamiliar, or at least not common, in New York
and that " if encouraged " indicates the dependence of private-school
men Upon the desires of patrons, of which concerning his new proposal
he is somewhat in doubt. Hughes thus-describes his methods:

When the pupil can read fluently and write a Legible nand he shall is' taught
the English Accidence.' or the Properties of the Parts bf Speech. as divided 1111,1
explained hy the latest and most eminent English Grammarians: that Is Dr:
Lowth..Dr. Priestley. and others.

After 'which he will he taught to parse disjunctively. then% 'modally, and
instructed in the Rules of English Syntax : and, when he is sufficiently skilled
fn them. to aceount for the Construction of Sentences in General. he Will receive
LeS8011/1. of False spelling and Irregular.Concord. etc.. taken from some classic
Authors, but rendered ailgrammaticai for the Purpose of trying his Judgment.
When he hats redpeed these as near the Original as his Knott ledge of Grammar.
Will permit, he will be showi,ait'such irregularities As may have escaped his
Notice. either in the Orthographical or Syntactical Part

is Fisher. preface, X1,
'0 British, preface, XXVIII.
al N. Y. G. and W. P, B., Dee. 30, 1771.
s 1i is- to be-loted that the Study of English grammar begins, exactly where that of

Latiagrainalar began .
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These 1.00411114 will also be selected from different Authors In varloum Rub-
Jeets; and frequently. from lie 1Vorks of those who are the most Celebrated,
for the Elegane of their' Epistolary Writings: as this Kind of Composition la
acknowledged to be as 411111( tilt us any ; .and of greater Utility. The erronenua
Part in every I.essou gill likewise be mdillid. time it will consist of
foist' SlIelling . . . at another of foist. Concord: . . . t he next !lethal* will
eenrilsi of both: . . the fourth pony not be mtoposed of either of them, but may.
e411111111 P91118 luuccurueies or Vulgarisms, etc.,: the fifth may retain. nil the
foregoing Inproi,ri011rsr. anti the lust. none of them. of which the pupil need not
be appraised. for Reasons. 'that are too evident to require it Recital. To the
preeeedillg enrciSeS will S11111441 ethers on the Nature and Use of Transposi-
tion: the Elises of all 11w Parts of Speed'. ns used by the best 11'rite7s,
together with the use of SynonymOus Terms. . . .

A General Knowledge of all which. joined to Practiee, will enable Youth
10 avoid the pony orthvgraphield Errors. lt:trbarisms, Inelegant Repetitions,
aml muhifest Si leeisins. which they are otherwise liable to run into. and In
Tina% which render 111011 Masters of an easy. Ele4oni Style, by wide!' they will
become capable of conveying their Sentiments Willi ClenrIleSS and l'reelsion, ht
a .etielm. autd agreettille Manlier. AS well to themselves as
Delight to their ritls. y

Nottly, tho' the Pointing of a Discourse requires Judgment anal n more intl.
mate Acquaintance with the Syntactical miler of W.trds and Sentences. than
the...G(1.'111111y of Youtlt ca 11 Ise INIsSeSSell or. 10 may be added the unmet-
`tied State thatyunctuation itself is really in; 5,1 that Very few prods.. Rules
run be given, without iluinerous Exceptions, which would rather embaraiss the
Pupils by eontinuallY searching (if their I till bollarleS. In quest of PrillliiiVe0
and the et.110.1 110111 Parts of CollIellnli Terms:
besides learning the l'emienve that their Native 141ngttage 111114 on itself; will
also treasure up in their Memories a vast Stock it Words, from the purest
Writers; mid what is of infinitely more Value, their just Definitions; no every
one of this Class will have Johnson's Il et ionary iu (htavo."

BYERLEY.

Byerley is the am li(ir of the second grammar writ ten. by an Ameri-
can and published in this country, '..1 Plain and Easy Introduction to
English Grammar,7 1773. In the same year we find him advertising
an English grammar school in New York City, giving. a detailed
record of the methods of teaching used in his various classes.

Byerley, like Franklin and other Amen champions of the
moyher-tongue, had been reading .John Locke." In i *dvertisement

'of his school, -he sets forth the necessity of giving Hp the study of
Latin for the purpose of learning English gramtnar. quoting Locke

Advertisement In N. Y. G. and W. P. B., Dee. 30. 1771.
Byerley, after-quoting Locke and Lowth, continues: "heretofore It was thought a

competent of the English could not he acquired without some previous acquaint-
ance With the Latin Tongue: which therefore became the only Vehicle of grammatlesd
Instruction. 'This error arose from a too partial Foods/41s for that Language, in which
formerly Ws Service -of the Church. the TrifnsIntion'of the Mile, alit 'Most other Robins
were printed. . . Men, however, too ofhn sacrifice their Pnderstanding at the shrine
of Ancient Custom. Thus the Practice of sending Youthe to learn English at Latin

602540-22--9 . .
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at length on the unwisdom of compelling it lad to learn " the Roman
Language" 'when he is nt the saute time designed for a " trade." 4,6
There can he little donht that. the seeming practicability of English
grammar and of the so-called ..nglish education in general2---n conten-
tion first advanced by Locke vas the most powerful argument for the

-vertuwular. . .

After thus setting forth his reason:: liyerley sketches his plan for
"An. English (4111'111111r School which will be opened the first of next
month." " This title. like linglies's. which WIIS called "An English.
Cramniar and General SOlool intlicitIeS t 11 at there were attempts to
establish Eillisli schools on the same order a!;,.the secondary grammar
schools heretofore known in the colonies.

In the lowest Class will he arranged the 4,hibicu. who have Ite44 but imper-
fectly taught to read: with Moan the Utmost Care shall be taken to correct III
Habits hi Heading: ,and to form a Jost Prommclat hot.

In the next Class the Scholar shall he initiated In the grammatical Institutes;
and thoststnanglyfixed on the Mind by frequent Parsing of the most approved
Less. Illtk

The third will introduce the siolur It. an Acquaintance %%Atli the- Syntax and
Ellipsis: each of which shall he inculcated in a Course of reading such hooks
as may enaage the young Attention, and have a moral Tondeny; ax .EsNip's
Fahles. The Moral Miscelloney. The Uritish Plutarch. t:ay's Fables, Beauties of
History. or Pictures of Virtue owl Vile. 1

In this ('lass the Scholar will he freqiiently exercised in the I h.clension of
Irregular and defetIve Verbs, and the Ex4cises of Parsing will be continued.

The fourth Class .will he formed emit of those Scholars who tieing most pro-
ficient In their graniatical Exercises are heady to be instructed In a proper and
elegant Metthod of reading Prose.

.

The honks used in this Course. will he chiefly History of the World, History of-
1 . A arning. Seneca's Morals. Allelent history.English. Introduction to Polite

history of America, I 'edm's Physics. and AstroTIoldtigy, i!:(:nonly of Hamon
Life.

In the fifth (lass the scholar will be inithted in the Proprielk,s and Beauties
of rending Poetry, exemplified In the WorkA of Thomson, -Gray, Pope, and
Ntiltott.

.

The Scholars of the fourth and fifth Classes will be occasionally instructed inthe Art of familiar Letter writing.
.

SUMMARY OF METHODS IN THE LATIN AND ROTE PERIODS.

What then may be concluded concerning the methods of the years
1750 to 1823in America?

School continued. without any inquiries about the Propriety of it, till Mr. Locke venturedto (Twice the conduct of a Father who should' waste his own Money-and his Son's Tim.'in Setting him to learn the Roman LanguOge." .
liyerley was a disciple of Locke In matters of discipline.also. At the and of his adver-tisement he giVes " Rules," " on the Model of Mr. Locke, a New Mode of Reprehension

ftlf Irregularltiek and, a. lottcving Study, will be adopted. The several Methods" at present.'taken In most Schools . . sire oftener attended with had than with good .Consequences.
It shall be my tale to .reason or shame them out of their Faults by affectionate Argu-
meals with them; or faille Ritremity, a public Disgrace. among their Fellows."wThe title Hughes's English prannnar and General School appearis In 1773annatince-ment. N. t. 0. and M. Nov. 8.

. Byerley advertisement In N. Y. and W. M., Aug..= ETU:
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1. The textbOoks in most general u were modeled strictly after the
'Latin, and their Million: advised methods of instruction which had
been used in teaching .I.at in grammar for 300 years.

2. The comnion conceptionion of grammaras the art of writing and
speaking a language with correctness and proprietywas one which
confused the nature of grammar with the laudable purpose of teach-
ing it and obtained, with few exeeptions, throughout the two periods.

3. Instruction proceeded without exception from the wrong unit
the*word. This was the natural result of the seemingly logical process
of beginning with the simplest .elements and proceeding to the coin-
plk. In reading and in grammar, because of this procedure, the
A-B-C method was destined to remain fixed until the revival led by
Horace Mann. All the grammars began with the parts of speech.

4. There was but little connection between the parrotlike repetition
of rules and any-real understanding of them."

5. RelatiVely little effort in writing or speaking was made to apply
the rules of grammar, William II. Fowle, the editor of The Common
School ,Journal, writing of his own education about 1804, said:

Wewere educated at one of the liest srhilois . . . hut, n01;4101;11 we studied
English grammar seen years and twelve() a silver medal for proficiency. we
never wrote a sentence of English at school, and never did anything that had to
do with writing or conversrttloa,"

The common procedure was in theory from rules to practice: but
it was practice involved in the application of formidable exercises of
syntax, etymOlogy, and parsing and endloss exercises in correcting
false syntax. It is true that in dictation. writing exercises. and speak-
ing we have seen, in .embryonic form, the beginnings of our modern
composition and literature: but these were strictly subordinated to
the all-powerful trilogy of methodsmemorization, parsing, and
false-syntax.

In short, front the Viewpoint of the best modern practice, before
1823, English grammar was badly taught. in every respect. The
nature of the textbooks themselves is enough to warrant that.eonelu-,
sion but when the evidence is added of the wretched incompetence--
of teachers'' and the corroborating testimony of every man who was
a student of gran-mar during that period assurance is rendered
doubly sure. In almost the same terms Brinsley uses for his own
schoOl in 1620.he might have described the practices of Hughes's and
Byerley's schools a century and a half later.

-
II An observer, speaking of VIM 'says: "Grammar has been extensively introduced.

. . . Children are_required to- commit the gratimar to memory. This was the study of
grammar. . . it may be said . . . that scarcely anyone understood anything he pealed
over."

Editorial, C. 8. 3. (18491. 259. rowle was-the editor of two rather obscure grammari
in the period which turned the study toward the science of sentences and' the practice of
writing.

pee Chap. IV, pp. 92 et seq,

11111.11111111111.9191111Momilmmormasass.L....----LL______1__:



Chapter VI.

GRADUAL CHANGES IN METHOD BEFORE 1850.

In the preceding.chapter we have seen the methods used in teaching
Latin grammar transferred with slavish imitation to English. In
brief, grammar. was looked upon as the art of speaking and writing
correctly. This art was to be acquired by learning page after page of
rules by rote,'" of which no application what(Cver was made by the
pupils.42 Memorizing came to he supplemented by parsing according
to strict Latin method's 43 and by correcting endless examples of
false syntax.' Moreover, the question-and-answer method, putting
a premium on verbatiM recitation of memorized parts, prevalent
before 1800, has not entirely disappeared in 18:10." Grammar was
begun by very yoling children and was accompanied by no oral dis-
cussion and by no composition: Teachers were very deficient." The
result of these methods was little more than a mystification of the
pupils, with no appreciable improvement. in grammatical qaccuracy.'T

`In short, the early instruction in grammar in America up to the end

\

of the first quarter,of the nineteenth century proceeded on the wrong
basisthat of inflections; it began with the wrong unitthe, word,
land it followed entirely erroneous methods of study in proceeding
from theory and rules to Tractice instead of reversing the process."

"J. T. 'Buckingham, Am. J. of Ed., 13, 132; Noah Webster, ibid., 26, 196; W. K. Oliver,
Ibid., 218.

Wallis, Com. Sch. T. (1850). 5. --
"As indicating the Latin extreme, Murray's Graminar makes possible 60 forms in the

pluperfect tense of the subjunctiVe mood.
"This seems.to have been Introduced by 1:Owth's Grammar in 1756.
46 Wallis, op. cit.,..85 ; Wickersham, Mist; of Ed. in Pa., 206; Am. An. of Rd. and Ins.

(1832), 288.
"See Chap. IV, p. 92.
"'Rept. Committee Common Schools, Conn., Am. An. of Ed. and Ins. (1832), 247.
Horace Mann said in 1827 : " It. is not a perfect knowledge of a treatise on grammar

or a surprising fluency in parsing that will .serve to produce . . correctness, in expres-
sion." Am. An. of Ed. (1827), 681-2.

W, C. Woodbridge, a prominent schoolman of Boston, 'says : " Nothing, is more coin-.
mon than for children to recite it (the grammar), in coutse: 'tiro or three LIMOS. In
many of our schools, a portion of the day, through the greater part of one winter term
of three or four months, is devoted to committing to memory the rules and definitions of
etymology'," He.akes the following amusing calculation : "The average time spent in
cOmlitting gramtiar, as it to called, to memory, Is at least one month to each pupil con-
cerned,: and this time IS entirely lost. New England contains .1,954,562 Inhabitants.
atibutone-fourth of whom,are between 4 and,16 years of age. One scholar in ten . .

commences the study of grammar every year. The amount of time lost annually Is equiva
lent to 4,072 years." Then, estimating the coat of schooling as $1.50 a week, he adds:
"The *aide of the time Would thus be $317,616. . Let this waste be continued every
year for 30 years, and the atiibunt Is nearly ten 'millions of. dollars," Am. J. and An, of
kid. and Inc. (1881),
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The ensuing period between 1823 and 1847, called above the parsing
period, was a time of conflict between the traditional ideals and
methods just mentioned and innovations fostered largely by the trend
toward inductive study which characterized some school practices 'of
that day. During this period four granunat icid textbooks dominated
the field. In 1823 Samuel Kirkham published in New York his "New
and Systematic Order of Parsing " and in 1825 his " English Gram-
mar in Familiar Lectures." In the same year and State Goold Brown
published his "Gramhiatical Institutes." Peter Bullion's Gramma-7
of 1834 was the third. Boswell Smith's two bookshis grammars on
the inductive and on the productive syStems, respectivelyhad
appeared in 18,2,9 and 1831. Smith was a Massachusetts' author;
Bullion lived in New York. These four texts we.have seen were fairly
successful in outdistancing all rivalS b,v 1830, almost entirely displac-
ing Murray and Webster with their imitators.

At the end of the period npon which we are entering William H.
Wells:with his " School Grammar," of 184(1, and SaMuel S. Greene,
with " The'Analysis of-Sentences." of 1817. appeared upon the scene.
These men produced the first of those texts which, after the middle
of the century, were to bring about still another -revolution in prin-
ciples and school practice. They were the culmination of the influ-
ences which we shall see at work during the 25 years preceding them,
ushering in permanently the conception of grammar as a .science of
sentences."

The present chapter endeavors to trace the most important influ-
ences Which produced the breaking away from the conception of
grammar as an art and prepared the way for the conception of it as a
science, a state finally attailied by 1850. It will treat Also the aecbm-
panying changes in methods of teaching liYore that 'date." The
second quarter of the last century 4s by far the most interesting
and important period in grammatical instruction, surpassed in inter-

Woodbridge is writing of the year iSllO. Tn n Virginia elementary school of 1847 the
rule in grammar was : " Commit the big print the first time : on the second review the
big and little print, verbatim. fig) 1 went through Smith's (:rummer on the Productive
System. (What it produced in me' I-leaven only knows.1 'Almost all lesson-gettihg wan I;y
heart." E. S. Joynes. quoted, lientinvole; dint. of Ed. In Va., Ill.

"See Chap. IV, p. 80. Smith's Grammars were used more than nil others rombitted in
Massachusetts during these decadee. Bullion. Brown, Smith, and Kirkpam divided the
grammatical field of New York about evenly among them..

"Wells defines grammar as " the science which 'treats of the principles of gramMar.
Engliith grammar. teaches (not is] the art of speaking and writing the English Language,
correctly." Sch. Gram.. 25. Greene nays: " English grammar tenches the principles of
the English I.anguage." Analysis, 263. By 1850 the conception of grammar aa a'science
was firmly fixed in school practice. Even Goeld Brown. who in 1823 had defined ."Etigliab
Grammar Is the Art of Speaking and writing the English language' correctly" (institutes,
15), modifitjAs definition to conform to- the newer conception in MC dram. of
Gram.; 45.

"The advance. in methods after 1850. beginning with Wells and Greene, carried on
later by Swinton, Swett, and otiiirs, is reserved for another study.
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est only by the movement on foot at the present time, by which gram-
mar is being relegated to its proper place as 11 purely incidental study.

1. THE NATURE OF THE DOMINATING TEXTBOOKS, 1823-50.

Samuel Kirkhatn's two books. particularly his " Grammar on the
Productive Sstem," reached enornious popula1-ity, e: serially in New
York and adjoining States:" 'In several important revects Kirk-
ham ".s textbooks differ from Murray's, which, they did so much fo
displace. They made a decided advance in methods of teaching.
First, Kirkham illustrates in a series of familiar talks the various
rules and detnitions in an en:reavor to bring them within the coin-

,

prehension of the learners;'' second, he introdtwes an imrosing new
system of parsing.' .The chief innovation in his par..ing, as differing
from Murray and Webster, is that Kirkham introdu;:es it v:.ry early
in his study, immediately after his treatment of nouns and verbs.
while the older grammarians postpone the subject until the pupil had
mastered 160 pages (in Murray) of etymology and syntix." Kirk-
ham's third innovation iA his use of a series 'of devices for, recognizing,
the various parts of speech and their functions in it sentence.'"

These three innovations are.designed t(i accomplish two'purposes
whiCh seem to have been largely unrecognized by the grammars of the
preceding periods, namely, the intelligent understanding by. the pupil
of the parts he was lea ruing and immediate self-activity on the pupil's
part. in practicing the new principle just as soon as he has acquired it.
Remembering now that " stick close to the book " was the order of
the day, it is easy to infer what the influence of Kirkham's methods
must have been in school practice.

uSee Chap. IV. p. 54.
By 1835 the second book Is said to have -reached Its one hundred and seventh edition In

New York. Barnard, Am J. of Ea.. 14. 703.
The writer Is using a hook called " English Grammar by Leetures." Joseph Hull (first

edition, Boston, 1S2ki, seventh edition. Marreld. Ky.. 1R33. in n note the 9ittlior says
that Kirkham stole his plan of procedure' from him. 11111) uses the slime crder of parsing
as Kirkham. namely. by transposition. fle.says: " Thlm order ant them:. rules have been._
c9pled by some writers on English Gram'mar and pre,:ent,d rhzinal. lint a referent, to .

the date of the author's copyright . . . in the forty sixth y.e.r .:f the Independence of
the United States 11,421 a will prove It to be it plagiarism." yreface. XIV. We do not
pretend to'pass on the merits of the claim. There Is evident truth that either Hull espied
Kirkham, or vice versa: the grammatical treatment of Lath is on an i.ntlrely different vlane
from that of earlier writers We have seen. liowever, nIthough the case looks bad for
Kirkham, it was rertaiply ht. not 111111. who was influential sprendIng the new
movement.

"For extimphb: The nominative case is the actor, or subject of the verb': as. John
Writes. In this example, which Is the fend.? You know It Is the word writes. henna, this
word S ignifies lo c16:11trit is. It egpresSes action: therefore heeoriling to the definition,. It
Is an (refire verb. And you know. too, that the noun 4ohn lirthe actor; therefore Jot& is
In the Womineilire caite.to.the verb writes.. Eng. Grim. In ram. Led.. 43.

m" The Order 01 l'arsfnp a Relative Prottatin Isa pronoun, and wfiy?rehttive, and"
why?cgender, and why?--itule.(ease, and why?--Rule."-Iteellne It:" Ibid.. 113.

silt 18 only mfr.:0 say that editions of Murray's Abridgment after 1820 also place
parsing Immediately` after each exerehoe'latt In a much .more rudimentary way..

Any word' that will ,take' the sentte of " the " :hefore It it .110j1p. 'Any word which
make loose When preceded lod.;
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Kirkham remark; concerning his innovations: "All (earlier writ-
ers) overlooked what the author considers it very important object,

a sydentatick order of parsing: and nearly all have neglected
to develop and explain, the principles in such a 'manner as.to enable
the learner, without great difficulty, to comprehend their nature .and
use." 57 Ile disclaims originality in subject matter. admitting frankly
that he copied Murray, but claims great credit for changes in presen-
tation and in method." We may conclude that Kirkham's main
.attack was on purposele;s rote memorization, aiming, as he did, to
make the pupils- understand What they learned, and that while lie
retained parsing. and the correcting of false' syntax lie made definite
attempts to compel practice to accompany learning step by step.

Smith's Inductive and Product iv Grammars. 1829 and 1831, were
produced frankly on the leading principles of Pestalozzi. This prin-,
ciple Smith states as follows:

The child should be regarded not as the mere recipient of the ideas of others,
but as an agent capable of collecting, and origineting. and producing most of
theldeas which are necessary for its (guention. when present(s1 with the objects'
of facts from which they may be derived. . . . Such is productive system,
by which the powers of the pupil are called into co:milt/le exercise by requiring
him to attempt a task unaided, and then -assisting him in his own errors. . . .

They distinguish carefully between knowledge and the means of peregIving

The pretentious idea of the productive system. .when worked out in
practice, is not at all impressive. .Thronghont the book the produc:
live method amounts to putting' in the text explanations which the
teacher might have made orally."" The productive approach to rule

ildd..- 0.
"" The systematick order laid down in this work. If pursued by the pettill. compels him

to apply every definition 'and every rule that appertains to every wont he parses without
having a question put tee iota by the teacher. . . The anther is anxious to have the
absurd practice . . . of causing learners tee commit and recite definitions and rules with-
out' any simultaneous application of them to practical examples immediately abolished."
Ibid., 11.

',Preface, stereotype (ed., Philadelphia, 1585, 5, 6. -
Smith's Productive is really three grammars In one. Part t, covering -10 pages, con -.

thins the parts of speech and treats 11 rules of syntax. Part II, Intended for the ni'xt
tighter class, rovers (pp. 41.-96o exactly the same 11 rules, going into much more detail,'
with more elaborate Parsing. and alidinrexerclsek in syntax, together with sentences to
be corrected. It adds more rules, compietinFr 22 rules of syntax. Part III is entitled

Syntax" and is really a rearrangement of liturray'a large grammar. 'Murray's 22 rules
are given in order, with his treatment of,eaCh. Above each of Murray's rules Smith
places the !mother of his rule which corresppnds, adding nine to the list.. This part might
have been used by n pupil in his third year of grammar. The fact that it included three
graMmars in one may have accounted for the popularity of the book In part ; under one
cover is material for three consecutive years 'of .grammatical study, the second and tho.:-,
third each being an OM:oration, of the preceding.

. "I. Of the Noun.
Q. What is your innate?
tf. What Is the WIMP of the town in which you live?
Q. What does the word noun mean?
Ans. The Word noun means name.
Q. 'What' then .may YOtlf aurae be ettliPtil
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9-7-two negatives in the same sentence are equiValent to an affir.ma-
tiveruni in this .wise :

Negative means denying: and iittirh!ing, asserting or declaring positively. A
sentence In which something is denied Is it negative one, and a 'sentence in
whit% something is affirmed . . is an affirmative one. . . . The phrase. "I
have nothing," has one negative, and means. "I have not anything." The
phrase "1 have.not nothing . . . must mean . . . "I have sonething..

Then follows the rule. Smith's idea is good, but when the objects
dealt with are words which are mere symbols of meanings, when the,
objects dealt with are g ammatical relationohips and merely logical
concepts, the method for a -tbook becomes, extremely laborious. It
is formal, stiff, and heavy. -110 'r, his efforts at exlanation and
self-activity on the part of the pupil, were pioneer attempts in a diffi-
cult field. At the close of this period much of the laborious pxplana-
lion placed in the books of Kiykbant and Smith is left to the teacher

in the form of " Oral Instruction."'"
In quite another direction lies t 110 -1*.P311 merit of Smith'i;intnr.-:itions.

He has one set of exercises running throughout his text, %vbi.ch con-
stitutes a decided step in ad van:.e. This is a series entitled " Sentences
to be written." hw example. " Will you write one sentence discrib-,
ing the business of an instrneter? "2 One. the of a doctor?
One, the business of a lawyer? One of e surgeon. . . . One, of the
directors of a bank." 9 This pioneering in the field of sentence build-
ing renders him worthy of a place of high honor. Of coarse compwi-
tion was not unknown, but the writer has seen no 4riOn; attempts
earlier than Smith to ns:- it in close association with grammatical
instruction. This:sentence building is one of the most promising
innovations in any textbook up to 181.

Smith adds one other feature ,vorthy of mention. At the?foot of
each page he places 31 set of quest ions covering the principles developed
on the page. Presumably. many a class recitation consisted in the
teacher's reading these wiest ions and receiving corresponding answers
by the pupils. This in reality was a backward step. The veryneces-
sky of framing a suitable question compels the.. teacher. to think,
provided of course the recitation consists of anything more than
memorizing work. Smith scatters parsing and false syntax through-
out his books, as do all the important texts of the perifd with which
the writeris familiar. All follow Kirkham's example.

Bullion's .Grammar of 1843 contains nothing new: his one effort
at advance in method seems to have been to Make 'parsing shorter and

Ana. A noun.
Q. What may all nnmea be.vn114?
Ans. Nonna.
Q. ,flootnn Is the nom, of n plam ; Is Boston a noun. and If t4o9 why?
Ana. BoOtnn ton float? lwealine It Is a name.. ft. lbld.: 7.
to See p. 140. , 4

His spelling Is incorrect.
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simpler. His grammar parses the sentence " I lean upon the Lord," ,

as follows: " I, the firsttpersonal pronoun, masculine or feminine,
.singular, the nomipative; lean, a verb, neuter, first person singular,
present, indicative; upon, a prepositiim; the, an article; Lord, a noun,
masculine, singular, the objective, governed by upon."'" In parsing,
the pupil is urged to' state everything. belonging. to the etymology of
each word " in a8 few words aspossibit," always " in the saute order"
and " in the same language."

Bullion's idea of simplifying any part of the process in grammar
was certain to arouse the bitter opposilion of Goold Brown, who is at
once the most scholarly, the most interesting, and the ot' exasperat-
ing granimarian encountered in this study. He is exasperating
because of his sarcastic condemnation of the grammatical vorkef
every prominent writer with whose hooks his own came in competi-
tion. Upon this simplifying plan of Bullion, BroWn heaps the bit-
terest scorn; pointing out that Bullion omits (1) definitions of terms
applied ; (2) distinction of nouns as common And proper; (3), the
person of nouns : (4) the words, number, gender, case; '(5) the div,i7
sion of adjectives into classes; (6) the classification of words as
regular and irregular. redundant or defective.; (7) the division of
verbs as active, passive neuter: ( g) the Words, mode, and tense: (9)
the distinction of adverbs, as 'to time, place, degree, and-manner: (10)
the distinctions of conjunctions as copulative or disjunctive; and (11)
the distinction of interjections as expressions of varying emotions.

The omission of these 11 I. points in parsing was highly irititating to
Brown, who still remained in 1851 65 a worshiper of foilialism. TO
Roswell C. Smith and Pestalozzianism in general Brown pays.his
respects in no gentle terms. Of " The Grammar on the Productive
System " he affirms: 0.

The book is as destitute of taste. stsof method: of authority as of originality.
It commences with the inductive process, and after forty pages . becomes a
"prodactire system." by 11e1111$4 of a 11112411111101 " " which Jumbles
together the etymology and the syntax of the language through seventy-six
pages more. It Is then made still more ',productive- by the appropriation of
alike space to .ft reprint of Murray's Syntax and Exercises, tinder the Inappro-
priate title, " general observations." What there is in Germany or Switzerland
that bears any resemblance to this misnamed system of English grammar,
remains to e,seen . . The infidel Neer, whose new method of education .has
been tried 14 this Country. and with its promulgator forgot.. was an accredited
disciple of this boasted " productive school." a zealous coadjutor with Pestalogs1
himself. .from whosee halls. he emanated . . teach the nature of things
sensible, and a contempt for all the wisdom of books. And what similarity 10
there between his method of teaching And that of Roswell C.,Sualth, except thel
pretense to a common parentage, and that both are worthletls ?"

" Prin. of Eng. Gract., 74. "Gram. of Gram., 92-3.
Thedati; of his Grammar..of Grammars.
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Thus does Brown discredit Pestalozzianistn, with its oral and objec-
tive teaching, and vigorously assail those who -began to doubt " the
wisdom of books." Thus does lie resent any effort to simplify or
render more expeditious the mastery of grammar, whose principles
he regarded with almost worshipful reverence. His own influence on
school practices was decidedly conservative: 1w is the last of the old
guard. the champion of traditional methods. believing that a knowl-
edge of " the book it -elf will make anyone a grammarian." Ile
declar e : _

The lily successful method of teacalng grammar is to cause the principal
detinitins and rules pr-be cpmmitf ea thoroughly to memory. that they may ever
afterward be readily applied. Oral instrutIOn way ;moot!) the way and
facilitate the hibir of the learner ; but the notion of communicating a competent
knowledge of grammar without imitosing- this task is disproved by universal
experience. . . . it is the ilain didactic niel last of definition and example. rule
and praxis; which no man who means to teach grammar well will ever desert.
. : The book Itself will make anyone a grammarian who trill take the trouble
to observe and .practice what It teaches." ..

a Thus, in an almost ludicrous way the champion of what he calls the
" ancient. positive-method. NV11101 aims directly at the inculcation of
principles "69 is blind to that fatal error of the traditionalists. who
thought that the book itself would make anyone a grammarian. They
were right, if the assumption upon which the statement was made
were true. The error of the traditionalists lies in this assumption.
The connection between knowledge of the boyk, especially mere, verbal
knowledge.and skill in practic6, is remote.. 'hat this connection was
not made in early American schools. was never made in any schools.
and is not generally made to-day is the supreme. criticism of the
methodA and practice of teaching grammar throughout- its entire
course in America.

No better summary of the tide 'of protest that was swelling up
between 1825 and 1850 again4 this older conception can be desired
than the following statement of Brown himself, made-at the close of
the period. His monumental " Grammar of Grammars," 1851, was
written frankly to stem innovations in teachingthe subject. Examin-
ing the common argument that the memorizing of definitions and
rules, the knowledge of the arrangements and divisions of a highly
Lutinized grammar, has very- little function in acquiring skill in the
art of language, BroWn says:

It [this argument) has led some men . . . to doubt the expediency of the
whole method, under any circumstances, and either to discountenance the whole
matter, or to invent other schemes by which they hoped to be,more successful.
The utter !utility of the old accidence has been inferred troll' It and urged . . .
with all the plausibility of a fair and legitimate deduction. The hardships of
children. compelled to learn what they did not understand, have been bewailed

Institutes, preface, VI. Gram. of Gram., ,tit).
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In web dteviews,. and .prejudiees . .'. have been 'excited againilt that
method of t chinK gratiar, whi0 after at will be found . . . the easiest, the
shortest. and. the best. I mean. especially, the. ancient positive method, which
aims directly at the inculcation of principles. --

Of the four leading grammarians of the period, then, we may say
that Brown was distinctly a traditionalist. Isis contributions lay in
a more ecurate presentation of the subject matter of grammar in
general.. He was the last of the graMmarians who would foist upon a
concord ess tongue all the intricacies of inflected languages and insist
that.. a mere knowledge of abstract grammatical principles Akffective
in making good writers and speakers. He looked upon grammar as
.formal. discipline par excellence. Bullion's contributions to new
methods were very meager.. Kirkham and Smith, forerunners of
radical changes. attempted to employ principles of inductive teaching.

From almost the beginning of grammatical instruction in America
there had been sporadic attempts to make grammar easy for young
pupils, No fewer than 13 texts which were published before 1820
appear under the titleS " Rudiments." " Grammar Made Easy," " Ele-
ments,'' " English Grammar Abridged." " Epitome of English Gram-
mar." and the like. But this endeavor to make grammar easy is to
he sharply' distinguished front the. attempts of grammarians...whom

(Brown refers to as simplifying grammariansmen who, after 1823,
endeavored to present by means of easily understood. devices theoreti-
cal intricacies as found in Murray and Webster.

Even' before the period under consideration Greenleaf. in* 1819,
published "Grammar Simplified, or Oracular Analysis of the Eng-
lish Lnguage." Other titles indicative of this second line of endeavor
are: Anonymous, 1820, ." The Decoy, An English Grammar ";
McCrady, 1820, "An English Grammar in Verse "; Ingersoll, 1821,
" Conversations in English Grammar ": Ilurd, 1827, " Grammatical
Chart, or Private Instructor': Patterson.182-. "Grammar without a
Master "; anonymous, 1830. " Pe;tadozzian Grammar ": anonymous,
1830, " English Grammar with Cuts "; anqnymous,.1832. " Interroga-
tive Grammar." and the like. In short, after 1820 there was manifest
.a distinct tendency. both in»ong leadingl'ammarians and humbler
workers, to modify. what had hitherto been an occult and laborious
subject, to the end that it might be understood as well as learned
verbatim."

ibid., 811.
Ctoold Brown speaks characteristically of this entire tendency. ," The vain preten-

sions of several tnodt:rn simpilfyers, contrivers of machines, charts. tables, diagrainw,
vincula. Pictures, dialogues,- familiar lectureS. (maculae:M[4Mo, prodiuttive systems, tabu-
lar compendiums, intellectual methods, and vaelous new theories, for the purpose, of

. teaching grammar.' may serve 'to deceive the ignorant 'to' amuse the visionary. and to
excite the admiration of the credulous . but no contrivance- can ever relieve the pupil
from the necessity of, committing them Tildes and eletinilloiso thoroughly to tumor,.
. . . The teacher . . . will by cautious of renouncing the practical lessons of hbary

1 experience for the futile 110i lou3of a vain proJector.".
0,
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We have been speaking abovti of new tendencies and not of realiza-
tions in schoolroom practices. Abundant evidence is present that
schools were very slow in conforming to the new methods. A few
examples of the conditions which prevailed between 1823 and 1850
indicate that the larger part of grammatical instruction remaiM1 a
.slavish verbal repetition of rules and a desperate struggle with corn-
plicated.parsing formate. This is the reason why it is appropriate to
call the period " parsing period." Throughout there was devotion to
what a Boston school committee of 11445.called more suggestively than
elegantly " the osteology of language. ""

t. OTHER AGENTS AND AGENCIES IN THE INDUCTIVE APPROACH.

It is not generally known that Warren Colburn.,known chiefly for
his work in the field of arithmetic, prepared also iiseries of juvenile
readers consisting chiefly of excerpts front Maria Edgeworth'S
stories." To each of the series ('olburn attached it few of the prin-
ciples of grammar. and as the child. completed his reading btio_ks he
completed likewise a portion of grammatical knowledge suitable for
young pupils. Colluirn'S principles of grammar took the form of
instructions to teachers: they to turn imparted- them to pupils. It
will be noted that this is in essence the inductive approach, a decided

- .

',Boa. Bch. Rept., 1505. 18.
1522. Charlotte Academy, North CarMina t "Some who bilgan to memorize Grammar

since the commencement of the session parsed blank verse with uneomon vitae and
propriety." Coon, N. C., Sch. and Acad., 1790-184, 230: %extern Carolinian, July 9,
1822.

1527. .t class in lAncointon Academy was examined on Menwrizing English Gram-
mar." Ibid., 212. This is but little In advance of the praellee of Wayne Academy likthe
same State, where lin iftts " Ilo fifth class was examined on English Grammar from -

the verb to have' to Syntax; the sixth class as far as the Substantive; the setenth its
far as the.Art tele, and the eighth to the verb.' to be.' ". Ibid., 834, Italeiglritegister. Oct.
A. 1/11/4.

11425. Report of a committee on common schools, Connectient. "Children may he
found who have committed to memory their Grainar, their Geography: and the Intro-
duction to the Spelling Book half at dozen times each and yet no wiser for practical pur-
poses than before. . Grammar and Geography are committed to memory rather than
taught for after pars of study . the puplis often Lave' little or no practical knowl-
edge of either, especially the former. 'This is due 4o the factihat the books themselves
are not usually adapted to the pupils' capacity, partly to the Ignimine of inexperience of
the teacher." Am. An. of Ed. and Ins., 1532. 217-R.

1842. Fifth report of Horace Mann. " it the teacher in conversant with no better way
than to put n common textbook of Grammar into the hands of beginners and to hear
lessons recited by them day after day concerning definitions and rules while as yet they
are totally. ignorant of -the classes of words. defined . . . he surely has no apneas to
teach 'grammar The question Is often asked, When or at what age children should begin
to study grammar? If it la to is' studied in the way described above, one would Itilmost be
tempted to reply, never." Cont. Sch.. .1., 1542, 337.

1845. 'Boston achoOl committee gave' an examination to find grade of work done: " it
would seem Importable for a scholar to parse A stanza of Childe Ilnroiti correctly and yet
fail -to see the force of the metaphors, etc. . . yet this Is done sometimes. Machin the
power of clOtte attention to the osteology of language, to the bones and articulations, In-
forgetfulness of the substance that covers. and the spirit that animates them." n611. Sett.
Rept., 1845, 18.

nThese books were .Flritt, Second, Third, and Fourth Lessons to Reading and Grammar.
Boston, 1831, 38. 44.
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improvement over Roswell Smith's plan and in signal contras$'to the
traditional procedure. Colburn's four series of lessons in reading
and grammar were not so widely used as his arithmetits. They did
not lend themselves to the. scheme of making gram mar a separate
st-ndy and were primarily for beginners. However, the prestige of his
name and success in arithmetic attracted attention to his grammati-
cal labors... his Pestalozzian methods, with emphasis on objective,
oral, visual, explanatory, and simplified instruction. did much to lay
the foundation for the educational revival which sprang up along
inductive lines before 1850."

Colburn was influenced by one. man whose importance is often
neglected, his most intimate friend, James 0. Carter." Of hitt
Barnard declares " to him more than any one person belongs the
credit of having first artested the attention of the leading minds in
Massachusetts to the necessity of immediate and thorough improve-
!tient of the public sChools."" Carter was instrumental in inducing
Colburn to adopt inductive methods." His advanced position in the
philosophy of teaching grammar, as early as 1894. is -cemarkable.
After setting forth. the faulty practices of his day he adds:

The system nrocpeds upon the supposition that the language was invented and
formed by the rules of grAlunar. Nothing in,mre false. A grammar can never
he written till a good knowledge of the language is attained; itad then, contrary
to what 'the the grammar is snit the language. Now,
why neglect this natural metliod in teaching- language to young learners?"

Again, " The'schoolbooks . . . are certainly not written on the
inductire method, and these are our .instrnctors. . . . The essential
principle, on which they are written, is the s1tme through allichanges.
This is wrong and should be corrected.- 74 The significance ofthis

. language lies in the fact that it was published-in 1824. shortly before
Roswell Smith, Colburn, and others attempted to put into grammati-
cal textbooks the changes which .Carter champions.

Reference has already been made to the .fact that Neef, a repre-
sentative of Pestaltizzi, who was -brought to America in 1806 and

ea narnard. Ed. Bing_ 205.
"After Cqhurn's death Carter wrote to Mrs. Colhnrn : " No man ever drew out my

heart as did Warren Colburn. No one has ever filled the aching void of his loss."
Ibid.. 217. .

" Ibid.. 182.
"Letters to Prescott. last three chapters. Carter also was instrumental In establishing

the °fact to which Mann was elected In Massachusetts.
" In " Letters to Prescott " (pp. 72-4i Carter argues that facts are to be learned first ;

that rules are rarejy the verbal generalization of facts. " They are abstract principles,
the truth of which can neither he perceived. understood, nor believed till" some single

., instance . . . presents itself to the learner. . . . The rule . . . is obtained by a patient
induction o4 particular instances and la put In words, not to teach us anything, but to classify
what bas already been learned. . . . The abstract principles of a language give no more
adequate idea of he particular,' from which they have been formed than the labels give
of the nature and obligation of a note. . . . The fact; of a language . . . are 'always
first learned. . . . The rules in the learner's memory are perfectly useless till he haa
learned the particulars or facts of the language,"%

Ibit, 118.
, .



opposition to .the prevailing methods of teaching grammar. Ile
established n school in Philadelphia,-was naturally outspoken in his
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asserted that " grammar and incongruity are idehtical things," and
attempted to reach correct use of the vernacular by direct means
associated with object teaching, rejecting practically all that had been
taught under the name of grammar."

Three other men prominent in the educational revival, especially as
its changes affected the. teaching of grammar, are Rand, Henry
Barnard. and Horace Mann. Rand was the author of " The Teachers'
Manual for Instructing in English Grammar..." Rand applies in
this pedagogical manual the fundamental' fact about grammar, stated
so effectively by Carter above: " In-forming g system of rules for a
written and cnit irate(' -language, its principles were obtained by dis7
covery, not by invention." It is. significant that this passage is from
a lecture on methods of teaching gramMar and composition before the
American Institute of Instruction in 1S33." The lessons published
by Rand are quite in keeping with the met hcds'of inductive approach.

But to-Henry Barnard and Horace Mann are to be ascribed the
influences which most contributed to the reform that culminated in
the transfer of emphasis front the word to the sentence as the unit of
grammatical study, in the growing 'conception of grammar as a
science of sentences, not as the art of writing and speaking. For five
successive Years (1S8SL1S41) Barnard. then. State superintendent,. of
schools of Connecticut. sent a series of questions to every teacher of
English grammar in the State. The queries involve all the essential
features of inductive teaching, discussed in more detail in the follow-
ing section. Thereis no way of estimating the influence of Barnard's
constant empliasis on these new principles: the effects on school prac-
tices must have been great. Representative queries sent out by
Barnard were.ns folloWs:

1. Do you make your pupils understand that the rules of .grammar are only
the recognised uses of'language?'

2. Do you give eleinentart instruction as to the parts of speech and rules of
construction in connect ion with rending lessons?

8. Do you accustom your pupils to construct sentences of their own, using
different parts of speech. on the blackboard?

4. -Harks. you formed the habit of correct speaking, so as to train, by yotir
own example, your pupils to he good practical grammiirians?

5. At what age do your pupils commence this study? "2

Asearly as 1827 William C.-Woodbridge wrote in his journal:
It is not a perfect knowledge of a treatise on grammar or a surprising fluency

ip parsing Witt will he,,iiiire to produce . correctness' of expression. . .

to Monroe. Petttaloxelan.Mo'iement. 47,

"

P

Ma..An. of Ed, and Tu. 0(1833) 160. *Barnard. Am. J. o8(14.eg.
1, 102, etc.
itsoce of this manual. The lemons are also printed In and An. of Ed. and Ina..

oe ublished In Boston. I It:12. A levies of lemons In tettehlne grammar were the sub-

.
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The evil usmilly to be guarded against is that of trusting too much to the
didactic exttositi4m of grammar as given wholly 'in school hooks, and not using
sufficient diligenee to make the whole subject intelligible and familiar by plain
conversion and constant practical exercise. What is needed in teaching gram-
mar is full oral explanation, to prepare the learner; . . . next to thin frequent
practice in writing let the be ever so humble ).48

Barnard and Mann at the head of State school systems were in posi-
t ions of advantage for pushing the reforms they advocated. But even
before Mann's influence was felt as a State officer in Massachusetts
we find here and there a progressive .school committee which had
caught. the new spirit in regard to grammar. Samuel 'Shattuck, of
the school committee of Concord, Mass., reported to the town meeting,
November G. 1830. that

. Grammar, taught according to the usual system, is productive of little piglet'.
eat good.. A mere knowledge of parsing does not give a person the use of
language. The inductive methd, wide!' eommenes with learning to express
the 11104t simple MI proceeds to the more 'complex.idens, arriving At just rules
for their construction at each step of its progress. seems to be the most natural
in gaining a knowledge of language. The scholar should lie required to make
the application if every 111e., in writing, not merely in the examples laid down
in his textbook but in describing other objects,'

This statement is highly suggestive of both the method of parsing
prevalent in 1830 and the new processes which we shall consider in
the follow Mg sect ion.

After Mann lia41 aroused the State we find very frequent statements
from the school committees of the various counties indiCating the
pressure that was being brought to bear against the "big three " of
grammatical instruction. Charlestown comthitiee, in 18W, says:

Young men go friim school whh in-parsing. or analyzing sentences, that
would make the eyes of grammarians glisten with delight, and yet . . . prefer
. . . the bastinado rath'er than compose a piece of reasoning.. . . Yet the
abject of learning grammar is to write and speak the English language with
propriety to make the mind capable of forming independent opinions....
Cadnot something more be done for this than now-is done?"

With amusing errors in. diction, the school officials of Dracot, in
the same State and year, inveigh against formalism as follows:.,

Long lessonft, l'orrectly reelt\ed from mentors, though they may sound well,
and may he listened to with much interest, do not necessarily imply knowledge.
They may show that a scholar has been industrious in getting his lessons ,
Against this hollow. decepe Practice . . . your committee have taken a
decided stand: . given teachers strict charge . to go, not over them
(lessons] -nut intn them; not round thent.bat through them. . . In doing this,
our object has been- to learn . scholars to reason as well as to commit to.
memory."

- "Am. An. of Ed. (152 651-2.
"Am. J. and An..of Ed. and Ins. (1831), 138.

Mass. Bch. Ret. (1840), 49.
Nibid 55. 0.
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3. CHIEF FEATURES OF THE INDUCTIVE MOVEMENT APPLIED TO
GRAMMMAR.

The chief features of the inductive movement as they were applied
to Outliner have been suggested in the preceding sections. They
were three in number: First, the attempt to make learners understand
thoroughly every step of their progress; second, the use of viral and
visual instrhetton as a means of removing the tedium of book learn-
ing; and, third, the addition of the pupil's own activity in actually
applying principles as he learned them, not only by meanssof

tionel exercises for parsing and correcting false-syntax but also of
exercises in sentence building and composition. All these were to be
Caught. in close association with grammar.

REVOLT AGAINST MEANINGLESS INSTRUCTION.

The revolt against instruction meaningless to pupils was led by
Horace Mann, whose guiding principle was the Zealous advocacy of
oral as against exclusive tektbook instruction, of the word as against
the traditional alphabet method, of the objective, illustrative, and
explanatory method of teaching.as itgainst the abstract and subjec-
tive." 3lann':4. leadership is clearly seen in the thinking of school
committees of Massachusetts, in the decade between 1840 and 1850,
They frequently objected. to teaching the signs of thought., rather
than the thought itself." In 1840 the commie of the town of
Athol expressed the opinion: ` Confessedli- one of the most serious
defects existing in the system of education . . . is the commttnica.
tion.l.to the mind of the youth, of the' signs of thought more than the
thought themselves.'' 9 This struck to the very heart of the error of
teaching in both reading and grammar up to 1850. The word was the
unit of approitCh, the idea signified of-secondary importnpce. -Favor.
able omment .upon the results of normal training for teachers with

-special reference to making the pupils understand is not uncommon.
For example, in the Lancaster report of 1840 we find: ,

The practice of calling the attention of classes to the meaning of what they
study is of the greatest vaille, but it Is comparatively new in our schools and by

er Anderson. Ilist. of Corn. Sell. Ed., 227.
M A letter from a teacher who signs himself " Exporting sum." giving' an Imaginary con-

versation with a, pupil in grammar. Is indicative of numerous ideas found In edurlitionvli
journals of the period.

"' You say that you read in the English Reader: do yournstudy grunt:tin*? '
Ycs. sir: I have been through it several times, hut I never parsed any yet.'

Whose symtem you study?'
...oh( 1 study my own -grammar: but It is almost worn out. I shall have to borrow

then. for father says he to buy me any 130W books this summer.'
" ' I meapt who is the out r of the grammar which yOu use?'
"'Author? I don't know what you melt.'" Am. J. and An. of Ed. and ins., I, 478.
"Bch. Ret. (1840), 87.
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no menus yet fully used. We believe that if words are good for anything it is
for their meaning. ... I,et aleillaty be joined with understanding."

In dose association with the agitation again '-t the teaching of
meaningless terms was the growing demand that children must under-
stand the meaning of the grammatical principles they were called
upon to acqiiire. This is in the mind of the committee of Carver,
Mass., in .1839. when they reported: " We can not say that there are
many who get 8 thorough knowledge of graMmar in our schools at
the present day. lilt we think that there are many who deriYe a con-,
siderable understanding of it." whereupon they contrasted it with
the gratnmar teaching of thecommittm's youth."' Not so favorable

were the opinions of the committee of Ctimmington County:-

Your ommittee wish to notice that . . . the metiosl of Instruction Is too
formal 11 nil meehaniol, anti not sufficiently diro,ted to the understanding.
Teachers do not sufficiently Illustrate' the sultje0 In which the sehOlar le
,engaged. The scholar commits to tutmory a eertain number of words, without
attnehing them to a single idea. whereas Ideas instead of Words ought. to be
learned."

In a similar Manner I he school authorities of Aniesbm' demanded
in teachers "the ability of communicating in an understanding and
profitable -manner what they are called upon ta teach." 93 Those of
Essex suggested. " the propriety of being cautious when engaging
teachers, to procure. if po-sAle. . . . men who have sonic lad for
awakening and bringing out the powers of youth."'" More force-
fully than elegantly the Athol committee expressed much the same

sentiment.
A tenetter is not like n Jug, whirl% holds.back its contents fermi necessity. or

like a cow which holds up her mill; from inclination, the nearer full they are;
he should rather be like a rain (loud. which sends down blessings in showers,
mad .like a fountain over flowing ov'er:"

9" Ibid., 103.
The school committee of Weston, in 1511. imeiglied against verbal instruction: "

the understanding of the scholar is not . . properly exercised. A correct verbal, recite .
(ion seems the principal, If not the only.. oh.icel to he nitoinod; while the. scholar
garners up a multitude of words, his mind 'adds nothing to his stock of ideas. Let the
young he ttpagb1-,to think." Ibid., 15,11, (19.

The Weaterfleld committee, in the same year. voiced the oft-repeated complaint : " The
efforts of too many Of our leachers have been confined- to impart to tale scholars' menonry

a aeries of words, ratiA.t than to open their understanding to the reception of ideas."
Ibid., 128.

1 Ibid. (1.539). 413. "Ibid.. 4.
1R40, 143.

The Springfield committee fhlt the same need: Let the rules of grammar . . be not
(ally Committed to memory, but let their principles be understood, let the subjects

lie so incorporated into . . . the thought ... that theircontonts m11113' he'reproduced and
transmitted. Ibid., .172. hat of Ashby also reported.; "Another point noticed wife the want
of familiar expltinati some teachem seemed to he eon tent with receiving the answer.
given In the hook. . . . Such parrotlike recitations can he anything but interesting to the
teacher or pupil. Let the teacher; by familiar inquiries and explanations, Allow that the
subject . . . ie fully understood." ibid., 1841, 40.

." ibid., S. .sihid
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A glimpse into one of the progressive schoolrooms of 18'24 shows us
gramthar being taught far in advance of its time. William A. Alcott,
afterwards associated with Woodbridge in the editorship of the Ameri-
CanJoumal of Education and the author of limy articles on methods
of teaching, as a young man taught a district school of Southington.
Conn. Here he made marked advances especially in the teaching of
etymology. The account. of his method of teaching pupils themean-
ing of a verb reminds one of the actions often seen to-day in the class-
rooms. of modern-language teachers who pursile what is -known as
" the direct. method." Without any preliminary information in
regard. to what, lie was going to do, Alcott would ask the_ pupils to
take their slates and pencils. Then stanipilig the floor or clapping
hiS hands he would require them to write down what they saw him do.
This process he would have repeated with tlie actions of the pupils as-
well as his own. " Now," he would say," what have you been doing? "
He would point 2ut that the words they had written described fictions.
"These words describing actions are verbs. Now, what is a. verb? "
In this manner the children were said to acquire as much knowledge
in 10 lessons as in an entire term under the older methods."

The second feature of the educationid revival which after ed instruc-
' Lion in grammar was the attention given to visual and ora . traction.

In 1839 the school committee of 'Roxbury, Mass., struck a note not
frequently heard,namely; that the force of the teacher's example in

.speaking and writing is the inost iniTiortant agency of instruction.
Their statement was thatL
teachers should- take rare notto undo all their efforts to teach grammar by the
bad example of using false grammar themselves. They should watch over
thrlr own . . . modes of address. as well as those of the children, for exaple's
sake. . . . is necessary thdt teachers be . . . exemplary in conversation.

o ATTENSION TO VISUAL AND ORAL INSTRUCTION.

The teacher's example is not- a direct phase of what is known as
oral instruction. The term means rather that children are taught
principles by Ivord of mouth : that is, the explanatory talks which
Kirkhain had included in his text are to be presented 'in simple expla-
nations by the teachers themselves. This practice was so unfamiliar
in some towns that it attracted the notice of visiting committees, as
that of 'Newbury, MasS., which 'wrote, in 1839: "AnOther improve-
ment we .noticed was the, methpd of some teachers of communicating
'knowledge by familiar converriation and by questions on corn
mon subjects." 1" The Egerment committee. of 1843 kund occasion
to praise---:

"Ibtrntird. Ed. Biog.. 261: also Am. of E
14 Sch. Rat.. (1839), 365.
4 Ibid., 1830. 33.
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the example in the winter school of diStrict No. 2. of much oral instrviction
instead of the common practice of very rigid confinement to the lesson book;
. . . a good teacher can talk into a child. In the space of three or four months.
an amount . . . of practical knowledge . . . which the child could not read into
himself in the space of as many years."

I.forace Mann, reviewing Edward's " First Lessoks in Grammar,"
1843, asserts :

If a child is made ti) feel that the subject (grammar] is hard to understand
and fliat he is expected to gripe his way In darkness . will he very likely
to construct a prejudice against it. . . . Many a teacher has felt that there
must he a better way of teaching grammar. . . . Edward's " First Lessons"
is not the old process of committing to memory and repeating. . A method
is given by which a .teacher explains whatever is difficult to the learner.. .

The book is the substance of lessons in grpunar given orally by the 'author in
school.'

This same note is struck by an editorial by William B. Fowle in
1850:

147

Grammar can be faucht by oral Instruction. by corrIgting the Ungrammatical
language of the pupils. and by the example of the teacher much more easily and
more effectively than by committing to memory and rcuiting. . . . An accom-
plished teacher may do more for as class of 20 in one hour. by exercises on the
blackboard, than he can do in a. whole day.for an individual' who studies and
parses front a textbook.'

The first 9,4 pages of William II. Wells's." School 184a,
awe devoted to a section on oral instruction in English grammar, pre-
pared at. the request of Barnard, at, the time commissioner of public
schools in Rhode Island. find already published as one of his series of
educational tracts.3 This section is not a part of the grammar itself
but is frankly given over to explicit directions to teachers as to how,
to use the int ludive methods and how to use illustrative exercises in
composition.' One hundrCd and fifty thousand of .these textbooks
were sold in the first .five years.. We have seen that his .books

Ibid. (18431, 18S.
'Com. Sch. J., 1843, 107-8.
"After the part of speech . . had been defined by the teacher and clearly compre-

hended.by the pupils, they went to their sent to write examples in n hook kept for that
purpose. It was sometimes found that listening to an explanation . . . Mill oonversing

. . were not sufficient . . . on which account a textbook was required. This construe-
tive exercise Is extremely interesting; children are pleased with doing something." Ibid.

"'Com. Sch. J. (1850), 140
Wells; Etch. Gram.. preface, IV..

4A sample of Wells's ndvic'e concerning instruction in the parts of speech may be
quoted "'fhe claresification of words may be introduced by referring to the different kludIt
of trees; to the different kinds of aninials; or to any other eidlection of objects that
admit of.a regular division lido distinct classes. Thus when we go IWO a forest, We' fInff.,
that4the'nutnher of trees about its is 'greater than we can estimate. lint we soon observe
that a certain portion of theM have Certain feseinblances, while th?.y differ essentially':
from all the rest: . . by extending our obseivation, we find . ti . nil trees . . belong
to a fete very simple classes, . Oak 4recs,,. . Pilo trees. . . . ;hist so it is with the
words of our langtinge.*. . fly some Introductory illustration the curiosity of a class
of beginners may .he excited. . The teacher Shoald lend his pupils to Mho an active
Dart in these ICAISQ1)11 from the beginning." 12.
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were scattered through various States. Wells himself later became
Superintendent of schools in Chicago. It is, probable that his influ.-
ence more than that of any otheripan really introduced oral instruc-
tion and 'explanation into classrom iustruction in English grammar.

Visual instruction was also brought. into the field of teaching gram-/mar after 185. As late as 1835 the idea of using slates and black-
boards was exceedingly novel in only a few schools does it appear to
have been attempted before that time. William A. Alcott, whom we
have seen above dispensing with grammar hooks as far as posSible,
testifies that in 1830 " the idea of studying grammar with slates and
pencils was -so novel that I found no difficulty in gainhig general
attention." Children wrote names of different objects held. before
them, they read the lists aloud, classified them, and Wrote new lists
of objects of which they could think.. Thus was employed a combi-
nation method of visutil instruction and pupils' activity.° Rules and
regulations for the school of Salem, Mass.,Teriuire that " every lesson
(in grammar) shall, be accompanied by operations on the blackboard
and slates (from the younger pupils). and exercises in parsing shall
be required froin the older classes." 6 In an article on normal schools.
in 1843, the advice is given that,
the first principles .stouldbealhught orally and by the blackbOard and slate. Sotaught, they are easy and pleasant, and throw valuable light upon the arts of
reading and composition. The use of the blackboard is very important. Write
on the board,' It is she," not "It is her!" Require .the pupils to make for
themselves, and write on tlu states. ten examples of similar mistakes, and
their corrections. The rule Is learnt better than by months of repeating the
rule InparsIng, where the mind is little betterthan passive.'

Again; James Ray, a prominent teacher of this decade, in 1830
advises:

. .

In the study of Grammar the blackboard may he used to exhibit the inflec-
tions of the variouri parts of speech: it may also he used in syntax,-to point out
the connection of the principal words to each .other. The method of doing.this
is by writing on The board the sentence to be parsed, and then connecting by
curved lines those words that have any grammatical connection with each
other. The Instructor at the some time pointing out what that relation Is. Itmay be observed that In teaching grammar the use of the blackboard is con-

7fined to the teaching the elementary principles of the science. [and1 is used by
the teacher for the purpose of Illustrating these.prinelpies.

l'he foregoing is the earliest referenCe the writer has seen pointing
to th5i use of diagrams, which; after the middle of the century, came
into great prominence in the analysis of sentences.
""Afasilachuiettaischeol committees often spoke in commendation of,
the .new' movement for blackboards facilitating instruction in 'gram-

.4

Am: An. of Ed. and Ins, (1837), 165.
Heh. (1842),

*Ibid. (1843), 831
'Ray, Transactions of College Watchers, Fl, 104.
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mar. For instance, the Dighton committee said, in 1843: ." The black-
board has been introduced into several schools. . . . By means of
this the study of Orthography. *lid. English Grammar' has been
facilitated."

Samuel J. May gives a hint concerning the very earliest appear-
ances of blackboards, when, describing a visit to the school of Rev.
Father Francis Brosius in Boston, in 1814, he said : " On entering
his room we were struck at the appearance of a Blackboard suspended
on the wall. . . . I had never seen such a thing before . . . and there
I first witnessed the process M analytical and inductive teaching." 10
It is quite certain, however; that not for two decades after 1814 did
the rank and file of Massachusetts schools adopt this device now
regarded as so indispensable for visual instruction. William` C.
WoOdbridge, in the report of a Boston school committee On improve-
ments, in 1833, strongly recommended slates and cards in the primary
schools. He added that means for visual instruction were positively
forbidden in Boston by the general committee." In the common
schools of Connecticut as late as 1832 " slates, blackboards, and appa-
mails are almost entirely unknown in the district schools," a commit-
tee on common schools testified." 4Aias'sachusetts counties in general
waited for the boards until after 1840."

INTRODUCTION OF CONSTRUCTIVE WORK.

The third prominent feature of innovating methods before 1850
was the introduction of constructive work on the part of the pupils,
which gradually took the form of composition. Of course dictation
and copying exercises were very old," and disputations dated far
before the beginnir,s of instruction in the vernacular. Moreover,
writing of a sort .had accompanied work in grammar in the days Of
Murray's dominance in American schools. But composition as an
adjunct to the-study of .grammar did not become prominent tintil
Barnard, Fowle, Mann, Carter. Rand. and others championed and.
advanced it.. Fowle, in an editorial of 1852, says that
even now. a large ntlitiber' of our schools have no composition taught in them.
No wonder, for not one teacher In 10 can Write with tolerable ease and correct-
ness. In an institute in MasSachusetts 118110 we required 117 teachers to
write what they could in fifteen minutes on " happiness." At the end fifteen
minutes. but semi teachers had done anything. and four of these hail requested
to be excused from writing. The three more periods of fifteen minutes were
given, and only twenty teachers had been able to write anything in the end:

*An. Rept. Supt. Ed, (1813), 234.
t Barnard, Ed. Blog:, 38.
It Am. An. of Ed. and Ins. (1833). 587.
"Ibid. (1832), 245.

Aehbunham comment a. In 1f441 Sehoolroorna have been more generally furnished
with blackboards.' Rept. Supt. Ed. (1841), 71. Ste also,1131(1., 78; 1843, 234 ; 1841, 27.

1 See Chap. V, 127.
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Fowle then pertinently asks: " How can such teachers give instruc-
tion in English Grammar? ""

The Massachusetts school reports are especially cigar in indicating
that composition as such was a product of the decade 1830. and 1840.
In 1840 Sterling reported that " the exercise of composition has been
introduced into sOme schools with encouraging success. This impor-
tant branch has heen.too mn-h ne(dected in former years. . . Eng-
lish-Composition should come next 41 order . to-graminar."6

The committee of Carver. in 1839, explained that 20 years earlier
the art of composing and writing received no attention:

It is true WO Were Stet ((I Waking marks. atattlashina and pointim: them with
tour pens (writing) . . but . . . ihrrr are but few now, who were scholars
then. that can co pose. write and fold wiktor. in p handsome form. as large
numbers of our children from ten to fifteen years of age can."

The Rockport committee " urged upon the inure advanced scholars,
who are acquainted with grammar. the importance Of writing com-
position. . is should he a standing, exercise'in our schools. . . .

This exercise is too much regarded as a matter of form. "" Here it-
is to be noted that:composition first came into the oirriculum only
after the"pupil-had soi11P acquaintance with grammar. 'tater eritals
reversed the order. couiposition preceding grammar. This consti-
tutes a very important consideTation. The eiintittee of Dana. in
1843, commended oral composition in the following language :

Title practice was particularly 14Miiiii(1111,41 by the of urging the
classes. Instead of giving arbitrary rules from the 'book, to explain their opera-
tion. and to give their reasons In their awn laugnal.71`. .... Exercises hi cont-
position have been attended to in SOW of the is- boils." .

Only one MaSsachusetts committee.; in 184:i. found a satisfactory
condition:

In the juve e department in this school there was n new thing exhibited at

ten by little t. tildrett under ten years of atab. and written with a simplicity,
the examina . about fifteen letters. soul pieces of original composition. writ-
ten

and beauty. which surprised as much as It delighted us,"
The list, of questions which Barnard sent to the Connecticut teach-

ers (18:18-18-11. inclusive) are indicative of the most 4tdvanced thought
of the day."

.

1. Do you classify your pupils hi reference to teachhig composition?
2. Do you acctistom your youngest pupils to write or print words and short

sentenced on the slate. front your dictation?
3. Do you ask them to print or write smnetising about *hat they ave seen 1,t1

rousing to school, or read In the reading lesson? . .

4. As a preliminary exercise incimmosition, do you engage then In familiar
Palk about something they have Wen In their walk,Jor has happened in or about

"Com. Sch. J. (1852): 375: laid: (1843) , 83.
to Mass. Bch, Ret. 118401, 123. "Ibid. (184:11. 215,
"Ibid. (1830), 413. "Am. J. of Ed., 1. ant.

wd. (041),
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the school? and when they have got ideas, and'can clothe them orally in words,
do you allow them as a privilege to write or print the saute on UK! slate 9r
paper?

5. Do you give out a number of words, and then ask your pupils to frame
sentences in which th(ose words are used?

6. you require your older ',mills to keep a journal or give an account of the
occurrences of the day, as an exercise in composition?

7. Do you instruct your pupils-A to the most approved form of dating. cum-
mowing, and closing a letter?

8. Do you require your pupils to write a letter In answer to some .supposed:
ihquiries about some matter of fact?

9. Do you request your older, pupils to write out what they can recollect of a
sermon or lecture they httve heard, or of a book they have been rending?

10. At what age do your 'moils usually commence writing easy sentenees or
Colnposit lons'!

The exceeding reluctance with which authors of treatises on gram-
mar and teachers of this subject came to the realization that construc-
tive written work on the part of pupils ought to accomP-any every
stage of their progress is clearly marked in America before 1850:
Vriestley as early as 1772 recommends the practice in his preface,"
but neither his nor contemporary textbooks are constructed with this .

purpose in mind. Even earlier than Priestley we have seen the
Philadelphia ACadenly and otbersclools of advanced ideas employ-
ing Compositioq, but. not. prima-rily as. an adjunct to.grammar.2' But
the fact is that the practice was not prevalent in American schools.
This is evident, not only from the complete absence of suggestions
for composition in the earlier grammars Lbut also from frequent
test imony.2'

" We 11110 Introthice Into the schools English 'gra:ant:tr. Eng:Isit eomposltion. and
frequent English translations from authors In othc r latuniages. The common objection
to English Compositions. that It Is like requiring brick to brimitle withotit straw (boys not
being supposed to lie capable of so fthih reflection. as neessary to treat any subject
with propriety, is it very frivolous one since It Is very .,a,y to contrive a variety of exer-
cises introductory to themes upon moral .and scientific sultjects. In many of which the
whole attention may he ettiployc(1,tipon language only : and from then-ce youth may be led
on In a regular series of compositions. In wide!) ,the transition from language In sentiment
may be. as gradual owl easy its possible Priestley. :id ed., preface, XXI.

"See Chap. III, p. 41;.'
a4. We were two in three yeare in grnnunar . . . we were never required to write

sentence of English. and we never did write one as a school exercise." Wallis. speaking
of Boston schools about lsou. om. seh. J.. (Imp), 5.

' We were educated at one of the best schools . . Wit, although we studied English
grammar seven years and received a sliver media for our proficieney. we never wrote
sentence of English at school and never did anything which implied n suspicion on
our part: that grammar hod anything to do with writing or conversation." ibid.. *editorial
(r849), 25R.

Compositlon was unknown to us. We were supposed to pequire ' the art of writing'
the English Language with propriety' by a textbqit entity of Orthography, Etymology,
Ryntnit and Prosody, 'without writing even a sentence:" Swett., speaking of the period;
1830-0440, Am, Pub. Kelt., 122.

We think It would be but .a counterpart to our grainmarii for children If some Minato'.
pher.were to publish a treatise as a mode for divovering the center of gravity, and the
laws of motion. In order to tench the children how to wnlk and run." 'Review of EversVii
English Grantmag. 1835,Atn. An. of Ed and ,Ins. (18:15 a. 429.
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It is significant, then, to find .graMmars after 1820 deliberately
planning exercises in composition. They do not attempt " themes
upon moral and scientific subjects," as Priestley advised ; indeed, their
suggestions for written work may not properly be called composition
at all. Roswell Smith's title, " Sentences to be written," iS far more
exact: Kirkham rind nothing 'to contribute to this advance, content:.
ing himself with elaborate parsing and false syntax. Goold Iirowri
follows Murray in placing exercises after ein of the four divisions
of his grammar, urging that the pupils `` should icrd «pit "2'' their
answers. Smith is entit led to the credit a making the first distinctive
step toward the practice of sentence building. Scattered through his
text are numerous healtingTh entitled "Sentences to be written." The
purpose is-to employ the elitist ruct i ve activities of pupils as a means
of fixing the graittniatical principles they have just-been stuaying."
Remembering the dates of Stilith's booksls.29 and 1s31we see
that he stands in point of time at the:head of the movement for corn.:
position:in Massachusetts diseussed above."

Wells, in .18.111, urged that teachers Write models on the board. and
that they also write lists of words and have the pupils compose sen-
tences embracing them. I It. gt; a step in advance, advising: "After
the pupi have in this manner exemplified the variOnsmodirications
of the parts of speech. they should be required to write several rout-
.positions of considerable length..." Naturally we find Greene, in his
"Analysis of Sentences." taking even more advanced ..rroaml. In Ilk
preface he affirms that " the, only suceessful method of obtaining a
.knowledge of that art- (writing and speaking correctly ) is by means
of construction-and analysis." In the text proper construction -exer-
cises begin on page 13. a fthAtite saying: These exercises may he
written or recited orally. It is recommended that the practice of writ-

1,.tigtish if:111=111r. Ion.
"Sentencei to he written :
"'Q. Will you compose Iwo senteupes, each halm:; a 4111Trent adjective pronoun?

having a demonstrutiTe pronoiin? One. having an .Ituktinile pronutm .used as a noun?'
Eng. Gram. Prod. Sy...

"Richard G. Parker's book.." Progressive Exercises In English Composition." Boston,'
1832, enjoyed st renuirkabb sale. It r ached Its fortyflfth edition in 1845. New editions
were published in 1s55 and Parker published a " Sequel in 1535 and. In 1844.

, "Aids to. English Composition.- which reached Its twentieth edition in 1850. The sale of
these series Is indicative of the tiend toward composition. Parker, collaborating with e.
Fox. In 1834, published also " Prot.:bps:dye Excreisis In English Grammar," Part II, 1835,
Pitrt III. 1S40. favorable review of tlie first book describes. It as being " without a
formidahle array of long definitions and rules." Am. An. of KO. and ins.
(18351. 47.

*1 Sch. gram.. 24. . .

A ft nlyxlm. 4. Conirtist this with Goold Brown's statement : " The only successful .

method of teaching 'grammar 'is to valise the Principal definitions and'rules. to be com-
mitted thoroughly to meMory, that they may ever afterwards he readily; applied." Brown,
preface. VI. 'The contrasted stat, no.na indicate the two radleally different eiinceptions of
grammatical Instruction, one of which was passing, the other of which was entering. in
1800.
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ing lessons should be adopted as a general rule." 3° Moreover, Greene:
desires that " the exercises, after being corrected, should be copied
into a writing book." "

As may be expected, it is impossible to assign a (late at which con-
structive work, closely associated with grammatical study, entered
school practice. However. it appears safe to say that it was the out-
come of the influences we have seew,at work in the period between
18.25 and 1840," The discussion may be fittingly closed by citing the
practice of,two schools, which fur their generation were exceedingly
progressive: A teacher of 1830, describing methods which he has
found profitable, recommends voluntary composition. the pupils to
continue their work on their own account by keeping journals: The
variety of exercises suggested includes writing abstracts from mem-
ory: taking notes on lec'tur'es: abridgments; dialogues, real and
iniaginary stories for children: narratives of personal adventure:
discussion of questions: and the like. The voluntary reading of
articles at stated periods is also recommended." Of course this pro -
cedure is exceedingly advanced: it is practically composit hut as we
understand the term to-day. A more representative program of the
period in question is f(dind iti the following account of a female school
of Boston in 1g32 :

Core has been token to Improve 011 ocravionat opportunities of directing the.
:Menthol id' the pupils to the etymology. sitnuficniten..:w0 the appropriate.
Ilse of words. tis they owcur In connection. and %Odle the Jolter. st felt In their
meaning is still fresh In the mind. Exerckes in the definite: of words and in the
distinguishing synonyms are occnsinnily prescrilie41.i The prnetice of substi-
tuting equivalent words. phrases. sentences. and nom:this is likewise employed.
The analysis of licorative innuntige to the .satoe end. A practical course In
grammar Is comprehended in the doily exercise: coin] Josh ion aiid a systematic
vie of the principles of the science has been token.'

GENERAL SUMMARY.

Methods of lenciting grammar have now been tracell for about 100
years front its beginnings in America about 17`,.0 to the midille of the
nineteenth century. For the 'first 1'5 years instruction centered alniost

"Analysis. 13.
Ibid.. 15, 1.

4
**John Flint, who puldished " first Lessons in En:71Ish Grammar upon a Plan Inductlie

and Intellectualdi) lst33, deserves credit for pioneer vork in sentence building. antedat-
ing Greene 12 yens. An editorial in the ,Aincrican Annals says : " eeldedly the best
introductory work we have seen. The pupil's knowledge IS given by' examples and gen-
fences in which he finds words corresponding to deductions, and the pupil writes sentences

"'as soon as may be." Am. An. of it. and'Ins. 3:14. Dyer 11. Sanborn's "Analytical
Grammar." MO. receives Om liar commendation. 11114 ti s :17 t. 143. F. W. Feieh's "A
Cottairehennive Grammnr.". 1837. nffirms'on the t 1 fie page "Designed . to ntake the 'study
of granininr and composition one and tho same process: ihid.,111437t..725.., Of Wells and
Greene n committee on Roston free Mehonin declared, In 1S51. that they were nclitell "4111
over the land " ns n protest against teaching Murray's Latin grammar for English:" Com.j

Sch. J. (187.1i, 36.
"Erodorc. Am. An. of Ed, and
"AM. An., of Ed. and Ins. 41832, 21E:
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entirely around memorizing. correcting false syntax. and parsing. Of
these all, three were transferred directly from practices customary in
studying Latin grammar. Al the year IS.23 changes began to
creep into class instruction.. Although the three traditional methods
still predominated. especially parsing and memorizing. influences
were* work which made the need of remedies felt in the educational
revival of the second quarter of the 5-.entury. Most conspicuous among
the innovations were; tiNt, earnest efforts to make the- pupils under-.
stand: second, visual and oral instruction: and, third, the beginnings
of constructive work. Most conspicuous among grammarians were
-Kirkham 'and Smith. Wells and Greene: among educational. leaders.
Carter. Rand. Barnard. and Mann. The results of their labors were
indeed:a veritable revolution. both in the conception of grammar and
in the methOds of instruction, a revolution the nature of which is
well illustrated by comparing Goo Id Brown's statement of 1s23 with
the corresponding statement of Greene in 1S17:.

The only successful nwthd of teaching graninuir Is to elitist. the principal
definitions and rules to be coniinitted thorimgilly to memory. t Brown.)

The only successful method of ohta Ining a knowledge of the art is by awaits
.of construction and analysis." (Grene.1

" Cont.' Mention of methods after 1,nn I<, reserved for :mother study. Retw..en 1's0 and1920 we may distinguish three fairly marked periods: That of Is47-173, which may be
termed the inductive period, eharneterized by the methods whose origin has Just beenpresented: thatof 1573--I/491. which may be termed the rhetorical period, marked by Swin-ton's "Language Lessons." White's grammars t P.4711. also Ilan-ant entrance require-
ments of 1873, and the Connecticut order dropping grammar in 1591: and that of IS:ti
lt:120. which may be termed the eliminotion period or the incidental study period, the chief
tendency of which is the gradual subordination of formal grammar to its proper place asIncidental to the study of composition and literature.



APPENDIX A.
CHRONOLOGICAL CATALOGUE OF ENGLISH GRAMMARS IN

AMERICA BEFORE 1800.

Henry Barnard, speaking of his list of Lundy American textbooks,"
indicates the viewpoint in which the present list is compiled. He
says: " This information in ninny case is very imperfect. and .Unsatis--
factory, but it will at least serve as the clue to further inquiry ; . . .

num errors omis.sions will 'doubtless be detected in regard
to those books which the coutpiler'has witseen. and whose titles, dates, .

and places of publication and authorship have: been gleaned from
numerous sources not always reliable!:

GRAMMARS USED IN AMERICA BEFORE 1P50,

1706. Ilreenttotl, Jattlett. Essay Tilw;Ird n Praetical-English Grammar. 2d ed.,
1741. 12 °.:115 pp.

/72.i. Jones. Hugh. Nhurt English Grammar: An Accidence to the Englist
Tongue. London.

See Chapter II for further description of the first 10 grammars in this list.
1740. Dilworth. Th01111s. A Ni M' (.11141e tai the English Tongue. Containing a

!trier but Comprelionsive English Grammar. 1.1a1,141n,

17,51. Harris, James. Hermes. or as Philw.4,phictil Inquiry Concerning Universal
grammar. 11th ed.. 1S66. 46S pp.. A°.

Barris 's work was nut a textbook, hat was influential In shaping moat of
the grammars earliest In America. Murray acknowledges his indebtodness:
Ofrtroducflon, 5.1 Harris was an intioator and simplifier among gram-

. wariaa,,, using only four .'lases of words. after Aristotle. Book reprinted
In Philadelphia. NViekershaul, Ilist. of Ed. In Pa., 202. Reached 7th ed.,
15'25. Com. Sell .1., III. :11.

Wiseman, . English I;rammar.
Aticertised, Boston v.ning Post, Oct. 27, 1700,

1753. Fisher. A. A Practical New Grammar. 2Sth wi., Guidon, 1795. 176 pp..
12°.

Eoll.m4 Barris with four kinds of speech : no .cases, no moods, only three
tenses. Brown used "A New Edition, Enlarged, improved and Corrected,
1500."

1758. Lowth. Robert. A short Introduction. to English Grammar. -1st Amer.
ed--1,ondoic1775, 132 pp. 12°.

"Itnrnard's list. Am. J. of Ed.. XII, XIII, Xis'; also William II. Wells's list in the
preface of his "A Granimar,of the English !Ant:nage." Itoion_Itt:1;:. edition. A writer
who-signs himself W,.11. W.' (probably William IL -Wells, began it 'sties of articles on
English gramMars In Comtnon School Journal Illness compelling him ,to cease his
labors, another writer who signs his articles. " Wallis" tprobably Fowle, con-
tinued the series under the title "Cfrarnmars Published in America before 1504." C. S. I.,
IX, X. XI, NIL. A fourth Hat. ".Auteriettn,-Trritsaks," anonymous, is found in liarnard's
American Journal of Education, 14, 600. Forall books published in.Amerlea befOre 1792
Evans14 Atneriean Bibliography" is the standard source.. Evans is not i Sr.nfallible,' ho-
ever ; trfcw books before 1792 have apParentlynot come to his attention. 11rOwn-

In his "Grammar of tIrninmara." 1854, presents. Hit- of some no authors or compilers of
grammatical textbooks.

The present writer has addedseveral.ltrgask of information, tnestiy (ragruentdry, trofi
announcements of 'publishers, .from took reviews in the- early educational jOurnals, and
from stray sreferencem in town histories,' reports of .schoOl.sucletics, addresses in .educa4
ilonaLiOnventions,l_and pedagogical tracts.,
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1760. [Ationynans.) The British Grammar. 1st American Pd.. 1784. 2M
pit.. 8°.

'1760. Gough-James. Enz lish Grammar. 212 pp.. IS°.
Advertked. thritte. net. 24. 1707. I7011 Ia 4110 of :2d ed. "A

publicatian et little merit; much of It borrowed from earlier writers." W. II.Co Sch. J., 111, 210.
1763. Prriestley..141seph. The Rudiments of English Grammar. 3d ed.. 1,111111011,

'62 pp..
Reprinted in Philadolpi. Wickersham. op. cif., 202. Simplifier. like

11nrris and ishi% .% production of little merit." wells. op. cit.. 229.
1763. Ash, John. I;rannnalli.:11 Institutor. or an Easy Ilittlahltttotl tel Dr.

Lowth's English Grammar. lotabin. 163 pp. 24°.
First American reprint. 1771. by hitch (;:fine, New O'ork: Evans, 5,..

1765. Johnson. Sittnnel. An English. Grammar; the First Easy Itudiments_of
Graminicr Applied to the English l'ongthelty 1thr. Who is Extremely
Desirous -to Promote Good Literature in Anierla. and Espeialfy
Right English Education for the V se of Selou.ls. Now York. :to PP..
12°.

This appears to have been the first English grammar prepared by an
skmerIcan and puldished lu America. Evntis, 1, 1st. 10025. See
Chap. ii, p. :15.

1766. Burn. John. A Praetical Grammar of the English Language. Glasgow.
18°.

1767. Buchanan. James. A Itettnlar English Syntax. 191 pp.. 1'2°.
First American reprint-17SO. lvans, R, Rs, .A most egregious plagiarism.

borrowed from the British Griftninar. half the V44111114. copied verbatith."
Wells, op. cit., :1, 237.

1772. Adam, Alexander. Nitin and English Grammar. Edinburgh.
"Au English t:ramanr that wits connected with Adams s Latin Grammar

. . . far more English -than Murra3"m." Wallis, Cont. Self. J., XII. 115.
1773. Byerley, Thomas. A Plain and Easy Introduction to English Grammar.

New York.
177-, Mall, James. English Grammar.

Hall founded a school (177t41. in Bethany. N. C. Be eondueted classes In
English gram'. ar : wrote and published a book that had wide circulation.
Raper, The Church and Private Schools of North Carolina, 55, citing Foote's
Sketches, 8::0.

1779. Curtis. Abel. A Compend of English Grammar. Being an Attempt to
Point Out the Fundamental Principles of the English Language.
Dresden (Dartmouth College). 49 pp.. 16°.

--...-Benezet. Anthony. An Es.say Toward the Most Easy IntroductiOn to the
Knowledge of the English Grammar. 6 pp., 12°.

Compiled for the Pennsylvnnia Book. Evans lists the graMmarkiap as a separate book. Evens, 6, 4.
1784.. Webster. Noah. jr. A Grammatical Institute of the English Language.

In three parts. Part '2. Containing a Plain and Comprehensive
Grammar Grounded on the True Principles and Idioms of , the
Language. Ikrtford. 139 pp., 16r:

K en r 1 k. Wlilialu Itheturical Grammar of the English Language: /
178. -Bingham, Caleb.. The Young Ladies Accidence or it Short and Fuss

introduction to ;English Grammar.; Designed -Principally for She
Ulig Learners, Afore EspeelallyThotte. of the Fair Sex,

though Suitable to Both. BostA, 45 tip., 16°..
1786. Mennye, J. An English Grainingr, New York.' ---

;1787. Ussher, George M. The Elements. of English Grammar. London.
I . American edition, 1790, Portitnoutb, N. 11. Evaps, S. 98: Printed for

J. Mott:Ler, especially for young Indies. 11d Am, ed.; In 1804, Exeter, ,N. H.
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1787. Harrison. 1ph. Rudiments of English Grammar. Philade 11thia. 102
pp.. 18°.

Mentioned by Wickersham as one of the first used in Pennsylvania. Mat
- of rd. In Pa., 202. An English hook, tith ed.. Philadelphia, 1812.

175 --. fAttitnytitus.1 A Compreheniilve Grammar. Philadelphia. 173 pp.. 181.
17.9 Is :Id ed. F:vans. 7, 305.

1790. Webster. Noah. The Rudiments 'of English Granular. Hartford. 80 tp.,

The imminent. was first printed as part 2 of the Little Readers' .%stilstant ;
then. nt the rettio.,1 of the Hartford snout authorities, was twice. printed
as a separate hook, In 179o. Evans, s, lass

Thitehills th .%Iistrat of the First Principles of English Gram-
mar. Hart font 2-1°.

NleptIoned Ity ceorge A. Plimpton. Murray. 111sf. of Ed. in N. J., 51.
Compiled for the use or his own scl l Title page. riling. 8, 164.

A 1792. .% lex a nder. taleh. A raliiliinticall Syst.m of the English -Language.
!Vision. 96 pp., 12%.

"romprehendIng n Plain null FamIllftr Scheme of Teaching Young Gentle-
men and Lailics the .Art of Speaking and correctly their Native
Tongue." Eans, s. 242. lath ed.. Keene, N. IL. IA14.

I.tnotiyinotts.1 The Violi; gentlemen anti Ladies' Accidence. or ft Nis-
P"Islions Grammar of the English Tongue. Plain Ind Easy. Boston.

Attributed to Noah Wettster.
Huutithrle:t. Dank!. The 1.4illilaittilititls Inerit'an Oraitinuor. or Gram-

. 111,t nines in Verse. Portsmouth. N. 11.. 71 pp.. 12°.
Exerekes. 2 pp.. 1S°.

17t12 I. :al ell. "Ail the rule', i,f Parsing . . . facilitates grammatical
knowledge." Evan., 34;3.

1791. litiowlPs. John. l'rincluics of 1:nelIsli Grniumar. 341 NI.

179.5.- Carroll. Jiintes.- American criterion of English Grammar. NPW London.
Conn.

Dearborn. IleniatIlltr. The columbitin Boston. 12°.
George A. Plimpton tt.ttigns date. 1'792. literay. dint. of Ed. In N..1 51.

rged the citivs11.n-and answer method.

11 1791.

11111er. Alexander.) Concise Grammar of the English Tongue. 119 pp.,

12°
-- Murray. Lindley. English Grammar. Adapted to the Different Classes

of Learners., London.
MilrAt English Grammar.

Barnard lists, Ity 'whiter : information very fragmentary,
179-. dullard. Asa. An Ahridgment of Nturrity'S English Grammar. by a

Teacher of Youth. Poston.
loth ed..ln 1517. stieeeeded itingttiow. young Aceldence In Boa-

.

/ ton school..
1897. litirr. Jonathan. A Condienilimii of English Granihair. Roston. 72 pp.,

1s°.
.1797. Macintosh. Dunitart. An Essay on English Grammar. Boston: 239 pp., 8'.
179-. Marshall. English Grammar.

Written by tin American author, contemporary of Webster: date once,-
fain. Mentioned In Education In New Hampshire. Am. Ann. of Ed. and Ina.,
/S3:1. 435,

1799. Stanford. Daniel. A Short but romprehensite English Grammar. 18.
«Ceti. In 1500. 4th in 1507. "Fell Into the trace, of Murray." Wali

Corn. Sch, J., 12. 20:t. brown says 1st id'. 1507, 96-pp., 12.
1800. 'Woodbridge. William. Plain and Concise Grammar.

George A. Plimpton. (list. of Ed: In N. 3..
1801. Gurney, David. English Grammar. Roston. 18°.

2d ed.. 15(15..11rown. Barnard calls it " i"olumblan Accidetigat
1802. Cochran, Peier.-, An English- Grammar. Roston, 71. PP:.. le..
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A COMPARISON OF THE ENGLISH rEOGRAMS OF TURNBULL AND
FRANlifilN.

TURN1111.I.. ---- FRANKLIN.
(Front Observations on Liberal Euttit (:41tlyth, Writings of Bent Franklin.

lion (17-12), 17412. ed., I-,) 11. 391 st41.1'

. (;11All WAIL

"One exererse should be lin ily to Write
a page of English. and after that to
examine every word by the, graninntr
rules. and every' sentence they have
COMPOSO(1, to oblige them to give an
account of the -English Syntax and
construction."

"The English I.Ittiolage might be
taught by Grammar."

COM COSI T ION.

. who thinks it worth while learn-
ing to write this (mother tongue)?
Every one is suffered to form his own
stile by chance; to imitate the first
wretched model which falls in his way,
before he knows what Is faulty. or can
relish the beauties Of a Just simplicity.
. . . Right would lave . . .

taught-Meth to acquire habits of wqt-
ili-g their own- language easily miller
right direction; and this won Id have
been useful to them as hung us they
Wed."

Time Stiles -principally to be culti-
x.aled being the clear and the concise.

pirin their Stile, they should
he Ind on Writing Letters to each
other, making Abstracts of what they
read: or writing the same Things in
their own 1Vords; telling or writing..
Stories lately remi, in their own Ex..,
Pressbuns. All to be revis'd and cor-
rected by the Tutor."

LITERAT URE.

r "I need notfativise you to give them " Some of our best Writers. as Tilict
a taste of our hest poets." 'son. Addison. Tone. Algernon Sidney

Cato's letters, etc., should be elasriks.7

SPEAK I NO,

them to speak every day
Ihtir unwritten thought on any sub-
jeet in English. Let them rend an Ora-.
'don on Titilyi or T.ivy . , then shut
the hook. and speak the sense of it ex
tenipore."

.158 .1

." Repeating Speeches, dellveribg. Ora-
tions."
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DECLAMATION.

" Make them rend Mond .graeefully,
an accomplishment that many DWI) .

nnot perform. been nee they are
eitht:r unexperienced or bashful."

159

To form their Pronunciation they
may he put on I teelumations. . . .

.Reading should also be taught and
pronouncing, properly, distincting, etn-
phatleally."

I Olt I'llOT1,z8 ION S.

NVItere is Etigtih jaught at tires-.
cm': %Vim thinks of it of use to study
correctly the language whieh he Is to
use in daily life? . . . It is in this
that nobility an!I gentry defend their
country: . It is in this that lawyers;
plead. the divines Instruct. and all
ranks of people write their letters and
transact all their affairs."

"it is trierefort propos'd that they
learn those Things that are likely to
be nowt aNcfut. . Regard being had
to the several Professiens for which
they are intemhsl."

Between the passages In Turnbull and in the proposals of Franklin there Is
one striking. dissindlnrity. The former is. ontspitken 'In his entitle:mullion of
Latin as a Illdi11111 of mia.ersal education. Franklin, who In other !doves voices
the some sentiment. in his proposals contents himseit Merely with strong
emphasis upon 1:nalish as the "most useful" and "Most natural." Smyth. op.
cit.. 3Fi -911.- 'I'll'! explanation Is simple: Turnbull was writing a honk frankly
to substitute the v.ertmenhir and the realities for classical instruction. while
rranklin was ProPn111141W: the program for a school he wished to establish. The
former could ittIord 1i. denouncet he lipposit ion. the latter conic not. Atualways
the praetieal man is cautions, ronciliatisrY, compromising. The student of
Franklin's-early advocacy of the mother tongue is frequently struck by the
extreme diplomacy with which he sought to bring it forward.
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